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Abstract 

Along with a growing interest in the guitar repertoire that was composed during the early 

decades of the nineteenth century is a growing interest in the performance practices of the 

period. The quantity of repertoire for guitar from the early nineteenth century is 

significant. Much of this repertoire is of considerable musical worth, and also of 

historical interest in relation to the emergence and development of the single six string 

guitar at the end of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The use of period 

instruments, or contemporary reproductions, is also of significant interest to the 

contemporary performer in reference to the potential of these instruments to contribute to 

the more effective realisation and interpretation of music from the early nineteenth 

century. The number of tutor methods from this period that provide detailed performance 

practice information relating specifically to the guitar is limited. To create an 

interpretively rich and meaningful context also requires the examination of key writings 

from the period by leading singers, instrumentalists and theoreticians. Taking a specific 

practical focus this thesis will refer to tutor methods and writings by significant teachers 

who were also themselves well known as performers. By using these primary resources, 

and with reference to relevant contemporary research, this thesis will build a performance 

based context from within which the contemporary performer will be able to consider 

some of the key issues related to the performance practices of the early nineteenth 

century and incorporate them in an informed and meaningful way into their own 

performances. 
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Introductory Notes: 

Bar Numbering 

The following system is used to identify the location of a passage, bar or note: 
Composer of Work: Name of work Movement (roman numerals) / bar number! beat / 
position in beat e.g. Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op.36 / 148/1 / 3rd semiquaver. 
On any particular occasion only part of the above may be required to identify the relevant 
subject of the discussion. 

Contemporary 

Throughout the thesis the term contemporary' refers to performance practices that came 
to prominence in the latter part of the twentieth century, and which are still current 
practice. 

Carl Czerny - Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500 

Czerny's School was published in three volumes it is the third that contains the key 
interpretive information and is titled On playing with Expression. The first two volumes 
deal primarily with issues relating to keyboard technique. See appendix 9 for a copy of 
the contents of this volume. 

Throughout this thesis the following numbering system is used in reference to this work: 

Volume/Chapter/Page 

Johann Nepomuk Hummel - A Co;nplete Theoretical and Practical Course of 
Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte 

Hummel's Practical Course was published in three volumes. It is in the second section 
of the third volume that general interpretive issues are discussed. See appendix 9 for a 
copy of the contents of this volume. 

Throughout this thesis the following numbering system is used in reference to this work: 

Volume/Chapter/Section/Page 
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Introduction 

A growing number of guitarists are now starting to explore more extensively the 

repertoire of the early nineteenth century, moving beyond the limited selection of works 

that became an established part of the guitar's repertoire for the larger part of the 

twentieth century. A significant catalyst which helped drive this process was the 

publication of detailed studies of the lives of Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829) and Fernando 

Sor (1778-1 839). Thomas Heck's Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer', 

although only published in 1995 was based on a PhD dissertation from 1970. At that time 

it had a significant impact by providing the first comprehensive biography of Giuliani, 

and more significantly, a complete catalogue of his works. Heck also acknowledged the 

role of performance practice and briefly touched on a number of technical and 

interpretive issues under the heading Guitarism'.2  Sor was the subject of similarly 

comprehensive research by Brian Jeffery in his 1977 publication Fernando Sor 

Composer and Guitarist3 . 

Interest in this period was further enhanced following the publication of the complete 

works of Fernando Sor (1778 1839), published in 1982 4  and the complete works of 

Mauro Giuliani (1781 - 1829) published in 1986. 5  Other publications of note that drew 

Thomas F Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Colunibus: Editions Orphée, 1995). 
2  Ibid., 190-93. 

Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, (oiiiposer and Guitarist, second ed. (Penderyn: TECLA, 1994). 
Fernando Sor, The Complete Works/or Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 

112. 
Mauro Giuliani, The Complete Works in Facsimilies o/ Original Editions - Mauro Giuliani, ed. Brian 

Jeffery, 39 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1986). 
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attention to the substantial repertoire that existed for the nineteenth century guitar 

included the collected works of Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806_1856),6  Marco Aurelio Zani 

de Ferranti (1801-1878), Napoleon Coste (18051883)8  and NiccolO Paganini (1782 - 

1840). The publication of collections of works by little known nineteenth century 

composers including Juan Parga (1843-1899)10  and Jiménez Manjón (18661919)hl, 

further added to the developing interest amongst performers. These editions have 

allowed the exploration and reappraisal of the creative output of both well known 

composers from the period, by providing a true representation of their creative output, 

and also the work of composers whose names were largely unknown until the appearance 

of these publications. 

This thesis will explore the interpretive insights to be gained by the contemporary 

guitarist through a deeper understanding of the performance practices of the early 

nineteenth century. With this goal established a number of key research objectives will be 

addressed: 

Research Objective One: 

To provide a critical review of the central concepts that underpin the current debate 

by leading practitioners and scholars in the field. 

6  Johann Kaspar Mertz, Guitar Works, ed. Simon Wynberg, 10 vols. (Heidelberg: Chanterelle Verlag, 
1985). 

Marco Aurelio Zani de Ferranti, Guitar Works, ed. Simon Wynberg, 14 vols. (Heidelberg: Chanterelle, 
1989). 

Napoleon Coste, The Guitar Works of Napoleon Coste, ed. Simon Wynberg, 9 vols. (Heidelberg: 
Chanterelle Verlag, 1983; reprint, 1986). 

Niccolo Paganini, Niccolo Paganini Complete Works for Solo Guitar, ed. Giuseppe Gazzelloni, 3 vols. 
(Chanterelle Verlag, 1987). 
° Juan Parga, Concert Works, ed. William Carter (Heidelberg: Chanterelle, 1990). 

Antonio Jiménez Manjón, Collected Works for Guitar, ed. Alan Rinehart (Columbus: Mel Bay 
Chanterelle, 1996). 
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Methodology: 

This objective will be addressed by reviewing literature that has impacted on the 

orientation of current thought which has stimulated some of the key discussions relating 

to the topics of authenticity and performance practice (now also commonly referred to as 

historically informed performance). Much of the seminal discussion on this topic 

occurred during the 1970s   and 1980s;   the issues addressed however are still largely 

topical and are the ones that still underscore the current debate. Bernard Sherman in his 

publication Inside Early,  Music, Conversations with Per/i,rmei (1997) demonstrated that 

while knowledge of primary sources, instruments and their techniques has progressed, the 

manner in which this information has been interpreted has not reached a consensus, but 

has rather diversified into a range of interpretive approaches. Sherman categorised 

performers into three broad types: 

1. Artists of my first type uphold what we might call the central early-music tradition: 
they adhere firmly to the ideal of trying to play music as it was played in its own 
time. 

The second type of artists I identify rejects, at least partially, the core ideal of 
historical authenticity. Such artists aren't complacent-they know their history and 
have rethought their styles. But unlike Type Ones, they flout history openly when 
they prefer something else. 

3. The third type is often a subset of Type One, sharing the dedication to history... but it 
uses history radically, to undermine a more basic assumption, one that the first two 
groups share with the mainstream. This assumption is Werkireue-fidelity to the work-
and, behind that, the concept of the fixed, perfected work itself. 2  

Other key writers on the topic of authenticity include Richard Taruskin who built a 

reputation during the I 980s for his challenges to the notion of authenticity and the 

concept that the early music movement was not of value due to its historical credentials, 

2  Bernard D. Sherman, inside Ear/v Music, Conversations with Per/ormers (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1997), 39 1-93. 

in 



but rather as a result of its being a reflection of the most modern of styles. Peter Kivy's 

1995 exploration of the philosophical underpinning of the concept of authenticity 

provided a thought provoking framework for questioning the practices that were 

becoming adopted as the raison d'être of the movement. t3  

During the 1990's a range of specialist books appeared on the topic of performance 

practice with a focus on the nineteenth century. Some addressed a broad range of topics 

such as Clive Brown's Classical and Romantic Performance Practice 1750-1900 

(1999)14 and others focused on specific areas of activity such as Richard Hudson's 

seminal overview of the history of tempo flexibility Stolen Time The History of Tempo 

Rubato (1994). 15  Peter le Huray' s Authenticity in performance, Eighteenth-century case 

studies (1990)16  presented practical applications of historical informed performance 

research to a collection of representative works, including those by Haydn, Mozart and 

Beethoven. 1999 also saw the publication of Cohn Lawson's and Robin Stowell's The 

Historical Performance of Music, An Introduction.' 7  As well as a set of case studies the 

book also gave an overview of the then current state of historical informed performance. 

Attention was also drawn to the catalytic work of Nicholas Kenyon The Limits of 

Authenticity presented in the Early Music in 1983 noting that he '...articulated for his 

' Peter Kivy, Authenticities: Philosophical Reflections on Musical Performance (ithaca, NY: Cornell 
Univ. Press, 1995). 
14  Clive Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750 - 1900 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1999). 
15  Richard Hudson, Stolen Time, the History of Tempo Rubato (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994). 

Peter le Huray, Authenticity in Performance Eighteenth-Century Case Studies (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990). 
17  Cohn Lawson and Robin Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music an introduction (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999). 



contributors a number of pertinent questions.'' 8  The authors note that these questions 

'will be addressed in subsequent chapters' suggesting that these questions were as 

significant in 1999 as they were in 1984. Kenyon laid out these questions in his 

introductory chapter to the 1988 'symposium' Authenticity and Ear/v Music: 

Is the use of period instruments in re-creating the music of the past really a significant 
factor compared with musical understanding, cultural and social context, acoustical 
conditions, concert-giving situations? 

Can the composer expect any influence over how his music is performed after he has 
written it, and is there any moral obligation on us to fulfill his original intentions? If so, 
how can these he discerned and what kind of evidence is relevant? 

Are we more likely to understand a composer's piece of music by restricting ourselves to 
the means he had available when he wrote it, or does such a restriction inhibit our full 
expression of the piece? 

What is the relation between a performer's and a scholar's work in this area? How can 
the scholar reconcile the need for an open verdict with the performer's need to make a 
practical decision for the performer, what happens at the moment when the cautious 
conclusions of musicological enquity have to be turned into action?'9  

These questions are still pertinent to anyone wishing to explore the possibilities of 

historically informed performance from whatever stance and will inform much of the 

discussion in this thesis. 

Research Objective Two: 

To review the current state of understanding by contemporary guitarists of the 

concept of historical informed performance (HIP)2°  as it relates to the guitar in the 

early nineteenth century 

' 8 lbid., 16. 
Nicholas Kenyon. 'Introduction: Some Issues and Questions' in Ant henticitv and Ear/i Music a 

Svmposiuni, ed. Nicholas Kenyon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). 12,13. 
° Bruce Haynes in his book The End 0/ Ear/i' Music (New York, 2007) realised this acronym as Historical 
Inspired Performance', a rallier nice twist that reflects well the changing attitude towards the concept of 
authenticity. 



Methodology: 

To undertake a review of the current literature on this topic, noting that published 

research in this area is limited in quantity and scope, being either in the style of a broad 

historic overview of the period or general interest material published in non-academic 

journals and magazines. 

Of particular note, however, are the following publications: The 1978 PhD thesis by Paul 

Cox, Classic Guitar Technique and its Evolution as Reflected in the Method Books ca. 

1770 - 185021, a book that as its title suggests focuses on guitar technique and not 

interpretive issues. Seventy one treatises were cited which were used to give a detailed 

insight into the development of guitar technique in the nineteenth century and how this 

informed the development of contemporary guitar technique. The book chapter by 

Richard Savino, Essential issues in performance practices of the classical guitar 1770 - 

185022 was published as part of a collection of studies on the lute, vihuela and guitar in 

1997. This chapter covered a broad range of issues both technically and interpretively. 

Performance practice was also addressed with a revealing comment that set the modus 

operandi: 

Thoughtful consideration and deliberation can lead to interpretations that acknowledge, 
but do not blindly follow, historical practices.23  (Sherman's type two performer) 

21  Paul Wathen Cox, Classic Guitar Technique and Its Evolution as Reflected in the Method Books Ca. 
1770- 1850 (PhD, Indiana University, 1978). 
22  Richard Savino, 'Essential Issues in Performance Practices of the Classical Guitar 1770- 1850,' in 
Performance on the Lute, Guitar, and Vihuela, Historical Practice and Modern Interpretation, ed. Victor 
Anand Coelho, Cambridge Studies in Performance Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997). 
23  Ibid., 200. 
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The chapter also contains useful recommendations as to how a contemporary guitarist 

might accommodate the technical requirements of the nineteenth century guitar. 

Representative of the brief introductory style article is Paul Sparks' Guitar Perfbrmance 

in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries published in the journal Performance Practice 

Review in 1997.   The article focuses on technical and theoretical issues with passing 

reference to period treatises and acknowledgment of some of the major players and 

pedagogues of the nineteenth century. Many articles have also appeared in the journal of 

the American Guitar Foundation, primarily focusing on specific repertoire items 

accompanied by brief biographical sketches of the composers. 

Another key area of investigation in this thesis will be the analysis of recordings by 

leading contemporary performers of works from the early nineteenth century. There will 

be a particular focus on performers who are working with period instruments or who have 

released recordings focusing specifically on the music of this period. 

Research Objective Three 

Provide a more comprehensive resource for practitioners in the field of guitar 

performance by creating a broader contextual understanding of the guitar in the early 

nineteenth century 

[b] 



Methodology: 

To undertake a review of the major primary sources relating to guitar performance in the 

early nineteenth century. As was highlighted in Paul Cox's survey of guitar tutors from 

the period, most focused on issues of technique and were primarily conceived as self 

tuition books. There are however two major exceptions; the methods by Fernando Sor 

(1834)24 and Dionisio Aguado (1834)25.  Both of these methods, while providing detailed 

technical information, also provide a wide range of recommendations regarding 

interpretive practices. Both these methods range widely over subjects, some progressing 

well beyond the level of rudimentary instruction. For example Aguado addressed the area 

of improvisation26  and Sor the Analysis of the Accompaniment ofpart of Haydn 

Oratorio, the Creation27  for which he included a guitar arrangement. Analysis of a 

selection of major treatises by influential non-guitarist composers and performers of the 

period underpins this area of the thesis. Included in this analysis are the treatises of Carl 

Czerny (1839)28,  Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1827)29  and Manuel Garcia (1847) 0  

The Guitar and historical informed performance 

While it might now be generally accepted by many scholars and leading practitioners that 

to achieve authenticity in terms of historical verisimilitude is not an obtainable goal, the 

24  Ferdinand Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press). 
25  Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981). 
26  Ibid., 144, 45. 
27  Sor, Met hod for the Spanish Guitar, 39-42. 
28  Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839). 
29  Johann Nepomuk Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction of the Art of 
Playing the Piano Forte (London: J. Boosey and Co., 1827). 
30  Manuel Patricio Rodriguez Garcia, Garcias New Treatise on the Art of Singing, trans. Donald V. 
Paschke (London: Beale and Chappel, 1847). 



desire still remains amongst a group within the performance fraternity. An area in which 

this is particular noticeable is with the players exploring the use of period instruments. 

Interest in the guitar repertoire of the early nineteenth century has often moved in tandem 

with a desire to explore original instruments. The unique attributes of these instruments 

can suggest to the performer interesting new technical and interpretive possibilities and as 

such are very attractive to explore. The claim to be recreating the sounds that the 

composer of an earlier historical period would have heard is still common. In a lecture at 

the Adelaide International Guitar Festival in November 2007 the lutenist Paul O'Dette 

suggested such a possibility. It should however be understood that this was a lecture for 

an audience made up of the general public, guitar aficionados, teachers and performers. I 

would argue that O'Dette's comments were well judged for the audience and perhaps 

reflected an understanding of the current state of knowledge amongst the guitar fraternity 

and how this concept is interpreted. For the non specialist this concept can be quite 

general, rather suggesting the possibility of a performance enriched by the interpretive 

practices of the music's original historical context rather than recreating with any degree 

of veracity a past sound world. 

Similar issues were addressed by Cohn Lawson and Robin Stowell with the claim that the 

case studies they presented in their 1999 overview of historical performance practice: 

provides an historical basis for artistic decision—making which has as its goal the re-
creation of a performance as close as possible to the composer's original conception.31  

31  Cohn Lawson and Robin Stowell, The Historical Per/ormance a/Music an Introduction, Cambridge 
Handbooks to the Historical Per/ormance 0/Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), xii. 
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The caveat 'as close as possible' would satisfy the more critical of the historically 

informed but still gives the general impression that recreating a performance as the 

composer would have heard] imagined it is a possibility. They continue to note that 'the 

general public has remained blissfully unaware'32  of the detail of the debate and the 

balance that performers subjectively create between historical knowledge and practical 

expediency. Acknowledging further the role of the performer Lawson and Stowell 

comment that: 

period performance comprises - of necessity - a mixture of factual knowledge and 
educated guesswork but also that close observance of theorist's rules is no substitute for 
artistry, taste and musical intelligence in bringing a performance to life...33  

These seemingly opposed positions reflect those of the performer and musicologist, with the 

performer having to consider issues that the musicologist has no direct need to consider. 

Straddling both realms of activity the researcher/performer occupies the region of 'action 

research', enabling theories to be tested in a performance environment, a significant contributing 

factor to the context in which these works would have originally been heard. 

The concept of authenticity itself, while now eschewed by leading practitioners in the mainstream 

world of Early Music, is still an active term in the newly developing field of historically informed 

performance on the guitar. Lawson and Stowell noted that [in 1999] 'claims to authenticity or 

even historical accuracy.... have become more muted.'34  By contrast a 2003 release of a compact 

disc of classical and romantic guitar music by Dutch guitarist Izhar Elias on a period instrument 

was accompanied by a reviewer's quote from the Holland Early Music Festival of 2004 

claiming that the nineteenth century guitar repertoire '... now gradually gets the authentic 

32  Ibid. 
13  Ibid. 
34 1bid., 15. 
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interpretation it deserves... In this context authenticity still conveys some of the naive 

enthusiasm and optimism with which the term used to be associated; a vital sense of 

exploration with the perceived possibility of adding depth to interpretations of music of 

the period. As Nicholas Kenyon noted in 2004 in his review of Peter Walls' book 

1-I/story, imagination and the per/ormance of Music: 

the most rewarding parts of this book demonstrate anew what riches and insights can 
be gained from exploring the treatises and information that are available to the player.36  

This perspective reflects well the current sate of development in the field of guitar related 

research in historical informed performance. 

I will give the final word of this introduction to Bruce Haynes who in 2007 presented a vision of 

what the 'quest for authcnticity' in the twelity first century might truly mean, after reflecting on 

several decades of heated debate and experimentation. 

More than anything else, Authenticity seems to be a statement of intent. Totally accurate 
historical performance is probably impossible to achieve. To know it has been achieved is 
certainly impossible. But that isn't the goal. What produces interesting results is the 
attempt to be historically accurate that is, authentic.37  

35 Quoted from the liner notes of: Mauro Giuliani, Ehar Elias Oinaggio a Guadagnini, Classical and 
Roniantic Guitar Music (Alkmaar: Fineline Classical, Challenge Records, 2004). 
36  Nicholas Kenyon, Review: Walls, Peter: History, Imagination and the Per/oumnance o/'Music, vol. 32, 
Ear/v Music (Oxford University Press, 2004), 459. 
37  Bruce Haynes, The End 0! Ear/v Music a Period Per/om7nery History of Music br the Twenty-First 
Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 10 
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Part 1: 
A Contemporary Perspective 
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Chapter 1 - An Interpretive Dilemma for the 
Contemporary Performer 

Once the novelty of exploring original instruments has faded the resulting sound world 

can become more 'transparent', that is, the aural attributes become familiar enough to a 

listener so as to fade into the background and no longer attract isolated attention. A key 

question then needs to be addressed, that is, is there anything to be gained by exploring in 

greater depth the performance practices of the early nineteenth century guitar and 

applying these findings to a contemporary performance context? As this thesis will be 

considering all issues from the perspective of the contemporary performer, the following 

list of objectives will be considered, all of which are of fundamental concern to the 

performer. These are for the larger part well rehearsed issues but are, however, essential 

to consider in creating the breadth of context needed to consider effectively the newly 

developing area of historical informed performance as it relates to the guitar. In this 

context the pragmatic objectives of the performer need to be given appropriate 

consideration. 

The concept of Werkireuc or faithfulness to the work (usually inferring faithfulness to the 

score) with its positivistic connotations, has been a central, and ongoing theme relating to 

the discussion of 'Authenticity' and 'Historically Informed Performance'. In 1988 

Nicholas Harnoncourt provided some illuminating comments on one of the key issues; 

there is nothing negative un the concept of faithfulness to the work. The fact that this 
concept is often wrong/i' interpreted to mean faithfulness to the notation - and thus 
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unfaithfulness to the work - can certainly not be blamed on this innocent phrase but only 
on the incorrect usage to which it is put.' 

John Butt draws attention to the work of Lydia Goehr and how she 

seeks to show how the many strands constituting the work concept came together 
around 1800, so this it is to be basically associated with the Romantic aesthetics of 
mu s . 

Taruskin notes: 

Although easily distinguished from performance which is ephemeral and contingent the 
notion of "the (timeless) work," as it has been called... is not easily disengaged from that 
of the (permanent) text through which it is transmitted. 

For the performer the 'ephemeral' nature of a performance requires a specific 

perspective. One possible way of creating this perspective is through the exploration of a 

set of performance objectives. 

The Performance Objectives 

A number of primary objectives for the performer can be established so as to allow an 

exploration of a range of key issues faced by the performer in the creation of an historical 

informed performance. 

To fully realise the composer's intentions 

To fully realise the instructions embedded in the score (Werktreue) 

To explore the sound world of the original instruments 
(Leading to a recreation of the sound of an original performance) 

Nicholas Harnoncourt, Baroque Music Today: Music as Speech - Ways to a New Understanding of Music, 
ed. Reinhard G. Pauly, trans. Mary O'Neill (Portland: Amadeus Press, 1988), 70. 
2  John Butt, Playing with History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 63. 
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To recreate the effect of the original performance 

To give the best possible performance 

Objective I - To Fully Realise the Composer's Intentions 

Objective one is one of the most problematic, even though on the surface it seems to be 

of inherent good; a non-refutable objective. Further investigation suggests that it may not 

be either achievable or indeed the best of objectives. Performers commonly aim to realise 

a composer's intentions, and often pursue this goal with vigour in their research, their 

performances, their practice and in their teaching. There is, however, a greater underlying 

imperative of concern to the performer, that is, how the goal of realising the composer's 

intentions in a contemporary performing environment, with its own distinctive 

performance practices, is best achieved. Utilising the best means may involve not 

realising some of the composer's 'lower level' and 'middle level' intentions in order to 

realise the composer's 'higher level intentions' . 

A Case Study 

A composer asks for a performance tempo for a work which seems ideal to them when 

conceiving the piece, either abstractly, or as is often the case, on the keyboard. When the 

performer comes to play the piece they realise that the tempo is inappropriate for their 

Randall Dipert, R. 'The Composer's Intentions: An Examination of Their Relevance for Performance', 
Musical Qiiaiier/v 66 (1980): 205-18. 
The concept of higher, middle and lower level intentions was introduced by Randall Dipert in this article. 
Lower level intentions involved the choice of instrument, fingering etc, middle level intentions the sounds 
produced and the higher level intentions the assumed effects the composer intended to produce on the 
listener. 
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instrument, leading to what they believe is an unsatisfactory interpretive outcome. The 

performer will, contrary to the composer's intentions, instinctively adopt a tempo to 

express what they believe to be the composer's 'higher level' intentions, in an 

interpretively effective manner. 

Mikhail Kopelman, the first violin with the Borodin String Quartet notes: 

Not only in Beethoven's music but also in Shostakovitch's [sic] you can't play the tempo 
as marked, as if you do the music doesn't work. The composer may have imagined it so, 
but if you play it as such it expresses itself differently. The whole thing becomes a bit 
messy.4  

The pragmatic view of the performer has come into play. While acknowledging the 

intentions the composer is believed to have had, it is the performer who has the 

responsibility to perform the music, give the work its public face, and communicate with 

an audience. 

Randall Dipert identifies three reasons why we should want to perform a piece the way a 

composer intended.5  

. 'A moral obligation 

A piece of music can only convey the unique zeitgeist of a period if it is correctly 

reconstructed 

. The outcome has greater aesthetic merit, affecting the listener in a more positive 

manner.' 

Andy Somer, 'Part 3, Playing Images', in in Search of Beethoven (Germany: Unite! GmbH&Co.KG, 
2004). (documentary film) 

Dipert, 'The Composer's Intentions: An Examination of Their Relevance for Performance' 212. 
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After detailed consideration Dipert gives cautious support to what he perceives as the 

composer's highest 'high level' intention: 'To affect a listener in the most positive 

manner.'6  From a performer's perspective this resonates well, as it is unarguably every 

performer's goal, to 'affect the listener in the most positive manner.' An interpretive 

dilemma arises when the performance that affects the listener in the most positive manner 

may not be the one that takes fully into account issues of historical performance practice, 

but rather accommodates the contemporary audience's own listening experiences 

(performance practices). This presents the audience with a performance that has the 

greatest chance of being received in a positive manner. This interpretive conundrum is 

resolved when the work being performed is temporally relocated from its original period, 

and still retains meaning for the listener, even though performed in a different stylistic 

context from that in which it was conceived. The specific detail may be different from 

that believed to be intended by the composer but not the composer's 'high level' intention 

of 'affecting the listener in the most positive manner'. 

The works that survive this temporal relocation most effectively are the ones that offer, 

through their scores, enough information for an effective contemporary reinterpretation to 

be constructed. Compositions that do not survive this temporal shift are characteristically 

those that do not offer through their scores the level of detail necessary for an 

aesthetically rewarding reinterpretation to occur, there being no contemporary practice 

that will fill the resulting gaps. These works are contextually style dependent, a style that 

is embedded in the performance practices and context of their original historical milieu, 

practices often not fully represented in the scores themselves. These are the works that 

6lbid 218. 



tend to disappear from performance repertoires, often being perceived as lacking in 

aesthetic quality by later generations who assess them from within a different aesthetic 

context. 

Two types of composition have so far been identified: 

Compositions that can be temporally transposed to a contemporary context and 

retain meaning even when re-expressed through contemporary performance 

practices; the stylistic gaps created by this temporal transposition being filled by 

contemporary performance practices. 

Compositions that have contextual stylistic properties strongly embedded in their 

original historical periods which are not represented in their scores for which 

there is no dominant contemporary practice that can replace in a meaningful way 

the historical embedded practice. The gaps created by temporally transposing 

these works cannot be filled resulting in the works diminishing in meaning. 

A large part of the music of Mauro Giuliani faces the dilemma of type two compositions. 

In these compositions a number of significant 'high level' intentions are stylistically 

embedded in the context of their own period and these intentions are not fully represented 

in the score and cannot be effectively replaced by contemporary practices. Playing the 

notes and following the written instructions contained within the score (however they 

might be interpreted) will allow certain sonic elements of the music to be recreated, but 

as there is no rich contemporary stylistic practice to which these sounds can be grafted 
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and interpretive gaps filled, meaning is lacking. What is left is a superficial sonic 

experience - the effect of a mechanical music box. 

The following extract from the theme of Giuliani's Six Variations on an Original Theme 

Op. 62 provides a useful example of such a circumstance. 

wgual 

r 
—s 
-5 

Figure 1-! - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on an Original Theme Op.  62; Theme; barsi 
- 8 

Recording I - I (Track I) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on an Original Theme Op.  62; 
Theme; bars I - 8 (Applying 20th Century Performance Practice) 

In recorded example I the theme is played as the text would suggest when interpreted in 

a contemporary context utilising predominant contemporary performance practices, 

including even and metrical placement of the quavers; bright, clear and balanced timbre, 

and judicious use of tempo flexibility (tempo ruhato). In this context tempo ruhato is 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giulicini - the Complete Works in Facsimiles o/Ihe Original Editions, ed. Brian 
.Jef6.ry, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.8. 

This recording is made using a guitar built in 1997 by Michael Gee, a fine example of the contemporary 
luthiers art. A full description of this instrument can be found in Appendix I 
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used primarily to highlight structural aspects of the work, e.g. phrase endings and 

cadential points. 

Recording 1-2 (Track 2) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on an Original Theme Op.62, 
Theme; bars 1 - 8 (Applying 19th Century Performance Practice) 

Recorded example 29  presents the theme from a different viewpoint, one that has utilised 

some of the common practices from the period of its composition, including the use of 

tempo rubato (as discussed in detail in the vocal method of Manuel Garcia and explored 

in Part 2, Chapter 9); a distinctly vocal inflection; with an emphasis on appoggiaturas; an 

emphasis on the high point (note) of a phrase and the use of vibrato.'0  

Objective 2- To Fully Realise the Instructions Embedded in the 
Score 

The text is often the only surviving information we have about a specific work. No text 

however well notated, conveys enough information to a performer to allow a complete 

picture of a composer's interpretive intentions to emerge. The composer relies on a 

performer who has been trained in the interpretive practices of their period to fill in the 

gaps, lift the work from the page and allow the work to reach sonic and aesthetic fruition. 

The performer is required to make a conceptual and intuitive leap of understanding in an 

attempt to realise the composer's 'higher level' intentions. As Lawson and Stowell noted: 

Musicianship, flair and conviction will surely flourish, since in reality they form an 
important part of historical inspiration. Indeed, the whole challenge of period 

This recording is made on a guitar built in Turin in 1829 by Gaetano Guadagnini. A full description of 
this instrument can be found in Appendix 2. 
10  Vibrato is an effect which is easier to achieve on the instruments of the early nineteenth with their shorter 
string length and lower string tension. 
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performance is in finding the perfect meeting point of heart and mind, instinct and 
knowledge, whilst recognising that instinct changes with habit, usage and the redefinition 
of interpretive parameters.' 

Limiting the interpretation to information contained within the text of the score, even 

when supported by interpretive facts gleaned from period sources, will still leave a 

considerable interpretive gap, a gap which is the creative domain of the performer. 

Without this interpretive gap being filled the performance becomes one limited to sonic 

interest alone, as Dipert notes: 

I claim that the maximal satisfaction of low-level intentions does not make a performance 
"legitimate" and, in fact, might violate what the composer regarded as more important 
intentions....On the other hand, in many cases, the stuffy performances, especially of 
early music, that preserve only low-level intentions in fact preserve little - and the least 
profound - of a composer's intentions.' 2  

While Dipert may well be correct in his assumption another issue still needs to be 

considered. In reality it is impossible to perform any piece, however badly, without 

making the intuitive leap needed to fill in the interpretive gaps between the score and its 

sonic realisation. The end result may be a very inept realisation of the composer's 'higher 

level' intentions, but without the gaps being filled in some manner no performance, that 

is sonic realisation of the score, is possible. 

The gaps that have not been filled interpretively through an awareness of historical 

practices are filled intuitively. Musical intuition is not quite as nebulous a concept as it 

may seem when first considered, as it always has a firm basis built on a range of 

understood interpretive practices. These interpretive practices will, by default, be those in 

which the performer has been trained; they are the performance practices of the 

('olin Lawson and Robin Stowell, The ills/or/cal Performance of Music an Introduction (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 160. 
12  Dipert, The Composers Intentions: An Examination of Their Relevance for Performance, 211. 
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performer's own historical period. These practices can be enriched by a performer's 

research, which may include the exploration of performance practices of earlier historical 

periods. That is, on the basis of the performer's own performance practices, which by 

default are those of their own times. This outcome is unavoidable despite claims by 

performers that they take a 'hands off approach. That is, 'if it is not notated in the text it 

shall not be done'. Not filling the gaps, which is what the 'hands off' approach implies, 

in reality means no performance at all! 

Objective 3- To Explore the Sound World of the Original 
Instruments 
(Leading to a Recreation of the Sound of an Original Performance) 

This objective attracts interest as it usually involves the use of 'historical hardware' 

which is a very attractive end in itself. This is particularly the case when the earlier 

instrument being explored is similar enough in physical structure for it to be playable 

using a contemporary instrumental technique. There is a temptation to assume that as 

'lower level' and 'middle level' intentions of the composer are being realised through the 

use of the prescribed instrument and its unique sound, that a 'higher level' intention is, by 

default, also being realised. 

Recreating the sound of the original performance, utilising the original sound producing 

medium, is an attribute related to Dipert's 'middle level' intentions. The abstracted 

instrumental sound however, would have been moderated by the performer's choice of a 

range of sound modifying factors. In the case of the guitar these would have included the 
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use of flesh or nail on the right hand to pluck the string and the use of gut strings or nylon 

strings; and more broadly the use of vibrato and glissandi, the style of articulation chosen, 

and the use of riibaio. All of these factors impact significantly on the final sound 

produced. This issue is further complicated by the auditor's context, and how this would 

have moderated the aural perception of the sounds produced by the performer. 

A Case Study 

For a guitarist the use of gut strings would have been the norm in the early nineteenth 

century. The sound and touch of these strings is quite unique and distinctive and when 

first encountered strikes the ear of a contemporary listener quite noticeably. For a 

listener in the early nineteenth century the sound would not have been perceived as either 

unique or distinctive as no other string sound was known. The same effect of a timbral 

characteristic receding into the background is realised for a contemporary listener when 

the performer uses nylon strings, the standard practice for a contemporary performer. 

Applying the term used earlier, this particular characteristic of the sound has become 

transparent. 

Objective 4 - To Recreate the Effect of the Original Performance 

This is part of another, much debated issue, that is, how the sound produced would have 

been perceived by a composer or auditor in an earlier historical period and what effect it 

would have had on them. Bruce Haynes intimately links together the act of performance 
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with that of reception reflecting that 'Musical meaning doesn't exist until the moment of 

"reception," that is, at the moment a piece is performed."3  

Peter Kivy provides another effective example of the changing reception of a work drawn 

from the opening of J.S. Bach's St. Matthew Passion. Kivy states that 

when Bach's audience heard the opening movement of the St. Matthew Passion, even 
with the (from our viewpoint) modest numbers at the composer's disposal, the massed 
forces of double chorus and double orchestra must have had an impressive, almost 
overwhelming effect on them. 14 

He continues by relating this to the effect that similar forces would have had on a 

contemporary audience that has become used to greater sized performance forces and the 

associated higher volume levels. '... with the numbers available to Bach, far from 

sounding like massed forces, is going to have a rather modest, almost chamber music-like 

sound."5  This poses the dilemma that to achieve Bach's 'higher level' intentions, that of 

an overwhelming musical effect, a 'lower level' intention of the prescribed forces has to 

be ignored. 

Objective 5- To Give the Best Possible Performance 

I and many others would suggest that this is the primary objective of any performer. In 

the case of music of earlier historical periods, there is the possibility that a performer can 

enhance this outcome by a greater contextual understanding of the performance practices 

13  Bruce Haynes, The End of Early Music a Period Performer's History of Music for the Twenty-First 
Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 23. 
14  Peter Kivy, Authenticities: Philosophical Reflections on Musical Performance (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
Univ. Press, 1995), 53. 
' Ibid. 
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of that period; a seemingly attractive prospect. At the conclusion of his comprehensive 

philosophical assessment of performance practice, Kivy states: 

But if we are to rekindle our faith in the personally authentic performer, rekindle our 
enthusiasm for the performance as artwork, we must escape the linguistic model of 
music, and the musical Puritanism it spawns. When the performer departs from the 
historical authentic, she is analogous not to a messenger altering the message but, rather, 
to one who displays a decorative object to its best possible advantage.16  

Similar sentiment concludes Dipert's essay: 

In being swayed only by aesthetic reason for following a composer's intentions, we are in 

a sense following what is probably one of the highest 'high-level' intentions: to affect a 

listener in the most positive manner...  17  

In other words, to give the best of possible performances. 

Summary 

A range of interpretive possibilities present themselves when taking repertoire from an 

early historical period and temporally relocating it into a contemporary context. These 

possibilities can take account of performance practices of the original context to a lesser 

or greater degree, or indeed, not at all. A performance brings together a diverse range of 

interpretive decisions to produce a cohesive and expressively unified production. A 

performer is trained to balance these interpretive decisions so as to produce an 

aesthetically balanced and effective interpretive result. This process involves gaps being 

filled which will then allow for the realisation of a notated text into an aurally perceptible 

and coherent structure. Providing interpretive practices that will effectively fill the gaps is 

6  Ibid., 286. 
7  Dipert, 'The Composer's Intentions: An Examination of Their Relevance for Performance.' 
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a key role of the performer. I have identified the possibility that the temporal relocation 

of a composition from an earlier historical period to our own can leave gaps that are not 

possible to fill with contemporary performance practices; the nearest fit resulting in an 

unconvincing interpretive outcome. The only way to fill these gaps and to interpretively 

reinvigorate such compositions is to explore the performance practices of the work's 

original context and adopt the necessary performance practices into a contemporary 

context. 

The exploration of performance practice of earlier historic periods offers two distinct 

benefits to the contemporary performer: 

Allowing repertoire from an earlier historical period, which has embedded 

stylistic characteristics, to be effectively reinterpreted in a contemporary 

performance context with enriched interpretive outcomes. 

2. Allowing repertoire from earlier historical periods for which predominant 

contemporary performance practices are available to fill the gaps, to be 

interpretively enriched by the addition of new interpretive possibilities. 

These possibilities are explored in more detail in this thesis with the outcomes 

documented in both the text and recorded examples. 
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Chapter 2 - Building a Web of Context 

The composer, the performer and the audience are the triumvirate who together make 

music a perceptible aesthetic reality. Each plays a distinctive role in the realisation of a 

musical work. Each partner plays an important role in any quest for authenticity and the 

recreation of performance practices of earlier historical periods. These partners are in 

turn joined by moderators which may include performance space, use of 

original instruments, type of stringing, and choice of instrumental techniques; each of 

which can add important colouration to the interpretive outcome. 

The partners and moderators interact within a web of context to create fluid, evolving 

interpretive outcomes. Kivy uses the terms 'sonic' and 'sensible' authenticity to describe 

in turn a complex contextual understanding of the effect a composition has on its 

audience and a more isolationist focus on sound as a specific element within the 

contextual web.' 'Sonic authenticity' refers to the actual physical sounds created and 

'sensible authenticity' refers to the effect that those sounds had on the performers and 

listeners in the historical period being considered. 

The Contemporary Context 

This chapter will create a context from within which the twenty first century guitarist can 

view the repertoire of the early nineteenth century and be able, through a deepened 

Peter Kivy. 4 uthenticities: Philosophical Reflections on Musical Per/ininance (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ. 
Press, 1995), 48-50. 



contextual understanding, to add breadth to his/her interpretive outcomes. The 

contemporary performer plays a vital role in the investigation of performance practice; it 

is after all as the term implies the practices of the performer that are central to the 

investigation. 

Nicholas Kenyon in the introduction to a set of essays on the issue of authenticity in early 

music comments: 'Music operates through performances, and we cannot abstract 

ourselves from that process.'2  Without the performer, the work of the composer cannot be 

communicated to an audience. When a critical link in the chain of composer - performer 

- audience is missing, the chain is broken and therefore non-functional. The dots on the 

page remain just that. As Bruce Haynes pointedly notes, 'Its amazing that anyone could 

mistake a piece of paper for music, but that's what happen when you get super-literate'.3  

The Mega-Context 

Establishing a mega-context within which our own performance practices and that of 

other periods can co-exist as sub-contexts, is essential. It is only within this broader 

mega-context that we are able to make any meaningful observations. By constructing 

sub-contexts it is possible to build a comparative framework within the mega-context to 

reference the familiar with the unfamiliar, the 'spoken language' with the 'dead 

2  Nicholas Kenyon, 'Introduction: Some Issues and Questions', in Authenticity and Early Music, ed. 
Nicholas Kenyon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 15. 

Bruce Haynes, The End of Early Music a Period Performers History of Music for the Twenty-First 
Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 25. 
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language'. It is via this process that the possibility arises of creating variant interpretive 

outcomes 

The mega-context embraces the period in which we live with all its social, technological, 

political and cultural influences. Within this mega-context it is possible to construct sub-

contexts; one such sub-context consists of an interconnected web of contemporary 

performance practices. This sub-context has become the current point of reference 

through which all other performance styles are evaluated. This is both unavoidable and 

essential. Without this point of reference it is not possible to make an aesthetic evaluation 

of performance styles of music of earlier historical periods. It is the very difference of 

styles that makes comparison and establishment of a 'new' stylistic sub-context possible, 

or indeed desirable. 

By clearly identifying contemporary performance practices, it is possible to consider the 

extent to which performance practices, adopted from earlier historical periods, have been 

filtered and adjusted to suit a contemporary performance sub-context. Richard Taruskin 

noted: 

I arn convinced that 'historical' performance today is not really historical: that a thin 
veneer of historicism clothes a performance style that is completely of our own time, and 
is in fact the most modern of styles around; and that the historical hardware has won its 
acceptance and above all its commercial viability precisely by virtue of its novelty, not its 
antiquity.5  

Variant interpretive outcomes is a term I use to identify interpretive practices that are at variance with 
established contemporary practices or are hybrids between contemporary performance practices and 
performance practices of an earlier historical period. 

Richard Taruskin, Tcvi and Act: Essays on Music and Per/orinance (N.Y: Oxford Univ. Press, 1995), 
102. 
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Taruskin's position is now widely accepted and much quoted. Robert Philip again draws 

attention to it in his book 'Performing Music in the Age of Recording' but further noting 

that '... some of the best of them [musicians] could always see what they were really 

doing, and were aware of the limitations of the exercise.'6  Taruskin's comments from 

1984 regarding 'historical hardware' are still pertinent today with many instrumentalists 

still initially attracted by the novelty factor of period instruments. The more perceptive 

performers however, soon become aware that the instruments have more to offer in 

allowing the possibility of interesting new interpretive outcomes. 

In a discussion relating to a Mozart symphony, Gary Tomlinson comments on the 

outcomes of viewing Mozart's music solely with reference to a contemporary 

performance practice sub-context where the performer is 'little conditioned by knowledge 

of the circumstances in which it was created', this is Tomlinson's ethnocentric approach. 

Tomlinson further notes that 'The ethnocentric approach can tell us much about our own 

culture, but it has no access to Mozart's. It is bound to garble his musical signs.'7  

Tomlinson 

Taruskin's and Tomlinson's comments are both challenging and at once liberating as they 

draw attention to the need to understand our own performance practice. If we are going 

to have any success in understanding the performance practice of another historical 

period, we need to become less musically ethnocentric. 

6  Robert Philip, Performing Music in the Age of Recording (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2004), 219. 

Gary Tomlinson, 'The Web of Culture: A Context for Musicology', Nineteenth Century Music 7 (1984): 
358. 
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Stylistic Filters8  

Unconsciously a performer trained in the latter part of the twentieth century has 

constructed a set of filters through which music of other historical periods passes. It is 

only those interpretive practices which flow smoothly through the filter which are 

incorporated intuitively as part of contemporary interpretative practice. I believe it is a 

result of the presence of such a filter that statements like the two quoted below can be 

made in an environment of purported advocacy for historically aware performance. 

Like many of the mid-nineteenth century players such as Johann Kaspar Mertz, Giulio 
Regondi, Zani de Feranti and later Francisco Tarrcga, Coste uses the glissando to a 
degree that some would find in questionable taste today.9  

And in reference to the solo guitar works of Paganini, Giuseppe Gazzelloni comments: 

His works are less organic, in general formally concise, and his numerous (usually short) 
guitar pieces are technically undemanding. I)  

Good taste is defined by its time and changes with it. The assessment that some may find 

Coste's use of glissandi in questionable taste in terms of contemporary performance 

practice is part of a process of accepting those interpretive practices that pass through the 

'contemporary stylistic filter' and rejecting those that do not. These filters allow a 

contemporary performer to create a cohesive interpretive structure that leads to the 

recreation of works of early periods in acceptable contemporary interpretive garb. 

John Rahn, Basic Atonal Theory (London: Longman, 1980). 
In his book Rahn proposed the existence of tonal filters using them to provide listeners with a way to make 
aural sense of dissonant 20th century harmonies. I see potential benefit in applying this concept of filters to 
contemporary perthrmancc practice. This will provide a mechanism to assess interpretive judgments being 
made when perlbrming music of the early nineteenth century; i.e. are they being made through a set of 
filters specifically constructed to deal with interpretive practices of the latter part of the 20th century? 

Coste. The Guitar Works of Napoleon Coste, ed. Simon Wynberg, 9 vols., vol. 4, The Guitar Works of 
Napoleon Coste (Editions Chanterelle, 1981), vii. 

Niccolo Paganini, Niccolo Paganini Complete Works fi.r Solo Guitar, ed. Giuseppe Gazzelloni, 3 vols., 
vol. 1 , Niccolo Paganini Complete Works for Solo Guitar (Chanterelle Verlag. 1987), iv. 
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Assessing Paganini's solo guitar works as technically undemanding is supported by the 

notation and is largely indisputable, but when however, assessing the embedded stylistic 

characteristics of the music, demands of a different nature, both technical and musical, 

become apparent. The issue of balancing stylistic and technical challenges within a work 

allows a deeper interpretive understanding of much of the guitar music of the early 

nineteenth century. 

In the last chapter the idea of historically embedded stylistic characteristics was explained 

as a reason for the problems with the temporal transference of certain repertoire to a 

contemporary context. The idea of filters can also be applied to help clarify this issue. 

The music of Fernando Sor, for example, became established as part of the twentieth 

century repertoire earlier than the music of Mauro Giuliani or NiccolO Paganini. Unlike 

the compositions of Giuliani and Paganini, Sor's music exhibited characteristics that 

enabled it to pass more fluidly through the 'contemporary stylistic filter', or using the 

previously proposed concept, the music was of a stylistic character that allowed the 

interpretive gaps to be filled with contemporary performance practices, resulting in a 

aesthetically pleasing musical structure. 

Original Instruments? 

Another important issue to consider is the use of original instruments (or high quality 

reproductions). The novelty of original instruments as a promotional tool is powerful and 

often disallows an impartial assessment of the musical value of using such instruments, or 
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indeed of the musical results achieved. Jerrold Levinson sees the use of original 

instruments as essential in any attempt to create historically authentic performances: 

A performance matching the sound of an ideal contemporary (and thus, presumably, 
authentic) performance is not authentic unless this match is brought about through the 
offices of the same performance means or instrumental forces as were prescribed in the 
original score (or other composition-fixing vehicle ol the composer's determinations). I,  

Taruskin presents a more pragmatic view: 

Leonhardt's recording also demonstrates the joyful results of thoroughly passionate and 
committed experiment with original instruments. His players have truly understood 
what... I described as the inestimable and indispensable heuristic value of the old 
instruments in freeing minds and hands to experience old music newly. What the result 
of such liberation will be, however, is unpredictable; and to presume that the use of 
historical instruments guarantees an historical result is preposterous.' 

Howard Mayer Brown adds a somewhat different perspective to the debate: 

Some repertoires can scarcely be played at all in a convincing way unless musicians use 
techniques or instruments different from those in current use.' 3  

Brown's comment is still of particular note for a contemporary guitarist as a decision has 

to be made as to whether or not guitar music of the early nineteenth century can indeed 

be performed on a contemporary instrument at all and still retain the composer's 'high 

level' intentions. Another issue to be considered is the performer's choice to use original 

instruments or contemporary reproductions. The six string guitar, with individual strings 

rather than courses, was a new instrument in the early decades of the nineteenth century 

so all players by necessity would have been using newly constructed instruments. So the 

use of reproductions, that is newly built contemporary copies, would therefore seemingly 

Jerrold Levinson, Music, Art, and Metaphysics (New York: Cornell tJniversity Press, 1990), 394. 
2  Taruskin, Text and Act: Essays on Music and Perforniance, 148-49. 
13  Howard Mayer Brown, 'Pedantry or Liberation', in Authenticity and Ear/i' Music, ed. Nicholas Kenyon 
(Oxford: OUP, 1988), 29. 
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be more authentic than using instruments approaching two hundred years of age, 

instruments unavailable to players in the early nineteenth century. 

There are many recordings of nineteenth century guitar music available that utilise 

original instruments or modern reproductions. On first hearing of many of these 

recordings the difference between the period instrument recording and a recording on a 

modern instrument is not always obvious. Distinctive characteristics of the original 

instrument such as lesser volume, sweeter timbre, and ease of playability, become hidden 

behind the recording technology, modern technique and the propensity of listeners to turn 

up their 'hi-fl' to greater than natural volume levels. Rather, what makes it clear from the 

outset that an original instrument is being employed is the presence of additional cues 

such as the cover picture, or written statements that let you know you are indeed hearing 

an original instrument. The recording is listened to with that foreknowledge and, 'lo and 

behold', the listener hears something different. This however in itself does not invalidate 

the use of the original instrument, as the performers themselves would have experienced 

physically something quite different, which may well have impacted on interpretive 

aspects of the performance. An example would be the increased ease of playability of an 

original instrument with its shorter string length and lower string tension. To what 

interpretive end this physical aspect of the original instrument can be put to is another 

issue to be considered later in the thesis.'4  

14  See Chapter 10 and 16 for a more detailed exploration of the organology of the 19th century guitar and 
its impact on interpretive aspects of the music of the period. 
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Hybrid Styles 

Conclusions drawn from research and the application of this research to a performance 

environment can lead to the development of hybrid interpretive styles. These styles 

assimilate performance practices of earlier historical periods into a contemporary context 

while knowingly taking into account the context through which these observations are 

being made. It is informative to consider the example of performance space versus the 

output volume of a particular instrument. The early nineteenth century guitar was best 

suited to small intimate venues that matched its small output of volume. However, the 

case that leading virtuosi of the period performed in less than ideal venues, in which the 

guitar appeared in a less than flattering light, is supported by the literature of the day. 

Many reviews of the period also attest to inherent problems related to the guitar's lack of 

volume. In a review of a concert by Giuliani in Vienna in 1808 the reviewer, although 

complimentary in respect to Giuliani's playing, regrets the performer's misguided 

commitment to 'this perennial weak voiced instrument'.15  The leading players of the 

period themselves are known to have sought instruments of greater volume. 

Sor in his Method when discussing sons étoiijjs' 6  makes a reference to the guitar's 

relative lack of volume: 

IS  Thomas F Heck, Mauro Gm/jam: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus: Editions Orphée, 1995), 
39. 
16 Sons étoiefi,r is a technique which Sor describes in the following terms; 'To damp or check the sounds, I 
have never employed the right hand; but I have placed the fingers of the left hand SO as to take the string on 
the fret which determines the note, pressing it with less force than usual, but not so lightly as to make it 
yield an harmonic sound. This manner of damping, or buffing, requires great accuracy in the distances, but 
produces true suppressed sounds.' (Ferdinand Sor, Met hod 1ir the Spaimisli Guitar, 17) 
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I have always too much regretted that there was no method of giving more sound to the 
instrument, in order that I might occupy myself with methods of diminishing it; 17 

This suggests that if a louder instrument had been available to Sor he would have given 

its use serious consideration. The modern guitar is without question a louder instrument 

but whether this would have been an acceptable solution to Sor when the pros and cons in 

respect to musical characteristics were considered, is not necessarily so clear. 

Perhaps Sor would have been happy to retain the innate musical characteristics of his 

instruments and use amplification, or perhaps he would have written different music 

exploiting the innate musical characteristics of the later instrument.18  

It is essential before making any decisions regarding the suitability of transference 

between differing historical contexts that an interpretive balance sheet is constructed. 

This balance sheet must consider equally the composer, performer, audience and 

performance context, not as all too often happens, the composer and the text alone. As 

Charles Rosen reflects on the issue: 'The proper question now is: which instrument will 

deliver Bach's19  original conception to the public most adequately?'20  In this statement 

Rosen embraces the triumvirate of composer, 'Bach'; the audience, 'the public'; and the 

performer, 'the instrument', an inanimate artefact without the performer. The degree of 

subjectivity contained in the word 'adequately' will vary depending on the depth of the 

sub-context from which the judgment is being made and how deeply the inter-contextual 

filter has been constructed. 

17  Ferdinando Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 17. 
18  This issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter 15 
19  Insert Giuliani. Sor, or any other early nineteenth century guitarist, the premise still remains the same. 
20  Charles Rosen, 'The Benefits of Authenticity', in Critical Entertainments (Harvard University Press, 
2000), 216. 
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As in any authentic performance the subjectivity of the performer has the potential to be 

the ultimate arbiter in the recreation of any musical work. This Kivy refers to as the 

'Other Authenticity' or 'Personal Authenticity': 

'Personal authenticity is that which we actively seek, not that which we value only in lieu 
of something else that we have actively sought and failed to achieve.'2 ' 

Within the historical performance sub-context, it is the performer who draws the 

interpretive elements together into a whole, and is entrusted with the role of elucidation 

and communication. 

Summary 

The performer plays a key role in meaningfully applying performance practices of earlier 

historical periods to a contemporary interpretive context. The performer links the 

composer with the audience and must make many decisions as to how this process is to 

occur. If it is accepted that the primary function of the performer is to communicate with 

an audience in the most effective manner possible then the utilisation of period 

performance practices provides one method of enriching such outcomes. To effectively 

utilise interpretive resources drawn from an earlier historical period the performer must 

clearly understand the context in which they are functioning, the referential context 

which includes their own performance practices, and the context from which the 

interpretive practices are being drawn, which includes the period performance practices. 

To be successful in this process the performer must construct both a mega-context and an 

interpretive sub-context from which pragmatic and informed interpretive decisions can be 

2  Kivy, AuI/ic'nlicilies: Philosophical Re/lectio,is oil Musical Per/brmancc, 140. 
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made, and the possibility of constructing variant interpretive outcomes can be explored. 
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Chapter 3 - Performance Practice in the 20th  and 21st 

Centuries 

Pre 1945 

Many performance practices that were the common expressive currency of performers in 

the late nineteenth century were still prevalent among many leading performers during 

the first decades of the twentieth century. For a period of time these earlier practices co-

existed with the new austere neo-classical style whose development was in part a 

rebellion against the perceived 'overblown' and self indulgent style of the late nineteenth 

century. There is significant documentary evidence in the form of early recordings that 

support the existence of this stylistic duality as documented by Timothy Day' and Robert 

Philip2  in their analysis of the performance practices found on recordings from the first 

decades of the twentieth century. 

The iieo-classical style and its new aesthetics were encapsulated in the compositions and 

writings of Igor Stravinsky. The now infamous positivistic quote from Stravinsky's 

Poetics of Music encapsulates this interpretively hard edged new world: 

The sin against the spirit of a work always begins with a sin against its letter and leads to 
the endlcss follies which an ever flourishing literature in the worst taste does its best to 
sanction. Thus it fi)llows that a crescendo, as we all know, is always accompanied by a 
speeding up of movement, while a slowing down never fails to accompany a diminuendo. 

Timothy Day, A Century o/ Recorded Music, Listening to Music History (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2000). 
2  Robert Philip, Earl,' Recordings and Musical Stile; 
Changing Tastes in Instrumental Pertbrmanc'e  1900-1950 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992; 
reprint, 1994). 
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The superfluous is refined upon; a piano, piano pianissimo is delicately sought after; 
great pride is taken in perfecting useless nuances - a concern that usually goes hand in 
hand with inaccurate rhythm.3  

Stravinsky's words tell us much about the changing styles of the period; the 'sins' he lists 

include a number of core performance practices that had, to varying degrees, dominated 

the nineteenth century; the close association between tempo change and volume, the 

search for micro-expressive detail and flexibility of rhythm.4  Timothy Day draws 

attention to the resulting pedagogical outcomes of the modernist aesthetic: 

Certainly through the middle decades of the [twentieth] century it was drummed into the 
heads of music students that they should guard against any tendency to accelerate with a 
crescendo; this was a mortal sin. It hasn't been for very long, apparently; Strauss would 
do it, and Rachmaninoff, and Elgar.5  

Guitar Reference: 

In the guitar world, the most public advocate of the style of the late nineteenth century 

was Andres Segovia, a legacy which is extensively documented through his large number 

of recordings. 

During this period of time an interest existed in the performance practice of earlier 

historical periods, but it was largely an isolated activity which had little impact on the 

mainstream performance world. It was in this climate that Arnold Dolmetsch published 

Igor Stavinsky, Poetics of Music, trans. Arthur Knodel and IngolfDahl (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1942; reprint, 1982), 124. 

These core nineteenth century performance practices, and other significant expressive devices of the 
period, are discussed in detail later in this thesis. 

Day, A Century of Recorded Music, Listening to Music History, 150. 
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his ground breaking book in 1915, The Interpretation of the Music of the Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Centuries,6  essentially a handbook for the performer. 

Post 1945 

During this period an objectivist style of composition developed with its associated 

highly prescriptive scores, epitomized in the works of the Integral Serialists7. There was 

a burgeoning interest in early music and the first commercial releases of period 

instrument recordings appeared. Nicholas Kenyon drew attention to the work from the 

late 1950s of Gustav Leonhardt, Frans Bruggen and Nicholas Harnoncourt and noted that 

with the emergence of David Munrow in the mid 1960s:   

Almost at a stroke, early music was removed from the realms of a specialist activity... 
and put in a form where it could compete on equal terms with any kind of music making.5  

At the same time there was an emergence of a new objectivism in performance with 

focused and controlled emotional content and an associated rhythmic drive with 

crystalline, balanced and powerful timbres. 

Arnold Dolmetsch, The Inteipretation of the Music oil/ic Seven/cent/i and Eighteenth Centuries (Seattle 
and London: University of Washington Press, 1974;  reprint, third). 

The Integral Serialists were concerned with the suppression of a composer's 'inherited' performance 
practices. A solution that was embraced by the Integral Serialists was to set tip a series of pre-
compositional parameters which would reduce the chance that the composer may sub-consciously 
introduce tonal mannerisms belonging to earlier historical traditions into his / her use of pitch, rhythm, 
dynamics and mode of attack. 

Nicholas Kenyon, "Introduction: Some Issues and Questions," in Authenticiti' and Ear/v Music a 
Svniposium, ed. Nicholas Kenyon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 3. 
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Guitar Reference 

This style of playing was dramatically announced to the guitar world by John Williams in 

his concerts and recordings in the late nineteen fifties and early nineteen sixties. 

Williams' style combined a rhythmic precision and drive with a considered and 

controlled anti-romantic expressiveness, ideally suited to the developing modernist 

aesthetic. An interesting review in the Times for a concert at Wigmore Hall in 1962 

reveals the romantic stylistic leaning of the reviewer. While the review acknowledged 

William's control and rhythmic poise; regret was expressed for the lack of 'flexibility' in 

the romantic repertoire, the reviewer not appreciating the shift of interpretive practice that 

the performance was heralding. 

He [Williams] can now boast a very controlled agility, which served him admirably from 
viewpoints of rhythmic poise in a suite by Bach and two sonatas by Scarlatti. ... His 
concluding romantic group by Villa-Lobos, Turina, Ponce and Granados was also treated 
with sympathetic solicitude, but all this later music he still tends to interpret too 
inexpansively in terms of black and white instead of enjoying the flexibility and wider 
range of expressive colour for which it cries out.9  

Late Twentieth Century 

The diversity of modernist styles that developed in the period since 1945, to a large 

degree remained current through the late twentieth century, even if in a more rarefied 

isolationist context. Along with these styles however, there co-existed a post-modernist 

interest in accessibility with an associated return to the foreground of the role of 

9Cited from: Richard Sliwa, John Williams: The Guitarist (2007 [cited January 18 2007]); available from 
http://plum.cream.org/williams/biography.htm.  
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subjectivity in performance, tonality and an embracing of the music of non-western 

traditions. As John Passler notes: 

Rejecting the need for constant changc and originality and the increasingly difficult and 
often intellectual approach to music espoused by Modernist, they [the composers] 
returned to more traditionally accessible notions of music. I I) 

With the guitar's historical predilection for cultural and stylistic inclusiveness, a 

repertoire developed that drew on these newly emerging styles. While the guitar did 

attract its modernist composers such as Luciano Berio (1925-2003) and Brian 

Ferneyhough (b. 1943) the strong roots that the guitar had in popular and folk culture still 

dominated its compositional world. The works of Antonio Lauro (1917-1986) were 

dominated by the folk traditions of Venezuela. After his modernist period the later works 

of the Cuban Leo Brouwer (b. 1939) were dominated by his country's folk traditions and 

African heritage. The Italian Carlo Domeniconi (b.1947) drew on Turkish musical 

traditions for some of his major guitar works such as Koviinbaba, and Australian Peter 

Sculthorpe (b. 1929), drew on the music of the Asia Pacific region and Indigenous 

Australia as a major source of inspiration. 

Guitar Reference: 

A representative style that emerged from within this changing aesthetic was 'New 

Romanticism'. Leo Brouwer's Concerto Elegiaco is an example of this rekindled interest 

in tonality, defined melodic structures, and rhythmic coherence. The liner notes of Julian 

Bream's recording of this concerto discusses the influences that shaped the work, 

0  John Pasler, Positnodernisin (Grove Music Online. 2007 [cited December 29th, 2007). 
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drawing attention to the composer's own position '... [Brouwer] explains that, above all, 

he aims to recapture a spirit of romanticism that affords him a period of rest and 

tranquillity after the preoccupation with the avant-garde." 

During this period there is also a noticeable domination of 'authentic' performances in 

classical and pre-classical music with period instruments being adopted by mainstream 

performers, along with the associated period interpretive practices. 

One group of performers began to explore the timbral possibilities of using original 

instruments or reproductions while adopting some period practices, but overall still 

conforming to pre-dominant contemporary performance practices. This was particularly 

noticeable in the constrained use of tempo flexibility. Of note amongst these recordings 

were those by: 

. Shin-ichi Fukuda: Schubertiana; a selection of 19t11  century guitar music 

performed on what is believed to be a Rene Lacote of circa 184012 

. John Williams: Mauro Giuliani Concerto op. 30 performed on an 1814 Gaetano 

Guadagnim '  

. David Starobin: Solo Guitar Music of Mauro Giuliani played on a copy of a guitar 

by J.G. Staufer of circa 1829 built by Gary Southwell14  

Gareth Walters, Julian Bream, Rodrigo: Fantasia Para Un Gentilhombre, Brouwer: Concerto Elegiaco 
(London: BMG Music, 1987). 

2  Franz Schubert et al., Schubertiana; Shin-/chi Fukuda Plays 19th Century Music (Fukushima: Denon 
Records, 1995). 
13  Mauro Giuliani, John Williams Giuliani Guitar Concerto, Schubert "A rpeggione" Sonata (Sydney: Sony 
Music Entertainment Inc., 1999). 
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A small group of performers and researchers embarked on a project exclusively 

perfonning on period instruments, reconstructing lost techniques and applying period 

performance practices as the dominant interpretative approach. Key figures in this 

niche area of activity included: 

. Carlo Barone: The music of Mauro Giuliani and Luigi Moretti performed on a 

Gaetano Guadagnini made in 1837.  15 

This recording is notable for the use of period technique specifically in the choice of 

the use of flesh and nail on the right hand fingers and flesh alone on the right hand 

thumb for plucking the strings. There is also a distinctive application of tempo rubato 

strongly influenced by the vocal treatises of Manuel Garcia's Traite Complet dii I'Art 

dii Chant (Paris 1 840) and of Delle Sedic, L 'Art Lvrique (Paris 1873). 

Claudio Maccarl & Paolo Pugliese: A complete recording of the three concerti of 

Mauro Giuliani Op. 30, 36 and 70 and the quintets Op. 65 and 102. 

The guitars used for this recording were made by Carlo Guadagnini (1812), Gaetano 

Guadagnini (1830) and a terz guitar of Antonio Gargenese (c 1880).16  Like Barone 

14  Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani, Solo Guitar Music Perflrmed on 19th Century Guitar, David Staro bin 
(New York: Bridge Records, Inc., 1991). 
15  Mauro Giuliani and Luigi Moretti, Mauro Giuliani, Luigi Morel/i, Carlo Barone Chitarra Dell'800 
(Milano: Rugginenli, 1994). 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani, Concerti Per ('hiltara E Orchestra, Quintetti Per Chittara E Arc/n 
01).65 E Op. 102, Solisti C7audio Maccai-i E Paolo Puglies'e (Milano: Paragon per Amadeus, 2003) 



these performers draw on the Italian operatic tradition, the bel canto and the vocal 

methods of Garcia and Delle Sadie. 

Anthony Glise: A recording of the complete sonatas for solo guitar by Anton 

Diabelli. 

The recording is made using a guitar by Georg Staufer' 7  made in Vienna circa 1828.18 

19  The performer notes that: 

Throughout this recording I employed traditional I 9hh1Century  stylistic practices, 
strictly adhering to interpretational norms current in Vienna during this period at 
this time, there were strong links - particularly in Vienna between instrumental 
performance and the Be! Canto style of singing.20  

Glise also drew inspiration from the vocal trestise of Garcia. 

The Pre-Dominant Contemporary Performance Practice 

In his book Text and Act Richard Taruskin suggests some characteristics that he sees as 

representative of late twentieth century taste:2' 

17  Glise spells the surname of this guitar maker as 
Staufer' whereas Watchorn uses the spelling Stauffer. 
New Groves Online also uses the spelling 'Staufer', this is the spelling that will be used throughout this 
thesis. 
18  Anton Diabelli, Anton Diabelli 1781 - 1858, the Complete Sonatas for Solo Guitar Op.29, Anthony Glise 
Guitar (New York: Dorian Discovery, 1992). 
19  In the CD liner notes Glise gives some background to his interpretation; 'in relation to perforniing the 
Diabelli Sonatas, I drew inspiration from Garcia. This will be heard at times in the 'breath' taken before 
fast passages, and breaking of phrases at the 'compositional end' of a musical idea.' See also Chapter 9 'A 
Lesson with Garcia' and Chapter 4 'Expressive Emphasis'. 
20  From the CD liner notes: Diabelli, Anton Diabelli 1781 - 1858, the Complete Sonatas for Solo Guitar 
Op.29, Anthony Glise Guitar. 
21  Richard Taruskin, Text & Act: Essays on Music and Performance (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 167. 
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I. 'It is text-centred, hence literalistic. 

It is impersonal, hence unfriendly to spontaneity. 

It is light weight, hence leery of the profound or the sublime.' 

I would like to add to that list the following characteristic: 

A preference for uniformity and conformity. 

The move to dominantly text-centred performance is clearly visible in the twentieth 

century with the increasing number and type of instructions present in scores and with 

composers gradually moving away from a reliance on the perfonner to contribute to, and 

creatively interpret the score. Dahlhaus observes that this phenomenon was emerging in 

early decades of the nineteenth century and draws attention to the compositions of 

Beethoven: 

That a composer who did not care a whit about Ignaz Schuppanzigh's "wretched fiddle," 
as Beethoven callcd it, could successfully demand that perforrnances be a function of the 
text, rather than vice versa, can only have astonished early-nineteenth-century 
contemporaries... 22 

The changing role of the text 

A review of selected scores of guitar music from the early nineteenth century through to 

the late twentieth century, highlights the changing number of notated instructions within 

the scores that aim to control interpretive outcomes. The scores from the nineteenth 

22  Carl Dahihaus, Nineteepith Century Musk, trans. J Bradlbrd Robinson (Berkley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1989), 10. 



century represent works by leading guitarist composers of the period whose works were 

performed internationally and widely published at the time. They had a significant 

influence on the development of the guitar in the period and in the case of Sor and 

Giuliani represented a broader mainstream compositional style; Sor representing the 

Germanic/Viennese tradition and Giuliani the Italian operatic tradition. The notational 

style these composers used was innovative in its indication of voicing; Thomas Heck 

draws attention to the significance of this development and refers to it as 'intermediate 

notation'.23  Both Sor and Giuliani were represented by some of the leading publishing 

houses of the period; Giuliani by Artaria, Cappi and Diabelli and Ricordi and Sor by 

Meissonnier and Simrock. It would therefore have been unlikely that there would have 

been a compromise on quality and detail. Being commercial publishing houses neither 

would there have been extravagance. The editions therefore would have been typical of 

the better quality publications of the period. The twentieth century works were selected 

to give a broad cross section of styles and compositional influences and represent works 

by both non-guitarist/composers and guitarist composers. The works have been published 

internationally and have been frequently performed and recorded. 

The following scores are surveyed:24  

• Fernando Sor (1778-1839) - Fantaisie Elegiaque Op. 59(1836); Bars 1 - 140 
• Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829)- Sei Variaziono per Guitarra Op. 62 (1814); Theme 

and Variations 1 - 3 
• Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856) - Fantaisie Hongroise Op. 65 # 1 (c1856); 

Bars 1-45 
• Napoleon Coste (1805-1883)- Le Source du Lyson, Op. 47 (1878) - ii Andante 

Sostenuto; bars 1 - 37 

23  Thomas F Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus: Editions Orphée, 1995), 
144. 
24  See Appendix 3 for full copies of the scores surveyed. 



• Pierre Boulez (b.1925) - Le marleau sans maître (1934), Bars 1-95 
• Leo Brouwer (b. 1939) - Elogia a'e ía Danza (1964); Lento bars 1 - 53 
• Peter Scuithorpe (b.1929) - From Kakaclu (1994); Cantando bars 123— 176 
• Phillip Houghton (b. 1 954) - Kinkachoo, I Love You (/998) 

Before embarking on a detailed analysis of the individual works, it is worthwhile 

undertaking an overview of the notational practices of the periods to be considered. 

Early Nineteenth Century 

The score of Giuliani's op. 62 is bereft of interpretive instructions. The performer would 

have been expected to add an appropriate interpretive dimension to the performance and 

this, by default, would have been in the contextual style of the period. If something new 

and unexpected was required specific instructions were sometimes included. Thomas 

Heck notes the use of an unusual technique in Giuliani's Op. 4 (fig. 3-1). In this piece, a 

glissando like technique is introduced in variation 5, referred to as a sirisciando, a novel 

technique which due to its unfamiliarity needed to have specific instructions added to the 

25 
score. 

Example 9 
Op. 4, vanation 5. 

Minore Pth Adagio strisciando sulla 

N N 
sesta cordct 

k I kI k k 

I 
' r 

Figure 3-1 - Mauro Giuliani: op. 4 variationS; notation of special effects' 

25  1-leck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer. 150. 
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Mid Nineteenth Century 

In the score of Mertz's Fantaisie Hongroise many instructions appear, but at the same 

time, many of these are broadly descriptive and evocative of a mood and allow, indeed 

expect, the performer to take a deal of interpretive freedom. 

Twentieth Century 

In the scores of Phillip Houghton, Leo Brouwer and Pierre Boulez a large number of 

micro interpretive instructions are included which the composers expect the performer to 

follow closely. These instructions involve directions for tempi, tone colours, dynamics, 

articulation and general interpretive style. 

The following charts compare the number of interpretive instructions present in each of 

the selected works. 
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Early 1911,  (I1entur'  

I)vnarnics Tempo & l\letei Expies.cion Aiticulatioii iclthtioiial Tiinbie & Total 
Tempo Changes shmis..ctaccato. modifying Fffect.c in 
1\lo shfic a tions tenuto accents mstruc tions Score 

Fernando Sos - 5 x 6 - Andante largo - rnarcando - 60 x slurs - 2 x dolce 

(1778 - 1239 -4 xp -4 x fermatas - 20 x staccato - avec là 
Fantaisie - I x pp dots main 
Elegiaque Op. - I x if gauche 
59 (1836) - 5 x cresendo seule 
Barsl-141 -I2x -2xsur1a 
141 bars decresdendo 5 me 
(inc anacrusis) - I x dini. corde 

-1 x4 me.  

Total 29 1 80 120 
Insti uctions 
1\laiuo - 8 x p - rnoderato - 117 x slurs - 2 x dolce 
Gmuhamu - 8 ii mf (theme) - 62 x dashes 
(1781 - 1829) - 10 xf -5 x 
Sci Variaziono -4 x crescendo 
per Guitarra 
Op 62 
(1814) 
Theme and 
Variations I - 3 
64 bars  

Total 0 1 184 2 21 
Instructions 
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1\lid 1911,  C1entury  

I)vnaimcs Tempo & 1\Ieter Expiession Articulation Additiojial Timbre & Total 
Tempo Changes slurs, staccato, lno(llfviltg Effects in 
1\lodiñc a lions tenuto, accents mstructio us Sc ore 

Johann - 2 x p - Maestoso I - con anima - 10 x accents - 2 x use 41"  

Kaspar - 4 x £ (sec. 1) - eroico - 21 x slurs string 
Meifz - 8xff - Pocopiu -5xdo1ce -20xdots -4xg1iss 
(1806-1856) - 2xfff mosso (sec. - con fuoco under slurs 
Fantaisie - 14 X Sf 2) - volante - 1 x tenuto 
Hongroise - 3 x cesc. - Brillante - dolciss. - 2 x staccato 
(1356) - 3 x dim. (sec 3) - bentenuto 
op. 65 # I - Adagio - con dolore 
Bars 1 - 45 maestoso con 
45 bars entusiasmo 

(sec 4) 
- I x Quasi 
Recitativo 
- 2x 
slentando 
- I xrecit. 
- 9 x nt. 
- Ixatempo 

Total 36 is 1 12 54 6 12 
Instructions 



Late 19th  (I1entury 
D'vuaimcs Tempo & 1\letei Expression Articulation Adthtional Timbie & Total 

Tempo Changes slurs, staccato, modifying Effects m 
Pdodific ations tenuto, accents rnstructions Score 

Napoleon - 2 x p 2 x cadenza Andante - 40 slurs 6 is ornaments - 4 x 
('oste - 2 x mf (free rhythm) sostenuto - 8 is staccato (added position 
(1805— 1883) - I x f I is ad libitum -4 xtenuto expressive indications 
Le Sosrc th4 - 9 is cresc, (free rhythm) notes) (timbre) 
Lysos, Op 47 (<) 2 is fermatas 8 x 
(1878) -3 x"swells" glissandi 
ii Adaxt (s>) on single - 4 is 
sostswo; note / chords timbrel 
bars 1 -37, position or 
37 bars sting 

indicators 

Total 1 I 52 6 12 93 
Instructions 
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Mid 20111  C1 entury  

I)vnaimcs Tempo & Meter Expression Articulation Adthtional Timbre & Total 
Tempo Changes slurs, staccato, inothfing Effects =i in 

1othfic a tio us tenuto, accents instructions Sc ore 

Pierre Boulez - 8 x pp -Rapide (d = 62 - 38 x tenuto - 5 x 
(b1925) - 16xp 208) (-) harmonics 
Le mar/au - 19 x mf - 7 x poco nt. - 4 x tenuto & 
ssmtr - 14xf - l2xatempo dot 
(1934) -7xff -6xpressr (-) 
Bars I - 951  - I x p sub - I x fermata - 29 x accents 
95 bars - I x £ sub - 13 x slurs 
(guitar line - I x ff sub 
only)  

Total 2' 62 84 5 245 
histructions 
L e o Brouwer - 2 xppp - Lento ('d = CO) 28 slurs 1 -2 
(b. 1939) - 3 xpp - poco accel -41 x staccato kscr 
Elogia de la - 9 ip - 2 x a tempo dots vthrar 
Danza -7 x mp - rubato - 2 x stacc. - 3 
(1964) -4 x mf - equale - stacc sempre metahco 
Lento bars 1 - - 8 x £ - Tempo I - 29 accents - sul tasto 
53 - 2xfsub. -nten, -2xtenuto - 3 x 
53 bars - 2xff - atempo -2xmarc sonoro 

- morendo - nit - 28 x slurs - menlo 
-Allegro sonoro 
moderato - molto 
- rail. e dim sonoro 
- (piu lento) 
-3 xrall 
- Lento (tempo 
I) 
- piu accel 
- allarg.  

Total 38 19 105 11 F'3 
Instructions 



Late 20111  (I1 entur'v  

I)vnaimcs Tempo & 1\letei Fxl)lesslon Aiticulatioii Additional Tnnbre & Total 
Tempo Changes sims. staccato, modifying Fffects in 

1othfic ations temito, accents nisti uc tions Sc ore 
Peter - 3 x mf, -Cantando d = -espress., -harmonics 
Sulthoipe - 2 x mp, 56, -37 xphrase (final 
(b.1929) - 3 x cresc. -meno mosso, marks, chord), 
From Kckcidm - I x p, -rail. -7 x 
(1994) - 1 x poco f, arpeggiated 
Cantando bars chords, 
123 - 176 (53 
bars)  

Total 10 3 SS S 109 
Instructions 
Plullp -lOx crescendo, -d= 60, flowing - with sense 12 x -Melody to 
Houghton - 8 x -ri,ibato delicato, of weightless- have a rich, 
(. 2954) decrescendo, -gently slowing ness; to hover warm 
Kinkachoo, I - 1 x f silk; and glow. "mid" 
Love You - 1 x p - I x poco nt -Sustain all s'oke 
(1998) - I x p subito - a tempo non notes for as (freesfroke) 
(73 bars) - 1 x mp troppo long as , gentle 

- I x pp - 1 x poco a possible. vibrato, 
- 1 x ppp poco nt -With and 

- 4 x fermata passion, portamenti 
richness; between 
"float / wash the notes 
over into next -like silk 
bar -tasto 
-warmer, - 8 x 
singing harmonics 
(accomp. 
"richer")  

Total 24 11 5 11 63 
Instructions 
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The total number of interpretive instructions found in the works from the different 

periods is not substantially different. Differences begin to emerge however, when the 

following areas are viewed more closely: 

. The manner in which instructions are distributed across the different interpretive 

categories 

. How the interpretive instructions cluster into categories within each work 

The Early Nineteenth Century - Notated Interpretive Instructions 

In the works by Giuliani and Sor a preponderance of the notational instructions are 

related to articulation, specifically slurs and staccato markings. In the Sor Fantaisie Op. 

59, 67% of the instructions are related to articulation and a further 24% to dynamics. In 

the Giuliani Theme and Variations op. 62, 85% of the instructions are related to 

articulation and a further 16% to dynamics. In the Sor work, five of the instructions 

relate to timbre, a small number, but their nature reflects Sor's interest in the breadth of 

tonal colours available on the guitar. 

Some quite experimental use of timbre can be observed in a number of his solo pieces 

including his op. 59 where Sor uses the left hand alone to sound the notes avec la main 

gauche seule (with the left hand alone); the unusual nature of this technique requiring 

specific notational instructions (fig. 3-3). 
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avec Ia main gauche seule 

Figure 3-3 - Fernando Sor: Andante Largo Op. 59; bars I - 12 with upbeat26  

This interest in tone colour is supported by his Method of 183 1 where Sor gives details on 

how to achieve a wide range of tone colours including the imitation of orchestral 

instruments.27  

Giuliani focuses particular attention on the combination of slurred and articulated notes, 

creating interesting and unusual articulated groupings including heniiola like groupings.28  

Within both the works of Sor and Giuliani discussed above, the instructions are localised 

and do not provide broad ranging interpretive instructions such as a dominating 

expressive characteristic or mood for the entire work or significant sections of the work. 

Fernando Sor, The Conipiele Works/or Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
Vol.7, 42. 
27  Ferdinand Sor, Method/or tile Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 16-18. 
21  See C'hapter 5 'Expressive Emphasis' for examples 



Mid-Nineteenth Century- Notated Interpretive Instructions 

In the extract from Mertz's Fantaisie Hongroise Op. 65 # 1 a different distribution of 

instructions can be seen (fig. 3-4). Articulation still receives significant attention, 

accounting for 43% of the instructions; dynamics account for 28% of the notated 

instructions. Of interest is the appearance of instructions relating to expressive aspects of 

the work. Even though seemingly small in number, only 9%, they are detailed and long 

ranging, so their interpretive effect is substantial. Tempo changes and tempo 

modifications also begin to take on greater significance, receiving 14% of the notational 

instructions. A number of these instructions are broad ranging and therefore have a 

greater interpretive impact than their number may suggest. 
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FANTAISIE HONGROISE 

Eli J.K.MERTZ 
Up5 No I 

El  
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®rj  
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- 
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Rrillanle j 

 

77 

W1 2 

Ø)a I  

r  
0 H 

Figure 3-4 - Johann Kaspar Mertz: Fantaisie Hongroise Op. 65 # I bars 1-1 5 - 
Notational Instructions relating to Expression29  

29  Johann Kaspar Meriz, Guitar Works. ed. Simon Wynberg. 10 vols. (Heidelberg: Chanlerelle Verlag, 
1955), Vol.9 Pg.2. 
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Expressive Instructions 

In the previous excerpt (fig. 3-4) the following list of instructions are given which have 

an effect on interpretive aspects of the music. 

Bar 1: Maestoso (majestically); this overarching instruction dominates the first thirteen 

bars but is moderated by localised expressive instructions including: 

. Bar 2 & 3: Con anima (with soul) / Quasi Recitativ. sientando (recitative 

like, slowing). Two fermatas break the flow of the music leading to the 

con anima bar, which becomes an expressive sub-section which exceeds 

in musical impact the confines of the single bar in which it is notated. The 

con anima section also contains two fermatas and is of an improvisatory 

nature. This passage is played on the fourth string, the added resonance 

and rich tone adding further to the expressive nature of the passage. The 

additional instructions Quasi Recitativ, slentando in bar 2, also contribute 

to the rhythmically and expressively free nature of the bar. 

. Bar 4: Recit. This bar repeats the expressive ideas of bar 2 but this time 

not accompanied by the same number of detailed instructions. The style of 

the notation, and the presence of the word recitativo (recit.), indicates a 

similar interpretive treatment to that applied in bar 2. 

Bar 5: Eroico (heroic). A self explanatory change in expression, 

accompanied by the instructions f (forte) and sf (sfozando) which add 
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additional expressive emphasis. The mood changes abruptly half way 

through bar 5 when on crotchet beat 3 the word do/ce appears. 

. Bars 5 & 6: Do/ce (sweet). This term is discussed in detail in Chapter 13 

(page 346, footnote 5), where its meaning is qualified as not just requiring 

a change of timbre but more importantly a change of mood, accompanied 

by the expressive use of tempo rubato. 

• Bar 6: This bar expressively mirrors bar 5, again with less detailed 

instructions. With the free improvisatory nature of the music at this point 

(and in the previous repeat section in bars 2 and 4), the use of variation is 

going to be a required interpretive characteristic if the improvised nature 

of the music is to be maintained. 

Bar 7: Cresc. (crescendo / becoming louder) and ru. (ritardando / 

becoming slower) pave the way for the next major section commencing in 

bar 8. 

• Bar 8: Poco pin inosso (a little more movement) With these instructions 

the tempo increases slightly, preparing the way for the next major tempo 

change. This section (bars 8 - 1 3) also includes the terms previously used 

for modifying expression; do/ce, nt., s/ and additional use of accents (>); 

ten. (lenuto / he/d ) in combination with a stand >; p (piano / soft); and 

crescendos and decrescendos. 
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Bar 14: Brilliante (brilliant) - This new expressive mood is accompanied by a sf and at 

bar 15 its effect is further enhanced by the addition of the term con fuoco (with fire). 

As can be seen in the above example, while micro-expressive instructions do occur such 

as localised ritardani, it is the broad ranging expressive instructions that are of greatest 

significance, impacting significantly on the broader interpretive outcomes. Also of note 

is the fact that the micro-expressive instructions have a precise meaning, such as 

ritardando (to slow down), whereas the broader ranging instruction such as con anima 

(with soul) leave much to the subjective interpretation of the performer. 

Late Nineteenth Century - Notated Interpretive Instructions 

Napoleon Coste's La Source du Lyson is, on the surface, dominated by signs indicating 

the use of dynamics. It is however, the use of powerfully expressive devices such as 

glissandi and tempo rubato, the use of highly evocative harmonic language, and the 

work's programmatic form that characterise it interpretively as being of the late 

nineteenth century. Brief reference to a work by Francesco Tárrega (1852-1909) 

published in 1902 provides similar results, with an emphasis on the broader ranging 

expressive aspects of the music. 
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Late 19th  (I1entury  

I)vnaimcs Tempo Aletel Expression Articulation Additional Timbie & Total 
Tempo Changes slurs, staccato. modifying Effects ui 

1othfi ations tenuto accents rnstiu(tions Sc oe 

Fiancesco -3 xp - I xRitard: - Lento -6 x accents ()) -4 x -4 x 
Tauega -2 xf - I xRit -1 x molto ten ornaments portamenti 
(1852 - 1909) - 2 x cresc. - I x un poco nt -6 x slurs (added -6 x 
Adelita (1 - I x a tempo expressive timbrel 
(pub 1902) - 2 x decres notes) position or 

(<) string 
- I x un poco indicators 
cresc. 

Total 10 4 1 13 4 10 42 
Ihisti uctions 

cm 
> 
- Cm 
CI) -  

cm -.•rm 
(I) Cm 
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The notational system in both pieces leaves many opportunities for performers to add 

their own creative input. Through this process the performer was expected to become a 

partner with the composer in the creation of the final form of the work. 

Stravinsky, in his Poetics of Music, reflecting the interpretive ethos of a later age, 

suggested that curtailing such freedom in the interpretation of music of the late l9 th 

century would be a more appropriate approach for the performer. 

Obviously, it is not without a reason that the worst interpreters usually tackle the 
Romantics. The musically extraneous elements that are strewn throughout their works 
invite betrayal, whereas a page in which music seeks to express nothing outside itself 
better resists attempts at literary deformation. 30  

The Twentieth Century - Notated Interpretive Instructions 

The notational and interpretive philosophy espoused by Stravinsky in his lectures at 

Harvard University in the academic year of 1939 / 1940, had by mid-century, become the 

standard practice. This can be observed in the music of Leo Brouwer and Pierre Boulez 

composed in the middle decades of the twentieth century, which demonstrate a move 

away from broad ranging expressive markings to localised and highly prescriptive 

markings. These included indications of articulation, dynamics and tempo modifications, 

all of which took on a more significant role, appearing regularly at a micro-expressive 

level. One striking characteristic in the scores of both Boulez and Brouwer is the degree 

to which individual notes are controlled by the notation. In Leo Brouwer's Elogio de ía 

Danza very few notes are 'undirected'. In the 53 bars selected for analysis, there are no 

30  igor Stravinsky, Poetics of Music in the Form of Six Lessons, trans. Arthur Knodel and IngolfDah1 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1942; reprint, 1970), 167. 
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a 
Lento ( ca.60) ' YIi 

notes that are free of interpretive signs and thus they are all to some extent text-driven 

(fig. 3-6). 

ELOGIO DE LA DANZA 
para guitarra 

Leo Brouwer 
(1964) 

I - Lento 

mf j -----f 
7) .—_ ImP p._=r:----- i-;ii:TI crew. 

poeo (ieee!. ruhato 

A i rn tempo ®: ;—_ .- - — — 

> > 
2 1  

erese. 
molto .souoro 

ARM. 2 
0 metIico -i oat. 

LE OP OP 
p h'gato 

3 
1~ ~  p staee. 3 f'sub. p ctuee. 

- cresc. + mf+ lasciare vibrare + arpeggiated 

- accent + f+ mo/to sostenuto + ® [4th string] + a tempo 

- f sub. + accent + metal/co + ® [4th string] 

Figure 3-6 - Leo Brouwer: Elogio de ía Danza —'text driven' nature of the score3 ' 

Timbre is also a significant text driven aspect of both the works. Leo Brouwer exploits 

the timbral aspects of the guitar in both the choice of fingerings and through specific 

notational instructions. In bars three and four of the extract above, Brouwer requires a 

resonant 'harp' effect (fig. 3-7). This effect combines the resonant sound of the open 

Leo Brouwer, Elogio Dc La Danza, Guitar Archive (Mainz: Schott Musik International, 1972), 2. 
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strings, with the rich but more muted timbre of stopped notes in an upper position. To 

ensure this effect is maximised, Brouwer also adds the instructions lasciare vibrare (let 

the sound ring), ensuring all notes continue to resonate for the maximum length of time 

(fig. 8). 

3 

(lasciare vibrare) 

i 
cresc. 

Figure 3-7 - Leo Brouwer: Elogio de Ia Danza, 1 - Lento, Bars 3&432 

One of the compositional parameters controlled in fine detail by Pierre Boulez in Le 

marteau sans maître, is the use of the natural timbral resources of the instruments. 

The five instruments excluding the percussion are linked with the voice and with one 
another by a continuity of instrumental colour that can be plotted as follows:33  

long reso- 
monody nating body 

I I FI 
VOICE FLUTE VIOLA GUITAR VIBRA. XYLOR. 

I I I I 
breath plucked struck 

strings strips 

Figure 3-8 - Pierre Boulez' use of timbre as a compositional parameter34  

32  ibid. 
33From the CD liner notes: Dominique Jameux, Le Marteau Sans Maitre, Instrumental Connections 
(Baden-Baden: CBS Masterworks, 1985). 
34  From the CD liner notes: Ibid. 
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Specific expressive markings are not utilised by either Brouwer or Boulez in the previous 

works, recalling Taruskin's description of current musical taste: 'It is impersonal hence 

unfriendly to spontaneity.'35  The need to follow prescriptive micro-instructions requires 

the performer to focus significantly on these interpretive aspects of the score. The 

introduction of foreign 'performer based' interpretive elements would be 'unfriendly' to 

the aesthetic ideal of the work, and therefore to be avoided. We are being explicitly 

'taught' the composer's personal expressive language. In compositions from the late 

twentieth century performance directions at the micro-expressive level begin to reduce in 

number, broad ranging expressive markings begin to reappear. In Peter Scuithorpe's 

From Kakadu, 8 1 % of the markings fall into this new category.36  

123 
nc.56) 

] 1 
2 , I - 

'-ii -- ii-- 
L1 I etc. 

= use of expressive performance instructions 

= extensive use of expressive phrase markings, requiring very specific 
shaping 

Figure 3-9 - An example of Peter Scuithorpe's use of expressive notation 

Richard Taruskin, Text andAct: Essays on Music and Pertbrmance  (N.Y: Oxford Univ. Press, 1995), 
167. 
36  I have differentiated between the localised slurs commonly found in the music of Sor and Giuliani to the 
broad ranging, structural phrase marks used by Scuithorpe which I see as specifically expressive devices. 
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—From Kakadu Bars 123- 128 37 

Phillip Houghton uses an individual and expressive language to guide the interpreter; he 

includes the following, almost mystical, instruction in his composition for solo guitar, 

Kinkachoo ILove You: 'flowing, with sense of weightlessness; to hover and glow. 38  The 

composer combines these highly evocative instructions used with detailed timbral and 

dynamic directions. Even though the number of interpretive instructions is the lowest 

used in all the selected works, the level of control invested in the text is still high due to 

the broad ranging nature of the instructions.39  Houghton also includes an opening 

metronome marking to govern the tempo, the composer being particularly concerned that 

this tempo is adhered to.40  

A large number of interpretive instructions embedded in the text do not necessarily lead 

to a depersonalisation of the interpretive outcomes. Often continuous and highly specific 

instructions result in an unexpected degree of interpretive freedom, due to the difficulty 

the performer faces in fully realising with any degree of accuracy, or consistency, the 

large number of instructions. By default a personalised version of the work can be 

created. Karlheinz Stockhausen accepted such a practice in his seminal twentieth century 

vocal composition Stimmung, where each ensemble of vocalists developed their own 

'version' of the work, a work which started life as a random, aleatoric work. 

37  Peter Scuithorpe, From Kakadu and into the Dreaming (London: Faber Music, 1994), 8. 
38  Phillip Houghton, Kin/wchoo, ILove You (Moonstone Music Publications, 2001), 1. 
39  Instructions that control timbre and mood are dominant features of Phillip Houghton's compositions. 
Seemingly technically approachable works become virtuosic in character when the level of control 
necessary to create the ever- changing sound world required by the text is taken into consideration. 
° In the rehearsals for the premiere of Houghton's work Light on the Edge at the 1993 Darwin International 

Guitar Festival the composer continuously requested that the notated tempi were adhered to. (Personal 
recollection of the author) 



Analysis of Twentieth Century Guitar Methods 

Twentieth century tutor methods provide a useful additional primary source for research 

into contemporary performance practice. These works are primarily designed to provide 

students of performance with knowledge of instrumental technique, music theory and to 

some degree current interpretive practices. The last of they, are less comprehensively 

addressed as there is often an implicit assumption that these are learnt by aural exposure 

to a number of sources including a teacher, other performers and recordings. The fact that 

these methods are specifically designed to have a performance focus however, is of 

particular use when investigating this area of activity. In a comparative analysis of a 

selection of widely used late twentieth century guitar methods,41  a number of dominant 

key words have been identified that can be related to established interpretive practices.42  

Although not stated directly it is possible by bringing key words or descriptors together 

for a picture to emerge of the interpretive paradigm being espoused. As the first example 

below, relating to tone colour and volume demonstrates a predilection for a strong, rich 

and full tone emerges. The following groupings resulted from bringing together like 

descriptors. 

Tone Colour and Volume - 42 references 
Keywords: enhance, fuller, full or fat, solid, project, good volume, good tone, equal, 
balance, even, warm, round, clear, mellow, rich, strong, sweet, beautiful. 

Articulation and Accent - 19 references 
Keywords: legato, control, equal, evenness, clarity, crisp, fluidity, smooth, continuity. 

41  Tutor methods and reference books used in the analysis included: Pumping Nylon (3x vols.) - Scott 
Tennant (1995, 1997, 1999); John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor( 1981/revised 1992); Progressive Classical 
Guitar - Jason Waldron (1986); Solo Guitar Playing - Frederick Noad (1968 with many reprints. Third 
Edition 1994); Classic Guitar Technique - Aaron Shearer (1959 with many reprints). 
42  See Appendix 4 for the complete tables used in this survey. 
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Rhythm - 14 references 
Keywords: smooth, constant, flow, control, strictly, steady, correct, accurate, distinctly. 

Tempo and Tempo Modifications - 12 references 
Keywords: little longer, slowing up (satisfactory conclusion), steady, pushed on, strictly 
even, without hesitation, same 

Speed and Accuracy - 2 references 
Keywords: consistent 

Phrasing - 2 references 
Keywords: shape 

Dynamics - 2 references 
Keywords: respected 

A number of key words begin to exhibit a commonality of meaning across the groupings. 

Absorbing like-terms the following list results: 

o control 

o balance 

o evenness 

o equal 

o clarity 

o full 

o rich 
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A predilection for a full sound, evenness of outcome (including that of rhythm, tempo, 

and timbre), balance and equality, are characteristics that come to the fore helping to 

highlight the dominant interpretive practices of the period. 

Expression - 12 references 

The discussion of expression has been left to last as it provides a subjective and emotive 

picture that contrasts to the image that arises from the key words listed above. As this 

was the most subjective and non-specific area dealt with in the methods surveyed, it is 

useful to quote in full the following comments. 

Frederick Noad: 

When the basic problems of technique are overcome, it is important to remember that the 
object of playing a musical instrument is not to execute the notes, but to make music. 
Music is a means of expression and communication, and for this reason has often been 
called a language. Like spoken language it is divided into the equivalent of phrases, 
sentences and paragraphs, and it is important to try to see these, so that a musical 
performance becomes a coherent statement. Again following the same parallel, when we 
speak, we use our voices in valying pitch and volume, since we know that a monotone is 
unexpressive and boring.43  

John Mills: 

An artist whose paintings look rather like photographs, is very often more difficult or 
even impossible to study than somebody who transmits more of his own feelings onto the 
canvas. In the first instance, the artist may have a superb technique, and is capable of 
imitating in his pictures anything he sees around him, but it is how to breathe life, energy, 
motion, warmth, sadness, into his work which separates the great from the not-so-great.44  

° Frederick M. Noad, Solo Guitar Playing, New Edition ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1968), 140. 
Parallels can be drawn between Noads comment and those found in many early nineteenth century 
instrumental and vocal nielliods, in terms of the connection of music to language and speech. 
44  John Mills, The .John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor (Dorset: Musical New Services Ltd., 1981), 59. 
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Scott Tennant: 

Music is the most powerful of all the arts. It instantly stirs up emotions, conjures visions, 
and offers glimpses of other, higher dimensions. It arouses men to battle; kindles 
amorous passions in lovers; soothes a baby to sleep; comforts us when we grieve. It 
engages our hearts and our minds, and can bring out the best that we are. One can safely 
presume that not a single emotion, not any human or natural event, has been left 
undocumented by music.45  

Scott Tennant: 

When you're familiar enough with the piece to play it from memory, close your eyes and 
go deeper into the finer points of playing, the most important being expression. 
Expression is communication. Talk through your guitar as you would recite a long-loved 
poem.46  

Many of the comments by the great twentieth century players and teachers above could as 

easily have been written by their counterparts in the early nineteenth century. The 

comparison of music to speech is one such notable comparison: 'Like spoken language it 

is divided into the equivalent of phrases,'47  'Expression is communication. Talk through 

your guitar as you would recite a long-loved poem.'48  

To assume that the text reflects in any great depth the musical sensibilities of an age is 

clearly not the case. Every period has a complex web of contextual performance 

practices that to a lesser or greater degree are reflected in the text. The missing 

ingredients are embedded in the period itself and are learnt through direct exposure. One 

widely recommended pedagogic method was that the student should listen to great 

performers, as suggested by Carl Czerny in 1839: 

45  Scott Tennant, Pumping Nylon, the Classical Guitarists Technique Handbook, ed. Nathaniel Gunod, 
National Guitar Workshop (Van Nuys: Alfred, 1995), 94. 
46  Scott Tennant, Pumping Nylon (Easy to Early Intermediate), ed. Nathaniel Gunod (Van Nuys: Alfred, 
1997), 60. 
47  Noad, Solo Guitar Playing, 140. 
' Tennant, Pumping Nylon (Easy to Ear/v Intermediate), 60. 
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To introduce these occasional deviations from the strict keeping of the time in a tasteful 
and intelligible manner, is the great art of a good Player: and is only to be acquired by 
highly cultivated taste, much attentive practice, and listening to great Artists on all 
instruments, particularly to distinguished Singers. 49 

Interpretive Modelling through Recordings 

In the case of contemporary performance practice, recordings often provide the basis of 

the modelling as noted by Frederick Noad: 

Finally, remember that one of the best ways to increase knowledge and understanding of 
music is by intelligent listening. Although nothing is better than a good live performance, 
phonograph records can bring the world's greatest musicians to you, and records are 
frequently loaned out by public libraries. 511 

Recordings have now taken on a different perspective in respect to their interpretive 

influence through the widely and cheaply available compact disc and digital sound files. 

Compact discs have not only played a significant role in the promulgation of late 

twentieth century performance practice but have contributed to its development. Clean 

and accurate performances are very conducive to the requirements of the recording 

industry. When a recording is played repeatedly, a blemish that passes almost unnoticed 

in a live performance grows in significance and suggests to the purchaser that they have 

received a less than perfect product. The perfection associated with recordings has now 

become a reality in live performances where audiences expect to hear reproduced on 

stage what they hear on the recording in their homes. 

A feedback loop of recording and performer has been created. The edited recordings that 

exhibit technical perfection become the model. This model is then emulated by the next 

41  Carl Czerny, Co/np/dc' Theoretical and Practical Piano Porte School Op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 
vol. 3/3/31. 
°° Noad, Solo Guitar Playing, 140. 
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generation of performers and so the process continues. The recording can also be listened 

to repeatedly until the interpretive model is 'learnt' in its most subtle of details and 

expressive nuances. By comparison, the exposure to great performers in the pre-

recording period was fleeting, and soon became a distant memory. Overall impressions 

were retained rather than the micro-expressive detail; the detail that can only be captured 

through repeated hearings. 

We can do no better than heed Czerny's advice and listen '... to great Artists on all 

instruments, particularly to distinguished Singers'. As this is not possible through a direct 

listening experience, we face the enticing task of reconstructing an aural image of the 

great performers of the early nineteenth century through a detailed study of their treatises. 

We can in this respect effectively study with the great performers of the past and try and 

absorb the dominant expressive characteristics of their unique contextual webs. 

Summary 

By identifying the performance practices that were dominant during various periods of 

the twentieth century, and codifying our current interpretive practices, it is possible to 

more effectively evaluate the stylistic manner in which contemporary performers have 

been interpreting the music of the early nineteenth century. Performers who recorded 

during the early decades of the twentieth century are often viewed as having applied 

inappropriate late nineteenth century 'romantic' performance practices to the music of 

earlier periods. These performers were reshaping the repertoire of earlier periods in their 
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own 'stylistic image'. To what extent are contemporary performers guilty of the same 

anachronistic practices - applying performance practices of their own period to the 

interpretation of works of the early nineteenth century? Haynes uses the term 

'chronocentrism' for such anachronistic practices which defines as: 'the attitude that 

one's own time or period is superior; the equivalent in time of the spatial concept of 

ethnocentrism. ' I 

A number of key questions now need to be addressed: 

I. To what extent are contemporary performers applying their own 

performance practices to the music of earlier periods? 

Has the Stravinskian view that 'the sin against the spirit of a work 

always begins with a sin against its letter' become a contemporary 

reality in a text centred realisation of scores? 

Have contemporary interpretations become text centred to the extent 

that we now 'sin against the spirit of the work' by not engaging 

interpretively with key performance practices of the early nineteenth 

century which are not notated in the score? 

Question number one poses an interesting interpretive dilemma for the contemporary 

guitarist, as it is logically only possible to perform a work within the context of one's 

own time. It is therefore possible to argue that the knowledge of earlier performance 

51  Bruce Haynes, The End o/ Ear/v Music a Period Per!ornier's  History o/Musictbr the Twenty-First 
Century (New York: Oxford university Press, 2007), 14. 
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practices is not relevant to contemporary realisations of compositions from earlier 

historical periods. It is however possible to moderate the performance of such works 

through a knowledge of earlier performance practices and drawing them into the 

contemporary interpretive context. Dahihaus perceptively observes that: 

Music historiography is incapable of reconstructing the way things really were. But 
neither should it be content merely to retrace the dim outlines left on the present by the 
past. The former is impossible, the latter inadequate.52  

This, at the very least, offers the contemporary guitarist the possibility of enriching their 

interpretations of such works. As will be seen in the chapter A Lesson with Aguado, 

knowledge of the performance practices of a composition's original context can 

significantly impact on the interpretive decisions made. 

Question two is one of the most difficult issues for a contemporary performer to address 

as it involves reconciling an improvised practice with a text centred practice. It requires 

the contemporary performer to embrace a tradition that has moved from the area of 

western classical art music to that ofjazz and popular music. As is seen in A Lesson with 

Garcia and A Lesson with Aguado, improvisation and variation were fundamental and 

core expressive devices in the early nineteenth century. The Stravinskian text based 

approach is therefore an anathema to the effective realisation of music from this period. 

This is particularly the case if the full impact of the Italian bel canto and the closely 

associated interpretive practices of tempo rubato are going to be reinvigorated in a 

contemporary context. Dahlhaus clearly identified this fact when discussing Rossini's 

seemingly compliant attitude towards his singers: 

52  Dahlhaus, Nineteenth Century Music, 3. 
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Rossini's docile attitude towards his singers was not evidence of aesthetic 
spinelessness, of a willingness to sacrifice the "authenticity" of his "text" to the "effect" 
of a performance, but rather a direct consequence of the view that the reality of music 
resides in its performance. 53 

This discussion partially addresses question three, with a possible conclusion being that 

to apply a contemporary text centred approach to music of the early nineteenth century 

sins against the spirit of the aesthetics of that period, just as applying the freer 

improvisatory style of that period would sin against the aesthetics of the music of 

Stravinsky. To apply rhythmic freedom to the polyrhythmic structures of Stravinsky 

would create a nonsensical outcome, where the fundamental musical concept is 

undermined. For the true intent of this music to be realised, a stable rhythmic 

environment is required. Similarly, to fully realise the spirit of the music of the early 

nineteenth century, a rigid text based rhythmic approach would be inappropriate and 

would fetter the expressive freedom required, creating an equally nonsensical interpretive 

outcome. 

53  Ibid., 10. 
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Chapter 4 - Contemporary Approaches to Early 19th 

Century Performance Practice 

A range of interpretive approaches are now being adopted by contemporary guitarists in 

the performance of the music of the early nineteenth century. These varying approaches 

will be categorised under four broad categories. Each category will then be illustrated 

with examples of recorded performances in the associated style. 

The first category is characterised by the use of contemporary performance practices, and 

contemporary instrumental technique. The use of both period and contemporary 

instruments are considered in this category. The interpretive effect of using period 

instruments in this situation is limited to ones that result from their physical attributes. 

These include increased ease of playability resulting from the shorter string length and 

string tension, and the lighter tone resulting from the smaller size of the instruments and 

their light weight construction. While these physical attributes may impact on 

interpretative outcomes, these outcomes remain within the framework of contemporary 

performance practices. 

The second category introduces period performance practices but still uses contemporary 

instrumental technique. Again both contemporary and period instruments are used. 

However, with the use of contemporary technique, the interpretive impact of using either 

type of instrument is limited. 
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The third category utilises period performance practices, period instruments and period 

instrumental technique. This category is the first to fully embrace all aspects of period 

practice including interpretive, technical and organilogical. 

The fourth category is similar to the third but it is approached from a basis of pre-

classical performance practices and plucked string technique. This is characterised by 

lutenists and Baroque guitarists who are now exploring the repertoire of the early 

nineteenth century. This is of interest as it is the path that a number of key guitarists of 

the period would have pursued. It is reasonable to assume for example that Fernando Sor, 

born in 1778 would have played some form of late eighteenth century plucked string 

instruments before the single string guitar emerged in the final years of that century. His 

experiences on such an instrument would have possibly informed his approach to the 

single strung guitar. 

Interpretive Category One 

The dominant interpretive identifiers include: 

. The use of contemporary performance practices 

. The use of contemporary instrumental technique 

and 

0 The use of contemporary instruments (category 1.1) 
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or 

The exploitation of the physical properties, the lighter tome, and ease of 

playability of period instruments or modem reproductions (category 1.2)' 

The interpretation is realised through: 

1. I The use of contemporary instruments, within the context of contemporary 

performance practices and contemporary instrumental technique, to perform guitar 

music of the early nineteenth century. 

1.2 The use of period instruments, or contemporary reproductions, to perform guitar 

music of the early nineteenth century, but within the context of contemporary 

performance practices and contemporary instrumental technique. 

Interpretive Category Two 

The dominant interpretive identifiers include: 

The use of period performance practices 

The use of contemporary instrumental technique 

The use of contemporary or period instruments 

The issue of Sonic attributes is not considered in this category as when a period instrument is played with 
a contemporary technique the diflèrence in sound is often one of quantity rather than quality. In a 
recording environment the difference is often negligible. It would however be overlooking an important 
aspect of these performances to assume that the instrument had contributed no more than a novelty factor. 
There is indeed an underpinning rationale which might be expressed as fi11ows: the nineteenth century 
guitar, being a physically less demanding instrument to play than its twentieth century counterpart, allows 
the player the possibility of achieving an ease and fluidity of execution that physically cannot be achieved 
on a contemporary instrument. This situation may well have an interpretive impact on the performance, 
although this may not be clearly perceptible in the physical sound itself. The increased fluidity and 
lightness of touch would have added a new element to the player's contemporary performance practice and 
would have had the potential to niodify the interpretive outcome. 
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The interpretation is realised through: 

2.1 The use of period instruments, or modern reproductions, to perform the guitar music 

of the early nineteenth century with awareness of what we know of that period's 

performance practices but with the use of a contemporary guitar technique' 

2.2 A possibility yet to be fully developed on the guitar; the use of contemporary 

instruments and technique within the context of early nineteenth century performance 

practices. 

Interpretive Category Three 

The dominant interpretive identifiers include: 

. The use of period performance practices 

. The use of period instruments 

. The use of period instrumental technique 

The interpretation is realised through: 

The use of period instruments, or contemporary reproductions, to perform the 

music of the early nineteenth century within the context of that period's 

performance practices and instrumental technique. 

2  It is not uncommon for a contemporary guitarist to modify their technique to accommodate the physical 
characteristics of a period instrument but not with the intent of adopting period instrumental technique. 



Interpretive Category Four 

The dominant interpretive identifiers include: 

The use of period performance practices 

The use of period instruments 

The use of a technique adapted from plucked instruments that pre-dated the 

emergence of the single six string guitar including the lute, vihuela and baroque 

guitar. 

The interpretation is realised through: 

Performance of music of the early nineteenth century on a period instrument or 

reproduction, and by a performer who is a specialist in early plucked instruments 

such as the lute or baroque guitar. 

To assess the outcomes of applying the four interpretive categories outlined above, they 

will now be explored in more depth and will be followed by an analysis of recorded 

examples where each of the approaches has been applied. 

Application of Interpretive Category 1.1 

The pertorinance of guitar music of the ear/v nineteenth century on contemporary 

instruments within the context 0/con temporary performance practices and contemporary 

instrumental technique. 



Throughout the twentieth century this has been the dominant approach to performing 

guitar repertoire of the early nineteenth century; there are numerous recordings where this 

approach has been adopted. These recordings often reflect, in an exemplary fashion, the 

performance practices of the performer's own period. Segovia's recordings made in the 

1920s   are representative of a late nineteenth century romantic aesthetic. The recordings 

made by leading performers during the 1960s   represent of a more reasoned and objective 

modernist aesthetic. The recordings appearing in the last decades of the twentieth 

represent both a style strongly influenced by the objective and perfectionist dictates of the 

recording industry and also the subjectively expressive world of New Romanticism, the 

latter represented by a recording by Julian Bream of Leo Brouwer's Concerto Elegiac. 

Interpretive Category 1.1 Recorded Example 1 

Performer: Andres Segovia 

Composition: Fernando Sor: Variations on a theme of Mozart, op.9 (1821) 

Recorded: 1927-29 

Guitar: Santos Hernandez 1912 - Manuel Ramirez workshop3  

Interpretive Analysis 

A recording reflecting the influences of late nineteenth century performance practices. 

An analysis of Segovia's performance was carried out by Gerard Garno in a survey of 

Segovia was given this guitar as a gifi by Manuel Ramirez but it is believed to have been built by Santos 
Hernandez who worked in the Ramirez workshop during this period. 



Segovia's life and works.4  In the analysis Garno highlighted a number of interpretive 

practices that he perceived as stylistically anachronistic observing that: 

this music is light, happy and delicate. Sor probably had this character in mind for the 
theme as well. Yet Segovia's interpretation was heavier and more dramatic, punctuated 
by much free rubato.5  

Continuing.. 

If the theme is to resemble Mozart's original, it should be played as a light happy dance, 
with a straight and steady pulse. The chances are that Sor intended his theme to resemble 
the original. Segovia played it more like a beautiful aria marked cantabile.'6  He 
concludes with 'Segovia not only played the theme with intense romantic feeling, he 
interpreted the variations in a similar way.7  

An enticing footnote on the same page opens the door for a more extensive use of rubato 

than that which according to the author, Mozart himself would have applied, but no 

specific references are given as to how these conclusions were drawn. 'During Sor's life, 

he probably tended towards more flexibility of rhythm than did Mozart, so we can 

probably use more rubato (especially at cadences and in slow sections), but avoiding 

romantic excess. 

This conforms to a widely accepted view that tempo flexibility increased in usage as the 

nineteenth century progressed and as the 'Romantic' aesthetic gained momentum. The 

starting point in this line of development is viewed as the performance practice of the late 

eighteenth century, with its minimal use of tempo flexibility; the culmination of this 

process being the extensive and free use of rhythmic flexibility associated with the 

Graham Wade and Gerard Garno, A New Look at Segoi'ia, His Li/c and Works, second ed., 2 vols., vol 
(Pacific. MO: Mel Bay Publications, 1997; reprint, 2000). 

Ibid., 361. 
Ibid., 362. 
Ibid., 369. 
Ibid. 
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performance practices of the late nineteenth century. Interpreted from within the context 

of contemporary performance practice such a view could suggest that the minimal 

contemporary usage of tempo flexibility could be appropriate in performing some of the 

music of the early nineteenth century where the perceived lack of tempo flexibility of the 

late eighteenth century still showed its influence. The lessons with Czemy and Garcia 

presented later in this thesis, propose a significantly different interpretation of the source 

material and suggest a different use of tempo flexibility in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries than is currently accepted.9  

Extracts from Mauro Giuliani's Grand Overture Op.  61 has been used as the basis for the 

following four examples and analyses to enable a more effective comparison to be made 

as to the interpretive practices applied. 

See Chapters 7 and 9 
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Figure 4-1 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61, Andante Sosienuto / 1-15;Allegro 
Maesioso / I - 1 5 
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Figure 4-2 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  61; Allegro Maestoso / 164510 

10  Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.8. 



Interpretive Category 1 .1 Recorded Example 2 

Performer: David Russell' 1  

Composition: Mauro Giuliani - Grand Overture Op.61  (1814) 

Recorded: 1999 

Guitar: Matthias Damman 

Interpretive Analysis 

Tempo flexibility is used largely for structural purposes such as highlighting the entry of 

the second subject at bar 36 of the Allegro Maesioso, and the C major episode at bar 72. 

Ritardandi are used to define cadential points and the ends of sections. Within sections 

tempos are comparatively steady. Expressive use of tempo flexibility at the more 

detailed 'micro-level' is not used as a major interpretive tool. There is a very even 

distribution in the performance of notes within faster passages, such as the semiquaver 

passages in bars 8 - 11 of the Andante Sostenuto below. 

p —i------ 

p f 

Figure 4-3 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Andante Sostenuto/ 8— 11; 
example of evenly played semiquavers as recorded by David Russell' 2  

Mauro Giuliani, Music at Giuliani, David Russell Gui/ar (New York: Telarc, 1999). 



Nails are used on both the thumb and the fingers of the right hand producing a full tone, 

with a high degree of clarity. Russell's expressive emphasis is achieved through a variety 

of articulations including a controlled staccato which is used regularly as an expressive 

device at the micro-expressive level. An example of this expressive use of staccato can 

be heard in the bass line accompanying the second subject of the Allegro Maestoso at bar 

36 (fig. 4-4). 

1111 staccato 

Figure 4-4 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso; Second Subject 
/ 36 - 42 - 'light staccato' as recorded by David Russell'3  

Dynamic contrasts are used frequently but within a narrow band-width tending towards 

the mf—f range. 

12  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
13 Ibid. 



Application of Interpretive Category 1.2 

The use of period instruments, or contemporari' reproductions, to per/brin music of the 

ear/v nineteenth century 1)111 within the context of contemporary performance practices 

and contemporary instrumental technique. 

There have been a considerable number of recordings that apply this interpretive 

approach. Randall Dipert, in his article The Comnposeriv Intentions: An Examination of 

their Relevance /hr Per/hrmance, proposed that this approach would satisfy a 'low level' 

intention of the composer by using the intended sound producing medium, but would fail 

to address the composer's more significant 'high level' intentions by not fully 

communicating the musical effect to the audience. 

It would however be overlooking an important aspect of these performances to assume 

that an error of interpretive judgment had been made, and that the instruments had 

contributed no more than a novelty factor to the performances. There is indeed an 

underpinning rationale which might be expressed as follows: the nineteenth century 

guitar, being a physically less demanding instrument to play than its twentieth century 

counterpart, allows the player the possibility of achieving an ease and fluidity of 

execution that physically cannot be achieved on a contemporary instrument. Along with 

the lightness of tone produced by the small bodied instruments the cumulative impact 

may well have an interpretive impact on the performance. The increased fluidity and 

lightness of touch would have added a new clement to the player's contemporary 
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performance practice and would have had the potential to enhance the interpretive 

outcome. 

This process highlights the fluid and subtly changing nature of performance practice. 

Every experience a contemporary performer has of the performance practice of an earlier 

period has the potential to alter, however subtly, their contemporary performance 

practice. This might include playing an instrument from an earlier period, or it may be as 

fleeting as hearing a performance which is exploring the performance practice of an 

earlier historical period. These are all facets of the gradual hybridizing of performance 

practice contexts and the emergence of new interpretive styles. 

Interpretive Category 1.2 Recorded Example 

Performer: David Starobin'4  

Composition: Mauro Giuliani - Grand Overture Op.  61(1814) 

Recorded: 1991 

Guitar: J.G. Staufer (ca, 1829) copy by Gary Southwell 

14  Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani, Solo Guitar Music Performed on 19th Century Guitar, David Staro bin 
(New York: Bridge Records, Inc., 1991). 



Interpretive Analysis 

Flexibility of tempo15  is applied within small tolerances; one pronounced accelerando 

occurs at the end of the bridge passage leading to the recapitulation in the Allegro 

Maestoso at bar 109. Ritardandi occur at cadential points followed immediately by an a 

tempo. The uses of tempo modifications are predominantly of a structural nature, 

highlighting changes between sections, but even within these parameters the usage is 

minimal. The performance is characterised by a driving rhythm which has its own 

expressive dimension, creating an energised and exciting performance. 

The instrument is played using nails on both the thumb and fingers of the right hand 

resulting in a bright and clear tone. Expressive emphasis is often added through the use 

of a crisp and clear staccato. Passages in equal note values are played very evenly. 

Dynamics are used, but within a narrow range. 

Application of Interpretive Category 2.1 

The use of period instruments, or contemporary reproductions, to perform the guitar 

music of the early nineteenth centuri' within the context of that period s perjbrmance 

practices but with the use of a contemporari' guitar technique, or modified contemporari' 

guitar technique. 

15  See fig. 14 for a comparative analysis of the tempi used in the four recordings of Giulianis Grand 
Overture Op.  61, each of which is characterised through the application of a different category of 
performance practice. 
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Category two is of particular interest to the contemporary performer as the two 

approaches presented offer viable pathways by which a contemporary guitarist can 

explore the performance practices of the early nineteenth century but maintain a 

technique that allows for the performance of works requiring a contemporary 

performance practice and its associated technique. 

Interpretive Category 2.1 Recorded Example 

Performer: Izhar Elias 

Composition: Mauro Giuliani - Grand Overture Op.6]' 6  

Guitar: Carlo Guadagnini 1812 

Interpretive Analysis 

Tempo flexibility is quite pronounced within individual sections of this performance and 

is used for expressive as well as structural purposes. In the Andante Maestoso three 

tempos are used; one tempo in bars 1 & 2 for the fanfare like opening, at a crotchet = 104 

(which itself has a slower 'answer' in bars 3 & 4 at a crotchet = 96); a second tempo for 

the melodic section begirming at bar 5, at a crotchet = 76, and a third tempo for the 

following semiquaver passages in bars 8 to 11, at a crotchet = 58. This gradual 

broadening of the tempo by some 44% allows for an effective expressive use of rubato in 

bars 8 to 11. 

6  Mauro Giuliani, lzhar Elias Omaggio a Guadagnini, Classical and Romantic Guitar Music (Alkmaar: 
Fineline Classical, Challenge Records, 2004). 
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Figure 4-5 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  6/; Andante Sostenuto / 1-15 

The Allegro Maestoso begins with a core tempo of a crotchet = 112 slowing down 

significantly for the second subject at bar 36, which is at a core tempo of a crotchet = 88 

to 92. 

The bridge passage leading to the second subject at bar 36 is rhythmically very free. 

Phrase shapes are often emphasised with the 'leading' note of the chosen passage given a 

little extra time as seen in the Andante Sostenulo in bars 8 - 11 (fig. 4-6) and in the 

Allegro Maestoso in bars 6 and 7. This is followed by a slight accelerando for the 
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remaining notes of the beat, making up the 'stolen' time. In bar 10 a slight breath is also 

taken before the fourth crotchet beat of the bar is commenced. 

OCO 
._, accel. 

poco 
accel.1 a 

V 

tempo  

accel. 

trrL Ar  
p 

= slight pause, followed be a poco accel. 

Figure 4-6 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  61; Andante Sostenuto / 8 - 1117 
 - As 

recorded by Izhar Elias 

Nails are used on both the thumb and fingers giving a bright, somewhat hollow tone, but 

the performer also makes extensive use of timbral variation using such timbres as sul 

tasto (plucking the strings over, or near, the fingerboard) and sul ponticello (plucking the 

strings near the bridge). Additional expressive emphasis is achieved through the use of 

crisp and clear staccati and sforzandi, the latter being applied quite variably including the 

following types: 

Type One: 

With the note or chord being delayed (Allegro Maestoso - bar 31, beat 4,  2 nd  quaver). 

Additional sforzandi of this kind are added that are not indicated in the score. This style 

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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of s/orzando is added in the Allegro Maesioso at bar 12 on the 2' quaver of the 1st  beat. 

Here it occurs on a single note. Another example is found in the Allegro Maestoso at bar 

29 where the last quaver chord of the bar has a s/hrzando added. 

Type Two: 

With the note or chord being accented (Andante Sostenuto - bar 2, beat 2). This accented 

storzando is also arpeggiated and played with a 'biting' ponticello. 

Type Three: 

With the chord arpeggiated, often combined with the upper melody note being accented 

(Andante Sosienuto - bar 4, beat 3). This s/hrzando is played with a sweet sul tasto like 

timbre. 

Type Four: 

By the use of a sudden change of dynamic from a/brie or mezzo/brie to a piano (Allegro 

Maesioso - bar 22, beat 3, 2uid  quaver). 

Application of Interpretive Category 2.2 

A possibility yet to be/iillv developed; the use 0/contemporary instruments and 

technique within the context o/ ear/v nineteenth century per/hrmance practice. 

While this is an approach yet to be fully developed, a number of excursions into this 

domain have been noted. At the 'Nineteenth Century Performance Practice Summer 
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Course' convened as part of the Darwin International Guitar Festival, many of the 

students who participated only had access to contemporary guitars. This required them to 

incorporate the period's interpretive practices being explored utilising these instruments. 

Of particular note was the performance of Napoleon Coste's Fantaisie sur deux motifs de 

La Norma Op.I6 by Adelaide guitarist Bradley Kunda at the 2007 Festival. This work 

had been workshopped with Italian musicologist and guitarist Carlo Barone and period 

performance practices explored. In his concert performance of this work on a 

contemporary classical guitar, the performer integrated the sound producing medium of 

the contemporary guitar with period practices notably through the use of: 

• tempo rubato 

glissandi 

. vocal style phrasing 

speech like articulation 

While as yet not part of the mainstream classical guitar practice the process is well 

documented in other areas of performance. Notable examples of this have occurred when 

a modern orchestra adopts period practices, often with a guest conductor who specialises 

in the period practices. Nicholas Kenyon, in a 2001 lecture commenting on a 

performance of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra 

conducted by Bernard Haitink noted: 

It was an absolute model of what an up-to-date modem Beethoven performance could be, 
a performance that had absorbed some of the best insights of the period-instrument 



movement while remaining absolutely crafted out of the sound of the Berlin 
Philharmonic...  18  

John Elliot Gardner also sees opportunities for modern performers to enrich their 

interpretations by adopting period practices. Drawing attention to the work of Nicholas 

Harnoncourt he comments: 

Yet the sort of cross-fertilization that Harnoncourt, for one, had been able to achieve with 
a brilliant modern-instruments orchestra like the Chamber of Europe is an example to 
mainstream orchestra of what can be achieved... 19  

Application of Interpretive Category Three 

The use o/ period instruments, or contemporary reproductions to per,form the music of 

the ear/v nineteenth century within the context of period per/brmnance practices and 

technique. 

This would be an approach commended by an uncompromising 'authenticist' as the only 

one that fully realises the composer's intentions. An interesting aspect of this interpretive 

approach is what we can learn from it and then apply to a number of the other stylistic 

categories outlined above. This is Bernard Sherman's 'first type' of historically aware 

performer. 

Artists of my first type uphold what we might call the central early-music tradition: they 
adhere firmly to the ideal of trying to play music as it was played in its own time.2°  

Quoted from: Robert Philip, Per/irming Music in the Age of Recordiig (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2004), 227. 
9  Bernard D. Sherman, Inside Early Music, Conversations with Per/ir,ners (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1997), 367. 
20  Ibid., 391 
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An instrument, seemingly an inanimate artefact of its times, can be transformed in the 

hands of a skilled performer. The performer responds physically to the instrument both to 

its touch and its timbre, so realising its latent potential to impact on interpretive 

outcomes. One such example is the potential of the instrument to support left hand 

vibrato. The string tension of a nineteenth century guitar, some 32 kilograms, is 

significantly lower than that of a modern guitar with a common string tension of 40 

kilograms21. This lower string tension allows the performer to apply an increased level of 

vibrato, and once this fact is discovered, the performer has the potential to incorporate 

this physically embedded interpretive possibility into performances. 

Interpretive Category Three Recorded Example 

Performer: Carlo Barone 

Composition: Mauro Giuliani - Grand Overture Op.6122  

Guitar: Gaetano Guadagnini 1837 

Interpretive Analysis 

Tempos are highly flexible, to such an extent that it is only possible to give core tempos. 

No tempo remains constant for more than a few bars. As is common in contemporary 

performances, rubato is used structurally to highlight the ends of phrases and sections. 

There is also frequent use of rubato for expressive purposes; to highlight the peak of a 

phrase, an interesting harmonic progression, an expressive appoggiatura or an unusual 

21  See figs. 17-4,5,6, chapter 17, pages 421 & 422 
22  Mauro Giuliani and Luigi Moretti, Mauro Giuliani, Luigi Moretti, Carlo Barone Chitarra Dell'800 
(Milano: Rugginenti, 1994). 
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phrase shape. Sometimes new tempos are introduced to highlight a complete section or 

sub-section, such as the second subject in the Allegro Maestoso at bar 36. Accelerandi 

are also used to add emphasis to crescendi. 

In tone production flesh dominates on the thumb; flesh and nail are used on the fingers 

but flesh is still the dominant sound producing medium. The resulting timbre is mellow, 

rich and silky. Timbres are often blended to create textural effects rather than 

highlighting individual notes by the use of various forms of articulation. The performer 

has created a unique timbre that is neither the nail sound of the contemporary guitarist 

nor the flesh sound of the lutenist or Baroque guitarist. Aguado in his Method 

recommends a similar approach, combining the tip of the finger and the nail as the 

primary sound producing medium. 

I prefer to play with the nails, because if they are properly used, the resulting sound is 
clean, metallic, and sweet; but it must be understood that the strings are not plucked only 
with the nails, because then the sound would certainly not be very agreeable. The string 
is first played with the fingertip using the part nearest the thumb, the finger slightly 
extended (not bent as for plucking with the fingertip only) and then the string is 
immediately slid along the nail 23  

Expressive emphasis is also achieved through the use of crisp clear articulation, 

highlighting moments of expressive significance. Staccato is also used to emphasise a 

specific note of expressive importance. The phrasing is fluid and somewhat vocal, an 

example being the use of a slight emphasis on appoggiaturas and the use of slight pauses 

before s/brzandi, like a preparatory breath being taken by a singer. Vibrato also makes 

frequent appearances and is used to add expressive emphasis to specific notes. 

23  Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint. 1981). A detailed analysis ofAguados recommended plucking technique is discussed in 
Chapter I I 'A Lesson with Aguado: Instrumental Timbre'. 
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Application of Interpretive Category Four 

Performance of music of the early nineteenth century on a period instrument, or 

reproduction, by a performer who is a specialist in early plucked instruments 

such as the lute or Baroque guitar. 

Interpretive Category Four Recorded Example 

Performer: Jose Miguel Moreno 

Compositions: A recording that features music of Fernando Sor along with that of 

composers for vihuela and Baroque guitar.24  

Guitar: Modern reproduction of a guitar by Petit Jean l'Ainé, Paris ca. 1800 by Lourdes 

Uncilla 

Interpretive Analysis 

Recordings of early nineteenth century guitar music by specialist performers on the lute, 

vihuela and Baroque guitar are of particular interest in respect to: 

• Use of instrumental timbre 

Temporal proximity of performance practice of the mid to late eighteenth century 

to that of the early nineteenth century 

Jose Miguel Moreno uses a style of playing, with the flesh of the finger tips, as 

recommended by Fernando Sor, in his method of 183225  where he states emphatically: 

24  Fernando Sor, La Guitarra Espanola (1536 - 1836), Jose Miguel Moreno (San Lorenzo de el Escorial: 
Glossa, 2000). 
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'Never in my life have 1 heard a guitarist whose playing was supportable, if he played 

with nails.' 26  Moreno produces a light 'silvery' / 'fluty' tone that brings to mind 

descriptions by Fernando Sor and Johann Nepomuk Hummel of the timbre of their 

respective instruments. Sor uses the term 'silvery' when describing one of the standard 

timbral options for a guitar by the Spanish maker Manuel Martinez: 'Do you string it 

with large or small strings? Do you like a silvery or soft tone?'27  Hummel, while 

comparing the relative merits of the German and English pianos also draws attention to 

the lightness and clarity of tone of a Viennese instrument: 'It allows the performer to 

impart to his execution every possible degree of light and shade, speaks clearly and 

promptly, has a round fluty tone,'25  

Moreno's timbre could well be close to that used by Fernando Sor, although as discussed 

in chapters sixteen and seventeen, the sound required by such guitarists as Mauro 

Giuliani, renowned for his chamber music and concerto performances, may have needed 

to be more assertive and powerful, an outcome where the use of the nail would have 

contributed significantly. Another reason for drawing a parallel between the sound of 

Moreno (a lutenist) and Sor, is Sor's familiarity with the instrument. Brian Jeffery notes 

that Sor played the lute at one of Fétis' Concerts Historiques: 'I presented one of these 

pieces in one of my Concerts Historiques in March 1 833. The famous guitarist Sor had 

been patient enough to make a special study of the lute in order to play the obligato part 

Ferdinand Sor, Method tar the Spanish Guitar. trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press). 
26  Ibid., 17. 
27  Ibid., 15. 
28  Johann Nepornuk Hummel, A (amp/etc Theoretical and Practical Coiirve of Instruction of the Art of 
Playing the Piano Forte (London: J. Boosey and Co., 1827), 3/2/4/64. 
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for that instrument Moreno also adopts a slower tempo than has become the 

established practice in contemporary interpretations. This again aligns with Sor's strongly 

held view that his musical priority was the correct application of harmony, not the 

performance of rapid passage work. 'I have never aimed to play scales staccato, or 

detached, nor with great rapidity •,30  To this end he recommends that: 'Should the reader 

wish to learn to detach notes with rapidity in a difficult passage, I cannot do better than to 

refer him to the Method of Mr. Aguado, who, excelling in this kind of execution is 

prepared to establish the best rules respecting it.' 31  

The influence of the lute technique can also be noted in Sor's recommendation, albeit 

limited, of the right hand technique where the little finger is rested on the sound board. 

'Sometimes I employ the little finger, pressing it perpendicularly on the sounding-board 

below the first string 

Other interpretive devices employed by Moreno include: 

. Vibrato 

. Arpeggiated chords (potentially another lute based influence, the style brisé) 33 

Use of structural rubato 

29  Quoted from: Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, second ed. (Penderyn: TECLA, 
1994), 103. 
30  Sor, Method/or the Spanish Guitar, 21. 
31  Ibid., 22. 
32  Ibid., 33. 
° The style brisé was a method of arpeggiating chords established by the French school of lutenists, and 
became a stylistic mannerism that was adopted by other instrumentalists. This technique, as it is on the 
guitar, is highly idiomatic to plucked string instruments. 
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There is clear evidence that the techniques and musical traditions of the plucked 

antecedents of the guitar, such as the lute, had an influence on the performance and 

compositional styles of Fernando Sor. However, as discussed in chapters 15 and 17 there 

were other stylistic influences that shaped the compositional and performance style of Sor 

more strongly, characteristics that cannot be fully realised with a 'lute' based technique 

and concept of timbre. 

The following chart provides an analysis of the tempi used in Giuliani's Grand Overture 

Op. 61 up until the recapitulation of the first subject at bar 109. This gives an opportunity 

to observe how tempo flexibility is utilised over broader structural areas of the piece. 

Comparative Tempos - Grand Overture Op. 61, Mauro Giuliani 
Barone (1994) 
(Category 3) 

Elias (2004) 
1  (Category 2.1) 

Starobin (1991) 
(Category 1.2) 

Russell (1999) 
(Category 1.1) 

Andante Sostenuto (Bars 1 -  15)  

Bar Numbers Tempo 
speed) 

Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

1-4 104 bars I&2= 104 
bars 2&3 =96 

44 bars 1 &2=58 
 bars 3&4=54 

5-7 69 76 44 68 
8-12 66 58 50 84 
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Comparative Tempos - Grand Overture Op.  61, Mauro Giuliani 
Barone (1994) Elias (2004) Starobin (1991) Russell (1999) 
(Category 3) (Category 2.1) (Category 1.2) (Category 1.1) 

Allegro Maestoso (exposition and development bars 1 - 108) 
Bar Numbers Tempo Tempo Tempo Tempo 

(crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) 
1 - 23 116 slowing to Accelerating 112 accel. to 120 126 

104 through 108 / by bar 5 accel. to 132 
112/ 116  

24 - 27 104 accel. to bar 26 accel. through 132 
nt. in bar 27 bar 26 nt. in bar 

27  

28-31 96 120 112 120 atempo 
(Section 1 on bar 31 mo/to nt. (relaxed) 
scores below)  

32 - 35 Free Free Slight pause at Free 
(Section 2 on (core tempo = 88 the beginning of (core tempo = 

scores below) / 92) bar 32, then = 100) 
112  

36-43-Second 69 88 112 112 

Subject (Section bar 44 = 126 

3 on scores 
below)  

46-64 108 accel. to 104 126 126 reaching 
(Virtuosic by bar 49 to 112 132 (by bar 54 / 
arpeggio 56) 
passage) leads in 
bars 44 & 45  

69 - 71 nt. nt. bar 71 ru. bar 71 nit. 
72 (C major 112 88 126 104 
episode)  

80 - 81 (Brass 80 84 decel. to 80 126 120 (subilo) 
fanfare)  accel. to 126 
82-108 112 accel. to 100 by bar 100 accel. to 

bar90 132  

Recapitulation  104 120  
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Summary of Tempo Variation  

Barone Elias Starobin Russell 
Andante 66— 104 (34) 58— 104 (46) 44-50 (6) 54 —  84 (30) 
Sostenuto [bold number = 

range & total number of 
difference in bars] 
tempi  

Allegro 69-112(43) 80-116(36) 112— 138 (26) 104— 126 (22) 
Maestoso range or 
& difference in 112— 126 (14) 
tempi  

Figure 4-7 - Comparative Tempos - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61 

In analysing this data I will begin with the version with the least contrast in tempi, the 

recording by David Starobin. This version has the smallest range of tempi in both 

movements. It should be noted that the period at a crotchet = 138 is for a very brief time 

leading into the recapitulation. This increases the overall range of tempi that are used in 

the Allegro Maestoso to a crotchet = 112 - 138. For the majority of the movement 

however, the tempo range is somewhat less, ranging from a crotchet = 112 - 126. 

This version is played on a reproduction of a period instrument and so it is assumed that 

the performer has an interest in the performance practices of the period concerned. Many 

of the characteristics, however, are those that have been identified as belonging to 

contemporary performance practices. Recalling Taruskin's view on the veiled modernity 

of historical performances: 'I am convinced that 'historical' performance today is not 

really historical: that a thin veneer of historicism clothes a performance style that is 

completely of our own time, and is in fact the most modern style around.'34  

34  Richard Taruskin, Th.vt & Act: Essays on Music and Pcr/ir,na#ice (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 152. 
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The performance with the greatest degree of tempo flexibility is that of Carlo Barone. 

Barone also uses a period instrument, but with an instrumental timbre at odds with 

established contemporary performance practices. Rubato is used at both a structural level 

and extensively at a micro-expressive level. The tempo is continuously modified to an 

extent not found in any of the other recordings. Again this approach to tempo flexibility 

is in contrast to that applied when working within a contemporary performance practice 

context. The version recorded by Izhar Elias is in many ways similar to that of Barone in 

its use of rubato as a micro-expressive device, although deviations from a regular core 

tempo are less frequent. The recording by David Russell completely embraces 

contemporary performance practices but has a higher degree of tempo flexibility than the 

version on a period instrument (reproduction) by Starobin. One notable way in which it 

differs from the versions by Barone and Elias is in the level at which tempo flexibility is 

applied. Whereas Barone and Elias apply it to varying degrees at a micro-expressive 

level, Russell applies it almost exclusively at a macro-structural level. In this respect, 

other than by degree, it is similar to the recording by Starobin. 

A few interesting interpretive practices unite all the versions, an example being the 

slower tempo adopted for the second subject of the Allegro Maestoso. All the performers 

adopted a slower tempo for this subject than they did for the first subject: 

. Barone - c 34% slower 

. Elias - c 21% slower 

. Russell - c 12% slower 

0 Starobin - c 7% slower 



Another area in which all the interpretations correlate is in the application of a piacere (at 

your leisure) in bars 32 - 35 of the Allegro Maesioso. 

Two possible explanations present themselves: 

We are hearing a mannered presentation of a stylized tradition that has been 

passed from performer to performer over the last two centuries and still is present 

in contemporary practice as an interpretive shadow of a vital earlier historical 

practice. 

The intentional adoption of an earlier historical performance practice to add new 

vitality to contemporary performances. 

The Andante Maesioso also shows commonalties in rates of progress between players, 

with Baronc and Elias taking a similar approach and Starobin and Russell taking a similar 

approach. Barone and Elias both progressively slow down during this section, with the 

slowest tempo established at bars 8 12. This is the moment in which the greatest level 

of micro-expressive rubato is used, the slower tempo allowing a greater range of 

possibilities. Starobin and Russell both accelerate during this section, building the 

forward momentum of the music as it moves towards the Allegro Maestoso. Neither 

player uses any micro-expressive rubato during bars 8 - 12. 

Further clarification of the varied contemporary uses of tempo flexibility is possible by 

analysing in greater depth the degree to which tempo ruhato is applied at the micro- 
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expressive level within the bridge passage and second subject of the Allegro Maestoso of 

Giuliani's Grand Overture Op.  61. (Bars 27 - 44) 

David Russell 

=120 
- 0 1 — Vi - _- _.---- - - - 

-r .:-•-- V4 '. moltorit 

V IV ..] •- 

-- E1dn1 I MG 

- 05 - ___ . 

) MU 7 MU. = MG • MG 

as 

LJ 40 = 116 \j_J MCI MG L MG 

~rn 

Os = original slur omitted 

____________
MG  = slurs that occur in original edition 
All other slurs added by David Russell (DR) 

MG Other articulations added by (DR) in [] 
= light staccato 

Figure 4-8 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso; Bridge Passage 
and Second Subject / 27 - 44 - As recorded by David Russe1135  

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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Giuliani op. 61 —Second Subject - Use of expressive tempo flexibility - David Russell 
A I Even semiguavers after pause on A# 
B Slight lingering on A# 
A2 Even for next six crotchets 
C A gradual increase in tempo to crotchet = 116 in preparation for the faster tempo at 

the next virtuosic episode 
D do! = gentle, lighter sound, light bass tone 

N.B. 
Freedom in bars 32 - 36 localised leaving sub-section overall in a steady tempo 
Restrained use of variation in tone colour 
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David Starobin 
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Figure 4-9 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso; Bridge Passage 
and Second Subject / 27 - 44 - As recorded by David 5tarobin36  

36  Ibid. 
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Giuliani op. 61 —Second Subject— Use of expressive tempo flexibility - David Starobin 
A sf= accent; accent is also applied to last quaver chord in the previous bar giving a 

linked pair of accented chords 
13 The articulation pattern [' ' '-1 is maintained through bars 28 to 31 
C Even placement of serniquavers within each beat, pulse steady, tempo steady 
D Use of a light "airy" staccato 
E do! - no demonstrable difference 
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Carlo Barone 

I c. 

$1.  7 motto rit.& legato 
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OS-onginal slur omitted 

acci 
MG - sltxs that occur in original edition 
All othersiurs added by Carlo Barone(CB) -S 
Other articulations added by (CB) in [ ] 

Figure 4-10 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso; Bridge Passage 
and Second Subject / 27 - 44 - As recorded by Carlo Barone37  

17  Ibid. 
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Giuliani op. 61 —Second Subject— Use of expressive tempo flexibility - Carlo Barone 
A The sf is treated as a broken chord with the A# in the bass played separately followed 

by the upper third of C# and F 
B A pause on the first note of the phrase followed by an accelerando; the final two 

semiquavers are rhythmically altered; the pause is balanced by an accelerando, the 
time appearing to be made up. The degree to which this effect is applied varies 
considerably, with no two occurrences seeming to be quite the same. Variability is 
used as a key interpretive aspect of this device. Notating this variability is self 
defeating; more important is noting the frequency of occurrence. 

C Use of vibrato to highlight note 
D Rhythmic alteration: 

I I  
F A slight breath before notes 
F Do!. - change of mood and tempo 

Extensive use of micro expressive detail 
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Izhar Elias 
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Figure 4-11 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  61; Allegro Maestoso; Bridge Passage 
and Second Subject / 27 - 44 - As recorded by Izhar Elias38  

Giuliani op. 61 —Second Subject -Use of expressive tempo flexibility - Izhar Elias 
A sf— held back, somewhat delayed 
A2 sf- delayed as in the previous sfbut due to simultaneous decrescendo and 

ritardando effect lessened 
B The A# is held slightly, followed by apoco accelerando to the beginning of the next 

bar where there is a slight pause on the first quaver C double sharp. 
C dol = relaxed slower tempo, 

N.B. Frequent use of both micro-expressive rubato and structural rubato 

38  Ibid. 
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Use of Macro Expressive Tempo Flexibility and Expressive 
Emphasis 

All the performers apply flexibility and expressive emphasis (accent, articulation, 

dynamics) at the broader ranging structural level; the structural tempo changes used in 

the second subject discussed above being one example. The bridge passage, bars 28 to 

31, leading into the second subject, provides a further example. All performers 

maintained a steady tempo through this section which was closer to their 'core tempos'  39  

than the tempo chosen for the second subject. 

Barone Elias Starobin Russell 
Bar Numbers Tempo 

(crotchet speed) 
Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

Tempo 
(crotchet speed) 

-23 116 / 104 108 / 112 / 116 112 accel. to 
120 by bar 5  

126 

28-31 96 120 112 120 ateinpo 

The second section of the bridge passage, bars 32 - 35, shows a greater variation between 

the players. 

Barone Flias Starobin Russell 
Bar Numbers Tempo Tempo Tempo Tempo 

(crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) (crotchet speed) 
I -23 116 / 104 108 / 112 / 116 112 aced. to 126 

120 by_  bar  _5  

32 - 35 Free Free Slight pause at Free 
(Core tempo not (core tempo beginning of bar (core tempo 
possible to measurable at 88 32, measurable at 
establish) / 92) then 112 100) 

39  Core tempo here refers to the tempo chosen for the first subject of the movement established in bars I - 
23. 
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Elias, Barone and Russell choose to play this section quite freely (a piacere), while 

Starobin maintains a steady tempo reflecting closely his initial core tempo. Barone's is 

the freest version and it is not possible to measure a new core tempo. Elias' is free within 

a range of a crotchet = 88 to 92 and Russell establishes a slightly slower core tempo of a 

crotchet = 100. Starobin again uses the most regular tempo - Taruskin's "most modern 

style". 

Micro Expressive Tempo Flexibility and Expressive Emphasis 

The greatest interpretive differences between the performances appear when micro 

expressive details are analysed. Starobin's and Russell's interpretations utilise tempo 

flexibility and expressive emphasis on the larger, broader ranging structural level, with 

Russell making notably greater use of these expressive devices. Only occasional use is 

made of localised micro-expressive devices by either player. 

Barone and Elias apply a far greater variety of micro-expressive devices, often at a highly 

localized level including; 

• Pauses 

• Vibrato 

• Tempo flexibility 

• Localised accierandi 

• Localised staccati 

• Interpreting dol. (do/ce) as a change of mood not just timbre 

• Timbral changes 
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Variety of realizations of s,f 

These devices add expression down to the level of individual notes and rests, creating an 

expressive ebb and flow of almost an improvised character. 

The Dilemma of the Recording Studio 

This leads to an interesting issue of recording performances that spontaneously apply 

micro-expressive details. Performances that use broad ranging expressive devices lend 

themselves well to being listened to many times. Interpretive decisions impacting on the 

broader structural relationships within the piece are made and generally within tolerances 

remain in place from performance to performance. By contrast, the application of highly 

localised expressive devices of an almost improvised character, do not lend themselves 

well to repeated listening. These expressive devices are developed within the 

spontaneous environment of live performances. The recording studio where 

performances are etched in stone, to be collected and archived for future reference, does 

not encourage, or indeed desire, the highly risky spontaneity of the micro-expressive 

world of early nineteenth century performance practice. Posting recordings online where 

they can be continuously updated, and where many different versions are available for 

comparison, would seem to be a more harmonious environment for such an aesthetic 

approach. This offers the potential for an experience closer to a live performance, 

encouraging spontaneity of expression with all its associated imperfections. 
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Part 2: 
Interpretive Approaches 
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Chapter 5 - Expressive Emphasis: Phrasing, 
Articulation, Accents and Dynamics 

It was common practice in treatises written by leading performers and teachers in the 

early nineteenth century for various interpretive practices to be discussed together under 

broader headings along with their expressive effect. In the process of applying 

interpretive practices to a performance environment the need for a unified and cohesive 

approach is essential. In such an environment, various practices overlap and join with 

others in expressive partnerships which lead to the distinction between them becoming 

blurred. Hummel did not focus on phrasing as an isolated topic but rather on expressive 

accent, Czerny did not focus on the role of accentuation in the shaping of phrases but 

rather on 'Musical Accent or Emphasis'. Hybrid expressive practices emerge which are 

the common interpretive currency of the performer. The areas of phrasing, articulation, 

accentuation, dynamics and even tempo ruhalo' can therefore be viewed in practical 

terms as sub-sets of expressive emphasis. 

Pierre François de Sales Baillot (1771 - 1842) in his Art of the Violin2  grouped together 

accent, articulation, dynamics, and tempo ruhato, under the heading of accent'. For 

Pierre Francois de Sales Baillot musical accent was: 

Tempo rubato' is explored in more depth in Chapters 6 - 9 but as will be seen in this chapter the technique 
was also ulilised to give expressive emphasis at a micro-expressive level along with the other expressive 

in this chapter. This further reinforces the homogeneous blending of all these means of 
expression into the realm of performance. 
2  Pierre Francois de Sales Baillot, L'art Dii Violin, trans. Louise Goldberg (Depot Central de Ia Musique, 
1835). 
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• . . a more marked energy attached to a passage, to a particular note in a measure, to the 
rhythm, to the musical phrase, either I) by articulating this note more strongly or with a 
graduated force, 2) by giving it a longer rhythmic value, 3) by detaching it from the 
others by a higher or lower pitch..? 

The term 'accent' is being used in this context to indicate where emphasis should be 

applied, but clearly, as point two indicates, not just in the contemporary sense of the use 

of greater force and volume, but also in the sense of altering the notated rhythmic value 

of notes, that is tempo rubato, to draw attention to a note or passage. 'Musical Accent' 

was one of the methods used by the performer to highlight the character of a composition 

which had been presented in broader brush strokes in a notated form by the composer. As 

Clive Brown noted: 

In short, there was general agreement during the Classical period that, within broadly 
defined parameters, fine and knowledgeable performers would accent a melody 
according to their perception of its particular character rather than rigidly emphasising the 
metrical accent indicated by the time signature.4  

Heinrich Christoph Koch in the last decade of the eighteenth century considered that it 

was an 'established thing that lively representation of the melody of a piece of music 

depends for the most part on the correct performance of the oratorical and pathetic 

accents.'5  Expressive emphasis is also discussed by Spohr in his Violin School where he 

associates the 'fine style' of playing with the ability of the performer to make appropriate 

'additions of his own' among which were 'the accentuation and separation of musical 

phrases.'6  Spohr also noted that: 

Ibid., 352. 
Clive Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750 - 1900 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1999), 24. 
Quoted from: Ibid., 29. 

6  Louis Spohr, Violinschule, trans. C Rudoiphus, Spohrs Grand Violin School, London (preface dated 
1833) ed. (Vienna: 1832), 179. 
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Style, is the manner in which the Singer or Player performs the Music noted down by the 
Composer. If it be confined to a faithful delivery of that written down by notes, signs, or 
words of art, it is called the correct style or delivery; if the Performer adds ideas of his 
own, and if he be capable of intellectually animating the subject so that the hearer may 
discover and participate in the intentions of the composer, it is called a fine style, in 
which correctness, sentiment, and elegance are united.7  

In his Method of 1843, Aguado arrives at a similar conclusion as to the need for the 

performer to apply varied and speech-like expressive emphasis: 

Without departing from the capital points determined to him, the player still has a very 
wide field in which to express his own creative spirit, by producing in the sounds 
continuous chiaroscuro, similar to the accents of expressive speech, the rules of which are 
to be found within the heart and nowhere else.5  

Notation and the Performer 

Notational systems that clearly indicate the appropriate situation for the application of 

various elements of expressive emphasis are only to be found to a limited degree in the 

music of the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries. J.A.P. Schulz commented 

in 1771  that dynamic markings: 

are oIen put there only so that very crude improprieties may not be committed ... they 
would, if they were really adequate, often have to be put under every note of a piece.9  

Koch reflected in 1 802 that although: 

• . . the notation of his day 'was complete and precise' in showing pitch and duration, the 
things 'by which the spirit of the piece must be made palpable in performance can never 
fully be represented by signs."°  

Ibid. 
Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery. trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 

1843; reprint. 1981), 143. 
Quoted from: Brown, Classic and Romantic Pert rna#ice Practice 1750 - 1900, 59. 

0  Ibid., 29. 
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Baillot also drew attention to the limits of notational systems to indicate 'musical accent' 

noting that 'Indicating the means would be in vain, even if all the signs possible were 

used, if the performer did not bring to these means the faculties of his soul along with the 

resources of his technique."1  Czemy also contributed to the discussion noting: 

In modem Compositions, [1839] the marks of expression are in general so fully indicated 
by their Authors, the Player can seldom be in doubt as to the intention of the composer. 
But cases do occur, in which much remains at the pleasure of the player; and in the older 
Piano forte pieces, as for example those of Clementi, Mozart etc, the indications of 
expression are very sparingly inserted, and the style of playing is left to, and depends 
chiefly on, the taste and experience of the Performer; hence the effective execution of 
these works becomes much more difficult.' 2  

Within Czemy's comments are some points of particular interest: 

The recognition that 'much remains at the pleasure of the player' indicates that 

the quantity of expressive emphasis required to be added by the performer in a 

composition was considerable 

. That there were still compositions at the time Czemy published his Piano Forte 

School in 1839 in which composers did not provide in the score the full details of 

the expressive emphasis that was required 

• That very few indications of expressive emphasis were found in the works of 

composers active before Czerny's time, e.g. Clementi and Mozart 

• That in both the above cases the role, indeed responsibility, of the performer in 

adding the required expressive emphasis was significant 

11 Baillot, L'artDu Violin, 352. 
12  Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 
3/1/5. 
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This does not imply that the lack of specificity in the notation was a deficiency of the 

notational system, but rather that the system was never expected, or intended, to fully 

represent the intentions of the composer. The composer's will was not imposed on the 

performer through the score, but rather a partnership established between the performer 

and the composer, with the performer expected to play their own creative role in the full 

realisation of the composition. In his New Treatise on the Art of Singing, Garcia 

elucidates the role of the performer as he discusses aspects of expressive emphasis. 

The strcss, too, should be always laid on notes which, requiring nice and delicate 
intonation, are difficult to seize - such, for instance, as dissonances; in which case the 
accent concurs with the prolongation on the same sound - or else (according to the 
artist's instinct) [emphasis added] is placed on any one sound selected in passages of 
equal notes. This is done to avoid nlonotony.' 3  

The previous point noted by Garcia is of particular interest in contributing to building a 

clearer picture of how the performer might add elements of expressive emphasis, 

'according to the artist's instinct'. The practices that are instinctively applied are learnt 

practices and even though instinct gives the outward impression of freedom, this freedom 

is embedded in a complex network of learnt practices which is the interpretive pool from 

which the performer draws. In his treatment of the issue Brown also draws attention to 

the role of the performer: 

Towards the end of the century [1 8111]  and in the early years of the nineteenth century, 
writers, while continuing to insist that the technique of lingering on accented notes was 
an essential aspect of expressive performance, treated the matter in a generally freer 
manner; it was no longer to be applied by rule, but rather according to the individual 
performer's creative conception. 14  

3  Manuel Patricio Rodriguez Garcia, Garcias New Treatise on the Art u/Singing (London: Cramer, Beale 
and Chappell. 1857), 52. 

4  Brown, Classic and Romantic Per/orniance Practice 1750 - 1900, 53. 
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It is of note that discussions of notation in writings of the early nineteenth century are 

often linked to a discussion of the creative role of the performer, reinforcing the view that 

the notated score was a detailed guide rather than a finished product intended to give all 

the interpretive answers. 

Articulation 

The degree of separation between notes that was considered normal practice in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries varied considerably. Even though the majority 

of writers of the period considered separation essential, the degree to which this 

separation was applied was not unanimously agreed upon. Daniel Gottlob Turk 

considered clarity of execution as a paramount virtue. Turk associated this attribute with 

the ability to play every note with 'its proper intensity, plainly and clearly separated from 

the others.'15  In chapter six of his School of Clavier Playing, Turk deals with articulation 

in some detail under the heading of Execution. TUrk sees the normal form of articulation 

as being somewhere between staccato and slurred. 

For tones which are played in the customary fashion (that is, neither detached or slurred) 
the finger is lifted a little earlier from the key than is required by the duration of the note. 
Consequently, the notes in a [see fig.I[sic]] are played approximately as in b or c, 
depending on the circumstances. If there are some notes intermingled which should be 
held out for their full value, then ten. or tenuto is written over them (ci). (fig. 5-1) 

. L (&teft. ) L 

15  Daniel Gottlob Turk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and 
Students, trans. Raymond H. Haggh (Lincoln & London: University of Nebraska Press, 1789), 324. 
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Figure 5-1 - Duration of notes (Turk) 16  

Turk then refers to C.P.E. Bach's recommendation that the normal style of articulation 

requires that a note lasts for half its notated value. Turk comments: 

But taken in general, this kind of playing does not seem to me the best. For (1) the 
character of a composition necessitates a variety of restrictions in this respect; (2) the 
distinction between the tone which is actually detached and that which is to be played in 
the customary manner is practically abolished; and (3) the execution would probably 
become too short (choppy) if every note not slurred was held for only half of its value, 
and consequently the second half would be a rest, as shown above in c.' 7  (fig. 5-I) 

He develops the idea further in a discussion of a light and heavy style, terms which he 

disassociates from loud and soft, but rather connects with the length of the notes; a heavy 

style giving the notes their full duration and a lighter style proportionally less, depending 

on the speed adopted.'8  Even though there is some difference of degree and interpretive 

application between the views of Turk and C.P.E. Bach, they share in common the view 

that notes played in the customarvJzshion  are to be somewhat separated, contrasting with 

the highly legato and connected style of playing that is the dominant form of articulation 

in contemporary performance practice.'9  

Johann Peter Milchmeyer writing in Dresden in 1797 suggested that normal articulation 

is to play as legato as the grand détaché of the Viotti School, or that of the best Italian 

' Ibid., 345. 
17  Ibid., 345, 46. 
8  Turk considers the length of the prevailing note values as an indicator of the tempo to be adopted, i.e. the 

shorter the note values the quicker the tempo. 
A heavy, forceful, legato style of playing is an interpretive device that developed in the twentieth century 

and the evidence would suggest far removed from the standard practices of the early nineteenth century. 
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singers of the day.2°  Viotti was 'renowned for his noble tone and expressive style'.2 ' In 

his Art of the Violin, Baillot gives a description of the grand détaché used by Viotti. 

The Grand Détaché: 

Part of bow used for 
grand détaché 

FuilBow 

How to play the grand détaché 
Place the bow at a distance from the bridge 
Attack the string, down-bow, quickly and with a little pressure. 
Let only a single stroke be heard. 
Stop the bow very short, and leave it on the string without pressure. 
Do the same up-bow. 
Note: The amount of bow will depend on the tempo.22  

The resulting tone is energetic and notably articulate. This gives a clear picture of not 

only how the grand détaché of Viotti might have sounded, but also by inference, by 

referring to Milchmeyer's quote above, how the 'best Italian singers of the day' may have 

applied articulation.23  The descriptor 'noble' would not be given to such an articulate 

style of playing in a contemporary context; 'noble' would be more likely to be associated 

with a legato and singing tone. Both Sor and Giuliani were strongly linked to the vocal 

world, Sor himself as a singer and Giuliani through his association with the bel canto and 

the Italian opera. Both guitarists also associated with some of the leading singers of the 

20  Cited in: Brown, Classic and Romantic Pery'brmance Practice 1750- 1900, 172. 
21  Robin Stowell, Violin Technique and Performance Practice in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Centuries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 2. 
22  Baillot, L'artDu Violin, 173. 
23  When the influence of the Italian vocal style on both Giuliani and Sor is considered this comparison has 
added significance. The tone that Giuliani and Sor produced may not have been, as is often speculated, a 
delicate lute like sound but something altogether more full bodied. 
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period. Milchmcyer's insights into the links between the Italian style of singing, 

therefore have a direct relevance to the aesthetic worlds of Sor and Giuliani. These 

associations and their interpretive impact on the guitar will be explored further in 

chapters 13 and 15. 

The Singing and Speaking Styles 

Suggestions that instrumentalists model their performances on that of the finest singers of 

the period and on the expressive nuances of speech were a recurring theme in 

instrumental methods of the second half of the eighteenth century and throughout the 

nineteenth century. Turk concludes his discussion of extemporised ornamentation with 

the observation, 'In general, however, that instrumentalist plays best who comes closest 

to the singing voice or who knows how to bring out a beautiful singing tone.'24  Later he 

refers to the art of expressive speech: 

Whoever would read a poem and the like in such a way that it becomes comprehensible 
to the listener must place a marked emphasis on certain words and syllables. The very 
same resource is at the disposal of the practicing musician.25  

Manuel Garcia recommended that 'Good melodies, like speeches, are divided by 

pauses,'2 ' Thus, drawing us again to Aguado as he noted in his Method of 1843 that a 

player should produce a sound '... similar to the accents of expressive speech, the rules 

of which are to be found within the heart and nowhere else.'27  The connection between 

music and speech was clearly an important point of reference for writers of this period. 

24  Turk. School of C7avier Plai'ing, or, liistiuc1ios in PlaYing the C/ui/er/or Teacherc and Students, 318. 
N  Ibid., 324. 
26  Garcia, Garcias New Treati.s'e on the Art of Singing, 48 
27  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 143. 
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No work creates such a vivid and detailed portrait of the dominant vocal style of the 

period, the Italian bel canto, as does Manuel Garcia's New Treatise on the Art of 

Singing.28  

Phrasing 

Garcia discussed expressive emphasis in detail, the discussion commencing with a 

detailed overview of the art ofphrasing on which Garcia placed particular significance. 

The art of phrasing holds the highest position in vocal music, embracing the study of all 
its effects, and the modes of producing them. Sounds, unlike words, convey no distinct 
ideas; they only awaken sentiments: thus, any given melody may be made to express 
many different emotions, by merely varying the accentuation. An instrumentalist enjoys 
great liberty with regard to expression, as well as ornament; [emphasis added] and - 
if we accept certain accents belonging to progressions, appoggiaturas, sustained sounds, 
syncopations, and melodies of every emphatic rhythm - a performer is at full liberty to 
give an air any tint or expression he pleases, if it corresponds with the general character 
of the piece.29  

So as long as instrumentalists followed certain requirements of musical expression, they 

could enjoy the greatest liberty in adding as they please 'any tint or expression' to their 

performances - this was clearly an interpretive expectation, an opportunity not to be 

overlooked. 

Garcia's Structural Phrasing 

Garcia commences his discussion of phrasing by continuing to develop the idea of the 

connection between music and speech. The need to articulate structures is progressively 

28  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art o[Singing. 
29  Ibid., 46. 
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worked through, from broad ranging structural accents to the articulation of short 

figurations. Garcia notes that 'Music like language has its prose [recitative] and verse 

[melody]'.30  The reader's attention is drawn to the importance of symmetry within a 

phrase to 'satisfy the rhythmical instinct.'  31  Phrases should neither be too long or too 

fragmented, otherwise musical sense in lost. 

Meter is established as the first governing structural feature of the phrase, but the 

resulting emphasis associated with the down beat needs to be subordinate to the regular 

stronger structural accent. These stronger structural accents involve the 'co-operation of 

harmony and rests.'32  This represents a different hierarchical structure than that 

associated with contemporary practice, where even though articulation of structure is 

deemed important the maintenance of a regular metrical pulse is hierarchically more 

significant.33  

First, Garcia divides phrases into sections of two or three bars, which together combine to 

form an entire phrase; up to eight or nine bars per section may occur at faster tempi. 

Garcia provides the following examples which clarify the degree of articulation he 

suggests is appropriate between sections of a phrase, and helps establish principles which 

can be applied to similar circumstances. 

° Ibid. 
Ibid. 

32  Ibid., 47. 
13  It is also important to consider that this contemporary practice of adhering to a strict metrical pulse is a 
response to the requirement of a changing style of composition. The ascendancy of rhythm to the position 
of a primary compositional parameter, often sustaining a complete work, was seen for the first time in the 
twentieth century. 
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'NJ T?.L"flfl' A 

mt - to sor - ri -  ue  - re nu veg-gu III Wr  

Section. SctiLrn 

Phrase. 

DON GIOVANNI. IO'/.AItT.—DUfl Giovunii. 

La ci - da - rein la ma - no 
_____----- 

SectiOi. 

Ia ni di-rai di Si 
---- 

Section. 
------, 

Phrtse. 

Figure 5-2 - Structural divisions of a phrase (Garcia)34  

To highlight the structural sections of a phrase is of primary importance, and as Garcia 

suggests, is of greater significance than the regular downbeat. The use of a rest can be 

noted in the first of the above examples to highlight the beginning of the second section 

of the phrase. The second example however, has no such rest between the sections but it 

would be appropriate to insert a rest (breath) between these sections if the structural 

aspects of the phrase are to be clearly delineated. Garcia is building a structural hierarchy 

within the phrase, with its implied need to be clearly expressed by the performer. At the 

same time Garcia focuses on details of articulation within the phrase and the need to 

apply the appropriate level of accentuation. 

Complementary notes at the end of a phrase receive less emphasis and can therefore be 

articulated in a different manner, differentiating them from the surrounding notes. This 

14 Garcia, Garcia's New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 47. 
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interpretive device recalls Turk's light style in which each note receives less than its 

notated time value. 

NINETTA ROSSTNI.—GaZZa LwLra. 

Tut - to soy - ri - de- ie mi veggo in - tor - - no 

+ = notes that receive less emphasis 

Figure 5-3 - Phrase endings (Garcia)35  

Sections within phrases can also be divided into figures, these figures occurring when a 

rest separates a small group of notes. 

A= possibile application 

Las-cia ch'io pian - ga Ia sor - te mi - a. 

- i. SEMIRAMID. I A 1k. RossrNI.—Serniniide. 

Bel rag - gio lu - - sin - ghie - ro. 

Figure 5-4 - Melodic figures (Garcia)36  

Garcia gives instructions on how to interpret these figures and rests: 

In all these instances, the rest forms an integral part of the subject, and is equivalent to an 
expressive accent, not to a mere rest. These two and these three notes forin melodic 
figures.37  (fig. 5-4) 

Ibid. 
36  Ibid. 
31  Ibid 
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Notes either side of the rest are clearly defined as their sounds start and finish. These 

notes are highlighted or expressively accented, drawing further attention to the shape of 

the figures involved, and the articulation of the figures within the broader structure of the 

phrase. 

These figures are distinguished one from the other by some difference separating the end 
of one figure from the beginning of another - which difference may consist of a short 
pause, or a longer note, in the recurrence of the same melodic form that is of the same 
value or intonations.3  

The second of the examples below has the longer notes at the end of the figure [A] which, 

as Garcia suggests, assists in separating one figure from the next and may include a short 

rest as may be required by a singer to take a breath [B]. The first example has a longer 

dotted note at the begirming of the figure [C] creating the effect of a short pause, 

emphasising this note. Considering the examples that Garcia provides later in his 

discussion of the accentuation of figures, it would clearly be a possibility to alter notated 

rhythmic patterns so as to highlight the individual figures. It could also be concluded that 

the notation of the rhythm , as below in Figure 5-5, is often used to indicate an 

emphasis is required on the first note of the group, rather than indicating a 

mathematically precise rhythm is required. In this situation it would be similar to the 

contemporary blues practice of 'swinging' pairs of evenly notated quavers so they 

become T . A group of even quavers could therefore emulate the notated effect in bar 

[C] in Figure 5-5 either by becomingT, or as noted above, a triplet figure 'T , with 

both figurations giving the required emphasis to the first note of the group. 

38  Ibid. 
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I  NINA. 
3 r' COPPOLA.—JVina. 

J'J 

Co - me rum nel nuo-vo in caii-to. 

I\1o7. t1,—Ar)Zze. 

Non so )iU co - sa son co - sa fac - do 

Figure 5-5 - Separation of figures (Garcia)39  

Garcia notes it is the musical figure that has the capacity to strengthen or weaken the 

rhythmic movement, which he sees as the impression created by periodic accents, not 

'the material part or form of the idea'. It seems Garcia is referring to the time signature 

and its associated family of note values and other functional aspects of rhythmic notation. 

The importance of clarifying the internal structure of a phrase is further illustrated by an 

extract from Rossini's Gaza Ladra. In this example rests are introduced to achieve the 

desired effect. 

39 ibid. 
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. 

 

-e- 

Figure 5-6 - Clarification of internal phrase structures (Garcia)40  

40  Ibid., 48. 
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This example represents a substantial departure from the notation; in one case two groups 

of four semiquavers being reduced to a crotchet, quaver rest and a quaver [A]. 

1

9t --Ei  

Figure 5-7 - Modification of notation to clarify internal structure of the phrase - 
(Garcia)4 ' 

In his discussion of the need to breathe at points where rests occur simultaneously in 

words and melody, Garcia adds: 

Such rests may be introduced even where not marked by the composer, either for a better 
development of ideas, or [iii the case of singers] to facilitate their execution....Pauses 
which separate phrases and se/ni-phrases, are of longer duration than those merely 
separating figures or groups of 110tes:42  

Examples that follow show where mezzo-respiri ( '/2 breaths) can be taken. Garcia does 

not state whether these mezzo-respiri are to facilitate execution or 'for a better 

development of ideas'.43  The suggested breaths give a very articulate presentation of the 

figures within the melody, suggesting that such breaths indeed lead to a 'better 

development of ideas'.44  The singer is advised to take such breaths only on the weak 

accents of a bar, or after the terminal note of a melodic figure. The equivalent of a mezzo-

respiri must also be taken by the instrumentalist in such passages. Such breaths are not 

" Ibid. 
42  Ibid. 
43  Ibid. 
' Ibid. 
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only a technical issue for singers but an interpretive one and an expressive device that 

Garcia has identified as being able to be used with greater ease by the instrumentalist 

than by the singer. An issue for the instrumentalist is not to forget the important 

structural elements of the phrase that have their origins in the interpretive context of the 

voice. An instrumentalist can run the sections of a phrase together with technical ease, 

not having to consider the pragmatic aspect of breathing. However, by articulating the 

phrase in this manner, the instrumentalist creates a breathless performance that does little 

to highlight the internal structure of the phrase, an interpretive aspect, which as Garcia 

emphasises, was of considerable significance in the music of the early nineteenth century. 
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ZERLfl A. 

Mo z ART. 
Don Giovanni. 

Bat-ti bat - tio bel Ma - zet - to la tua 

Ma - zet -to la tua 

M OZART. 
Don Giovanni. 

R. R. 
I1 La rer - Ii - na, sta- rô 1qu1 cornea gnfl.Ii - na le tue otte ad as - pet - tar 

- ii - na sta- rô [iI1I li - na le tue 

Fin ch'handal vi - no cal-da la I tes - ta u- nagran fes- ta fa pre-pa-rar se tro-viin piazza qualche r gaz-za teco ancor 

tes - ta 

- 

quel-la cer-c me-nar Co ancOr que14a cer-ca me- nar, c er - ca in - naT, c r-c me-nar, senza a1-cun or-di-ne la danza si-a. 

I 
me-nar me - nar me nar I I me-nar 
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- - I Cl (l 
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C Cl a) -t 
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PAcIN!.—Niob 

The preceding examples provide useful models as to how a performer might clarify the 

internal structure of a phrase. Garcia suggests three possible approaches to give the 

necessary separation and clarification of phrases and semi-phrases. 

- A note is reduced to half its length, the other half becoming a rest. 

- Compressing a figure, on this occasion by shortening the first note, so that a rest 

may be inserted. 

- Notes within a figure altered so as to allow a rest to be inserted. 

Garcia provides two further examples where: 

In those examples marked (B) ... - in order to make the melody more lively, all pauses of 
the figure are indicated, either by breathing at each beat, or by simply quitting the sound 
without breathing - which in some case is indispensable.46  

I tuoL tre - quen - U pat - - 

Li = "all pauses of the figures are indicated" [Garcia] 

Figure 5-9 - Articulating phrase structures example I (Garcia)47  

The detailed example that follows (fig. 5-10), gives a series of circumstances where the 

singer quits a note without breathing. This is relevant to the technique employed by 

instrumentalists and allows individual figures to be differentiated one from the other. The 

note that follows a 'breath' starts a new figure and is naturally highlighted, allowing 'for 

a better development of ideas'. 

46  Ibid. 
' Ibid., 49. 
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0. r 
Mi figlio an- zio soil cor if - cor ta17 ten-deanzio so t'at-ten-de t'attende il 

cor deh 

n+o=  "quitting the sound without breathing" [Garcia] 

Figure 5-10 - Articulating phrase structures example 2 (Garcia)48  

Garcia's reference to the instrumentalist makes it apparent that he would have condoned 

greater variety of expression in an instrumental composition, as long as it suited the 

character of the piece. He may well have been surprised if the instrumentalist did not 

take advantage of these possibilities. Unlike the singer, the instrumentalist does not need 

to articulate a text and take additional breaths to support this interpretive aspect of the 

music. 

An instrumentalist enjoys great liberty with regard to expression... a performer is at full 
liberty to give an air any tint or expression he pleases, if it corresponds with the general 

49 character of the piece. 

41  Ibid., 48. 
41)  Ibid., 46. 
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Summarising Garcia's hierarchical recommendations provides a practically applicable list 

of interpretive devices that could be applied to any melody with similar stylistic 

characteristics. 

GARCIA'S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE HIERARCHICAL SHAPING 
OF A PHRASE 

Emphasis associated with the down beat needs to be subordinate to the regular 
stronger structural accent 

Phrases are divided into sections of two or three bars, which combine to form a phrase 

Melodic figures occur when a rest separates a small grouping of notes 

Figures must be clearly emphasised 

Groups of as little as two or three notes can form a melodic figure 
Figures are distinguished one from the other by some difference separating the end of 
one figure from the beginning of another - which difference may consist of a short 
pause, or a longer note, in the recurrence of the same melodic form, that is of the same 
value or intonations 

Rests in melodic figures form an integral part of a subject, and are the equivalent to an 
expressive accent. 

Of General Note 
A rest may be inserted by cutting a note short so as to clarify the internal structure of a 
phrase 
Clarifying the internal structure of a phrase can be achieved by altering the melody at 
key points to emphasise the different sections 
Complementary notes at the end of a phrase receive less emphasis 

The following example shows how Garcia's phrasing concepts may be applied to a 

melody by Mauro Giuliani. 
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I 
 

Figure 5-1 1 - Garcia's phrasing structures - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto op. 36; ii / 9-
16 0  

Recording 5-1 (Track 3) - Garcia's phrasing structures - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 
36;11/9— 16 

• Phrases and sections are marked with horizontal lines. 

• Suggested points where figures can be separated are marked with a comma 

(Garcia's inezzo-respiri) and a 'zigzag' vertical line (Garcia's Respiri). 

• Altered rhythms are notated in square brackets above the stave. 

• Ternito signs (-) indicate where emphasis is required to highlight the structural 

shape of the phrase. Such a note may be lengthened, with the following notes 

compressed into a shorter period of time. 

• A "+" sign indicates notes at the end of a phrase that should receive less 

emphasis. 

Mauro Giuliani, Secondo Concerto in La Maggiore Per Chitarra E Arc/n 01).36, ed. Ruggero Chiesa 
(Milano: Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, 1973). 
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. The "x" is used in the first line to indicate Garcia's instruction to quit the note 

without breathing. For a guitarist this note would need to be deliberately 

shortened. 

The previous example isolates phrasing as an expressive device, but which in a broader 

interpretive context is just one of the possible expressive devices that might be utilised in 

this passage. 

In an informative example Garcia also illustrates the possibility of linking what would 

otherwise be separate parts of a phrase to increase the effect of the phrase (fig. 5-12). 

> a 
DorzErTx. 

dnna Bolern 

Del mio pri - ml -e-ro a - mo - mje ah I non a-yes - i II pet - - to. 

L) •- a - mo - Ire ah 

Figure 5-12 - Linking phrase sections (Garcia)51  

Garcia also suggests that: 

When two notes are united by a slur of the voice, and it is found requisite, breath 
must not be taken till after the slur has been executed; then the voice should attack 
the second note.52  (fig. 5-13) 

Garcia, Garcias New Treatise on the Art q/ Singing, 48. 
52  Ibid., 49. 
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Gazzcz Ladra. 

CI 

ROSSN1. -I 
Si,qisnzondo. Qual mag gior fo - Ii - ci - tL piü non 

TiE,- -  1 77M  or 
- r r 

Figure 5-1 3 - Two notes united by a slur (Garcia)53  

This approach is of interest as it emulates what was to become a common practice in the 

late nineteenth and into the early twentieth centuries. The example in Figure 31 indicates 

clearly that there is a 'shadow' of the second note under the slur which is heard before a 

breath is taken and the principal note is sounded. It should be noted that this interpretive 

effect was not normally notated as in the above 'didactic' example, but rather it was an 

understood interpretive practice. This example suggests that a similar interpretive 

approach may be applied when such slurs appear, or indeed any indication that the notes 

are to be joined in a legato fashion. Many such examples are found in the guitar music of 

the late nineteenth century. 

53  Ibid. 
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tAl 
IAI I 1 [A] 

Andantino [A] 

L P H' F77,~' L 
[A] 

.11 • 

V I V 

IAI = the note that follows the glissando [Al ould be preceded on the beat by 
a 'shado of itselil in the st\ Ic recommended b Garcia 

Figure 5-14 - Napoleon Coste: Grand Solo op. 24; ii / Andantino 1 - 17  54 

Carl Czerny - On Musical Accent or Emphasis, applied to single notes 

In 1839 Carl Czerny (1791-1857) discusses the use of various means of expressive 

emphasis in part three of his Piano Forte School. This discussion is found in chapter 1 of 

part three, in the section On Musical Accent or Emphasis, applied to single notes, and 

also in chapter two where he addresses the application of various degrees of legato and 

staccato. In the section On Musical Accent or Emphasis Czerny commences his 

Napoleon Coste, The Guitar War/cs of Napoleon Coste, ed. Simon Wynberg, 9 vols. (Heidelberg: 
Chanterelle Verlag, 1983; reprint, 1986), Vol. IX, Pg.20. 
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discussion, as was common practice in the early nineteenth century, by drawing parallels 

between music and speech. With reference to the need to give greater weight to some 

syllables he states: 

It is known that every language consists of long and short syllables; that is to say, of 
such as are to be pronounced long or with a certain degree of weight, and in which 
Accent comes; and of such as are sounded short and without any pressure or emphasis. 
With musical ideas the case is much the same, as here also the emphasis must always be 
placed on the proper note.55  

The innate ability of the individual performer to determine the 'character' of a 

composition is deemed to be essential in 'rendering our musical declamation sufficiently 

intelligible to the feelings of the hearer.'56  In reference to the technical skills outlined in 

the first two volumes of his Piano Forte School, Czerny proceeds to suggest an 

expressive context for them: 

But all these propel-ties are to be considered only as tneaiis towards the real end of the art, 
which consists in infusing spirit and soul into the performance, and by so doing operating 
on the teIings and the understanding of the hearer.57  

Czerny lists a number of signs that the 'modern composer places with sufficient 

exactness' to indicate where additional emphasis is required. He then follows this with a 

list of rules that will assist the performer in determining where to apply expressive 

emphasis where such signs are not present, but where expressive emphasis is still 

required. Czerny identified a dual role for the performer: 

I. To clarify the character of the composition 

2. To maintain the structural integrity of the work, by maintaining the clarity 

of the underpinning meter. 

55  Czerny. Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Porte School Op. 500, 3/1/6. 
16  Ibid. 
57  Ibid., 3/intro/I. 
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As it is one of the first duties of a Player never to leave the hearer in doubt as to the 
subdivision of the bar, it follows of course that where it is possible, he should mark by a 
gentle accent the commencement of each bar, and even of every principal time or sub-
division of it. This is more particularly necessary when the Composition itself leaves us 
in any doubt on this head.5  

Keeping the background meter in focus would allow any expressive departures from the 

reigning meter to have added effect as illustrated by Czerny with the following example. 

The main accent falls on the second beat of the bar [A], taking expressive precedence 

over the accent on the first beat of the bar indicated by the time signature. 

[A] [A] [A] 

!_ 
• — — Me  

• ,a. ' a. 
_________ ________ 

-_------ 

a iiI . r' u zi  

Figure 5-15 - Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/1/7 

Another way of approaching the previous example is by extending the length of the 

accented note. As Brown noted '... in the early years of the nineteenth century 

lingering on accented notes was an essential aspect of expressive performance . . . 

After extending the accented note on the second beat of the bar the following two quaver 

chords in the accompaniment [A] are played somewhat faster and lighter, as if falling 

away from the lengthened note, the 'stolen time' is then 'repaid' in the style of Brown's 

'Early Rubato' 

58  Ibid., 3/1/7. 
59  Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750 - 1900, 53. 



The following rules established by Czerny (a-g) further emphasise that at the time of 

publication of his Piano Forte School in 1839, that it was still expected the performer 

would play a significant role in fully realising the expressive aspects of the score. Each 

of the rules is illustrated by an example from the music of Fernando Sor; a contemporary 

of Czerny's who published his Method seven years earlier in 1832. 

Notes of Long Duration 

Any note of longer duration than those which immediately go before or follow it, must be 
played with greater emphasis than those shorter notes. (,O  

The following two examples by Fernando Sor present circumstances where there are 

longer notes surrounded by shorter notes, so following Czerny's recommendations these 

notes require a greater degree of emphasis. Within these examples are also other 

categories of emphasis as outlined by Czerny. These include emphasising the higher note 

of a chord, particularly if it is a melody note, and the emphasis required by notes of 

higher pitch in tonally weaker areas of an instrument (see Op. 59 bar 3 - b1  and bar 7 - 

d2). 

60  Czerny, (oiiiplele Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/1/6. 



IJ

Chords that can be emphasised. Longer note 
I E = values than surrounding notes, significant melody J Jrr rA  1   notes (Czerny) 

= Dissonant chord, can be highlighted (Czerny) 

Figure 5-16 - Czerny's emphasis on notes of longer duration - Fernando Sor: Fantaisie 
Op. 4; bars 8 _2461 

IIi(IIF II'I 1:111 

High note; Longer than surrounding 
Weak area of guitar; Syncopation 

11 

= Emphasis 

Longer than 
surrounding 
notes 

Figure 5-17 - Czerny's emphasis on higher notes - Fernando Sor: Fantaisie Elegiaque 
op. 59; Marche Funèbre; bars 1 - 862  

61  Fernando Sor, Fernando Sor Op.J-20, ed. Frederick M. Noad (New York: Golden Music Press, 1976), 
20. 
62  Fernando Sor, The Complete Works/or Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
46. 
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No 9. 

P M a.. ... ...- I = with somewhat more emphasis 

Czerny warns that such emphasis must be within the 'character' of the piece and must not 

inappropriately stand out. Too much repetition of the same idea would cause monotony.63  

flivuwpQ 

Dissonant chords, or such as sound disagreeable to the ear, are generally struck with 
somewhat more emphasis than the following consonant or agreeable 
chords 64  

Figure 5-1 8 - Czerny's expressive emphasis - Fernando Sor: Minuet Op. 11 # 9; 
bars 1 - 865  

The diminished chords on the second beat of bar 3 and the first beats of bars 7 and 8 

should be emphasised, but emphasis should not 'disturb the natural flow of the measure, 

nor equality of the Rhythm.'' The diminished chord on the second beat of bar 3 would 

also be emphasised, as it is on a beat that metrically receives no accent and therefore is a 

63  For a guitarist this may include the use of vibrato or an arpeggiated chord (=s/). A generally applicable 
interpretive device would be to apply tempo in halo, lingering slightly longer on the note to be emphasised 
and then speeding up the following notes to make up for the stolen time'. 
64  Czerny. Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op.  500, 3/1/7. 
65  Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, 82. 
61  Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/1/7. 
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particular point of musical interest. Czerny qualifies this emphasis on dissonance by 

noting that: 

Single notes of the melody, which are used merely as passing discords, generally sound 
harsh against the accompaniment, and should therefore be played very soft, particularly 
when the passage is slow.67  

Syncopations 

All syncopated notes must be struck with peculiar emphasis.68  

H = with peculiar emphasis 

Figure 5-19 - Czerny's Expressive Emphasis - Sor: Minuet Op. 11 #4; bars 5 - 1269  

The figures played in thirds on first and second strings in both bars 6 and 8 exhibit such a 

syncopated rhythm. The resulting rhythmic pattern requires the crotchets to be 

emphasised. I have notated this below with the traditional accent sign, but Czerny's 

cautionary words need to be taken into account. 

67  Ibid. 
68  Ibid., 3/1/8. 
69  Sor, Fernando Sor Op.I-20, 79. 
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Slurred Notes 

A slurred note standing between other notes equal in duration, but which are to be played 
staccato, must be struck with a certain degree of emphasis.7°  

This is very common in guitar works of the early nineteenth century and will be 

considered in more detail in the section below, Irregular Accentuation. 

Accentuation of sustained soft notes and 'timbrallv' weak notes 

Due to the lack of sustaining power of the fortepiano, Czerny recommended that soft 

notes that are required to be sustained for some time, should be played slightly louder. 

This was particularly the case in the fortepiano's upper register. A parallel can be drawn 

with the sustaining power of the guitar of the period, which also had similarly recognised 

limitations.7 ' This same emphasis is recommended for melody notes in higher pitch 

ranges which are characteristically weaker than notes in more resonant areas of an 

instrument. 'With the same sort of emphasis every higher note of a melody, as compared 

with those which are deeper as to pitch.'72  

70  Czerny, (onpIeie Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/1/6-9. 
71  A discussion of the use of the guitars of the period as an interpretive medium is found in Chapters 16 and 
17. 
72  Czerny, (a/np/etc Theoretical and I'ractical Piano Iorte School Op. 500, 10. 
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.411t'Krett 

The following example is given73: 

- - — -==--- -.± 

(c) 

Figure 5-20 - Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/1/10 

Recording 5-2 (Track 4) - Guitar Arrangement: Czerny: Allegretto 

Many such examples can be drawn from the guitar repertoire of the period. The following 

examples are taken from Sor's set of twelve minuets Op. 11. These miniatures show Sor 

at his most intensely inventive. He uses a wide range of innovative technical devices 

with unique expressive potential. The following examples require the use of a scordatura, 

tuning the fifth and sixth stings one tone lower to G and d respectively. The use of this 

tuning was quite unique at the time these minuets were composed; minuet number eleven 

from the same set requires the sixth string to be tuned up a tone to f. The works are full 

of finely nuanced interpretive devices. In the following example the upper melodic line, 

See Appendix 5 for a guitar arrangement of this example by Czerny 
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while still subject to the interpretive aspects of expressive emphasis, should be 

highlighted. 

jIMa c s, t &o ,) 
L. 

1r, 
-----.--- ---- - 

= 
rtnf I r 

with the same emphasis 

Figure 5-21 - Czerny's emphasis on higher notes in an area of weaker timbre on an 
instrument - Fernando Sor: Th'elt'e Minuets Op. 11 # 3; bars 6 1874  

Recording 5-3 (Track 5) - Fernando Sor: Minuet Op. 11 # 3; bars 6 - 18 

Repeated Passages 

Czerny also suggests the use of varied accentuation on passages that contain repeated 

figures, When a simple trait of a melody is repeated several times, we can vary the 

74  Sor, Fernando Soy Op.  1-20, 78. 
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accentuation of it in many different ways, and cause it to appear always new and 

interesting.'75  

Allegro. 

ri iii 

IMMMI 

- 

= Czerny's varied accentuation on the reptition 
of a figure 

Figure 5-22 - Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/1/11 

The following extract from Sor's Sonata Op.  15 has a thematic figure that occurs in bars 

1- 4 and then in bars 9 - 12. On the repetition there is an opportunity to apply a varied 

emphasis as suggested by Czerny. Applying variation on repetitions was as an expected 

interpretive practice in the period. 

Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/1/11. 
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.ETJ 

= possible accentuation of first statement of 
melodic pattern 

= possible varied accentuation on repeat of 
melodic pattern 

Figure 5-23 - Fernando Sor: Sonale Op. /5 / i / I - 12 76  

Recording 5-4 (Track 6) - Fernando Sor: Sonate Op. 15 / i / I - 12 

This next example provided by Czerny is of interest, with its dislocation of the natural 

meter in the third and fourth bars. The pattern established in bar 3 follows the natural 

shape of the emerging figurations rather than the underlying metrical pulse. This is a 

situation that is not uncommon in arpeggiated passages in guitar music of the same 

period. 

' Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, I I 3. 
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metrical accentuation varied accentuation 
(dislocated accent) 

Figure 5-24- Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/1/12 

= metrical accentuation 

= varied accentuation 

Figure 5-25 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 70; Theme and Variations / Var. 3 / 9 - 12  77  

Recording 5-5a and 5b (Track 7) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 70, Theme and 
Variations / Var. 3 / 9 - 12 

77  Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.31. 
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Legato and Staccato 

Czerny divides legato and staccato into five degrees each associated with a particular 

form of expressive emphasis: 

a) The Legattissimo 

Legatissimo requires notes to last longer than their notated value and generally applies to 

notes in arpeggiated patterns that belong to the same harmony. This mode of articulation 

is indicated by ties and slurs and also commonly by the addition of the word legatissitno. 

This kind of touch is applicable only to arpeggioed chords; and great care must be taken 
to hold down in this way, only such notes belonging to those chords as are consonant or 
agreeable to the ear.75  

For guitarists this is a common practice. Sor's 'harp' effect applies this expressive device, 

a technique specifically developed to increase the resonance of the guitar. 

to imitate the harp (an instrument of similar tone), I construct the chord so as to 
comprise a great distance, or interval , as in example the thirteenth, plate I., [fig. 5-26] 
and I touch the strings at one-half the distance from the twelfth fret to the bridge, taking 
great care to have the fingers which play them depressed a little between the strings, in 
order that the friction ol the curve D F, fig. 18, [fig. 5-271 may be more rapid, and 
produce more sound; it being understood that the passage is in the style of harp-music, 
such as that of example the fourteenth.[lig. 5-28] 

- 

Figure 5-26 - Czerny's legatissimo - Fernando Sor: Method; Plate 1, Ex. 1 
380 

Czcrny, C'oniplele Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op.  500, 3/2/19. 
79  Ferdinand Sor, Met hod br the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 18. 
50 1bid., plate I. 
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1 

Ex:14 

= hold left hand fingers down for the duration of the bar, 
allowing all notes to continue to sound 

Figure 5-27 - Czerny's legatissimo - Fernando Sor: Method; Plate 1, Ex.148' 

Recording 5-6 (Track 8) - Fernando Sor: Method; Plate 1, Ex.14 

All notes belonging to the same harmony would be allowed to resonate beyond their 

notated length. In bar 1 the left hand fingers are left in place for the duration of the bar. 

In order to add resonance to this harp like effect, Sor also deviates from his principle 't. 

to keep my fingers as little curved as possible.' 82  

81  Ibid. 
82  ibid., 14. 
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I'g. 18. 

Figure 5-28 - Sor's recommended plucking angles to achieve the 'harp' effect 83  

Turk provides a similar example: 

Where there is a curved line over the harmonies which are to be slowly arpeggiated, as in 
the following examples, it is customary, especially in compositions of agreeable 
character, and the like, to let the finger remain on the keys until the appearance of the 
next harmony. For this reason the following bars (a) can be played as shown in (b). 
l-lowever, I would not recommend the overly uncertain notation of (a) in this case.84  

. (6) 
4

4) (I 

9. .i :L  

Figure 5-29 - J.G. Turk: School ojClavier Playing - Allowing the fingers to remain on 
the keys85  

This example is of particular relevance to the guitar as the notation in (a) is a common 

simplified form of notation found in many guitar works from the early nineteenth 

century, where the resulting sound differs from the notation. It would have been 

83  Ibid. 
84  Turk, School ol Clay/er Plrn'i#ig, or, Instructions in Playing the Claier/ir Teachers and Students, 344, 
45. 
85  Ibid., 345 
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expected that the guitarist understood the implication of the notation which often results 

in a left hand chord pattern common in strummed accompaniments. (See also fig. 5-27) 

Czerny also indicates that there are other situations where this articulation can be used 

including: 

. Where there is a touching melody 

. Where there is a rich progression of chords 

Such passages are generally played softly. Czerny then describes how to achieve this 

effect technically on the piano but leaves it to the discretion of the performer where such 

an articulation might apply. Of general note is the need to allow notes to 'overlap 

somewhat'. In the example given below (fig. 5-30) Czerny recommends that the notes of 

the melody overlap for at least the length of one of the triplet quavers in the 

accompaniment. The melody is identified as being of a mournful character that needs to 

be played with great expression. 

.4dagio. 
 

D 
11 

L1 = Czernys recomended overlap of melody notes for at least one triplet quaver 

Figure 5-30 - Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/2/21 
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b) The Legato 

Notes are to be held down until the next one is sounded, receiving their full duration. 

Czerny recommends the imitation of the human voice or the smooth tone of a woodwind 

instrument. He makes the important point that: 

The common Legato is indicated by slurs and it must be employed in all cases where the 
Author has not indicated any particular expression. For in music, the Legato is the rule, 
and all other modes of execution are only the exceptions.  86  

This is a fundamental change from the recommendation of Turk in the late eighteenth 

century where he indicates that the normal articulation was quite detached. It should be 

noted that Turk by then had progressively relaxed his position from that suggested by 

C.P.E Bach, of a detached style where each note received only half its notated value. 

Czerny's approach seems to echo Clementi's view as expressed in his Tutor of 1801. 

When the composer leaves the LEGATO and STACCATO to the performer's taste [that 
is when neither slurring nor staccato is indicated], the best rule is to adhere chiefly to the 
LEGATO; reserving the STACCATO to give SPIRIT occasionally to certain passages 
and to set off the HIGHER BEAUTIES of the LEGATO", and later in his revised 
eleventh edition of 1826 "let the LEGATO prevaiI. 7  

This recommendation to use a legato touch should be viewed in a broader context of the 

period and balanced against a dominant interpretive practice of articulating sections and 

figures within a phrase as outlined by Garcia. This style of articulation cannot be 

sustained by a highly legato environment where differentiation between different forms 

of articulation is significantly reduced. Contemporary performance practice creates just 

such an environment. 

16  Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Fork' School Op. 500, 3/2/2 1 
17 Quoted from: Brown, Classic and Romantic Per//rinance Practice 1750 - 1900. 172, 73. 
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Mezzo Staccato 

This is mid way between smoothly coimected and pointedly detached. A certain 

emphasis is applied to the note but without connecting it to the next note. This degree of 

separation is indicated by dots under slurs. These notes are a little longer than half their 

length and are separated by a 'chasm'88  which in slower movements 'resembles a speech 

interrupted by sighs.'89  This is also the preferred form of articulation for faster passages 

that are to be played in a detached maimer. In these situations a legato would sound too 

dull and a staccato too hard and coarse. This style of articulation is not commonly 

indicated in guitar music from the early nineteenth century, but in rapid passages, where 

left hand slurs are not used. It is in effect the most common form of articulation 

encountered. It may be seen as the 'natural' articulation of the guitar resulting from the 

need for the finger to grip the string before it can be plucked again, momentarily 

deadening the sound of the previous notes. This results in a slight hiatus between the 

notes that fits Czerny's description of the mezzo staccato. 

Staccato 

'The pointedly detaching of the notes infuses new life into the music' creating what 

Czerny described as 'little points of repose.'9°  Czerny describes the use of dashes ( ) over 

notes to indicate the use of a staccato touch. In this situation the note is held for half its 

length. The staccato may also be indicated by a shortened note followed by a rest. He 

Czemy, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/2/24. 
Ibid., 3/2/25. 

° Ibid., 3/2/20. 
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v) 

cautions the player not to use the staccato unless otherwise directed by the composer and 

not 'merely according to his fancy'91. 

e) !i'larcaiissimo or Alartellato 

This peculiar mode of detaching the notcs amounts almost to the shortest splintering or 
scattering of thcrn. 2  

Moderato. - - - 

Figure 5-3 1 - Czerny: Changing degrees of articulation - legatissimo to /f marcatissimo 
3/2/20 

Ibid., 3/2/27. 
2  Ibid.. 3/2/20. 
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In the previous example, only the added dynamic marking of if differentiates staccato, 

(indicated by dots), from marcatissimo (also indicated by dots). Czerny later uses dashes 

to indicate the use of marcato or staccatissimo. 

The following example illustrates 'all the 5 species of Legato and Staccato... introduced 

in succession.,93  

Legattissimo 
Staccato 

(all notes belonging to the Legato Mezzo Staccato ............ 

1Odt ,.a to. 

Marcatissimo 
RV ................................................................................................................... 

Figure 5-32 - Czerny: Piano Forte School; 3/2/29 

In the above example that marcatissimo is indicated by dashes above the notes. This 

corrects the previous example (fig. 5-3 1) where marcatissimo is indicated by dots 

accompanied by the dynamic signif 

Ibid., 3/2/29. 
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Czerny's discussion results in the following hierarchy of articulations being established, 

from the most connected to the most detached: 

Legatissimo - notes belonging to the same harmony (chord) 

Legato indicated by the use of a slur 

. Mezzo Staccato - indicated by the use of dots under slurs 

. Staccato - indicated by the use of dots 

Marcalo or Staccatissiino - two degrees, one marked forte the other double forte 

and separated by rests. 

Irregular Accentuation 

Accenting of groups of slurs contrary to the prevailing meter is a compositional technique 

used extensively by Giuliani and other early nineteenth century guitarists. Turk 

recommended that the first note in each group of slurred notes should be 'very gently and 

(almost imperceptibly) accented.'94  Turk gives a list of examples, among which are the 

following: 

94  Turk, School ()tCla%'ier  Playing. or, Instructions in PIing the Clavierir Teachers and Students, 344. 
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Figure 5-33 - J.G. Turk: School of Clavier Playing95  
In example g this gentle emphasis falls (contrary to the rule which is otherwise to be 
followed) on the weak notes marked +, . . - the sign k signifies that all the notes are to be 
slurred; nevertheless, the first, third, fifth, and seventh tones are to be very softly 
marked.96  

This is not dissimilar in effect to what Garcia referred to when he discussed the need to 

emphasise figures within a phrase.97  

For Turk this was an exceptional expressive circumstance that had to be deliberately 

highlighted. Without the use of emphasis to highlight them, the consecutive groups of 

slurred notes would blend one into the other. As noted earlier, Czemy considered that "a 

slurred note standing between other notes equal in duration, but which are to be played 

staccato, must be struck with a certain degree of emphasis."98  

' Ibid. 
96  Ibid. 
97  See pgs. 129 - 145 of this chapter for a discussion of Garcia's articulation of phrases. 

Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/1/6-9. 
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1 11? 

Figure 5-34 Czerny: Piano Joric School; 3/1/9 

The examples that Czerny and Turk provide are reminiscent of many passages in the 

works of both Sor and Giuliani. Czerny's slur patterns, which are for expressive 

purposes, indicate that the slurring of patterns often across an important structural beat 

and are a common expressive device. As previously discussed, this is not so clearly 

determined in guitar music where the slur also has a technical role in increasing fluency, 

and to make passages technically more manageable. No such technical benefit existed for 

the pianist so the expressive nature of slurs within the passage becomes more apparent. 

If, as Brown suggests, the note that is emphasised is given a slightly longer duration, an 

added expressive inflection is placed on the first of a group of slurred notes. This can 

occur while still maintaining the metrical placement of the structural beats in the bar by 

playing the remaining notes of the group proportional faster. Slurs have two different 

meanings on the guitar, 1) to facilitate execution, 2) as an expressive device, and it is not 

always easy to differentiate from the score which meaning is intended. The boundaries 

often blur, but an interpretive decision regarding accentuation of the slurred groups needs 



Ex:29.. 

to be made. Fernando Sor in his tutor method discusses the use of the slur for both 

technical and musical reasons: 

Sometimes my left hand comes to the assistance of the right in descending groups of 
three notes, and I finger the three at once. The finger which stops the highest, which I 
play with the right hand, instead of quitting it by rising, takes the form of a hook, and 
being withdrawn towards the palm of the hand, (without varying the position of the 
whole hand) produces the next note, which is found already fingered.99  

Whereas the above quote clearly identifies the technical benefits of the left hand slur, Sor 

also provides another example where he expresses an interpretive preference for the use 

of the left hand slur. 

As to the right hand, I have never aimed to play scales staccato, or detached, nor with great 
rapidity, because I have the opinion that I could never make the guitar perform violin 
passages satisfactorily, while, by taking advantage of the facility it offers for connecting or 
slurring the sounds, I could imitate somewhat better the passages of an air or melody. For 
this reason I play only the note which commences every group composing the passage. In the 
passage, example the twenty-ninth, I play the first of the slurred notes . . .'°° (fig. 535) 

Figure 5-35 - Fernando Sor: Method; ex. 29; use of left hand slurs'01  

In this example Sor combines the benefits of the added facility that the technique 

provides with the musical benefit of being able to 'imitate somewhat better the passages 

of an air or melody'. The use of the left hand slur in the above example can have two 

expressive outcomes: 

Sor, Met hod for the Spanish Guitar, 33. 
00  Ibid., 21. 

101 
Ibid., Plate Vii. 
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Allow an expressive use of unexpected note groupings by a slight accentuation of 

the first note of each slurred group as recommended by TUrk and Czerny. 

Creating the effect of a softened metrical pulse in the groups of notes covered by 

a slur. The beginning of each group of notes is blended into the texture so as not 

to be highlighted. 

These following two examples of the use of left hand slurs by Sor also suggest an 

expressive use of the slur. In these examples the technical and musical benefits often 

merge seamlessly together. 

RA = Use of the slur to increase LJH technical facility and enhance the expressive effect of the 
legato 

RB = Use of the slur for technical and expressive purposes; an expressive combination of 
articulations - slur and staccato (staccato in this situation indicating that no slurs are 
to be added, not the expected shortening of the notes usually associated with this sign) 

= As in a combination of technical and expressive uses of the L/H slur 

Figure 5-36 - Czerny's Expressive Emphasis - Sor: introduction ci Variations sur un 
Theme de Mozart; Op. 9; Var. I; bars I - 8 102 

Recording 5-7 (Track 9) - Fernando Sor: Introduction ci Variations sur an Theme de 
Mozart; Op. 9; Var. I; bars I - 8 

02  Sor, Ferllafld() Soy Op. 1-20, 61. 
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The next example, also by Sor, illustrates further situations where unusually slurred 

groups of notes can be effectively used as an expressive device. In bars 10 and 12, 

groups of slurred notes, which are within a larger grouping of sextuplets,'°3  are 

surrounded by notes of the same value, some marked staccato and some un-slurred. 

Differentiating the slurred groupings by applying a gentle emphasis to the first note of 

each highlights the unusual rhythmical shapes, adding significant musical interest. 

= Expressive use of the LIH slur 

Q = Emphasis on dissonant chords 

Figure 5-37 - Czerny's Expressive Emphasis - Sor: Minuet op. 11 # 9 / 8 - 1611  

Recording 5-8 (Track 10) - Sor: Minuet Op. 11 # 9 / 8 - 16 

Applying this idea to other situations is not only appropriate but follows Garcia's clear 

recommendation to instrumentalists to more freely apply expressive devices. The 

performer needs to make the interpretive decision as to how much stress should be given 

to the first note of each slurred group. The manner in which Sor mixes in detached notes 

with slurs suggests the expressive use of articulation was of significance in the passages 

103 It is common practice in printed editions from the early nineteenth century for irregular note groupings 
not to be identified by the use of a small number indicating the number of notes in the group. Where several 
versions of the pattern reoccur in succession commonly only the first of such groups is identified as an 
irregular note grouping. 
104 Sor, Fernando Sor Op.I-20, 82. 
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concerned. If only technical ease was sought a number of the detached passages could 

also be played using a left hand slur and further increasing ease of execution. 

In the previous example, bars 13 and 15 provide further examples of Czerny's suggestion 

to emphasise dissonant chords, in this case both dominant seventh chords. The second 

chord has a particularly dissonant effect with the seventh highlighted as its upper voice. 

This allows for variety of emphasis which enables us to heed Czerny's warning to avoid 

monotonous repetition. 

Similar patterns of irregularly slurred groups of notes are used by Giuliani to great 

expressive effect, in the following example of his Op.62 (fig. 5-38). 
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= Slurs used for technical convenience but not lacking expressive effect 

= Slurs used for expressive effect 

Figure 5-38 - Irregular slurring - Mauro Giuliani. Six Variations on an Original Theme 
Op. 62; Var. 2 / 1 - 1610  

Recording 5-9 (Track 11) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on an Original Theme Op. 62; 
Var. 2 / 1 - 16 

Examples of slurs which could be classified as being used for technical convenience are 

seen in bars 1 and 2. Each slurred pattern, however, is followed by a staccato note, 

highlighting the effect of the slurred passage. The slurred passage is also of musical 

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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interest with the fluid legato effect achieved over the groups of notes. Similar bars are 

found throughout this variation. A situation where the slurred group creates an unusual 

cross rhythm can be seen in bar 3. In this bar the four semiquavers on the fourth crotchet 

are slurred in the following manner: 

With the dash on the first and fourth notes of the group, this notation is clearly intended 

to indicate an expressive use of the slur and not one of technical convenience. Evidence 

suggests (as seen in the example above) that dots and dashes were often used in early 

nineteenth century guitar music, not to indicate a staccato attack but rather to indicate 

when a note should not be slurred. in the passage given the two notes with dashes would 

naturally sound somewhat detached, an inherent characteristic of the guitar when playing 

rapid passages (Czerny's mezzo staccato). To shorten the notes in the manner 

traditionally associated with staccato articulation, would, at this speed be technically 

impossible to achieve. As in the example cited earlier by Sor from his Minuet op. 1] # 9, 

if the slur was used for reasons of technical ease, Sor could have easily slurred the last 

three or all four notes of the group, but chose not to. 

A more comprehensive example is found in bar 8 on the first and second crotchets of the 

bar. The following pattern of articulation results: 

An added effect is achieved by the second slur running over the first semiquaver of the 

second crotchet of the bar. This creates a pattern of articulation within these crotchets 
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which is contrary to that expected. Rather than the expected groupings of semiquavers in 

triple time, that is in groups of twos or fours, Giuliani creates a hemiola like effect with 

groupings of three semiquavers with two slurred and one staccato. 

The expressive effects of such patterns could be enhanced if, as Turk suggests, an 

emphasis is placed on the first note of the group. Changing the pattern of slurs 

diminishes the inherent interest and effectiveness of the music and would be contrary to 

the accepted practice of the period of applying a wide variety of nuanced articulations.'°6  

Variation 1 of Giuliani's op. 62 also offers numerous examples where these slurred cross 

rhythms are used to great expressive effect (fig. 5-39). 

06  It is not uncommon to find patterns of slurs in 20th century editions of early nineteenth century music 
where the irregular patterns of slurs have been ironed out and made metrically regular. 
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= Expressive use of slurs creating unexpected metrical effects 

Figure 5-39 - Irregular slurring - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on a Original Theme 
Op. 62 Var. I / 1 - 

Recording 5-10 (Track 12) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on a Original Theme Op.  62; 
Var. I / 1 16 

Dynamics and Expressive Emphasis 

Dynamics were also considered one of the core elements of expressive emphasis utilised 

by composers and performers during the early nineteenth century. The use of notational 

devices to indicate the application of the expressive use of dynamics increased during the 

° Giuliani, Mall/i) Gi,,Iiani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles 0! the Original Editions, Vol.7. 
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first decades of the nineteenth century but such notational practice was far from the 

accepted rule. Czerny made a direct correlation between dynamic gradations and 

expression. After demonstrating that it was possible to achieve some one hundred degrees 

of volume from any one note, he adds, 'What a crowd of means as to expression are 

placed within the reach of the player by mere touch alone."08  Czemy suggests that the 

use of an extensive range of touches was a powerful expressive tool for the performer, yet 

only one of the possibilities available. If such a wide range of expressive devices were 

applied by the performer, a highly articulate and inflected performance would have 

resulted. Czemy also associates changing levels of dynamics with a specific expressive 

109 

• Pianissimo (pp) —'the pleasing effect of music at a great distance, or of an echo' 

• Piano (p) 'Loveliness, softness, tranquil equanimity, or quiet sorrow' 

The Mezza voce (mv.) - 'may be compared to tranquil speaking tone used in 

narration' 

• The Forte (f) - 'Passion within the limits of proper dignity; as also, according to 

rule, whatever is brilliant and shewy [sic]' 

• The Fortissimo (Jj - 'the exaltation ofjoy to extacy [sic], of grief to rage; just as 

it elevates what is brilliant to absolute splendour and Bravura.' 

'° Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/1/3. 
09  Ibid., 3/1/5. 
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Czerny provided the following composition to give the opportunity to apply all these 

changes of mood as the dynamic shifted.'  10 

:319 C) 

Figure 5-40 - Czerny: Piano Forie School; 3/1/5 

Recording 5-I1 a & lib (Track 13) Guitar Arrangement; Czerny: Allegro moderato 

Czcrny makes a clear association between a rising melody and the crescendo, and a 

falling melody and a decrescendo, stressing the importance of this device with firm 

advice to the reader 'It is of course understood, that the player himself must introduce this 

expression, even when the Author has not indicated it.'''' He further stresses the 

importance of variety in a performance stating, 'In general, every repeated passage 

should be played the 2iid  time, with a different style of expression from that which was 

II)  An Annotated arrangement of this example for guitar is tund in Appendix 6. 
Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano For/c Sc/moot Op. 500, 2/1/1 7. 
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given to it the first time.' 112  Czerny makes an interesting reference to the dynamics 

required in the repeat of a Scherzo and Trio. 

On the repetition or Da Capo of a Scherzo after the Trio, the first part of it when played 
for the second time, and the following second part when played the first time, must be 
performed throughoutpp, and almost without any emphasis. tt3  

Garcia and Dynamics 

Garcia's discussion of dynamics is comparatively brief and follows a discussion of 

accentuation. In this discussion Garcia identifies some key areas where the use of 

accents can enhance the expressive character of music, noting that the natural metrical 

structure 'would not be sufficient to give character to all kinds of rhythm."14  Among 

these he lists a range of now familiar circumstances for applying accents, including: 

On syncopated notes 

On appoggiaturas (dissonance) 

On repeated figures 

. To avoid monotony 

Garcia sees the primary role of dynamics as expressive, not structural noting that '... the 

forte-piano, crescendo, and diminuendo, are employed chiefly to enhance sentiment, and 

112 Ibid., 3/1/16. 
13  Ibid., 3/1/12. 
114 Garcia, Garcia's New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 51. 
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not in compliance with the forms ofmusicH 15  As such he was opposed to formulaic and 

therefore expressively indiscriminate use of dynamics such as the application of a 

crescendo with every rising passage, and decrescendo with every falling passage. Thus he 

recommends that, '... each different development should be submitted, according to the 

sentiment of the phrase, to the crescendo or diminuendo, the accelerando or ritardando; in 

rarer instances to isolated accent and the tempo rubato.' 116 

Summary 

It is clear that a primary interpretive recommendation of Turk, Garcia and Czerny was to 

differentiate the sections of a phrase through the use of expressive emphasis. To achieve 

this expressive end a wide variety of devices were used relating to the shaping of a phrase 

through articulation, accentuations and dynamics. These expressive devices were used to 

a far greater degree within an individual phrase than is the common practice in 

contemporary performances. 

The degree to which this was applied would vary from author to author, but there was a 

consistent approach during the early nineteenth century that the varied and frequent use 

of these means of adding expressive emphasis was an important part of any meaningful 

interpretation. When the full range of opportunities to apply the various forms of 

expressive emphasis, as suggested by leading writers of the time are embraced, a 

composition from the period takes on a unique character. Such works become intensely 

lb  Ibid., 55. 
lb  Ibid. 
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and freshly expressive through an ever changing chiaroscuro of timbre, touch and 

articulation, engaging the performer in a vital creative role. 

Interpretive Outcomes - A Case Study: Sor Minuet Op.  11 # 10 

The following minuet by Sor provides an example of the abundance of interpretive 

opportunities that present themselves to shape the music though use of 'Expressive 

Emphasis'. Other effects such as pizzicato, vibrato and arpeggiated chords have been 

indicated by Sor in the score. Additional interpretive effects such as tempo rubato have 

been added as considered stylistically appropriate, based on information from tutor 

methods of the period. 
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Figure 5-41 - Fernando Sor: Minuet op. 1/ # 10
117  

Recording 5-12 (Track 14) - Fernando Sor: Mimic! Op. /1 #10 

7  Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, 83. 
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A - Pizzicato 

This is a specific application of the technique outlined by Sor in his method; an intriguing 

technique that requires the fingers to be placed on top of the fret, rather than behind it and 

with reduced pressure 'but not so lightly as to make it yield a harmonic sound."8  

B — Slur 

This technique requires the use of the left hand alone to produce the sound by 

'hammering' the left hand finger down behind the fret of the note that is required. Sor 

made frequent use of the slur to increase the facility of the left hand and in support of his 

general aesthetic regarding a preference for slurred notes rather than rapidly plucked 

individual notes. As Sor noted: 

I have never aimed to play scales staccato, or detached, nor with great rapidity, because I 
have been of the opinion that I could never make the guitar perform violin passages 
satisfactorily...' 19  

C - Arpeggiated Chord 

The vertical undulating line alongside this chord indicates that the notes are to be 

sounded progressively from the bass upwards. The speed at which the arpeggiation 

occurs will depend on the tempo of the piece or passage. The upper note, if of melodic 

significance, can if required be emphasised. Heck also draws attention to the arpeggiation 

of a chord being used for adding additional emphasis, 'In selected places ... the strum 

118 Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, 17. 
119 Ibid., 21. 
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appears to be invoked for its distinctive s/hrzato effect'.'2°  The example he provides is a 

well known passage from Giuliani's Sonata, Op. 15. 

Allegro vivace 

Figure 5-42 - Mauro Giuliani: Sonata Op. 15; iii / I - 4121 

D - Appoggiatura 

The appoggiatura, or leaning note, creates a dissonant effect and was commonly 

accompanied by a slight emphasis with the possibility of the note being held longer than 

its notated value, as already noted by Brown earlier is this chapter: 'lingering on accented 

notes was an essential aspect of expressive performance."22  

F - do!. [do/ce / sweet] 

A term that not only means a sweeter tone but one that could also imply the use of tempo 

flexibility. The use of tempo flexibility can allow for the contrasting expressive character 

of a dolce passage to be emphasised. Daniel Gottlob Turk recommended a change of 

tempo to highlight changes to the dominant expressive character.'23  This interpretive 

device is explored in greater detail in Chapter 13 pg. 346 - 348. 

12(1 Thomas F Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and (oinposer (Columbus: Editions Orphée, 
1995), 151,52. 
121 Ibid., 152. 
22  Brown, Classic and Ro,nantic Perfirmance Practice 1750 - 1900, 53. 

123 Turk, School o/'Clai'ier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the C/avier/ir Teacheiis and Students, 361. 
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F - Fz (forzato - with force, vigour) 

A form of expressive emphasis with the same effect as a sforzato (sj). This can be 

interpreted in a variety of ways; with a slight breath before the note of the chord marked 

withfz or sf, creating the effect of delaying thefz or sf, or by arpeggiating thefz or sf 

chord. (A full discussion of this effect is to be found in Chapter 13 pgs. 355 - 356) 

G - Dissonance 

Emphasis on dissonance as recommended by Czerny, 'Dissonant chords, or such as 

sound disagreeable to the ear, are generally struck with somewhat more emphasis than 

the following consonant or agreeable chords.' 124  (See pgs. 150-151) 

H - Unusual and expressive slurred group of notes. 

Slurs were often used in an expressive maimer to give an unusual rhythmic effect. This 

could be achieved by grouping notes in a manner not implied by the time signature, such 

as groupings of three in quadruple time with slurs going over a beat. (See pgs. 166 - 176) 

Slurs could also be used in combination with plucked notes to add expression and variety 

to the articulation. 

J - Long note 

Emphasis on a long note as recommended by Czerny. 'Any note of longer duration than 

those which immediately go before or follow it must be played with greater emphasis 

than those shorter notes.'125  (See pages 148 - 150) 

124 Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/1/7. 
125 Ibid., 3/1/6. 
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K - Syncopation 

As recommended by Czemy, 'All syncopated notes must be struck with peculiar 

emphasis. ,126 (See pg. 15 1) 

L - sostene: Ia basse (sustain the bass) 

The bass line is sustained beyond the notated value and will need to be played with 

additional force. The bass strings of the early nineteenth century guitar have a plump 

bassoon like timbre when played in this manner. The technique of allowing notes that are 

within the same harmony to resonate was recommended by Turk: 

Where there is a curved line over the harmonies which are to be slowly arpeggiated, as in 
the following examples, it is customary, especially in compositions of agreeable 
character, and the like, to let the finger remain on the keys until the appearance of the 
next harmony. 27  

In this example there is not a curved line above the notes but the instruction to hold the 

bass indicates that a resonant and sustained chord is required. Sor discusses a similar 

technique in his reference to a 'harp' like technique of allowing notes to resonate. (See 

pages 158-160) 

As now can be seen, through the application of appropriate expressive emphasis a simple 

minuet by Sor can be transformed into a strong stylistic statement representative of its 

period. Through the application of period interpretive practices the piece takes on a new 

depth of meaning that is not possible to achieve through the application of dominant 

121, 
Ibid., 3/1/8. 

27  Turk, School 0/ C/ai'ier Playing, or, J,ist,',ictions in Playing the C'/aviei'fir Tcuchffs and Students, 344, 
45. 
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contemporary practices alone. The performer can move that much closer to Czerny's 

ideal of 'infusing spirit and soul into the performance, and by so doing operating on the 

feelings and the understanding of the hearer.'128  

The next chapter explores another powerful expressive tool used by the performer in the 

early nineteenth century, that of tempo rubato. Application of tempo rubato gives the 

contemporary performer further opportunities to enrich the interpretive outcomes of the 

music of this period and to move nearer to achieving Czerny's interpretive ideal. 

128 Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/intro! 1. 
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Chapter 6 - Tempo Rubato 

The important role of rubalo in late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century has 

been established by many authors such as Clive Brown, George Barth and Sandra 

Resenblum who cite extensively from treatises of the time. Most notable is Richard 

Hudson's book of 1994 which demonstrates convincingly and in great depth the historical 

development of the practice and the historical distinction between ritbato and tempo 

flexibility.' The issue of the application of these interpretive techniques to the 

contemporary performances of music from those periods still however needs further 

consideration. 

Terminology 

It has now become common practice in contemporary performance terminology to use 

the terms tempo ruhalo, ruhalo and tempo flexibility interchangeably and also use them 

individually to encompass all forms of tempo modification and flexibility. Historically 

this has not always been the case as tempo rtihato referred to a very specific form of 

tempo modification. This may cause confusion when an author of the early nineteenth 

century is discussing tempo ruhato if it is assumed by a contemporary reader that what is 

being referred to is the broader concept of tempo flexibility. 

Richard 1-ludson, Stolcit Ti,u,e, the History qt Tempo Ruhato (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994). 
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Richard Hudson classifies rubato into two types; the early rubato where 'some note 

values within a melody are altered for expressive purposes while the accompaniment 

maintains strict rhythm', and the later rubato which 'begins to refer to rhythmic 

alterations not only in the melody, but in the tempo of the entire musical substance.'2  

In his review of accentuation Clive Brown3  identifies two categories, the structural, 

referring to its use to highlight important structural division in the music, and the 

expressive, used in circumstances where the composer or performer wishes to highlight a 

particular expressive feature of the music. A similarly useful categorisation can be 

applied to tempo flexibility. An occurrence of the structural kind is commonly found at 

the end of a phrase or section where a ritardando is often added to the score. The 

expressive kind can be used to great effect to highlight a particularly important moment 

in a phrase or harmonic progression. The latter variety can be very localized (micro-

expressive) in its application. These terms are not mutually exclusive; a structural tempo 

modification can also of course be expressive. 

The origins of the term tempo rubato 

When the term tempo rubato was first applied in the mid eighteenth century, it referred to 

a very specific form of rhythmic alteration. Clive Brown notes that: 

Ibid., 1. 
The terms earlier and later rubato while useful in categorising types of tempo flexibility creates the 
misconception that one developed progressively from the other. The terms 'early and 'later' rubato avoid 
this implication by not inferring an evolutionary process. 

Clive Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750 - 1900 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 7. 
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Throughout the Classical and Romantic periods there was a general recognition (as there 
had also been in the Baroque) that, as long as certain aesthetic borderlines were not 
crossed, holding back some notes and hurrying others was not merely permissible, but 
was an indispensable adjunct of sensitive performance. 

Brown proceeds to summarise three common forms of the early tempo rubato, or as he 

refers to it, the 'classic tempo rubato' 

I. 'A single note or occasionally a rest may be lengthened where it has a particular 

expressive or structural function, and the time that is lost will be regained by 

hurrying the immediate following beats.' 

'Sometimes the relationship of the melodic line to the bass will be modified 

throughout a phrase, an extended passage, or even a whole movement.' 

'In addition to or instead of redistribution of the note values, embellishments in 

the form of fiorituras might be added to the melodic line in such a way that it 

appears to be rhythmically independent of the accompaniment.'6  

TUrk, in his School of Clavier Playing7 , refers to tempo ritbato at the end of a detailed 

discussion on the expressive use of tempo modifications; the section itself is within a 

chapter with the general heading Concerning Execution.8  The section has the following 

extended heading: 

Ibid., 375. 
This terminology seems to be based on the assumption that in the late 18th and early 19th centuries the 

types of ruhato Brown proceeds to describe were the dominant forms of tempo flexibility and modification. 
Tempo ruhato and tempo flexibility were two quite different expressive devices and co-existed in the late 
I 8th and early 19th centuries. 
Brown, Classic and Romantic Per/ormance Practice 1750 - 1900, 378. 
Daniel Gottlob Turk, School o/ Clavier PIai'in, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier/or Teachei and 

Students, trans. Raymond H Haagh (Lincoln & London: University of Nebraska Press, 1789). 
Ibid.. 358 - 96. 
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Concerning the Needfor Personal and Genuine Feeling for All the Emotions and 
Passions Which Can Be Expressed in Music9  

Turk builds a strong connection between the need for tempo flexibility and the desirable 

interpretive goal of achieving personal expression. 

In his History of Tempo Rubato Richard Hudson notes that in 1723 Pier Francesco Tosi, a 

leading castrato singer active in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, was 

the first to apply the concept of 'Stealing of Time', the first of Brown's categories above, 

where notes within any beat may vary in their relative proportions, but the prevailing 

meter remains constant. 

Joharm Joachim Quantz was the first writer to use the term tempo rubato in his flute 

method of 1752. 1 0  Quantz's illustration of tempo rubato shows the effect as the process 

of dislocating notes from a steady underlying pulse by either delaying them or 

anticipating them. The notation used by Quantz to illustrate tempo rubato is the same that 

is used in contemporary notational practice to indicate the precise rhythmic effect of 

syncopation. He notes in his commentary (§ 29) that 'These two examples [e andf in fig. 

6 - 1] are in a kind of tempo rubato. ..' 

Daniel Gottlob Turk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and 
Students, trans. Raymond H. Haggh (Lincoln & London: University of Nebraska Press, 1789), 358. 
° Hudson, Stolen Time, the History of Tempo Rubato, 55. 

Johann Joachim Quantz, Essay of a Method for Playing the Transverse Flute, trans. Edward R Reilly 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1976), 174. 
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e) & f) = Quantz's notation of tempo rubato 

Figure 6-1 - Johann Joachim Quantz - reference to tempo rubato' 2  

The significant point separating the earlier notation from contemporary notational 

practice is the manner in which the notation was interpreted. It was generally agreed in 

the late eighteenth century that the notation of tempo ruhato was only an approximation 

of an effect that could only be fully understood by listening to leading performers. 

Hudson notes: 'The actual amount of time stolen can no doubt vary considerably from 

one performance to another and, in any event, can scarcely be notated at all."3  By 

comparison, the modern notation of syncopation requires the performer to exactly place 

the syncopated notes. 

Writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century made it clear that the ability to 

use tempo flexibility was an essential attribute of an accomplished musician. The singer 

Tosi, commenting on the early ruhato, states; 'Whoever does not know how to steal the 

time (rithare i/tempo) in singing, knows not how to compose, nor to accompany himself, 

and is destitute of the best taste and greatest knowledge."4  

12  Ibid., 142. 
13 Hudson, Stolen Ti,iie, the His/ocr ?t Tempo Riihato, 56. 
4  Ibid., 44. 
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In his Clavier School of 1789, TUrk approaches tempo rubato in the same manner as 

Quantz, adopting the concept of anticipation and delay, notating them as syncopated 

rhythms. 

,, ' 

Figure 6-2 - J.G.Türk: School of Clavier Playing - Tempo Rubato, anticipation and delay 

Turk explains the notation as follows:'5  

a are the basic notes, at b tempo rubato is put to use by means of anticipation and at 
c by means of relardation 

Turk also explains the term can refer to a particular circumstance where an accent is 

moved from the expected strong beat to a weak beat, and where the performer (or 

composer) alters the distribution of the note values within a bar: 

(insteaâ 
of:) (or.) of:) 

Pf P1 fJ'fl' Pf / IF! 1'/ P 

Anlanti,w. (ins ia4 

Bej des fVtitt(ers Kreu.ze ctes Mi11ers etc. 

 

etc. 

Turk, School of Clavier Playing, or, instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and Students, 363. 
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Figure 6-3 - J.G.Turk: School of Clavier Playing - Tempo Ruhato —alternate meanings 

This same procedure Turk also lists as a form of ornamentatio 16  n, using again the 

'syncopated notation'. 

Figure 6-4 - Syncopation as a form of ornamentation: The upper stave presents an 
'ornamentally varied' version of the notes on the lower stave (Turk)' 7  

Manuel Garcia in his vocal treatise of 1857 also gives examples of ornamented passages 

as part of his discussion of lempo riihato. Of particular note is an example he provides 

from Rossini's 11 harbiere cli Siviglia noting: 'This passage presents an approximate 

example of the use which the author's late father made of the tempo ruhato." 8  Here we 

have a passage which clearly shows the degree to which the leading contemporary 

performers freely varied a composer's score. There was an interpretive role expected of 

them. (fig. 6 - 5). 

Ibid., 311. 
' Ibid. 

Manuel Patricio Rodriguez Garcia, Garciav New Treatise on the Art o/Singing(London: Cramer, Beale 
and Chappell. 1857), 51. 
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CouNT. 
Allegro. 

ROssINT. Jl,lL...___i 

Del vol - can del - Ia mi - a men - te qual - cle mos - - tro sin go - icr. 

Figure 6-5 - Garcia's use of Tempo Rubato used as a form of ornamentationl9 

As Carl Dahlhaus rightly observes: 

• . . a Rossini score ... is a mere recipe for a performance, and it is the performance which 
forms the crucial aesthetic arbiter as the realization of a draft rather than an exegesis of a 
text. 20  

Johann Phillip Kirnberger in The Art of Strict Musical Composition of 1772, notes the 

need to observe the strictness of tempo in the accompaniment to ensure an appropriate 

use of the tempo rubato. 

When ... the two voices ... are separated by a third ..., syncopation can very easily be 
employed by the singer, even when it is not indicated by the composer. However, the 
voice part must not be accompanied by flutes or violins playing with it in unison. These 
would progress simultaneously with the bass, and the singer would be blamed for 
hurrying or falling behind. A singer who wants to make such alterations must look 
carefully at the score so as not to make changes at the wrong time or contrary to the 
nature of the accompaniment.21  

In this discussion Kirnberger, like Turk, appears to be associating the concepts of 

syncopation and rhythmic flexibility. 

19  Ibid. 
20  Carl Dahihaus, Nineteenth Century Music, trans. J Bradford Robinson (Berkley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1989), 9. 
21  Hudson, Stolen Time, the History of Tempo Rubato, 58. 
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Case Study Spohr and Expressive Tempo Flexibility 

Early in his career the violinist Louis Spohr (1 784 -1 859) utilized a greater degree of 

expressive tempo flexibility than he did later in his career when, responding to criticism, 

he made a conscious decision to moderate his usage of the device. He noted: 

I was obliged to confess that [I yielding to my depth of feeling, I had kept back in the 
Cantabile, perhaps too much, and in the Passages and more impassioned parts [,J carried 
away by my youthful fire, I had precipitated them too much. I therefore determined to 
correct such blemishes in my execution without diminishing its force of expression, and 
by unremitting attention I succeeded.22  

So the question is raised, to what extent did a performer who advocated minimal use of 

tempo flexibility actually utilize the device? 

In his Violin School of 183 1 Spohr addressees this question. Spohr identifies two styles 

of playing; the Correct Sti'le or Delivery and the Pine Style. In the Correct Style the 

performer realizes the notes as written by the composer, including the: 

exact division of the notes in a bar, according to their duration, a strict observance of 
time. 23 

And by contrast he noted: 

If the Performer adds ideas of his own, and if he be capable of intellectually animatilig 
the subject so the hearer may discover and participate in the intentions of the composer, it 
is called the fine style, in which correctness, sentiment, and elegance are united.24  

A performance in the Fine Style required: 

The increasing of time in furious, impetuous, and passionate passages, as well as the 
retarding of such as have a tender, doleful, or melancholy character.' 25  

22  From: Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750 - 1900, 383. 
23  Louis Spohr, Violinschnle, trans. C Rudolphus, Spohr's Grand Violin School. London (preface dated 
1833) ed. (Vienna: 1832), 179. 
24  Ibid. Spohr associates the tine style with realising the composers intentions while also linking this same 
style with the need for the performer to add their own ideas. These two approaches were to become 
incompatible in the quest for authenticity that focused on the concept of the Werktreue during the second 
half of the twentieth century. 
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The term 'retarding' in this context seems to suggest a change of tempo and not the 

progressive slowing of tempo commonly associated with contemporary use of the term 

ritardando, often used structurally to highlight the end of a piece or important section. 

There is a noticeable change in the degree of application between the early views 

expressed by Spohr in relation to his own playing, and his later recommendation for the 

use of expressive tempo flexibility as a key interpretive element in hisjmne style of 

playing in his School. 

The leading piano pedagogue Louis Adam helps clarify the subject, when in his piano 

method of 1804, he addresses the issue of an acceptable degree of tempo flexibility. 

Some have made it fashionable not to play in time, and perform every type of music like 
a fantasia, prelude or caprice. They believe thus to give more expression to a piece and 
they change it in such a manner as to make it unrecognizable.26  

Adam's comment gives a contextual reference by which to measure the degree of 

rhythmic alteration being referred to. In this case he refers to completely changing the 

character of a piece, moving so far from the original conception of the work that it 

becomes unrecognisable. Adam's comment suggests that it was not uncommon for 

performers to use the notated score as a point of departure for a realisation of the 

composition. While skilled performers were admired for their ability to extemporise and 

vary the notated score, it is clear that there were also those who lacked the skill necessary 

to achieve an interpretively satisfactory balance between the composer's score and 

extemporisation. 

25 1bid., 179. 
26  As noted by Brown: Brown, Classic and Romantic Performance Practice 1750- 1900, 383. 



Domenico Corn in his Singers Preceptor of 18 1 Oopens his discussion, 'the Rhythm of 

Time', with a statement which strongly advocates the use of expressive tempo flexibility. 

It is an old adage "Hours (this is, a rigid observance of time,) were made for slaves."-
This is no less true in the musical than in the morale principle. Ifwe are to credit the 
wonderful effects produced by music amongst the ancients, as related by historians, we 
shall Find no reason to presume that they knew any thing of lime. The rhythm of time 
appears, therefore, to be an invention of modern date, and from hence it has arisen, that 
melody being shackled and restrained within its strict limits, the energy or pathos of 
singing, and the accent of words, have become as it were cramped and fettered. 27 

Tempo Rubato in the Time of Ciuliani and Sor 

The influence of Italian operatic music and the bel canto on the style of ruhato used by 

Giuliani and Sor was significant.28  Hudson draws attention to the connection between 

instrumental music and vocal music in the early nineteenth century. He refers to the 

strongly melodic style of writing adopted by early nineteenth century violinists. 'The 

history of the earlier type of rubato for the violin was heavily influenced by the 

mainstream development in vocal music.'29  One of the most significant hel canto vocal 

methods of the period was that of Manuel Garcia. Garcia's method provides a detailed 

account of one of the most significant vocal styles of the early nineteenth century. 

Reference to Garcia's method gives a context in which the hel canto can be viewed and 

interpretive practices ascertained.30  

27  Domenico Corn, The Singers Preceptor or C orri Treatise on Vocal Music (London: Silvester & 
Longman, 1810), 6 
28  The association of Giuliani and Sor with the Italian operatic tradition and the hel canto style of singing is 
discussed in detail in chapters 14 and IS. 
29  Hudson, Stolen Time, the Histori' 0! Tempo Ruhato, 109. 

An English translation published in London in 1857, although removing some of the examples, retains the 
critical second section that discusses in detail related irnisical issues. Later English publications remove this 
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The Accelerando and Ritardando 

Along with structural, sectional changes of tempo, Hudson associates the more 

pronounced expressive use of both accelerando and ritardando as a characteristic of the 

later rubato. Garica makes brief references to Rallentando and Accelerando before his 

more detailed discussion of Tempo Rubato. Garcia's use of these terms is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 9, 'A Lesson with Garcia'. 

In his Piano School, Czerny notes: 

there occurs almost in every line some notes or passages, where a small and often 
almost imperceptible relaxation or acceleration of the movement is necessary, to 
embellish the expression and increase the interest.3 ' 

In a 'Lesson with Czerny', Chapter 7, a number of circumstances are highlighted where 

both accelerando and ritardando may be used to good effect. Often these changes were 

significant and would not be seen as 'imperceptible' in the context of contemporary 

performance practice. 

Turk in his School of Clavier Playing differentiates between accelerando and ritardando, 

and tempo rubato. In Part Five of his School he lists the following extraordinary means of 

expression: 

(1) playing without keeping strict time; (2) quickening and hesitating; (3) the so-called 
tempo rubato. These three resources when used sparingly and at the right time can be of 
great effect. 32  

section. Reference to the original French version of 1847 provides the missing examples. This version was 
reprinted by Minkoff in 1985. 
' Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 

3/3/31. 
32  Turk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and Students, 359. 
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Again TUrk warns of the misuse of these expressive devices. He stresses the need for the 

player to have the natural attributes to enable him/her to have a genuine feeling for the 

emotion and passions that can be expressed in music, attributes which he feels cannot be 

taught. One assumes it is these attributes that the performer will bring to bear in 

determining the appropriate application of this expressive technique. 

It is informative to follow through Turk's discussion to see under what circumstances he 

actually applied these extraordinary means o/ expression. He first discusses passages 

marked recitalivo ["playing without keeping strict time"] and draws a parallel to the way 

an orator or singer would highlight the more important words by lengthening them and 

making them somewhat louder. Turk then suggests a series of situations where 

quickening or hesitating may be used to good effect. 

(a) Increase in the established tempo 

In compositions whose character is vehemence, anger, rage, fury, and the like, the most 
forceful passages can he played with a somewhat hastened (accelerando) motion. Also, 
certain thoughts which are repeated in a more intensified manner (generally higher) require 
that the speed be increased to some extent. Sometimes, when gentle feelings are interrupted 
by a lively passage, the latter can be played somewhat more rapidly. A hastening of tempo 
may also take place in a passage where a vehement affect is unexpectedly to be aroused.33  

Again an association is made between the accelerando and the establishment of a new 

tempo for expressive purposes. The number of circumstances that Turk cites as being 

appropriate for the use of an accelerando are not insubstantial and are worthwhile 

summarising as an interpretive check list: 

31  Ibid., 360. 
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. Forceful passages in compositions whose character is vehemence, anger, 

rage, fury, and the like 

Thoughts which are repeated in a more intensified manner (generally 

higher) 

• When gentle feelings are interrupted by a lively passage 

An expected vehement affect 

(b) Decrease in the established tempo 

For extraordinary tender, longing, or melancholy passages, in which the emotion, as it were, 
is concentrated in one point, the effect can be very much intensified by an increasing 
hesitation (Anhalten, tardando). The tempo is also taken slower for tones before certain 
fermatas as if their powers were gradually being exhausted. The passages toward the end of a 
composition (or part of a composition) which are marked diminuendo, diluendo, smorzando, 
and the like, can also be played in a somewhat more lingering manner.34  

Here TUrk is using tempo rubato for structural purposes to clarify sections within the 

work. Again, summarising the circumstances in which a slower tempo may be adopted 

helps enrich the pool of interpretive opportunities for the expressive use of tempo 

modifications. 

Tender, longing, on melancholy passages 

• Before certain fermatas 

• Passages towards the end of a composition (or part of a composition) which are 

marked diminuendo, diluendo, smorzando 

TUrk then draws attention to passages from his easy clavichord sonatas, which can be 

executed somewhat hesitatingly and with an immediate change of tempo. He further 

14  Ibid. 
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comments, Compositions in which two characters of opposite types are represented, 

especially provide a suitable opportunity for a gradual slowing of tempo.'35  

Turk adds the following additional circumstances for the use of tempo modification, even 

if not specified by the composer: (fig. 6 - 6) 

Embellishments and transitions notated in smaller notes or designated ,senza 

Ic/nIx) of the like, or Introductory passages to important passages in the 

composition (a) 

A languid musical thought (b) 

Lar1ito. 

Ari4a,ithw. (b) 

Figure 6-6 - J.G.Turk: School of Clavier Playing— Additional uses of tempo 
modification36  

31  Ibid., 361. 
36  Ibid. 
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TUrk has provided a list of musical circumstances, not insubstantial in breadth, where the 

application of tempo modification can be used for both expressive and structural reasons. 

Turk also makes it clear that this list of possibilities is only the starting point for 

exploring the expressive possibilities of tempo modification when he introduces this 

discussion with the comment, 'It is difficult to specify all the places where quickening 

and hesitating can take place.'37  This implies that there are many indeed, and seemingly 

a commonly applied expressive device. This is not dissimilar in breadth to the approach 

taken by Czerny to tempo flexibility in his Method of 1839 some five decades later. 

The fact that this expressive device was often misunderstood and misapplied is supported 

by Turk's introduction of a system of notation to indicate unequivocally where such 

changes of tempo should occur, indicating where each tempo change should begin, and 

where it should end. Turk used the following sign to indicate a passage which was to be 

played progressively slower38, a structural use of tempo rubato. 

II 

37  TUrk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and Students, 360. 
38  Turk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and Students, 362. 
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An example from Turk's Sechs leichie Kiaviersonalen: (fig. 6 - 7) 

WI intro. 

'I 

Aic 

Figure 6-7 - Larghetto cantabile e con espressione bars 8 - 22 from Sonata no.5 from 
Sechs leichte Klaviersonaten39  

Turk used the following sign to indicate that certain musical thoughts are to be played 

immediately slower, that is a tempo change an expressive and structural use of tempo 

rubato. 

Daniel Gottlob Turk, Sechs Leichie Kiaviesonalen (Halle: Leipzig und 1-lalle, 1783). 
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- I 

An example from Turk's Sechs Ieichte Klaviersonaten: (fig. 6 - 8) 

Figure 6-8 - Moderato e con afflizzione, bars 18 - 20; Sonata no.5 from Sechs leichte 
Klaviersonaten4°  

Turk used similar signs below the stave to indicate an increase in tempo. Despite all the 

experiments in devising methods to indicate the use of tempo flexibility, Turk concludes 

his discussion of the subject by acknowledging the potential futility of such systems, and 

the eventual need to rely on the discretion of the performer. 

When a composer does not wish to have a composition played throughout in strict time 
he customarily indicates this by adding the words con discrezione. In this case it is also 
left to the sensitivity of the player to slow the tempo for some passages and to hurry it for 
others 41  

A Contemporary Perspective 

When a comparison is made to the discussions of tempo modification in late twentieth 

century tutors, a clear difference is noted. In the seven tutors surveyed in Appendix 4, 

only John Mills, in his Classical Guitar Tutor, mentions tempo modification. In this case 

40  Ibid. 
41  Turk, School of Clavier Plaving, or, Instructions in Playing the Clavier for Teachers and Students, 362. 
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it is in relation to the use of a ritarciando at the end of a piece, a structural use of tempo 

modification. Mills states that a 'Rit at the end of this piece is short for Ritardando, and 

means a gradual slowing up, so bringing the music in this case to a satisfactory 

conclusion.'42  

In the latter decades of the twentieth century the use of ruhato has become restrained, and 

excessive use of ruhato is now considered in 'bad taste'. If 'bad taste' is defined as the 

use of an interpretive practice which is at variance with the common practice of a period, 

the early nineteenth century use of tempo flexibility in the context of late twentieth 

century performance practice could indeed be viewed as being in 'bad taste'. In the late 

twentieth century a stylized and minimalistic form of tempo flexibility has become the 

interpretive norm, a common example being the use of a ritardando at the end of a phrase 

or section, as identified above in John Mills' Tutor. Restrained use of ruhalo coupled 

with a metronomic, rhythmic precision, has become a critically admired characteristic of 

a contemporary player's interpretive style. Minimal use of ruhato is closely linked to 

other contemporary performance practices to create an aesthetic whole. A strong and 

balanced tone, clarity and objectivity go hand in hand with a minimal use of rubato. 

Changing one interpretive practice is going to impact on how other interpretive practices 

interrelate and are perceived. 

Free use of tempo ruhato, a characteristic of earlier historical periods, is filtered out by 

our contemporary interpretive filter. How the use of ruhato within the realm of late 

twentieth century Western Classical music is perceived, varies according to the 

42  John Mills, The John Mills Classical Guitar tutor (London: Musical New Services, 1992), 20. 
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background of the auditor. A trained musician is likely to be more sensitive to the use of 

rubato than a listener whose musical background primarily comprises listening for 

pleasure. General auditors may be more sympathetic to the use of rubato as they have 

not been stringently trained in a performance practice. Contemporary auditors are also 

exposed to a wide range of popular music and Hudson draws attention to the use of 

rubato in some of the genres. He notes that, 'Earlier rubato has remained alive, in some 

of the popular performing styles of our century.'43  Contemporary listeners are also quite 

familiar with hearing 'covers' of well known popular songs that differ considerably from 

the original. 

It is often only in the case of comparative and repetitive listening that the use of rubato 

becomes audible to the general listener and then possibly becomes aesthetically 

unacceptable. In this situation the listener has a 'model' (usually a recording) that has 

become familiar and aurally comfortable, and deviations from this model can be 

disconcerting. 

In the case of the trained musicianlcritic their modelling has been more extensive and 

firmly rooted in the established performance practices of the late twentieth century. In 

this case deviations from the 'model' are not just an aural surprise, but also an aesthetic 

transgression. The better known the repertoire is the more negative the response to such a 

deviation from accepted practice is likely to be. 

The analysis of four different performances of Giuliani' s Grand Overture Op.  61 in 

chapter three highlighted the use of a range of contemporary performance practices; 

u Hudson, Stolen Time, the History of Tempo Rubato, 2 
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among these was the use of tempo rubato. The following summary of contemporary use 

of tempo ruhato can be drawn from these analyses: 

I. Dominant use of structural tempo rubato 

Slowing down at the end of sections and at cadential points 

Minimal use of micro-expressive tempo ruhato 

Evenness of distribution of smaller note values within a beat 

Use of stylised practices, vestiges of more vital earlier practices 

e.g. slowing down for the second subject of a sonata form movement 

The use of tempo ruhato is not a significant expressive attribute of contemporary 

performance practice. This reflects the strong text centred approach that is a core 

element of contemporary practice. This is also reflected in the quest for the most faithful 

realisation of the score and the composer's perceived intentions. The comparatively 

recent changes in the use of ruhaio is highlighted by Timothy Day, when discussing 

common performance practices observed in recordings made in the early twentieth 

century, including: 

the USC of substantial tempo changes to signal changes of mood or tension, and the 
adoption of fast maximum tempos, varieties of tempo rubato which included not only 
detailed flexibility oltempo, but also accentuation by lengthening and shortening of 
individual notes, to shorten the short notes, and to over-dot dotted rhythms.44  

In a mere few decades, a practice that had been a significant interpretive device 

throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was reduced to a stylised vestige. 

44  Timothy Day, A Cent/uT o/ Recorded Music, Listening to Music History (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2000), 150. 
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Case Study - A Stylistic Resurrection 

Looking at another interpretive practice provides an opportunity to observe how a 

powerful expressive device can become established within the performance practices of a 

period. This case study presents a performance practice that in its adoption into 

contemporary practice is an historical reversal of the changing role that has been noted 

for the expressive use of tempo modification. 

Heavy vibrato has become a characteristic of contemporary performance practice to an 

extent that may have seemed excessive to performers in earlier historical periods. Vibrato 

has become a fundamental part of the basic tone production for many instrumentalists, 

supporting a full rich timbre which projects effectively in large venues. Extensive 

listening to period instrument performances, which characteristically use little vibrato, 

and then listening to a contemporary performance, highlights the extensive (and what 

may now appears excessive) use of heavy vibrato in contemporary practice. For 

contemporary listeners the use of a heavy and often continuous vibrato appears as a 

background attribute and attention is not unduly focused on it; auditors in earlier historic 

periods would have heard their own practice of a sparing use of vibrato in a similar 

manner, as a background attribute. In both periods the application of a temporally 

dislocated practice attracts attention due to its unfamiliarity. 

Any practice can be assimilated (re-assimilated) with the necessary aural exposure. Even 

the extensive use of tempo rubato could once again become common practice; but it 

requires composers and performers to establish these new listening patterns, and most 
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importantly, for them to be embraced as part of the most powerful source of 

contemporary modelling, the recording. Until these practices again become the common 

practice and are not perceived as high risk fringe activities, re-assimilation will be a slow 

process. As was demonstrated by examining the writings of leading performers of the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century, tempo flexibility was a significant and widely 

applied interpretive practice. Many of these performers were also composers who 

incorporated in their writings musical illustrations of how this expressive device had been 

embedded into the music. By not including this interpretive device in performances of 

music of this period, the overall palette of expressive possibilities is reduced in breadth, 

and so by inference is the interpretive effectiveness of this music. There is no reason why 

tempo flexibility could not again become a key interpretive element of music of our own 

period given the necessary aural exposure to contemporary audiences and performers. 
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Part 3: 
Lessons with Czerny, Hummel and Garcia, 

Tempo Rubato 
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Prelude to Lessons in Performance Practice 

An assemblage of facts extracted from the many available tutor methods published in the 

early decades of the nineteenth century is useful in giving an overall picture of a range of 

accepted practices of the period. The result of this survey is, however, limited in its 

capacity to give an integrated and cohesive picture of how a performer may have applied 

this range of interpretive ideas. Interpretations are not created by consensus but are the 

result of a complex interlinked web of performance practices and instinctual responses 

made by an individual. 

The need to create a cohesive framework on which to build an interpretation is essential 

if a contemporary guitarist is going to be successful in incorporating performance 

practices from the early nineteenth century into their performances. Many of the leading 

teachers of the period recommended that students listen to, and emulate, the styles of the 

great performers. While direct modelling on the leading exponents of the period is no 

longer possible, a contemporary performer can still be exposed to the ideas of the great 

performers of the early nineteenth century through study of their individual methods. 

Through this process discreet elements of the performer's style can be brought together 

and allowed to coalesce into a coherent model which can be emulated by the reader. For 

a contemporary guitarist the amount of detailed primary source material from the early 

nineteenth century relating directly to the guitar is limited. The methods by Sor and 

Aguado are exceptional in this respect, combining comprehensive technical information 

with extensive interpretive recommendations. These stand comparison with the major 
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methods published by leading pianists, violinists and singers of the period but are still not 

enough by themselves to allow a broad contextual picture to be built regarding 

performance practices of the period. 

The only viable recourse for a guitarist wishing to establish a broader, more nuanced 

interpretive context is to make reference to works other than those written specifically for 

the guitar. A contemporary performer wishing to create such an interpretive context 

needs specific information. This information initially relates to key areas of activity 

including; 

. Technical information relating to playing period instruments 

• An understanding of the specific stylistic characteristics of the period from which 

the music to be performed originated 

• A broad contextual understanding of the period such as the dominant aesthetic, 

the role of the performer, the role of the composer 

In relation to the guitar a deal of information regarding period technique is available in 

the many treatises published in the period and this has been well documented and 

summarised by Cox.' 

Substantial interpretive and stylistic information is available in the work of such authors 

as Brown, Hudson, Stowell and others. These books however focus on a broad range of 

topics and often cover a broad period of time. Brown's book for example focusing on 

Paul Wathen Cox, "Classic Guitar Technique and Its Evolution as Reflected in the Method Books Ca. 
1770- 1850" (PhD, Indiana University, 1978). 
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Classical and Romantic music still covers the period 1750-1900. The player has to draw 

from this pooi of information specifics that relate to the repertoire they wish to perform. 

Once this has been done, the interpretive issues presented and the recommendations made 

have to be reconciled and decisions made to realise a performance. 

Utilising the work of a specific author, while more restrictive in scope, gives a consistent 

image of an interpretive approach. This approach parallels the commonly applied 

teaching methodology where a student works intensively with a 'master', copying his/her 

style and heeding his/her interpretive advice. Through this process the individual style of 

the student emerges. Even though it is not uncommon for students to work intensively 

with several teachers in their developmental years, to work with the number reflected in a 

broad based historical survey has the potential to be ineffective with seemingly 

contradictory views presented. By taking a more focused historical view it is possible to 

see how the broader stylistic trends were put into practice by individual performers and 

teachers. Once this reference is established it is then possible to assess the broader range 

of recommendations in a more rational and selective manner. A cohesive aggregation of 

theory can then be put into practice - a performance practice. 

The following chapters explore a number of tutor methods from the early nineteenth 

century, intentionally focusing on the works of not only leading teachers, but also authors 

recognised as leading performers. For the following 'lessons' one of the least understood 

and least embraced performance practices has been chosen for study; that of tempo 

flexibility or teifl/)() rilbalo. 
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The following three tutor methods form the basis of the lessons in the following three 

chapters: 

Carl Czerny: Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500 

(London: 1839) 

Publication Details (Grove Music Online): 

Vollstandige theoretisch-praktische Pianoforte-Schule, op.SOO, i—ui (Vienna, 1839; Eng. 
trans., 1839)2 

After cancelling a concert tour scheduled for 1805 Czerny determined to concentrate on 

composing and teaching. He developed a fine reputation as a teacher and attracted pupils 

of the calibre of Franz List who he taught for a period of two years from when Liszt was 

aged nine. Czerny became one of the most influential teachers of the period also teaching 

Döhler, Kullak, Alfred Jaëll, Thalberg, Heller, Ninette von Bellevile-Oury and Blahetka.3  

Johann Nepomuk Hummel: A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of 

Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte (London: 1827) 

Publication Details (Grove Music Online): 

AusfUhrlich theoretisch-practische Anweisung zum Piano-forte Spiel, ci 822-5 (Vienna, 
1828; Eng. trans., 1829; Fr. trans., 1838/R)4  

Hummel was one of the most significant pedagogues of his generation; Joel Sachs notes: 

For many years Hummel was one of the most important, and expensive, teachers in 
Germany. His pupils included many of the most notable musicians of the next generation: 

2  STEPHAN LINDEMAN, (with GEORGE BARTH), Czerny, Carl (Grove Music Online ed. Macy, L., 
[cited 12 January 2008]); available from http://www.grovemusic.com. 

lbid.([cited). 
JOEL SACHS, Hummel, Johann Nepomuk, §6. Performing and Teaching (Grove Music Online ed. Macy, 

L., [cited January 12 2008]); available from http://www.grovemusic.com. 
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Miller, Mendelssohn (briefly), Karl Eduard Hartknoch, Adolf Henselt, Karl Georg 
Mangold, Sigismond Thalberg and Giuscppe Unia. 

Sach's further confirms the significance of Hummel as a teacher with the following 

reflection on this Piano Forte Course: 

This three-volume work, which is said to have sold thousands of copies within days of its 
publication in 1828, is one of the most important sources of information about the late 
Viennese style of perfbrrning and, in particular, ornamentation.5  

Hummel's Piano Forte Course is of particular interest to guitarists as he was a musical 

colleague of Giuliani's and performed with him on a number of occasions. It would not 

be unreasonable to assume that there were interpretive practices shared between the two 

musicians, including the application of tempo rubato. The commonality of interpretive 

practice is further supported by the fact that the two performers also collaborated as 

composers.6  

3. Manuel Patricio Rodriguez Garcia: Garcia New Treatise on the Art of Singing 

(London: 1857) 

Publication Details: 

i (Paris 1840 or 1841), and ii (1847), repr. of2'' edn. ofi (1847) 

Manuel Patricio Rodriguez Garcia (1805 - 1906) was a member of one of Europe's most 

celebrated family of vocalists. His father was the tenor Manuel del Populo Vicente Rodriguez 

Garcia(I775 - 1832) for whom Rossini wrote the part of Almaviva in the Barber of 

Seville and his sister the celebrated soprano Maria Malibran. Garcia's vocal method was one of 

lbid.([ciled). 
Giulianis Op.93, Grand Pot-Pourri National, is a work jointly composed by Giuliani and Hummel. 
Richard 1-ludson, Stolen Time, the H/dory ?t Tempo Ruhato (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 453. 
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the most influential treatises of its period, the impact of the Treatise was further enhanced by 

Garcia's work as a vocal teacher and a 

In his 1931 lecture on the Garcia family John Levien provided some useful information on the life 

of Garcia and his Treatise: 

In 1842 he was appointed a Professor a the Paris Conservatoire, In 1847 he wrote his great 
book "Traité Complete de l'Art du Chant," still a standard work, [1931] translated into many 
languages.8  

April Fitzlyon while differing on the date at which Garcia began his work at the Paris 

Conservatoire further attests to the significant of Garcia's Treatise in her 2008 article in New 

Grove Online: 

Manuel Garcia's Traité complel de l'arl dii chant (1840) remained a standard pedagogic work 
for many years. Garcia was a professor at the Paris Conservatoire (1847-50) and at the RAM 
(1848-95); the latter half of his life was spent in England. His school of singing, a perfection 
of his father's methods produced remarkable results as a list of a selection of his pupils makes 
clear: Jenny Lind, Hans Hermann Nissen, Erminia Frezzolini, Julius Stockhausen, Mathilde 
Marchesi and Charles Santley.9  

The treatises selected for the following 'lessons' were, through their wide circulation and 

the reputation of their authors, to have a significant impact on the musical aesthetic of 

their age and offer the contemporary reader a special opportunity to gain a deeper 

understanding of the contextual interpretive practices of those periods. 

8  John Mewburn Levien, The Garcia Family, 27 vols. (London: Novello and Company, c1932), 16. 
APRIL FITZLYON, Garcia, Manuel (Grove Music Online ed. Macy, L., [cited January 12 2008]); 

available from http://www.grovernusic.com. 
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Chapter 7 - A Lesson with Czerny: Tempo Rubato 

Czerny recommended performers listen to 'great Artists on all instruments, particularly 

distinguished Singers" to assist in developing the cultivated taste required to apply 

expressive tempo modification in a 'tasteful and intelligible manner.'2  Carl Czerny in his 

Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School describes changing of time as 

'perhaps the most important means of Expression.'3  He provides a detailed account of 

this means of expression with musical examples specifically composed to highlight its 

varied applications. Czerny commences his discussion of tempo rubato by establishing 

the need for a performer to be able to maintain a steady rhythm so the use of tempo 

flexibility is controlled and structurally sound. 

Before everything else, we must consider it as a rule, always to play each piece of music, 
Irom beginning to end, without the least deviation or uncertainty, in the time prescribed 
by the Author, and first fixed upon by the Player. But without injury to this maxim, there 
occurs almost in every line some notes or passages where a small and often almost 
imperceptible relaxation or acceleration of the movement is necessary, to embellish the 
expression and increase the interest.4  

From the above statement two important characteristics of tempo modification are 

established: 

It is a necessary and regularly occurring form of expression 

• It can occur "without the least deviation or uncertainty in the time" 

Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Porte School Op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 
3/3/3 1. 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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The second point raises the question of what Czerny was referring to in respect to the 

words 'deviation' and 'uncertainty'. He seems not to be implying a metronomic approach 

to tempo but as highlighted in point one above, a tempo where flexibility is managed by 

the performer in a clear and coherent manner that does not damage the structural logic of 

the music. When tempo flexibility is introduced it happens with a control and organic 

logic that seems quite natural, becoming almost 'imperceptible' to the listener. Czerny 

clarifies that it is not just the piece as a whole, but each single passage, that has the 

possibility of expressing a changed emotive state. 

He first lists a number of such passages where a slight holding back in the tempo would 

be appropriate, including those with the following characteristics: 

• 'Gentle persuasion, 

A slight degree of doubt, or wavering hesitation; 

• Tender complaining; 

Tranquil assent. 

• Transition from a state of excitement to a more tranquil one. 

• Refusal on reflection. 

• Sighing and grief, 

• Whispering a secret, 

• Taking leave'5  

ibid. 
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Czerny concludes this list with the qualifier 'and innumerable other sentiments of this 

sort.' Attention is thus drawn to the breadth of opportunities that exist for applying this 

expressive use of tempo flexibility. Czerny then recommends that passages where 

acceleration or hurrying onward would be appropriate and natural, including such 

emotive states as: 

Sudden cheerfulness, 

Hasty or curious interrogations, 

Impatience 

Incipient anger 

Fixed and powerful resolution 

Unwilling reproach, 

Pride and ill temper, 

Timid flight, 

Transition from a state of tranquillity to one of excitement6  

These changes may or may not be indicated by the composer: 

Playcrs, who arc no longcr impeded by the mcchanical difficulties of a musical piece, 
will easily discover those passages, (often consisting only of a few single notes), in which 
any such feelings arc contained by will of the Composer, or where they be conveniently 
expressed.7  

The mandate is clearly given to the performer to apply such expressive devices as they 

deem interpretively appropriate. To what degree these modifications were applied is not 

immediately apparent. The suggestion that the player must first play from the beginning 

Ibid., 3/3/31, 32. 
The original Czerny did not use numbering for this list this has been added for convenience of the analysis 
of the Sor example provided on pages 229 and 230. 

Ibid., 3/3/31. 
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to end of a piece without the least deviation or uncertainty could be interpreted as 

suggesting an interpretive practice which aligns closely to the contemporary practice, that 

is the use of minimal tempo flexibility. However, later in the chapter Czerny gives more 

specific guidance as to an appropriate degree of application of tempo modification. 

Besides, we must take care not to overdo such accelerando, ritardandos, & etc: and make 
such passages unintelligible by spinning them out to excess; nor distort them, by hurrying 
on the time too much; a very small, gradual, and equal progressive degree suffices, so 
that the prescribed time is scarcely varied by a ¼ or 1/6 part.8  

If a metronome speed of J = 80 is chosen and varied within the ranges that Czerny sees as 

acceptable, the following range of tempos result: 

MM = 80 with tempo changes rounded to the nearest MM speed 

+v4 
= 100 

1/4  

J=60 

+ 1/6 
= 92 

-1/6 
=66 

Figure 7-1 - Proportional tempo changes recommended by Czerny 

The changes in tempo identified in the above table would not be considered 'almost 

imperceptible' by contemporary performance standards. If this were an acceptable range, 

the warnings by Czerny and other writers of the period not to overdo tempo changes 

would appear to be applying to changes outside the above ranges, which would 

8  Ibid., 3 /3/33. 
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unquestionably be considered extremely excessive when viewed from within a 

contemporary context. 

Terms such as 'almost imperceptible'9  were often used in methods in the early nineteenth 

century to caution against abuse of tempo modification and other interpretive practices. 

Along with Czerny's use of the term imperceptible quoted above, Turk also used the term 

in relation to accenting the first of a group of slurred notes, commenting that the first is 

'very gently and (almost imperceptibly) accented."°  In reference to the use of tempo 

modifications he introduces another modifying term 'sparingly', noting that such 

interpretive devices are effective 'when used sparingly and at the right time..." These 

terms can be easily misinterpreted in a contemporary context and perceived to equate in 

contemporary terms with the word minimal.' 2  In relation to tempo flexibility this would 

mean virtually no use of this expressive device, thereby being almost imperceptible 

within a contemporary performance practice. Czerny's comments 'very small, gradual', 

and '[the] prescribed time is scarcely varied"3  also could be interpreted in the same 

manner. But on this occasion the author has given actually fractions as a guide. The 

argument as to whether the important issue is to maintain the relative concept of 

'imperceptible' as its meaning might translate across historic periods, i.e. it must still 

Ibid., 3/1/6. 
10  Daniel Gottlob Turk, School 01 Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Placing the Clavier br Teachers and 
Students, trans. Raymond H. Haggh (Lincoln & London: University of Nebraska Press, 1789), 344. 

Ibid., 359. 
2  Imperceptible is defined in Oxford English Dictionary as: 'That [which] by its nature cannot be perceived 

or discerned; naturally incapable of affecting the perceptive faculties. So slight, gradual, subtle, or 
indistinct as not to be perceptible.' http://dictionary.oed.com. 
This does not imply that the contemporary performer would apply such a stringent approach to tempo 
flexibility but rather that the contemporary approach to tempo flexibility is closer in spirit to the definition 
from the Oxford English Dictionary than to that proposed by Czerny. 
11  Czerny. Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/3/3 3. 
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remain 'almost imperceptible' to a contemporary listener, or whether more importantly 

the proportional changes recommend by Czerny are maintained, is a key interpretive 

dilemma for the contemporary performer. Kivy argues that the composer's intentions 

would only be truly realized when they were expressed in terms of their contemporary 

equivalents noting: 

Indeed it is not following them to the letter at all, because in order to follow literal/v 
someone's wishes and intentions, whether musical or any other kind, one must interpret 
them, and to interpret them one must reunderstand them relative to the conditions under 
which they are now to be realized.' 4  

Czerny also notes that tempo changes happen in a gradual and progressive manner. The 

example below is the first provided by Czerny. It is an informative exercise to play this 

passage in the various ways suggested, with particular note given to version three, the one 

recommended by Czerny as being the most effective in its use of expressive tempo 

flexibility.'5  

.4nda7Lte.  

(I in Time 
4 different in Time --------------. ---------------- poco ritenirto -----------------smorz: 
uays of 

piiice 18 in Time ioco aeeelciaiido raUentando 
in Time ------------ --------- ------ niolto ritardando ---------------- perdendo. 

Figure 7-2 - Czerny's musical example for the application of expressive tempo 
modifications  16  

14  Peter Kivy, Authenticities: Philosophical Reflections on Musical Performance (ithaca, NY: Cornell 
Univ. Press, 1995), 45. 
15  See Appendix 7 for an arrangement for solo guitar with recommended tempo modifications added. 
16  Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, 3/3/32. 
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Czerny then provides a commentary on each of the four proposed versions. 

Interpretive Version 1 

Czerny notes that this version would leave the addition of expression solely to the 

dictates of the notated instructions, insufficiently expressive by Czerny's interpretive 

standards. He further qualifies this view with the comment: 

The character of the passage is soft, tender and extremely timid. The first way, in strict 
time will not suffice for this cxprcssion... 7  

Interpretive Version 2 

Czerny notes that of particular merit is the protracted duration of each note in the 

crescendo, which gives more significance to the melody and the chords. 

Interpretive Version 3 

Czerny proposes the third version as being the most expressive and consistent with the 

character of the music: 

It gives to the two first ascending bars more life and warmth, and the rallentando which 
follows makes the last two bars so much more pleasing. 

Recording 7-1 (Track 1 5) Czerny: Andanie Version 3, the favoured interpretation 

Interpretive Version 4 

The fourth version with its holding back of time until an Adagio tempo is reached is seen 

as too languishing. It is worth noting the extent of tempo change that is considered 

excessive, in this case from an Andante to an Adagio, resulting in a complete change of 

17  Ibid. 
X  Ibid., 3/3/33. 
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musical character. It becomes clear that the degree of tempo change seen as being in a 

'tasteful and intelligible manner' is quite pronounced, only becoming excessive when the 

change of tempo results in the music taking on a completely new character not suggested 

in the score. This again would suggest that a far greater degree of tempo flexibility was 

considered appropriate and in 'good taste' than would be found acceptable in a 

contemporary context. 

To study Czerny's exercise while applying his interpretive suggestions provides a useful 

performance practice study in the application of tempo flexibility. Czerny, in his own 

context, was intending to espouse a correct and acceptable manner of performance 

commonly applied by the finest instrumentalists and singers of his period. For the 

contemporary performer this opens the door to new expressive possibilities. 

Czerny and the Ritardando 

Czerny recognises the ritardando as being the most commonly applied method of 

expressive tempo modification. He lists a series of circumstances where he considers its 

use to be effective: 

'In those passages which contain the return of the principal subject 

In those passages which lead to some separate member of a melody 

In those long and sustained notes which are to be struck with particular emphasis, 

and after which quicker notes are to follow 
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At the transition into another species of time, or into another movement, different 

in speed from that which preceded it 

Immediately after a pause 

f At the Diminuendo of a preceding very lively passage; as also in brilliant 

passages, when there suddenly occurs a trait of melody to be played piano with 

much delicacy 

In embellishments, consisting of very many quick notes, which we are unable to 

force into the degree of movement first chosen 

Occasionally also, in the chief crescendo of a strongly marked sentence, leading 

to an important passage or to the close 

In very humorous, capricious, and fimtastic passages, in order to heighten the 

character so much the more 

J. Lastly, almost always where the Composer has indicated an espressivo; as also 

k. At the end of every long shake which forms a pause or Cadenza, and which is 

marked diminuendo.'' 9  

The following extended example provided by Czerny is worth examining in detail as it 

enables the frequency with which Czerny applied tempo modifications to be viewed 

within a broader, more musically complete context (fig. 7 - 3). It is again profitable to 

play through the exercise, applying Czerny' s recommendations.2°  

' Ibid., 3/3/33.34. 
20  An annotated guitar arrangement of this composition with the addition of Czerny's interpretive 
recommendations can be found in Appendix 8. 
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4pidanlino 

es pressvo 

/- PL 

MI 

Figure 7-3 - Extended application of expressive tempo modifications2' 

Recording 7-2 (Track 17) - Czerny: Andantino espressivo; Guitar Arrangement 

21  Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/3/34. 
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Czerny then provides the following iiitcrpretivc commentary 
 11 

 : 

RK.MAuks O.?' THE FOR JA.'GOIXG EXA.MPLE .95 

I The first bar must be played in strict time; 
2. The three last quavers of the bar must be retarded a very little; indeed almost 
imperceptibly so, as the next or bar is a repetition of the first bar, and therefore of 
the principal subject, though on other degrees of the scale. 

:J. The last somewhat arpeg'gioed chord in the 31 bar should be played rather ritenuto. 
4. The three last quavers in the 491 must be executed with somewhat more fire. 
(and therefore almost accelerando ), which is again relinquished in the last three 
quavers of the bt1  bar. 
;. In the th  bar is one of those embellishments, consisting of many notes, which in a 
measure obliges us to employ a ritardando in both hands, in order that the quick 
notes may not be hurried and confused, but that they may flow graeefuP and tender lv 

onwards; only the last notes of this embellishment must be perceptibly retarded, and 

on the last note but one (the G*) a kind of short pause should be introduced. 

With respect to the distribution of this long embellishment, as regards the bass, we 
shall speak hereafter. 
';. The 7th and 01  bars are in strict time. 
7. The 9t;11  bar must be played with power and spirit, (consequently almost acceleraado.) 

s. The half of the 10th  bar somewhat tranquil. 
11th bar somewhat ritardando, and the last dissonant chord very soft, and also 

something slower; because every dissonant chord, (when it is marked Piano ),prodnces 

the best effect, when played in this manner. 
The three first quavers of the 1t11  bar in exact time; on the contrary the last five 

quavers ritardando, as they form the transition into the Theina. 

The 13t4  bar in Time. 
The first crotchet in the 14t11  bar somewhat ritard. which is increased considerably in 

the crotchet, and in which the 8 upper notes must be marked forte and cres. The 

Pause must last for about five quavers, and the following run must be moderately fast, 

equal, tender, and diminuendo, till ultimately the last 8 notes must be played with a 

marked ritardando. 
1:3. The first half of the 1th bar in strict Time; the 21 half ritardando, where the close 

of the embellishment must tell with extreme tenderness. 

14. The last bar in a tranquil degree of movement. 

Figure 7-4 - Czerny's commentary on the extended application of expressive tempo 
modifications 

22 Ibid., 3/3/35. 
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In a total of sixteen bars of music only four are recommended to be played in strict time, 

leaving every bar in the remaining two thirds of the piece in some way affected by the 

use of expressive tempo flexibility. 

Czerny follows this detailed description of the application of tempo modification and 

expression with the following two notes: 

'Although in almost every bar of this Thema a ritardando is introduced, yet the 

whole, (particularly in the left hand), must be played so naturally, consecutively, 

and unornamented, that the hearer shall never be left in doubt as to the proper 

time, or be annoyed by the uncertainty of it. 

As each part is to be played twice, on the repetition, the expression and therefore 

each ritardando may be somewhat more marked [emphasis added], by which 

means the whole will gain in interest.'23  

In point one above, Czerny remarks that the 'hearer' shall be in no doubt as to the 'proper 

time' and observes that the left hand plays an important role in this respect. This might 

suggest that the left hand (accompaniment / bass) maintains strict time while the right 

hand is free to vary tempo subtly around this. The differentiation between early rubato 

and late rubato outlined by Richard Hudson assists in putting Czerny's comments into an 

interpretive context. (See Chapter 6 pgs. 187 and 188) Leopold Mozart is referring to the 

23  Ibid. 
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first form of tempo flexibility when he discusses the manner of accompanying a soloist in 

a concerto: 

Many, who have no idea of taste, never retain the evenness of tempo in the 
accompanying of a concerto part, but endeavour always to follow the solo-part. These 
arc accompanists for dilcttanti; and not for masters ... when a true virtuoso who is worthy 
of the title is to be accompanied, then one must allow oneself to be beguiled by the 
postponing or anticipating of the notes, which he knows how to shape so adroitly and 
touchingly, into hesitating or hurtying, but must continue to play throughout in the same 
manner; else the effect which that performer desired to build up would be demolished by 
the accompaniment.24  

I have particularly chosen this quote as it may suggest that Mozart only used the micro-

expressive form of tempo modification. While evidence may suggest this, it does not 

preclude Mozart's use of the macro-expressive form of tempo modification as it is quite a 

different expressive effect, applied under different interpretive circumstances. 

Czerny notes that if the macro-expressive form of tempo modification is handled poorly 

and the effect crudely exaggerated, the listener will hear the 'gears grinding' and the 

effect will seem disruptive to the musical flow. Done in a progressive manner such 

tempo fluctuations seem to occur naturally and in an 'imperceptible' manner as the 

expressive effect moves hand in hand with the flow of the music. The beats expand 

(move apart) and contract (come closer together) in an organic manner, having a 

malleable, elastic character. 

24Quoted from: Sandra P Rosenblum, Pu/orina,icc' Practice in Classic Piano Music (Bloomington 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988; reprint. 1991). 374. 
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In referring to the tempo ranges proposed in Figure 7 - 4 Czerny notes: 

And as is the cres. and di,nin: must be executed by degrees, and with a well calculated 
increase or decrease in power, so also it is with the acceler. and rallent. A sudden change 
in slowness or quickness in single notes would in this case spoil the whole effect.25  

The micro-expressive and the macro-expressive forms of tempo flexibility co-existed and 

were used as quite different expressive devices. The macro-expressive form of tempo 

flexibility did not evolve during the nineteenth century from the micro-expressive form. 

The degree to which these two forms of expressive tempo flexibility were applied varied 

significantly from performer to performer and their use remained an individual 

interpretive decision. 

Czerny continues with still further examples of circumstances where tempo modifications 

can be effectively applied. Of particular note amongst these is the combination of a 

crescendo and a ritardando in a progression of chords that highlights 'the modulations of 

the chords'.26  Czerny recommends a ritardando in bars two, three and four in the 

example below to achieve this end. He also suggests a ritardando in bars six, seven and 

eight to give greater effect to the return of the original tempo in the brillante passage 

commencing in bar nine (fig. 7 - 5). 

The following example has been annotated with the recommendations for the application 

of flexibility listed by Czerny in Figure 7 - 6. 

25  Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3/3/33. 
26  Ibid., 3/3/37. 
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Trill at least 4 bars - becoming softer 
and slower - reaching andante 
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Figure 7-5 - Czerny's expressive use of ritardando 

REidRxs OX THIS EXAMPLE. 37 
1. The first bar in Time, sdth great power,whichmust continualrincreasethroughbars. 
. From the last chord in the 24 bar, commences a ritardando, which increases till the end 

of the 4tt  bar, and thereby gives a strong relief to the modulations of the chords. 
. The btll  bar in time. 

4. The 6th 7th and 8th bars with an encreasing ritardando. 
. The 9th  and 10i  bars in Time and with fire. 

G. The 11t11  bar with still more energy, but strikingly ritard, which gradually diminishes, 
so that the passage about the middle of the 12th  bar air eady converges towards the mi - 
gina1 time. 

. The 13th  and iit  bars in Time; the bar, at first a little holding back; the1017t 
18th 19th  bars in Time, and with much fire. 

In the 20th  bar, the semiquaver rest must be carefully atteded to, so that it may be 
observed almost 1)CyOfld its regular duration. The C which iminediatelyfollowsthe rest, 
must be played with particular emphasis. 

In. the mi(IdIe of the 21kt bar commences a ritardando, which goes on enereasing as 
far as the 2 bar; just as the quavers become gradually louder and more and more 
detached. - 

The shake on the pause must be continued for at least four complete bars of the 
1)rescribed time; becoming always softer and slower, so that its last notes, as also the 
three little concluding notes may appear about as slow as erotchets in an Andante 
movement.  

II. The remainder in strict time. 

Figure 7-6 - Czemy's expressive use of ritardando - Remarks referring to the above 
example (fig.7 - 5)27 

27  Ibid., 3/3/36. 
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Sudden transitions into another key are also singled out as needing to be highlighted by a 

tempo change (fig. 7 - 7). 

= a somewhat more tranquil degree of movement 

Figure 7-7 - Czerny's use of expressive tempo modifications to highlight a modulation28  

The modulation in bar seven in the above example should be played with a 'somewhat 

more tranquil degree of movement.'29  A passage in a new key that is to be played forte 

must be in strict time or indeed played at a slightly faster tempo. A final word of advice is 

given: 'From this the Pupil will gather that, all the rules of expression must be applied 

with judgement, and according to circumstances.'3°  

Ibid., 3/3/37. 
Ibid. 

30  Ibid., 3/3/38. 
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Summary 

For Czerny, the use of tempo flexibility was the most expressive of all interpretive 

devices and he recommended its application frequently during the course of a 

performance of a composition. Czerny's list of suitable musical situations where the 

application of tempo flexibility is appropriate provides an invaluable guide to the 

contemporary performer. Of particular note in the extended examples provided by 

Czerny, are the few times that expressive tempo modifications are indicated in the score. 

In the example in Figure 7 - 5 Czerny suggests tempo modifications for two thirds of the 

bars in the piece, yet not one such instruction is found in the score to indicate that this is 

required. 

In the following example by Fernando Sor, I have suggested how a number of Czerny's 

ideas of tempo flexibility may be applied (figs. 7 - 8 and 7 - 9). The keys below apply the 

lettering used for the application of ritardandi provided by Czerny and given in their 

entirety on pages 216 and 217. 

In those passages which contain the return of the principal subject. 

In those passages which lead to some separate member of a melody 

e. Immediately after a pause 

g. In embellishments, consisting of very many quick notes, which we are unable to 

force into the degree of movement first chosen. 31  

31  Ibid., 3/3/33,34. 
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Suggestions for accelerandi are drawn from the list provided by Czerny of possible 

circumstances where a performer might apply this interpretive device. The list is 

given in its entirety on page 212. Czerny did not list these attributes by number or 

letter so in this example I have given each of the selected attributes a number that 

corresponds with their original position on the Czerny list. 

I. Sudden cheerfulness 

Hasty or curious interrogations, 

Impatience 

Incipient anger 

Fixed and powerful resolution 
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Figure 7-8 - Fernando Sor: Souvenirs d'une Soirée a Berlin Op. 56, Introduction; pg.132  

Fernando Sor, The Complete Works for Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
Vol.7 Pg.12. 
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Recording 7-3 (Track 17) - Fernando Sor: Souvenirs dune Soirée Berlin Op. 56; 
Introduction 
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Chapter 8 - A Lesson with Hummel: Tempo Rubato 

Tempo Flexibility 

In his Complete Theoretical and Practical Course 0/ Instruction of the Art of Playing the 

Piano Forte of 1827, Hummel discriminates between a correct and beautiful style of 

playing; the latter also referred to as expressive. Hummel further explains this style: 

Expression relates immediately to the feelings, and dcnotcs in the player a capacity and 
thcility of displaying by his performance, and urging to the heart of his audience, 
whatcver the Composer has addressed to the feelings in his production, and which the 
performer must also feel after him; points which can be intimated only by general terms, 
having but little precision in them, and which usually are of service to those only who 
have these things already within them. If such be the case, it will follow, that expression 
may be awakened indeed, but properly speaking, that it can neither be taught nor 
acquired; it dwells within the soul itself, and must be transferred directly from it into the 
performance 

Such a beautifully evocative but frustratingly imprecise statement suggests that what is to 

follow will be of little practical use, but a number of specific and useful 

recommendations are provided.2  Hummel stresses the importance of singing to obtain 

'pure, correct, and critical musical feeling.'3  He further draws the reader's attention to 

the number of great composers who were singers in their youth including Mozart, both 

Haydns and Gluck. 

'Johann Nepomuk Ilummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Cou,se o,f Instruction qi  tile Art of 
Playing the Piano Forte (London: J. Boosey and Co.. 1827), 3/2/1/39. 
2  Such romanticised descriptions are not only found in period methods but also in contemporary methods. 
The following extract is from Vol. I of Scott Tenant's Pumping Nylon. Unlike the Hummel method 
however, it is not followed by any significant amount of specific interpretive advice. 
'Music is the most powerful of all the arts. It instantly stirs up emotions, conjures visions, and offers 
glimpses of other, higher dimensions. It arouses men to hattle kindles amorous passions in lovers; soothes 
a baby to sleep comforts us when we grieve. It engages our hearts and our minds, and can bring out the 
best that we are. One can safely presume that not a single emotion, not any human or natural event, has 
been left undocumented by music.' (pg. 94) 

Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course otinstruction o/the Art of Playing the Piano 
Forte, 3/2/1/39. 
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In his list of warnings he draws particular attention to players who attempt to create a 

false sense of musicality by ill-considered use of two widely employed interpretive 

techniques: 'by a capricious dragging or slackening of the time, (tempo rubato), 

introduced at every instant and to satiety;' continuing, 'by an overloaded decoration of 

the passages of melody, until the air and character is often no longer perceptible.'4  He 

cautions players not to fall into these tasteless excesses. In relation to changes of tempo 

he further adds: 

The Allegro requires a brilliancy, power, precision in delivery, and sparkling elasticity in 
the fingers. Singing passages which occur in it ... may be played with some little 
relaxation as to time, in order to give them the necessary effect, but we must not deviate 
too strikingly from the predominating movement, because, by so doing, the unity of the 
whole will suffer, and the piece degenerate into a mere rhapsody.5  

As noted in the 'Lesson with Czerny' such warnings when viewed from our 

contemporary context are easily misinterpreted. It was shown that similar warnings by 

Czerny still allowed a considerable degree of tempo flexibility to be applied. It became a 

matter of course for writers of this period to censure playing that demonstrated an 

excessive use of a specific expressive device so as to ensure that 'pure, correct, and 

critical musical feeling' were pre-eminent in the mind of the performer. It becomes 

evident that there was a tendency for such exaggerated styles of playing in performances 

of the period. Wolfgang Mozart describes such a situation on hearing the daughter of the 

Viennese piano maker Stein, where excessive tempo changes and many other musical 

and technical 'transgressions' were accompanied in performance by exaggerated physical 

movements. 

Ibid., 3/2/1/40. 

Ibid. 
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Anyone who sees and hears her play and can keep from laughing, must, like her father be 
made of stone. For instead of sitting in the middle of the clavier, she sits right up opposite 
the treble, as it gives her more chance of flopping about and making grimaces, She rolls 
her eyes and smirks. When a passage is repeated, she plays it more slowly the second 
time. If it has to be played a third time, then she plays it even more slowly.6  

Mozart's reaction to this vacuous, exhibitionist style of playing indicates he considered 

the gross exaggeration of this expressive tempo flexibility unacceptable, not that he was 

opposed to expressive use of tempo flexibility itself. In the example of Maria Stein's 

playing it is clear that an unusually exaggerated, albeit comical, style is being referred to. 

Mozart's description of Maria Stein's playing also gives an idea of what leading 

pedagogical figures such as Czerny and Hummel were possibly warning against and what 

was clearly the practice of some performers. 

As noted in a 'Lesson with Czerny', Czerny viewed tempo flexibility as one of the most 

important interpretive devices available to the performer and prioritised it accordingly. 

Even though not presented in the same manner by Hummel, it is still the first interpretive 

device to be considered in the second section of his Art of Playing the Piano Forte, 'On 

Musical Performance in General'. The need to have the tempo changes integrated 

holistically into the composition is stressed in a similar manner by both authors. Czerny 

in 1 839 in his Piano Forte School and Hummel in 1 827 in his Piano Forte Course both 

recommend the use of tempo flexibility as a powerful expressive device but with 

warnings advocating its judicious use. Again, not necessarily inferring that the technique 

should be unduly restricted, only that its use to excess, to the point where structural unity 

may suffer, was to be avoided. 

"Quoted from: Sandra P kosenblum, Pertir,nancc  Practice iii Classic Piano Music (Bloomington 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988; reprint. 1991). 23. 
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In his piano method Hummel quotes an extended passage from the Allegro moderato of 

his piano concerto in A minor op. 85, highlighting specific moments where tempo 

flexibility can be used to good effect. In the 96 bars of the Allegro moderato a wide range 

of tempo modifications are recommended as outlined below. 

Allegro moderato 

Bars 1-6 

Notated Instructions: From here, in a somewhat moderated degree of movement. (fig. 8 - 

1) 

.11legro moderato. 
- 

Jçstuined CM 
____ 

.. From here, in a soinewht ino&erated degree of inovement. 

Figure 8-1 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course; 33/ 3 / 2 / 43 
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Bars9& 10 

Notated Instructions: with energy (fig. 8 - 2) 

A rhythmic passage with dotted quavers / demiserniquaver patterns; 

Figure 8-2 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A in/nor Op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 43 

Bars 11 - 14 

Notated Instructions: in an expressive and melodious style (fig. 8 - 3) 

Slower moving passage with simple quaver accompaniment: 

A 

Figure 8-3 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A in/nor Op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 43 
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Bars 19 - 22 

Notated Instructions:from here, something quicker and more marked (fig. 8 - 4). 

An energetic semiquaver passage with added sforzandi, 

Figure 8-4 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 43 

Bars 33 - 35 

Notated Instructions: somewhat slower and in a singing style (fig. 8 - 5). 

A section that also contains freer notated groups including a group of ten semiquavers 

and a group of twelve semiquavers. A simple quaver accompaniment is maintained 

throughout. 

— ---------- . + 

sornhat s l6wer iid in a S1flgin style. 

Figure 8-5 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 44 
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Bars 46 - 49 

Notated Instructions: somewhat accelerated (fig. 8 - 6). 

A passage in running semiquavers; 

A Jr / 40, ir ± • ±' 

somewhat accelerated 

11 

Figure 8-6 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Coi,ie 33/ 3 / 2 / 45 

Bars 65 - 69 

Notated Instructions: the middle period somewhat slower and with tender feeling 

(fig. 8 - 7) 

As in the previous melodic section, a combination of slower moving figures and ornate 

figuration, including a group of six, and a group of eleven semiquavers are used. This 

section is prepared with two bars marked ritardando assai which itself is preceded with a 

decrescendo to piano. 
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the middle period soinewh.it dower and with tenth r feeling. 

92 ii! 

1%) aoice PP  

- - do asai J3j fl [jii-j .1.flTfl nT -t 

Figure 8-7 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 46 

Bars 73 - 76 

Notated Instructions: quicker and with spirit (fig. 84). 

A section marked risoluto with a rhythmic march like figuration interspersed with 

semiquaver arpeggio patterns: 

Figure 8-8 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 46 
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Bars 90 -96 

Notated Instructions: somewhat relaxing in the time, as preparatoly to the cadence in the 

principal passage, which must be plai'ed as /ir as the end of the solo with fire, and in 

strict lime (fig. 8 - 9). 

Flowing serniquavers leading to a perfect cadence preparing the final four bars to be 

played with fire. 

- ..................... . oco 

Cl 
__ 

8f ..P somewhat rel,xthg in the time, as preparatory to the cadence in the principal passage, which must 
- 

rf 
be played as far as the end of the Solo with fire, and in strict time. 

Figure 8-9 - J.N. Hummel: Piano Concerto in A minor op. 85; A Complete Theoretical 
and Practical Course 33/ 3 / 2 / 47 



Summary 

Hummel stresses the importance of an expressive performance and the ability of the 

performer to be able to communicate this with an audience. The use of tempo 

modifications was an essential and effective way of achieving this interpretive outcome. 

Hummel cautions against over use of this expressive device advising the performer not to 

'deviate too strikingly from the predominating movement,'7  but as we saw in 'A Lesson with 

Czemy' even with such restraint tempo changes may well have exceeded what is now 

common in contemporary practice. Even though Hummel does not give an exact 

proportion as to how much the prevailing tempo can be changed the large number of 

circumstances under which he suggests the expressive use of tempo modification can be 

applied suggests that he used the device frequently. 

Integration of tempo changes into the natural flow of the music was seen by Hummel as 

an important interpretive skill. This would need to be done in such a way so as to make 

them seem a natural, organic part of the musical dialogue. Dominant contemporary 

practice would potentially view the number of tempo changes proposed in the example 

above as intrusive and expressively excessive. A more limited use of tempo changes 

such as at cadential points and phrase endings would characterise a contemporary 

interpretation of such a work. If however the tempo changes Hummel suggests are 

carefully integrated a cohesive end result can be achieved, and the 'joints' fading into the 

Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano 
Forte, 3/2/1/40. 
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background, thus becoming 'transparent' ensuring that Hummel's 'unity of the who1e' 

does not suffer. 

Ibid. 
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Chapter 9 - A Lesson with Garcia: Tempo Rubato 

In his New Treatise on the Art of'  Singing Manuel Garcia also makes a valuable 

contribution to the prevailing discourse of the period arguing for the need for an 

expressive and communicative performance. Under the heading 'On Expression Added to 

Melody' Garcia states: 

Exprcssion is the grcat law of art. Vain would be the cfforts of an artist to excite the 
passions of his audience, unless he showed himself powerfully affected by the very 
feeling he wished to kindle; for emotion is purely sympathetic. It devolves, therefore, 
upon an artist to rouse and ennoble his feelings, since he can only appeal successfully to 
those analogous to his own. 

Later Garcia lists a range of 'modes in which passion develops itself.'2  A number of these 

are of particular interest to the instrumentalist; 

• Use of different timbres 

. Modification of articulation 

• Elevation or depression of the sound 

• Different degrees of intensity 

Garcia considered the modification of rhythm and tempo as fundamental expressive 

resources for the performer. Commencing the section in his treatise 'On Time', Garcia 

outlines his position clearly: 

Anna Maria Cellini, in her Grammar of Song, remarks, - "II tempo è / 'anime del/a 
inusica." [Time is the soul of music]. This is true for Time gives regularity, firmness, and 
ensemble to music, while irregularities add interest and variety to its execution. Time, or 

Manuel Palricio Rodriguez Garcia, Garcia Ncv' Treatise on the Art of Singing, trans. Donald V. Paschke 
(London: Beale and Chappel, 1847), 64. 
2  Ibid. 
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Measure, is correct, when the entire value of both notes and rests is complete; precision 
and steadiness are thus acquired - most important qualities.. 

Two particular points of interest relating to the use of expressive tempo flexibility are 

raised in Garcia's comment. 'Irregularities' in time are recognised as a way of adding 

interest and variety to a performance, as is the need for a stable framework on which 

these attributes can be effectively displayed. Of particular interest is Garcia's qualifying 

statement regarding correct Time and Measure, that is 'Time, or Measure, is correct, 

when the entire value of both notes and rests is complete'. There seems to be an inherent 

conflict between this comment and the earlier one that stated 'irregularities add interest 

and variety to its execution.' What Garcia appears to be suggesting is that a composition 

can still have an ebb and flow in relation to its overall tempo while still maintaining the 

proportional value of its notes. By necessity this would require consecutive notes to 

become progressively and proportionally longer or shorter as the tempo changed. A 

useful analogy is to compare such an expressively inflected melody to an elastic band 

where features on its surface can be stretched or compressed but always retain their 

inherent proportions. This principle can be applied on the macro level to the accelerando 

and ritardando and on the micro level within an individual bar or within a small group of 

bars. 

In his treatise Garcia classifies time into three categories; 'regular', 'free' and 'mixed'. ' 

Each of these will be reviewed examining Garcia's musical examples. Examples will also 

Ibid., 49. 
lbid., 50. 
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be drawn from the guitar repertoire of the period where such approaches to the treatment 

of time are mirrored, and where Garcia's interpretive practices can potentially be applied. 

Garcia's First Category of Time - Regular Time 

Time is regular when an air is characterized by a very decided rhythm, which rhythm 
is usually composed of notes of short duration.5  

The following example is provided: 

(A) FIGARO. 

____________________________________ 
MOZART. 

I Nozze di Figaro.  

Non piil andrai far - fal - lo Rea- mo - ro - so. 

Figure 9-1 - Manuel Garcia: First Category of Time, Regular Time; Example 16 

This example is a well known theme with a prominent rhythmic element (that is . 

In this case the theme could be referred to as having a dominant rhythmic character 

which needs to be clearly highlighted and articulated. A further example shows a passage 

with an accompaniment which also has a highly rhythmic character indicating that a 

dominantly rhythmic approach is required (fig. 9 - 2). 

(A) OTELLO. 

llossiN!. 
Otelto. 

Figure 9-2 - Manuel Garcia: First Category of Time, Regular Time; Example 2 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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Comparable examples can be found in both the music of Giuliani and Sor (fig. 9 - 3). 

jutti.  

AF To SO  

r 
I i r •- 

Figure 9-3 - Manuel Garcia: First Category of Time, Regular Time; Example 3 - Mauro 
Giuliani: Concerto op. 30; 1 / 106— 110— A theme with dominant rhythmic 
characteristics8  

Recording 9-1 (Track 18) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto op. 30; i / 106 - 110 

The previous example also contains examples of Garcia's Third Category of Time as 

discussed below. A notable feature of Giuliani's music is that he very rarely maintains an 

unbroken rhythmic approach; his more rhythmic passages tend to be interspersed by 

lyrical interludes, even if the dominant tempo is fast. The above example from Giuliani's 

op. 30 (fig. 9 - 3) demonstrates the juxtaposition of the rhythmic and the lyrical, 

requiring a change in interpretive approach from one to the other. That is: 

Rhythmic: Elements of the theme with a strongly rhythmic character need to be 

played with clarity of articulation that clearly highlights the rhythmic 

characteristics. 

Lyrical: Elements of the theme with a more melodic character may be played with 

a degree of freedom in relation to the rhythm. 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.26. 
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The following example from Sor's Op.16 has a rhythmic, fanfare like figure in the upper 

voices which becomes the dominant interpretive feature (fig. 9 - 4). In the second half of 

bars 21, 23, 25 and 27 this figure relaxes and allows for a momentary ritardando 

preparing for the next rhythmic entry. Sor himself added the word pin at bar 26 to 

indicate an increased intensity as the music moves to the relative minor. In this case he 

does not use the more common term piu mosso (more movement) which suggests that he 

wanted an increase in intensity across a range of expressive features that was up to the 

performer to determine. 

= Rhythmic figure relaxes and allows for a momentary ritardando 
preparing for the next rhythmic entry 

Figure 9-4 - Manuel Garcia: First Category of Time, Regular Time; Example 4 - 
Fernando Sor: Op. 16; Introduction; 20 - 27 

Fernando Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, ed. Frederick M. Noad (New York: Golden Music Press, 1976), 
122. 
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Garcia's Second Category of Time - Free Time 

Secondly, time is free, when, like discourse, it follows the impulse of passion and accents 
of prosody.'°  

No notated example is given but Garcia suggests recitative and chanting as examples of 

free time. These types are clearly identified by composers through the use of free, non-

barred notation, or by the use of such terms as 6 piaéere (at your leisure). The following 

examples of Garcia's Second Category of Time are from Giuliani's Op. 30 and Sor's Op. 

16(figs. 9-5 and 9-6). 

0. 

L- 'I P i 

Figure 9-5 - Manuel Garcia: Second Category of Time, Free Time; Example 1 - Mauro 
Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; iii / 19111 

Unbarred notation allows the application of Garcia's recommendation 'like discourse it 

follows the impulse of passion and accents of prosody."2  

Recording 9-2 (Track 19)- Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; iii / 191; Cadenza 

10  Garcia, Garcia's New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 50. 
Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.26. 

12  Garcia, Garcia's New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 50. 
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a 

Figure 9-6- Manuel Garcia: Second Category of Time; Example 2 - Fernando Sor: 
Op.ló Var.! / 18 (a piaere) 13 

Recording 9-3 (Track 20)- Fernando Sor: Op.16 Var.! / 18 (thpiaéere) 

Garcia's Third Category of Time - Mixed Time 

Thirdly, time is mixed when the feelings cxpressed in a piece exhibit frequent 
irregularities of movement, as is often the case in tender, melancholy sentiments. In such 
pieces, the value of notes is generally long, and the rhythm but little perceptible. 14 

The following example is provided: 

(B) EDGATwo. -. - - - 

DONIZETTI. 
Lucia. 

-' Larg1tet.io. 

Fra p0 - co a me - ri - Co - ye - ro (Ia ri. no - gletto a vol - to. 
bien - tot 1'her-be des champs croi-tra stir ma pierre i - so - lé - e. 

- 

-- —49  

a Tempo. a T:npo. 

Figure 9-7 - Manuel Garcia: Third Category of Time, Mixed Time; Example 1 1 

In this passage the accompaniment is sparse and only interjects between the melodic 

passages. This allows a free performance of the melodic passages, at the leisure of the 

3  Sor, Feuiia#iclo Sor O. 1-20. 125. 
14  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art of Siiii,'ing, 50. 
' Ibid. 
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B 

WN  

A B R1 A 

VIA 

performer (apiacere). These passages from Giuliani's Op. 36 and Sor's Op. 9 suggest a 

similar treatment (fig. 9 - 8) 

A = Opportunity to insert a brief cadenza 

B = Soloist has complete freedom to apply tempo flexibility 

B contd. 

 

Figure 9-8 - Garcia's Third Category of Time, Mixed Time; Example 2 - Mauro Giuliani: 
Concerto Op. 36; i / 100 104l6 

Recording 9-4 (Track 21) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36; i / 100 -104 

The accompaniment in this extract from Giuliani's Op. 36 gives the soloist complete 

freedom to apply tempo flexibility in the intervening solo passages (fig. 9 - 8). In fact not 

doing so and playing the passage metronomically would be contrary to the intent of the 

16  Mauro Giuliani, Secondo Concerto in La Maggiore Per Chitarra E Archi Op. 36, ed. Ruggero Chiesa 
(Milano: Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, 1973), 11. 
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passage as perceived by Garcia, and by stylistic association, by Giuliani. The fermata 

following each solo passage would also give the soloist the opportunity to insert a brief 

cadenza. 

In the following passage from Fernando Sor's Op.9, a declamatory rhythmic motif (bars 

I & 2) alternates with a freer cantabile passage marked do/ce (bars 3 & 4). Even though 

not marked as such, bars 7 & 8 can be interpreted in the same manner as suggested by 

Garcia when a piece exhibits 'frequent irregularities of movement'. 

B 

INTRODUCTION. 
F. S0 1i  

A = Declamatory rhythmic motif 

B = Freer cantabile passage 

C = Possibility of a freer cantabile passage 

Figure 9-9 - Garcia's Third Category of Time, Mixed Time; Example 3 - Fernando Sor: 
Introduction and Variations on a Theme by Mozart Op. 9: Introduction; 1 817 

Recording 9-5 (Track 22) - Fernando Sor: Introduction and Variations on a Theme by 
Mozart Op. 9; Introduction; I - 8 

I previously suggested that the use of the term do/ce, as in the extract above (Fig 9 - 9), 

implied the use of expressive tempo flexibility. 

Sor, Fernando Sor 0/). 1-20, 60. 
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Garcia's Third Category of Time is of particular interest as it occurs commonly but is 

often the least obvious. Category One rhythms can be identified by the presence of 

thematic elements which have a clear rhythmical property and Category Two rhythms by 

their unique notational characteristics or specific directions. Category Three rhythms 

however are less easily identified and need the performer to apply discretionary power. 

An interpretive dilemma arises as the contemporary performer has the tendency to apply 

contemporary performance practices to this category. This is particularly notable at a 

micro expressive level, reducing overall the contrast between the changing 'character' of 

the sections. Garcia presents Third Category of Time in a manner that makes it equal in 

importance to types one and two. It is First and Second Category of Time, however, 

which pass through our stylistic filters more fluidly and so are more easily assimilated 

into twentieth century practice. Garcia's First Category of Time and Second Category of 

Time are possible to notate in the text with a deal of clarity. This aligns well with the 

contemporary concept of a text based interpretation. 

In the recorded examples of Garcia's Third Category of Time, I have presented two 

possible versions of each of the extracts: 

A version adopting contemporary performance practices with a minimal use of 

tempo flexibility 

A version adopting the freer rhythmic approach suggested by Garcia 

In the extract from Giuliani's Concerto Op.  30 given as an example of Garcia's First 

Category of Time (fig. 9 - 3), 1 noted that there were also present within the extract, 
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examples of Garcia's Third Category of Time. Analysing the same extract in full score 

suggests some additional interpretive possibilities (fig. 9- 10). 

A B C 

Chit. 

vni 
II 

Vie 

Vc. 

Cb. 

A = Light, non-rhythmic accompaniment giving the soloist interpretive freedom 

B = Relaxation of tempo 

= Return of rhythmic movement 

0  = Light accompaniment 

Figure 9-10 - Garcia's First and Third Categories of Time - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto 
Op. 30 i / 106— 110 

Mauro Giuliani, Primo Concerto in La Maggiore Per Chitarra E Orchestra Op.30, ed. Ruggero Chiesa 
(Milano: Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, 1977), 24, 25. 
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The accompaniment is light and serves a dual function, to enable the first entry of the 

soloist to be clearly heard, but of greater significance, allowing the soloist to make a 

powerful musical statement which includes the use of expressive tempo flexibility. 

Commenting on the operatic style of the soloist's entry in Mozart's first violin concerto 

K 207, Robert Levin noted: 

Of course this in instrumental terms is really remarkable, in vocal terms and operatic 
terms it is absolutely standard. The moment of personal privilege of the diva is shown by 
saying 'I bow to no one, not even this orchestra, if I feel like being grand, or being 
melancholy, the fact you have done this splendid thing is of no importance to me.19  

Parallels can be drawn with the operatic/vocal style of the entry of the soloist in 

Giuliani's Concerto Op.  30 (see below), strengthening the link between Giuliani's 

compositions and the Italian vocal style as represented by Garcia. The passage in bars 

107 & 108 of the Giuliani Concerto Op. 30 is clearly rhythmic in character. 

:1P -- - -- - - 

This is Garcia's 'Category One Time' with its 'very decided rhythm', and should 

therefore be played in a manner that highlights this rhythm character. This rhythmic 

approach is relaxed on beats I - 3 of bar 108 and a ritardando can be applied. (see 

below) 

• 
N- 

19 Mozart (London: BBC, NVC Arts, 1997). 
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This is utilizing Garcia's Third Category of Time, which is still easily accompanied by 

the orchestra. In bar 109 the music returns to a passage with a strongly rhythmic 

character, Garcia's First Category of Time. The rhythmic character of the bar is 

highlighted by the accompaniment which adds emphasis to the main structural beats, that 

is beats one and three. At bar 110 the music relaxes into Garcia's Third Category of 

Time and once this category is understood, it is easily recognisable both aurally and in 

the score, and so can be easily accompanied by the orchestra. 

Refer to Recorded Example 18 

Garcia continues his discussion of rhythmic flexibility by considering possibilities where 

irregularity of time can add expression to a passage. Garcia suggests a number of 

situations where irregularities in the rhythm can be used to enhance expression in a 

performance, including:20  

• rallentando 

• accelerando 

• ad libitu,n 

• apiacere 

• col canto 

• etc 

20  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art at Singing. 50. 
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(I have included the last point to suggest that this list is far from exhaustive and that other 

options would have been instinctively understood by inference by the performers of the 

period) 

Under the heading 'On Rallentando' Garcia comments: 

Rallentando expresses decrease of passion, and consists in slackening the rapidity of a 
measure in all the parts at once, in order to enhance its grace and elegance. It is also used 
as a preparation for the return of a theme or melody.2 ' 

The following example is given: 

RosslNl.—Gv.il.iaume Tell. 
Tempo lmc 

A ses re - gards cachons nos pleura je non dois plus qua nos mal-beurs oh del 
GuxLLAelE. rail. smorzando. 

ffk -ik - - - 
 

- Tempolmo 

Et que du mains cette jour - ne un peuple échappe a ses mat - heurs, et que du moms u - ne jour-ne un peuple echappe a sea mal-heurs. 

Figure 9-1 1 - Garcia's use of rallentando 

The second subject from Giuliani's Grand Overture Op.  61 analysed in Chapter four, is 

an example where a more relaxed tempo is interpretively appropriate, suggesting the 

possibility of expressive use of the tempo rubato. The recordings analysed showed a 

range of tempo changes for the second subject from 7% to 24%. The smaller tempo 

changes were associated with performances applying contemporary practices; the larger 

tempo changes with performances applying period performance practices as suggested by 

authors including Garcia. The contemporary performances however, unlike their 

'historically informed' counterparts, did not utilize the micro expressive tempo rubato. 

The following example by Sor from the rondo of his Fantaisie Op. 4, has a passage 

where a similar use of Garcia's ritardando could be effective, 

2]  Ibid. 
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95 
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1070  Nih 

ci .iuit.i 

Figure 9-12 - Garcia's ritardando and accelerando; Fernando Sor: Fantaisie op. 4; 
Rondo / 80 1! 322 

Recording 9-6 (Track 23) - Fernando Sor: Fantaisie Op. 4; Rondo / 80 - 113 

In this extract (fig. 9 - 12) as the ininore is approached at bar 90, a ritardando is 

introduced, establishing a slower tempo for the minore proper. The move back towards 

the key of C major that commences as the dominant of the key is reached at bar 102 can 

be accompanied by an accelerando, returning the music to its original tempo. 

22  Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, 21, 22. 
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Under the heading 'On Accelerando' Garcia notes: 

Accelerando is the reverse of rallentando, as it increases the velocity of a movement, and 
adds greater spirit and vivacity to the effect.23  

In a footnote he gives the following written example: 

In the quintet of Beatrice di Tenda, the forty-four last bars constantly increase in rapidity. 
Donizetti's music, and above all Bellini's, contain a great number of passages, which, 
without indications either of ralleniando or accelerando, require both to be employed.24  

The length of the accelerando is worth noting, a total of forty four bars, a significantly 

more expansive accelerando than would be current practice. The reference to the 'great 

number of passages' is of note, indicating that it was again a common interpretive 

practice of the period. The acceptance that this was an extensive and commonly used 

effect could also account for the lack of expansion on the topic. Compared with Garcia's 

discussion on the use of tempo rubato, it would have seemed unnecessary; stating the 

obvious. It is also worth considering that both an accelerando and ritardando are easier 

to achieve than the tempo rubato that Garcia proceeds to discuss. A well handled, 

progressive and musically well judged accelerando or ritardando blends into the musical 

flow almost 'imperceptibly'. When the use of the technique is badly judged it can 

however have a shocking and disruptive effect. The following example (fig. 9 - 13) by 

Giuliani suggests a similar approach in the use of a protracted accelerando and 

crescendo: 

23  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 50. 
24  Ibid. 
Beatrice Di Tenda composed by Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835) received its first performance at the Teatro 
La Fenice, Venice, on 16 March 1833 with Giuditta Pasta in the title role. Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) 
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The coda can be preceeded by a ritartando,  

-I paving the way for the extended crescendo and 
accelerando that occurs over the next 29 bars. ,. 

LL- Li- 
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Figure 9-13- Garcia's Crescendo and Accelerando - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations for 
Guitar on an Original Theme Op.  62; Coda25  

Recording 9-7 (Track 24) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations for Guitar on an Original 
Theme Op.  62; Coda 

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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This extract from Giuliani's Theme and Variations op. 62 provides an extended 

crescendo which, following Garcia's recommendations, could also be accompanied by an 

accelerando. The whole coda lasts for twenty nine bars, not quite the length of the 

passage from l3ellini's Beatrice di Tenda referred to by Garcia, but one lending itself to 

similar interpretive treatment. Recalling Garcia's advice regarding accelerandi and 

crescendi: 'a great number of passages, which, without indications either of rallentando 

or accelerando, require both to be employed.' 

The crescendo commences in the extract from Giuliani's Op. 62 at bar 10 [A] and 

proceeds for eight bars leading to an energetic passage in triplets at bar 17 [B]. At bar 23 

Giuliani inserts the words Pht mosso (more movement), increasing the tempo another 

step [C]. The effect is further reinforced in the bar preceding the coda which allows for 

the use of a ritardando and decrescendo. This establishes a new mood on which to 

commence the twenty nine bar build up of the coda .26  This bar, with its upbeat, is marked 

piano, which already suggests such an approach (fig. 9 - 14). 

26  This is reminiscent of the effect Czeriiy creates in the example given on pgs. 224 and 225 where a 
slowing of tempo increases the impact of the section which follows, a section played with fire. 
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= Preparation for the 29 bar coda with both a ritardando and decrescendo 

Figure 9-14 - Garcia's Accelerando - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations for Guitar on an 
Original Theme Op. 62; Var.VI / 14— 16 [leading to coda] 27  

Recording 9-8 (Track 25) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations for Guitar on an Original 
Theme Op.  62; Var.V1 / 14— 16 

This combination of a crescendo with an accelerando was common practice in the period 

and may well have been heard in the compositions of such composers as Rossini. This 

pairing has become an anathema in contemporary performance practice, a change 

heralded by Stravinsky with his early quoted comment:28  

The sin against the spirit of a work always begins with a sin against its letter and leads to 
the endless follies ... a crescendo, as we all know, is always accompanied by a speeding 
up of movement, while a slowing down never fails to accompany a diminuendo.29  

A similar climatic ending can be found in the alternative coda that Sor provided to 

conclude his Op. 56, Souvenirs d'une Soirée àBerlin. (fig. 9-15) 

27  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
28  See Chaper 3 page 30 
29  Igor Stavinsky, Poetics of Music, trans. Arthur Knodel and lngolfDahl (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1942; reprint, 1982), 124. 
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This coda is preceeded by four bars marked macando (from the Italian mancare: to lose, 
to lack). This establishes a dynamic of piano and a more relaxed tempo for the beginning 
of the coda, this allows a more effective crescendo over the ensuing 45 bars. 

cresc.] 

1l+!fEI1 

a ,----#------;- . 
- 

rfnrt1 

(fortissno1   

011  

= All the notes in the chord are 'strummed with the R/H thumb 

p 

Figure 9-15 - Garcia's Crescendo and Accelerando - Fernando Sor: Souvenirs dune 
Soiree a Berlin Op. 56; Coda 30 

Recording 9-9 (Track 26) - Fernando Sor: Souveniis d'une Soirée a Berlin Op. 56; Coda 

This coda lasts for forty five bars and gives an ideal opportunity to apply a Garcian 

[Rossinian] crescendo and accelerando. Sor's dynamic markings indicate a gradual 

111 Fernando Sor, The Complete Workvti)r Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
Vol.7 Pg.21. 
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increase in volume, moving from piano through forte to double forte. The final climax is 

a powerful chordal passage. The technique recommended by Sor for playing such 

passages required the player to run the thumb of the right hand forcefully across several 

of the lower strings or all six strings. 'Sometimes, indeed, when I play with force a chord 

in which all the six strings are employed, I slide the thumb across them all with 

rapidity. ,31  This would have had a substantial dynamic impact. This technique would 

seem applicable to the chords from bar 25 onwards of the coda of Sor's op. 56. Sor, like 

Giuliani, does not mention the use of an accelerando but Garcia's recommendations 

would suggest such a combination of crescendo and accelerando would have been 

appropriate. 

Tempo Rubato 

Garcia then deals with the subject of tempo rubato. Garcia, like Turk and Quantz, some 

decades earlier still considered tempo rubato as a form of 'stealing time', where time 

taken by one note, or group of notes, must be 'paid back'. Garcia stressed that unlike an 

accelerando or ritardando where the accompaniment moves together with the soloist, the 

accompaniment must remain steady when the tempo rubato is used. Garcia considered 

the effect a powerfully expressive device: 'This distribution of notes into long and short, 

breaks the monotony of regular movements, and gives greater vehemence to bursts of 

passion. ,32  

31  Ferdinand Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 15. 
32  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 50. 
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Garcia provides the following examples which extend the earlier concept of tempo rubato 

beyond the technique of anticipating and delaying notes as discussed by Turk and 

Quantz. (See chapter 6) 

ANN A. 

DoNiz(E1T1. 
Ailcqro Mothrato. 

Ti ram men - t ii mi a cor - do glio non las - ciar ti, non Is - sciar-ti In - sin - gar. 

Garcia r 
non las - ciar - ti, non 1asciar - ti la-sin - gar. 

NINETTA. 

Rossi 

-- 

Garcij 

;iIT,te,uriU[..IIuuuuI. !IL,ci,Is.I!4 .IIkuI!IOReH 

MMAM 001 

Figure 9-16 - Garcia's tempo ruba1o33  

The previous examples show how Garcia's use of tempo rubato had moved from a form 

of delay and anticipation to a localised form of improvisation, where the soloist could 

depart significantly from the notated rhythmic values of the notes in the score. Garcia 

identifies three notable occasions where tempo ruhato might be utilized effectively34  

On appoggiaturas 

On long syllables 

On notes that are naturally salient to the harmony 

13  Ibid., 51. 
34  Ibid. 
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The first and third are of particular interest to the instrumentalist. The compositions of 

Giuliani and Sor, and indeed compositions by many early nineteenth century guitarists, 

abound with opportunities to employ these forms of tempo rubato. 

Appoggiaturas - in the Music of Fernando Sor and Mauro Giuliani 

The theme from Giuliani's Variations op. 62 gives a useful example of the application of 

Garcia's first recommended use of tempo rubato (fig. 9 - 17). The theme is dependent on 

this device if an expressive performance is to be achieved. Giuliani has deliberately 

'played' with the expressive potential of the appoggiatura, presenting it in many and 

varied guises. 
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LII 
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I r a a 51 1 

T 
a =appoggiatura 

Figure 9-17 - Garcia's tempo rubato 'the appoggiali/ra'— Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations 
on an original theme op. 62; Theme / I 16  35  

Recording 9-10 (Track 27) - Mauro Giuliani: Six Variations on an original theme Op. 62; 
Theme / I - 16 

The theme is in split common time 2/2, with two minim beats per bar. In applying tempo 

ruhato, notes within each minim beat can be freely distributed but the structural beats that 

fall on minim beats one and two must be proportionally spaced. Giuliani created this 

possibility by the choice of split common time. If the theme is played in common time, 

with four crotchet beats in each bar, the possibilities for the use of tempo ruhato are 

reduced and restricted to a lesser number of notes within the individual crotchet beats. 

Giuliani, Matim Giuliani - the Conplete Works in l'acsi,niles a/the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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In bars 1, 2, 5, 6, 12, and 13, after a rhythmic up beat, appoggiaturas appear on the first 

and second crotchet pulses within the first minim beat. These appoggiaturas can be 

highlighted by lingering on a selected one and then playing the remaining notes of the 

minim beat at a faster tempo, thus making up the 'stolen time'. In all of the following 

examples the 'lengthened' note can also be further emphasised by being played slightly 

louder, or alternatively through the use of vibrato. All these notated examples are only an 

approximation of the resulting aural effect. 

Example 1 

a = appoggiatura 

Notated version with even quavers on the first 
beat of the bar 

Example 2 

a = appoggiatura 

S., 

An almost imperceptible' lengthening of the first quaver of beat 
number one: a subtle 'leaning' on the note. 
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Example 3 

a = appoggtura 

a 
[1] [2] 

1-3 

T T 
the first quaver I I] is lengthened to heconie two 
thirds of' the quaver triple!, the hillowing quaver 1 21 
receives one third of the length of' the same quaver triplet 

Example 4 

a = appoggiatura 

1 he first note, the ap1)ogc.iaI11ra. is given the 
length of' a crotchet, reducing the 1i.11owi ng three 
notes to a quaver triplet. These three notes I I are now 
'pushed' onto the second heat of the bar. 

Example 3 above is the effect that Garcia recommends in Figure 9 - 16 in the example 

taken from Donizetti's Anna Bolena. In this example the first note of the bar is extended, 

and the following notes are compressed, in Garcia's example, to a triplet. 
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ANN A. 
4il7ro Moderato 

DoNIzErT!. 
4nnz Jiolena. 

Ti rain men - ta ii nil - o cor - do glib non las - ajar -  sn - gar. 

non las - iatinon tasciar j_1oi4in - gar. 

Figure 9-18 - Garcia's tempo rubato36  

The following extract is taken from the introduction to Sor's op. 12, a work he is 

believed to have composed in London around 1815 and dedicated to the leading piano 

virtuoso, Frederic Kalkbrenner. 

L.L1 Larphetto,  cantabile 

poco acell. 

Figure 9-19 - Garcia's tempo rubato 'the appoggiatura' - Fernando Sor: Fourth 
Fantaisie op. 12: Introduction / 1 - 837 

The first appoggiatura (double) is introduced on the second dotted crotchet beat of bar 1 

[A] (see Fig. 9-19). This pair of notes can be accented or, for a more powerftil effect, 

36  Garcia, Garcia's New Treatise on the Art qf Singing, 51. 
37  Sor, Fernando Sor Op.I-20, 88. 
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delayed, and played slightly after the bass note on the second dotted crotchet beat, which 

gives the effect of a singer taking a breath. The chord formed with the double 

appogglatura can also be arpeggiated highlighting the effect by again delaying the notes 

of the appoggiatura. 

Example I 

a = appogglatura 

Wa• '- • rw._____ i 

Original notation with a crotchet 
on the first two quaver pulses of 
the second beat of the bar 

Example 2 

The appoggiatura [a] is emphasised but remains 
metrically on the second dotted crotchet beat of 
the bar. There may be a breath taken before playing 
this chord 
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Example 3 

.. 7 7 • •/ 7
= The appoggiatura is delayed sounding 

slightly after the bass note on the 
second dotted ctrotchet beat. 

Example 4 

S ......!! .- . W. —  WE 

The chord on the second dotted crotchet beat of the bar, which 
includes the appoggiatura is arpeggiated, which has the effect of 
progressively delaying the upper notes of the chord. 
The upper two voices, the appoggiaturas, as a result are sounded last, 
these notes may also be given a slight accent to highlight their dislocation from 
the beat.This particularly applies to the highest melody note [1]. 

Recording 9-1 1 (Track 28) A - D - Fernando Sor: Fourth Fantaisie op. 12; Introduction; 
Appoggiaturas 

The appoggiatura on the third quaver of the second bar in Figure 9-19 is notated as an 

ornamental note, a semiquaver [B]. At this point the composer has introduced a specific 

point of musical interest, the effect of which is enhanced if it is highlighted. The 

appoggiatura can be played on the third quaver pulse of the bar and combines with the 

chord, thereby emphasising its dissonant effect. The appoggiatura then moves to the 

following melody note as one of a pair of semiquavers. 

WE 



l(.]liit1i 

EM-1 

A similar approach may be taken in regard to the appoggialuras in bars 5 and 6 which are 

also notated as ornamental notes: see [D] and [E] in Figure 9-19. 

-iii 

W'&r •T I r _,r ui • I.PT r•— • u 

MINE 
IM 

o ~~m  M 

.r — •Ipprr .rn  

Recording 9-12 (Track 29) - Fernando Sor: Fourth Fantaisie Op. 12, Introduction; 
Appoggiaturas 

Note the added sense of movement in bar three where no appoggiaturas are used. The 

sense of movement however, is soon pulled back by the appoggiatura at the beginning of 

bar four [C] (see Fig. 9-19). In bar four the first quaver is held slightly longer and then 

the following two quavers become part of a ritardando that leads to the second beat of 

bar four. 



The 'appoggiatura-less' bar seven with its upbeat lends itself, as suggested by Garcia, to 

an accelerando which leads to the perfect cadence in the dominant key at bar eight. This 

establishes a quicker tempo for the next section which commences on the dominant key. 

Notes that are Naturally Salient to the Harmony - Sor and Giuliani 

Sor's well known exercise op. 35 # 22 38  offers many opportunities to apply Garcia's 

recommendation for the use of tempo rubato to highlight 'salient' harmonies (fig. 9 - 20). 

38  This study became well known as 'study number 5' through Andres Segovia's edition of twenty selected 
studies by Sor. Before the appearance of facsimile editions of Sor's music Segovia's edition was a mainstay 
of the guitar student and performer. 
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42 

-ll 
201  

4  

I- 

1451 

-, Figure 9-20 - fernando Sor: Exercise Op. 35 #2239  

Recording 9-13 (Track 30) - Fernando Sor: Exercise Op. 35 # 22 / 1-16 

Sor, The Complete Works/or Guitar, Vol.5 Pg.36 
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A number of such harmonies can be selected where tempo rubato can be applied as an 

expressive device. Of particular note are the changes from bars 25 to 33 where the 

harmony moves through a dramatic progression of chords until it finally resolves to the 

tonic of B minor at bar 33. Any of these changes of harmony can be selected to be 

highlighted through the use of tempo rubato. A particular chord that is commonly 

emphasised is the diminished chord that is introduced at bar 31. A pair of recordings of 

the piece made c 1925 by the Catalan guitarist Miguel Llobet (1878 - 1938) 0, makes 

frequent use of the tempo rubato; hardly a bar is untouched by this expressive device. 

Even though the use of tempo rubato in this performance might now be considered 

excessive, it is potentially closer to the performance practices of the early nineteenth 

century than many modern performances that use little expressive rubato. These modern 

performances may well have been seen as lacking in expression by musicians of the early 

nineteenth century. Llobet 'swings' the rhythm of the opening bars, almost like a 

contemporary blues musician, and achieves the following result: 

Sor: Original notation Llobet: Altered rhythm - use of rubato 

1-3 1-31 1-3 -1 -3 -3 3-1 

For the modulating passage that begins at bar 25, Llobet immediately establishes a faster 

tempo, returning to the original tempo at bar 34 prepared by a ritartando in bar 33. 

41  Miguel Llobet, The Complete Guitar Recordings 1925- 1929 (Columbus: Chanterelle Verlag, 1991). 
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In Giuliani's Grand Overture Op.  61, the C major episode that commences at bar 72 of 

the Allegro Maestoso gives a number of opportunities for 'salient' changes of harmony to 

be highlighted by the use of tempo riibaio. The following extract from this section 

presents a number of possibilities: 

Figure 9-21 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture 01).6I / 82— 90' 

Recording 9-14 (Track 3 1) - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.61 / 82-90 

The introduction of the flattened sixth in the harmony at bar 84 is of note as it has already 

been highlighted by Giuliani with the addition of the dynamic marking of,fhrte. 

(F). The additional use of tempo rubato strengthens the expressive quality of this 

harmony by further highlighting the dissonant interval of a major ninth formed between 

41  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles u/the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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the bass and treble parts. The changes of harmony at bars 86 and 89 can also be 

effectively treated in the same manner. 

Leading Nineteenth Century Performers and the tempo rubato 

Garcia gives an informative insight as to how tempo rubato was applied by two leading 

soloists of the period: 

Two artists of a very different class - Garcia (the author's father) and Paganini - excelled 
in the use of the tempo rubato. While the time was regularly maintained by an orchestra, 
they would abandon themselves to their inspiration, till the instant a chord changed, or 
else at the very end of the phrase.42  

Further examples are given, that provide a notated approximation of the tempo rubato 

used by Manuel Garcia snr.43  

COUNT. 
Allegro. 

Del vol - can del - Ia mi - a nen te qua! - the moo - - . tro sin - - go - lar. 

-- 

- - -. 

- - 

Figure 9-22 - Tempo Rubato in the style of Manuel Garcia Snr.44  

In this example, the tempo rubato has progressed one step further. Not only the original 

rhythm, but also the pitches have been altered. The implied element of improvisation 

associated with the tempo rubato is further highlighted. When considering these detailed 

42  Garcia, Garcias New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 51. 
43  Refer to Chapter 5, page 184 for background information regarding Manuel Garcia snr. and his 
connection with the Italian operatic tradition and leading composers in the bet canto style such as Rossini. 
44  Garcia, Garcia New Treatise on the Art of Singing, 51. 
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examples one interpretive issue becomes clear, although many alternatives were possible 

the finest performers used tempo ruhcito extensively. Not to have used it would have 

resulted in a performance that would have been perceived as lacking expression, 

unimaginative and not that which would have been associated with a fine interpretive 

artist. 

How this technique was managed is of importance and Garcia summarises this in a 

manner that would address the concerns that many of the leading teachers had about its 

misuse. Garcia referred to this approach in performance as the need for Unity. 

The musical art employs every mode of execution, yet not indiscriminately, but only 
according to the requirements of each situation and movement. This strict and intelligent 
selection of means and effects constitutcs what is called Un//v - which may be defined as 
the perfect agreement of the different parts forming a whole....Unity should be felt as 
much in the least foreseen contrasts, as in the most gradual transitions. ... Success in 
transitions depends less on the number and duration of thcir details, than on the happy 
choice and skilful employment of the111.45  

Garcia put no limits on the use of expressive devices that a performer might add; it was 

ultimately dependent on the sensitivity and intelligence of the performer to apply them 

appropriately. This reconciles all the warnings given by numerous authors during the 

early nineteenth century about the misuse of expressive tempo flexibility. Importantly 

their warnings were not specifically aimed at quantity of usage but rather its manner of 

application. Inappropriate use of this expressive resource could be as harmful to the 

musical unity as its skilful use could be to significantly enhancing the expressive capacity 

of the music. When a performance exhibits Garcia's concept of unity, all of the 

expressive effects used by the performer come into balance, and become a natural and 

41  Ibid., 69. 



organic part of the music. To all intents and purposes, in such circumstances, these 

expressive effects become 'imperceptible'. 



Part 4: 
The Sound World of the Early 19th  Century 

Instrumental Timbre 

OWES 



Chapter 10 - The Sound World of the Early 19th  Century 
Guitar: A Timbral Context 

Every historical period has a distinctive sound world to which the instruments of the 

period belong. It is this sound world which provides the composers of the period with 

their compositional 'raw material'. It is an unlikely that composers of any period of 

history would write for instruments that made them feel unduly artistically constrained. 

The limitations of instruments of any historical period are usually only perceived as such 

by later generations when comparing the instruments of an earlier historical period with 

instruments of their own period. The perceived concept of instrumental evolution is to a 

large extent a false one when the word evolution is seen as synonymous with 

improvement; the evolution usually being no more than the assimilation of technological 

developments and resulting changes to suit the performing style of a particular period. 

Contemporary instruments are the current end point of a process of change that has led to 

the development of a family of instruments that ideally suits the needs of our own times, 

a process that can be traced clearly through the twentieth century. Instruments with a full, 

evenly balanced and uniform tone, substantial volume and projection, are highly prized. 

Robert Winter, commenting on the current state of piano tone, writes: 

Around 1860, in America, Steinway brought together a number of elements that are by 
and large retained in instruments being manufactured worldwide today. The overriding 
objective was a powerful, long-lasting, even and homogenous tone.' 

Robert Winter, The 19th Century; Keyboards. in Per/ormance Practice, Music alter  1600, ed. Howard 
Mayer Brown and Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan Press, 1989), 369. 
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As a result of the uniform goals adopted by contemporary instrument makers, instruments 

made in geographically disparate regions will have a significant number of common 

timbral characteristics. The characteristics of a fine German instrument are to a large 

extent the same characteristics that make a fine American instrument. In the late 

twentieth century regional differences have become quite subtle. Whether guitars are 

made of spruce or cedar, are lattice braced or fan strutted, are the major issues of interest 

to contemporary makers and players. These issues are largely international, not regional, 

and are shared by makers and performers throughout the world. International uniformity 

is not an issue for the guitar alone, but is shared by many instruments of the late twentieth 

and early twenty first centuries. 

The regional differences between compositional styles and instrumental construction in 

the early 19th  century were far greater. The characteristics of an Italian instrument were 

quite different from those of a French instrument of the same period. An early 19t1i 

century French instrument is quite unique and is easily identifiable, both visually and by 

its timbre. 
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Figure 10- 1 - Guitar by Rene Lacote, Figure 10-2 - Guitar by Gaetano 
Paris 1 824 Guadagnini, Turin 1 837 

A late twentieth century guitar is not so clearly identifiable on these grounds. An 

instrument may be identified as the work of a particular maker, and therefore as an 

instrument from a particular country, but this only reflects the individuality of the maker, 

not specifically that of the country in which it was made. An early twenty first century 

guitar suits the musical environment in which it exists. Its volume and projection suit 
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large performance venues; its uniformity and clarity of tone reflect an established 

aesthetic and provide a sound ideally suited to the recording studio, an important 

contemporary consideration. 

The opposite characteristic, that of changing timbres across an instruments registers, is a 

feature of the early nineteenth century guitar and in its own time was not seen as a 

deficiency but as a valuable tonal resource which was exploited by composers and 

performers. In his Method, Dionisio Aguado highlighted this unique expressive feature of 

the guitar on several occasions. Under the heading 'Nature of the Guitar', Aguado 

begins: 

An instrument suited for improvisation is one which offers the imagination many means 
of expressing ideas of different kinds. The guitar is one such, owing to the variety of 
quality and volume in the sound of its strings, and the combinations which can be made 
with them.. 2  

Later developing this idea further he notes that: 

The difference in the thickness of the strings of the guitar makes it possible to combine its 
sounds so as to produce a similar effect to that produced by a combination of the violin, 
viola and bass or violoncello.3  

Aguado then summarises his view as to the key timbal characteristics of the guitar: 

The main wealth of the guitar to my way of thinking lies in the different quality of sound 
produced by each string played at different points. 

2  Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981), 5. 

Ibid., 55. 
' Ibid., 56. 
In this context Aguado is referring to the different timbral effect created by plucking the string at varying 
points along its length. Aguado recommends dividing the string from the bridge to the sound hole into 
segments equal to the width of two fingers and then experimenting with the sound produced at each point. 
The same can then be done using the width of a single finger to refine the process further. 
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Aguado clearly saw the variety of timbres available on the early nineteenth century guitar 

as both a valuable interpretive and compositional resource. If the intended timbral 

resources were to change, as happens when performing music from the early nineteenth 

century on a contemporary instrument, different interpretive and compositional 

possibilities arise. Whether as a result of this timbral transcription, the effect on an 

audience is enhanced, diminished, or is just different, is an important issue for the 

contemporary performer to consider. 

Leading composers and performers often work closely with instrument makers, and 

suggest modifications and improvements in guitar construction. Ian Watchorn draws 

attention to the working collaboration between the guitarist and composer Luigi Legnani 

(1790-1877) and the Viennese guitar maker Johann Georg Staufer (1778-1853) and the 

significant influence he had on the design of the guitars produced. 

At this time (probably 1822) Stauffcr [sic] first met the virtuoso guitarist and instrument 
maker, Luigi Rinaldo Legnani ... in 1822, Georg Stauffcr [sic], together with another 
maker Johann Erti registered a patent for improvements in the manufacture of 
guitars... [then follows a list of the improvements] The guitar described above is the 
famous "Legnani" model.. 

Fernando Sor also demonstrated a keen interest in guitar construction. In the first part of 

his Method the first three pages are dedicated to outlining his theories of guitar 

construction, indicating the importance in which he held this craft. Watchorn also draws 

attention to Sor's involvement in guitar making and his association with one of the 

leading makers of the period, Louis Panormo ( 1784-1862): 

Ian Watchorn, inventing the Modern Guitar, Johann Georg Stan//er and the Viennese School of Guitar 
Making (Darwin: Darwin International Guitar Festival, 2002), 4. 
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through the influence of the Spanish guitarist, Fernando Sor, whom he met in London, 
Panormo began to build according to the Spanish style... 

Composers are always quick to exploit new sounds offered to them by such modifications 

and improvements, by composing music that specifically exploits new timbral 

possibilities. However for every gain that is made as an instrument is modified, 

something, however small, is also lost. This process happens gradually until over a period 

of time a new instrument exists with its own unique expressive possibilities. This new 

instrument is as well suited to its own time as the earlier instrument was to its own time. 

In its gross structural features, an early nineteenth century guitar appears visually to be a 

smaller version of a contemporary guitar. An early nineteenth century guitar is still 

clearly identifiable as a guitar. By comparison a lute or Baroque guitar, closer historically 

to the early nineteenth century guitar, is visually quite a different instrument in terms of 

its gross structural features. This presents a significant problem when exploring the 

performance practice of the early nineteenth century guitar. When techniques intended 

for use on a modern guitar are applied to an early nineteenth century guitar, the results 

are often quite unsatisfactory, with both the timbral qualities of the instrument and 

interpretive outcomes being compromised. There is still however the tendency, and 

understandably so, to judge the aesthetic outcome on the basis of what is heard. A 

performer needs to work with the aurally tangible, the 'here and now'; it is all they have 

at the point of performance to shape their interpretation. The time for theoretical 

abstractions has passed, intuition, informed or otherwise, dominates this stage of the 

performance process. Such a situation would be less likely to occur with a lute or 

Baroque guitar as these instruments are visually quite distinct and therefore likely to be 
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perceived as being different instruments; the contemporary guitarist would be likely to 

assume that these instruments would therefore require an altogether different playing 

technique. 

To recreate an aural picture of the sound world of an earlier historical period is by 

necessity going to involve a process of deduction where intuition plays an important role. 

This process will be strongly influenced by learnt concepts of timbre. The level of 

success players will have in coming to terms with the technique of the early nineteenth 

century guitar will also be dependent on their ability to negotiate these learnt concepts, 

thereby developing a new set of 'timbral filters.' To effectively develop this new timbral 

perspective, players must look beyond their specific instrument and gain an 

understanding of a broader timbral context in which the earlier instruments existed. The 

degree of approximation can be reduced by reference to available primary sources and a 

willingness to learn from the instruments themselves. 

This chapter will explore the sound world of the early nineteenth century with reference 

to: 

. Original guitars from the early nineteenth century 

• Reference to the timbral qualities of other instruments of the early nineteenth 

century 

• Reference to primary source material 
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This will allow a context to be created in which the relevance of observations relating to 

timbre can be evaluated. 

The Fortepiano: A Timbral Control 

The fortepiano lends itself well to being used as an effective 'timbral control' when 

attempting to build a timbral context for the early nineteenth century. The fortepiano has 

a greater degree of tonal independence from the player in terms of its sound producing 

mechanism than that found in many other instruments. The basic sound of the fortepiano 

is largely produced by mechanical means. Extensive technical training is not required in 

respect to the basic act of producing this sound. By comparison the process of producing 

a basic sound on the oboe, the violin or guitar can be a lengthy and often arduous process. 

Early attempts at producing a sound on these instruments can often provide a rather 

unsatisfactory result. The result being perceived as unsatisfactory when compared to the 

tone produced by an accomplished player who has already developed the necessary 

physical sound producing mechanism. 

What is not being considered here is the refinement of sound that an instrumentalist may 

be capable of achieving following years of study, but rather the fundamental act of 

producing a basic, acceptable sound. In this respect the guitar is somewhat easier than 

either the oboe or violin, but the outcome is clouded by the interaction of the plucking 

finger and the combination of flesh and/or nail that is used. Nails can vary widely in 

physical characteristics and hence the sound they are capable of producing. It is also 
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possible to change the angle of attack of the plucking finger with a significant change to 

the resultant tone. Similarly, if part of the mechanism for producing the basic sound on an 

instrument includes physical features such as those required in the formation of the 

embouchure of a woodwind or brass instrument, a range of different issues arise. To 

allow these physical features to become an integrated part of a sound producing 

mechanism, a level of physical control has to be developed often requiring a lengthy 

period of training. Conversely, on the fortepiano, a player cannot modify at will the 

inbuilt mechanical process that leads to the hammer striking the string, this process does 

not have to be 'learnt'. The process the beginner employs on the fortepiano to produce a 

sound makes use of the same pre-formed mechanism as an accomplished player. How 

tones are refined and eventually linked together to create a work of art is obviously quite 

a different matter. At this point a myriad of additional technical and interpretive factors 

come into play and separate the beginner from the accomplished performer. 

A review of the timbral qualities of the early nineteenth century fortepiano can provide a 

useful point of reference in building a timbral context for the period. The results of this 

empirical, 'action based' study can be also be mapped against writings of the period that 

specifically address the issue of the timbre of the fortepiano. The veracity of present day 

observations regarding the timbre of the fortepiano can then be cross-referenced. The 

timbral benchmark created can be used to review period descriptions, and contemporary 

experiences, of the timbre of the early nineteenth century guitar. The results of this 

process will have implications both technically and interpretively that the contemporary 

guitarist will need to consider. 



The following chart provides a comparison of the key timbral characteristics of the major 

schools of fortepiano and guitar making in the early nineteenth century that will be 

explored in this chapter. The descriptors are predominantly drawn from those used by 

performers and makers - people whose use of the instruments is associated with a 

practical performance environment. 

Viennese Viennese Guitars English Spanish 
fortepianos French Guitars fortepianos Guitars 

French English 
fortepianos Guitars 

Action - flipping action6  - low8  - pushing action9  - low'0  
- shallow light 7 adjustable - deep - heavier'' 

(Stauffer)  

Attack - immediate - quick - delayed  

Articulation - speech like'2  - clean - hazy, legato - hazy 
- rhetorical 13 

- varied 
- staccato 
- rapidity of 

exeCutjOfl14  

6 Malcolm Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', in Performance Practice. Music after 1600, ed. Howard 
Mayer Brown and Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan Press, 1989), 226. 

Ian Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique' (paper presented at the 
Darwin International Guitar Festival, Darwin, Australia, 1999), 11. 

Ibid. 
Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 

10  Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 11. 
Ibid. 

12  Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 228. 
13  From the liner notes of: Geoffrey Lancaster, Beethovn Piano Sonatas (Melbourne: ABC Classics, 1995). 
14 Johann Nepomuk Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction qf the Art of 
Playing the Piano Forte (London: J. Boosey and Co., 1827), 3/2/4/64. 
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Viennese Viennese Guitars English Spanish 
fortepianos French Guitars fortepianos Guitars 

French English 
fortepianos Guitars 

Tone - clear, clean, - silvery '9  - massive - rich 
thin'5  - tinkling20  sounding - full 

- brittle sonority, loud, full2'  
- glittering, rapid - durability and 

loss of volume' ' fullness22  
- every possible 
degree of light and 
shade'7  

- round fluty '5  
____________ 

Touch - tactile, sensitive  - sensitive,  - heavy - soft26  
- speaks clearly and soft24  - less facility of 
promptly"23  execution than 

Viennese25  

Damping - very quick (leather - quick decay - long after ring - sustained 
dampers) (feather duster 

damping)  

Stringing - double strung at - light (gut) - triple strung - long string 
least two thirds up - short string quite early29  length, high 
five 8ve range27  length, low tension3°  

tensi on 

Figure 1 0-3 - Comparison of timbre of early nineteenth century guitar and fortepianos 

15 Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 
From the liner notes of: Lancaster, Beethoven Piano Sonatas. 

7 Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano 
Forte, 3/2/4/64. 

Ibid. 
19  Ferdinand Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar. trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 16. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 
22  1-lummel, A (0/np/etc Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano 
Forte, 3/2/4/64. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 11. 
25  Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical ('oi,rve of Instruction oft/ic Art of Playing the Piano 
Forte, 3/2/4/64. 
26  Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 11. 
27  Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 
26 Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 11. 
29 Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 
311 Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 11. 
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Two quite different approaches to piano making had emerged by the beginning of the 

nineteenth century: the Viennese school of fortepiano building, as epitomised in the 

pianos of Johann Andreas Stein working in Augsburg, and the English school of 

fortepiano building, well represented in the pianos of John Broadwood working in 

London. The difference in the mechanisms used was of particular note: 

The difference between these two mechanisms, and the pianos in which they were 
housed, is the difference between two quite different philosophies of piano building 
which were to last a hundred years. It is reflected not only in the music of Haydn, Mozart 
and Beethoven, as opposed to the music of Field, Dussek, Cramer and Clementi but also 
in the music of Brahms and Schumann as opposed to that of Chopin and Liszt: two 
different mechanisms for two different musical aesthetics.3 ' 

Watchorn makes an interesting parallel between the constructional aspects of these 

instruments and their interpretive use. 

Beginning with Johann Andreas Stein, and following on through the pianos of his 
daughter, Nanette Streicher, the Walters and Conrad Graf, the same tonal traits are clearly 
obvious, and praised by adherents of this school both then and now as the sound 
necessary to give the expressive edge and dynamic range needed for the interpretation of 
Viennese music.32  

A number of practical problems arise when working with period instruments or copies of 

these instruments. To what extent has the instrument been accurately restored or copied, 

how has the instrument been set up33, and to what degree of accuracy are period playing 

techniques being employed? 

' Bilson, 'The Classical Era; Keyboards', 226. 
32  Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique', 8. 
' The term 'set up' when applied to the guitar relates to issues of playability including; string gauge, height 

of strings from the fingerboard (action), spacing of the strings on the nut and bridge and the shaping of the 
fingerboard and frets. String tension is also an issue that is related to the gauge of the strings and the 
relative pitch chosen. 
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Early attempts at restoring early nineteenth century fortepianos produced results that 

seemed tonally unsatisfactory. This assessment was made when the resulting tone was 

compared, intentionally or not, to a reference timbre, i.e. the timbre of a modern 

instrument. Eventually the resulting tone of these early nineteenth century fortepianos 

had to be accepted as a reality and an intrinsic characteristic of these instruments. Bilson 

noted that early restorations of English fortepianos such as those by Broadwood caused 

such a dilemma in respect to their perceived lack of effective damping. 

When restorers began working on early English pianos they were perplexed by the fact 
that they could not make them damp very well; eventually it was surmised that perhaps 
the English pianos had in fact [not] damped with the kind of efficiency that we now 
expect.34  

It was later accepted that this was part of the inherent design of the instrument and by 

inference, part of the interpretive requirements of the music composed for these 

instruments. The technological sophistication of early fortepianos demonstrated 

considerable skill on behalf of the maker. Perceived problems with these instruments 

could not logically be assumed to result from lack of technical expertise, but rather to be 

viewed as part of the intended design of the instrument. 

The Fortepiano Action 

The action of the early I 9h  century Viennese fortepiano produced a clean, clear sound 

with a distinctive sheen. The flipping action of the 'Viennese action' combined with the 

34  Bilson, The Classical Era; Keyboards', 236. 
in the original source the word 'not' is missing from this citation, however when read in context this is 
clearly what was intended. 
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small hammers, thinly covered with leather, emphasized the upper harmonics and gave 

the instrument its characteristic sound. In addition, the dampers acted quickly, allowing 

for a highly articulate sound, suiting well the speech like musical aesthetic of the 

Viennese composers of the period. The Viennese guitars of the early nineteenth century 

also produced a light airy sound. This is characterized by the short string length 

instruments with their lighter action and touch, made by the Viennese guitar maker 

Johann Georg Staufer. 

The English fortepianos with their deeper pushing action, more heavily covered hammers 

and light damping produced a fuller, richer tone with a more pronounced sustain. Winter 

compares the differing tone and touch of these instruments: 

The Viennese instrument had a thinner soundboard, especially in the treble area, 
producing a quicker, brighter response but a correspondingly more rapid decay. Its 
hammers consisted of hard wooden cores covered by a few thin layers of leather, as 
opposed to the slender cores and generous felt covering introduced into English pianos 
around 1830 (before 1830 the English had employed thicker layers of softer leather as 
hammer coverings). The hard, light Viennese hammers greatly accentuated the upper 
partials, producing the silvery brilliance so often associated with these instruments, but 
also contributing to the short tone life. The heavier, spongier English hammer activated 
the string more slowly, thereby eliminating many of the upper partials, but producing a 
more lasting tone.35  

Hummel provided some useful comparative comments when considering the merits of 

the Viennese and English fortepianos. 

Piano-fortes, generally speaking, are constructed in two different plans, the German or 
Vienna, as it is termed and the English; the former played upon with great facility as to 
touch, the latter with considerable less ease. ... It cannot be denied that each of these 
mechanisms has its peculiar advantages. The German piano may be played upon with 
ease by the weakest hand. It allows the performer to impart to his execution every 
possible degree of light and shade, speaks clearly and promptly, has a round fluty tone, 

Winter, 'The 19th Century; Keyboards', 357, 58. 
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which in a large room contrasts well with the accompanying orchestra, and does not 
impede rapidity of execution by requiring too great all effort. ... To the English 
construction however, we must not refuse the praises due on the score of its durability 
and fullness of tone. Nevertheless this instrument does not admit of the same facility of 
execution as the German; the touch is much heavier, the keys sink much deeper, and, 
consequently, the return of the hammer upon the repetition of the note, cannot take place 
so quickIy.3  

He continues with praise of the English instrument's ability to give a melody 'a peculiar 

charm and harmonious sweetness' but notes that it lacks the capability to achieve 'such 

numerous modifications as to degree of tone'. Hummel's reference to the Viennese 

instrument's capacity to achieve numerous modifications of tone has significant 

interpretive implications to be explored later. 

The English guitar of the time, like its keyed counterpart, produced a fuller somewhat 

hazy tone. Watchorn while commenting on the string tension of early nineteenth century 

guitars makes all informative comparison between the action of the guitar and fortepiano. 

The effect of this relatively low tension and short string lengths is to permit a low string 
height above the frets. This low action and soft touch on the fingerboard is a universal 
requirement in guitar methods of the period, and parallels the light action required on the 
fortepiano of the time. Indeed, this is another interesting comparison between the tonal 
and technical ideals of London, Paris and Vienna. In London we have the pianos of 
Broadwood, Kirkman and Clementi, all with similar actions, recognisably the heaviest of 
the time (though much lighter than the modern piano). We have also the guitars of 
Panormo, Guiot, Hanbuiy, and others, all with the longest string lengths, and capacity for 
the highest string tensions of any guitars of the time - a fact that is related to the Spanish 
antecedents of the English school . 31 

French guitars of the early nineteenth century present a slight dilemma. The French 

fortepianos of the early nineteenth century were strongly influenced by the English 

approach to piano building, even employing the 'English' action. The French guitars of 

36  Hummel, A Complete Theoretical and Practical (ou,ce of Instruction 0/tile Art of Plai'ing the Piano 
3/2/4/64. 

31  Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique. 11. 
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the early nineteenth century, however, appear to reflect the Viennese approach to 

fortepiano construction.38  This could be explained by the fact that a number of the 

leading players in early nineteenth century Paris such as Matteo Carcassi (1792-1853), 

Ferdinando Carulli (1770-1841) and Francesco Molino (1768-1847) were of Italian 

origin. These players could have well bought their Italian instruments with them, which 

had already had a significant influence on the development of their Viennese 

counterparts. Ian Watchom draws attention to this lineage in the work of the leading 

Viennese guitar maker Staufer: 

His [Staufer's] first guitar model [photo 1] was very well received in Vienna. In reality, it 
is a careful copy of the first style of 6-string guitar produced by Giovanni Battista 
Fabricattore of Naples from about 1785 onwards [photo 39 

I (,iuilcii /n/ohcuuiui (,eoic 2 (,Iuhn-  /y  

'tcuui//ee 3cut,ta. ccl. 1810 /(i/),i( cu/ole. \aple.c. I 'Ii5 
(olleutioui el/he Poe ,er liii cite collect iou, 1-lolictuici. 
house lhuuce,u,uu ..Sichiei 

The Italian guitarist and musicologist Carlo Barone has suggested that a similar timbrel aesthetic can be 
achieved by using heavy gauge strings and lowering the instrument's pitch to a 1=390. Indeed this does 
achieve the desired effect but as yet I can find no evidence that a pitch of a 1 = 390 was used in early 19th 
century France. 
39  Watchom, Inventing the Modern Guitar, Johann Georg Staz4fjèr and the Viennese School of Guitar 
Making, 3. 
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Striking Point I Plucking Point 

A comparison can also be made in relation to the 'striking point' of the hammers on the 

early nineteenth century fortepiano and the 'plucking point' on early nineteenth century 

guitars. Winter points out that the 'striking point' on the instruments of Erard, Clementi 

and Broadwood give similar ratios to those found on the harpsichord, that is one 

seventeenth of the sounding length or higher. Winter notes: 

• . .thc heavier, more resilient hammer produced a more resonant, lasting tone in spite of 
the striking point. The duration of the tone was further encouraged by the purposefully 
inefficient damping system.4°  

Viennese instruments of the same period however, employed a ratio of between a seventh 

and a twelfth. When on Viennese instruments this ratio was combined with the harder 

striking surface of the lightly built hammers, a sound with a well defined fundamental 

and rich in upper partials was produced. The resulting tone however, lacked strength in 

its middle harmonics, but as Winter noted: '...it will also respond more quickly and 

require less energy.'  41  When a string is struck or plucked near its midpoint it requires less 

energy to activate it and produces a sound with a very pronounced fundamental.42  

Whereas the 'striking point' on the fortepiano is fixed, on the guitar the 'plucking point' 

can be changed by altering the position of the right hand in relation to the bridge. 

Fernando Sor in his Method gives clear recommendations as to where to pluck the string 

to obtain the optimum tone. 

° Winter, The 19th Century; Keyboards', 358. 
41  Ibid. 
42  Ibid 
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I wished to take advantage of that difference offered by the string on touching it in 
different places, and I established the common place of the hand at one-tenth of the whole 
length of the string from the bridge. At that point, its resistance being nearly as powerful 
as the impulse given to it by my finger, without a great effort I obtained a clear and 
lengthened tone without it being violent.43  

This places Sor's recommended plucking point of one-tenth of the string length in the 

same range as the striking point of the Viennese fortepianos, that is, in the range of one 

seventh to a twelfth of the string length. This would place the hand somewhat closer to 

the bridge than modem players would generally consider as the position to obtain an 

'optimal tone'. ' Sor's use of flesh however, combined with the lower string tension of 

the nineteenth century guitar, would not have produced the metallic, ponticello tone 

associated with plucking the string in this position on the modem guitar. 

Aguado also provides some useful information as to the desirable 'plucking point'. 

The strings should be plucked about six fingers from the bridge. This is where they 
should normally be plucked.45  

Six fingers while not a precise measurement would be approximately 4.5 ems. from the 

bridge This is further from the bridge than the plucking point recommended by Sor and is 

equal to approximately one-fourteenth of the string length on a guitar with a string length 

of 63cms. In considering this different plucking point however, it is important to note 

Aguado's use of flesh and nail compared to Sor's use of flesh alone. Aguado's use of 

nails would have given a brighter, more brittle timbre, better accommodated by the softer 

' Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, 15. 
' The string length of early nineteenth century guitars varied significantly but Sor is known to have 
recommended guitars by both the Parisian maker Rene Lacote and the London-based Panormo family. 
These makers commonly employed a string length of 63cm. Applying Sor's recommendation to pluck the 
string one tenth of the whole string length from the bridge the plucking point would be 6.3 cms. from the 
bridge. 
' Aguado, New Guitar Method, 15. 
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touch and tone of the strings achieved at a plucking point further from the bridge. This 

places Aguado's plucking point closer to that of the Viennese fortepiano, that is, one-

seventh to one-twelfth of the string length than that of the English fortepiano, at one-

seventeenth of the string length. 

Winter drew attention to the quick response time of the Viennese fortepiano and the low energy 

input required by the player. A similar situation exists with the early nineteenth century guitar. 

The Viennese and French instruments, due to their smaller size, require less energy to activate 

their soundboards than the more heavily built English instruments of the period. Both however, 

would still exhibit a higher degree of responsiveness than the larger more heavily built 

contemporary guitar. 

A number of factors contribute to the different level of energy input (right hand plucking force) 

required to produce a sound on the early nineteenth century and late twentieth century guitars, 

the first being the construction of the soundboard. The significantly greater mass and 

stiffiess commonly associated with the tops of most post Torres guitars impact directly on the 

energy input required to make the top vibrate. The use of fan strutting also contributes directly to 

the stiffness of the top. This method of strutting the top of the guitar in the late twentieth century, 

although not an innovation of the twentieth century was developed significantly during that 

period in a quest for louder and tonally more powerful guitars. Further mass is added to the top 

by its increased size. Figure 10 - 4 shows the light style of strutting common in the nineteenth 

century in an instrument made by Gaetano Guadagnini in 1829, and for comparison, Figure 10 - 

5 shows the strutting of a guitar by Antonio de Tones (FE 19) made in 1864. 



Back (inside) Top (underside) 

Figure 10-4 - Internal Structure - Guitar by Gaetano Guadagnini 182946 

46  Watchorn, Inventing the Modern Guitar, Johann Georg Stazf/er and the Viennese School of Guitar 
Making, 5. 
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Figure 10-5 - Antonio de Torres (1 864) - Fan Strutting 47  

47  Jose L. Romanillos and Marian Harris Winspear, Antonio De Torres 
Guitar Maker - His Li/h and Work, 1995 ed. (Westport: The Bold Strummer Ltd., 1990), 127. 
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Timbral Characteristics of the Nineteenth Century Guitar 

References to the timbral characteristics of the nineteenth century guitar in primary 

sources are few; of particular note are comments in the Methods of Fernando Sor (1820) 

and Dionisio Aguado (1843). Sor comments: 

It is not sufficient that an instrument be well constructed, the strings must be of suitable 
size for it, and must be tuned to the pitch answering to its dimensions, in order to judge of 
the quality of its tone. (If you tune a little guitar to concert pitch only, you will have a real 
kettle.) The guitar-maker, Manuel Martinez of Malaga, on receiving an order for a guitar, 
after having made a note of the dimensions desired, always asked: "Do you string it with 
large or small strings? Do you like a silvery or soft tone?" And he regulated his 
proceedings according to the answer. Thus I have seen guitars which did not give 
satisfaction, but which, as soon as I had furnished them with proper strings, excited 
surprise by the favourable change.48  

Sor alludes to what he considers the normal sound of the guitar, while describing the 

method by which he would imitate the sound of the horn. To achieve the desired effect 

Sor recommends using a modified sound, moving away from what he seemingly 

perceived as the characteristic 'normal' tone of the guitar. 

• . .1 increase that illusion to such a degree, that it adds whatever is wanting to the reality. I should 
avoid producing a silvery and tinkling sound, and, in order to succeed, I take no note with the left 
hand on the string to which it first belongs, but on the following string contiguous to it, so that I 
do not play any open string.49  

Sor thus provides an informative picture of the sound of the open strings of the guitar, i.e. 

that they had an inherently 'silvery and tinkling sound'. Sor's previous use of the 

descriptive word 'silvery' was in relation to discussing the guitars of the maker, Manuel 

Martinez. This, however, was in the context of listing possible options, not specifically 

what he himself would have used. In this latter reference, Sor directly associates the word 

48  Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, 15. 
49 lbid., 16. 
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'silvery' with the word 'tinkling', implying that this is the normal sound he would have 

employed. 

Aguado regarded tone production of such primary importance that in his most important 

didactic work, his New Gui/ar Method of 184350,  he states his view on tone production 

within the first paragraph of the preface.5 ' 

The experience of 22 years, however, has made me aware that the guitar is ail instrument 
of more worth than even I had thought, and one which should be studied with care. This 
new idea has forced me to change my opinions on some points, and I have decided that I 
should concentrate principally on the best method of producing J,ll, rounded, pure and 
agreeable sounds.  52 

Summary 

Having established a clearer understanding of the working timbres used by composers 

and performers of the early nineteenth century, the opportunity is now presented for a 

contemporary performer to re-evaluate the interpretive implications of these attributes. 

Interpretive decisions that are based on embedded contemporary performance practices, 

and the sounds produced by contemporary instruments, can now be more readily 

identified and their interpretive impact appropriately assessed. The following chart 

provides a comparative summary of some of the key tonal and technical characteristics of 

the early nineteenth century and contemporary guitars, which have potential to impact on 

50 . Aguado, New Guitar Method. 
For a detailed discussion of Aguados concept of tone production and instrumental timbre see Chap. 11, 

"A Lesson with Aguado: Instrumental Timbre". 
52  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 3 
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interpretive outcomes when performing a composition for the guitar from the early 

nineteenth century. 

NINETEENTH CENTURY GUITAR TWENTIETH CENTURY GUITAR 
Fluid virtuosity Dynamic virtuosity 
Light touch - very responsive (impacting 
on phrasing and articulation) 

Energetic, harder touch, less immediate 
response 
(More energy to drive) 

Easy vibrato Vibrato harder to achieve 
Balance - treble favoured (ideal melody / 
accompaniment instrument) 

Balance even - Bass emphasis common 
over projection of accompanying figures 

Subdued bass (plump/fleshy) Assertive bass (brilliant/nail) 
Small volume (compressed dynamic range) Loud (Larger dynamic range) 
Sweet tone Brilliant tone 
Small size (more facile movement around 
fingerboard possible/smaller stretches) 

Larger size - more difficult to transverse 
fingerboard. Stretches more difficult. 

Touch - tactile - gut strung Touch - smooth touch - nylon strings 

Figure 10-6 - Comparison of timbre of early nineteenth century guitar and twentieth 
century guitar 

It can be observed that some of the inherent characteristics of these instruments are 

opposites; whereas the contemporary guitar has a dynamic and energised tone, the 

nineteenth century guitar has a lighter, sweeter tone; whereas the contemporary guitar has 

a rich, assertive bass, the nineteenth century guitar has a lighter more subdued bass. 

These comparisons can continue to be made and actually grow in number as a performer 

becomes more familiar with the sound world of the early nineteenth century and works 

with the instruments of the period. The more comprehensive a timbral context a 

performer can build for an earlier historic period, the more opportunities will be 

presented to build an effective interpretive framework for performing music of that 
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period. Strategies for negotiating these two different timbral worlds will be explored in 

Chapter 16. 
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Chapter 11 - A Lesson with Aguado: Instrumental 
Timbre 

Aguado became established as one of Europe's pre-eminent guitar teachers following the 

publication in Paris in 1826 of a French translation of his Escuela de Guitarra. The 

Escuela had originally been published in Madrid in 1825. brian Jeffery noted that 

following his move to Paris in 1826 Aguado '.. certainly benefited from wider musical 

horizons, and made himself and his Escuela known to a wider circle." Jeffery also 

suggested that this earlier pedagogic work had a significant impact in Paris: 

We gucss that this French translation of the Escuela was the book which made Aguado 
best know at this time: French methods for the guitar were highly popular, and this 
translation would certainly have reached many of the guitar aficionados abundant in Paris 
in those days.2  

This works was followed by a further work published in Paris around 1834, his Nouvelle 

Méthode de Guitarre op. 6. This work also published in Madrid in a Spanish translation 

was aimed at the amateur market. This work was successful enough for it to be 

republished in a new edition in 1 844/45. 

Aguado's Nuevo Mélodo para Guitarra was published in Madrid in 1 843 following his 

return to Spain in 1836 after eleven years in the French capital. It was to be republished 

posthumously in 1880. Jeffery notes that 'It has influenced guitarists ever since it was 

first published, and there is no doubt that it will continue to do s0.0  

Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery. trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions 
1843; reprint, 1981), xi. 
2  Ibid., xii. 

Ibid., xix. 
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Both the methods by Dionisio Aguado and Fernando Sor (1832) contain detailed 

information of a technical and musical nature comparable to that of the great methods for 

violin, voice and piano. The technical information is of particular use to those interested 

in the performance practice associated with the period. The interpretive information 

provides valuable interpretive insights for the contemporary performer. Aguado is also of 

historical interest as the origins of many contemporary guitar techniques can be traced 

back to his Method. Both guitarists were intensely concerned with timbre, both in terms 

of its 'quality' and 'variety'. 

It is not the intention of this thesis to give an overview of the plethora of techniques used 

by guitarists during the early decades of the nineteenth century.5  The focus rather, is on 

techniques that had a significant impact on the interpretive practices of the period. Within 

these parameters tone production emerges as an issue of primary importance. I have 

therefore chosen to focus this 'Lesson with Aguado' on this fundamental interpretive 

issue. 

Tone Production as Discussed in Aguado's New Guitar Method 

When prioritising areas of study in his Method, Aguado determines: 

I have decided that I should concentrate principally on the best method of producing 
full, rounded, pure and agreeable sounds.6  

Ferdinand Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press). 

A comprehensive survey of guitar technique from 1770- 1850, with reference to 37 methods, was 
undertaken by Paul Cox in: Paul Wathen Cox, "Classic Guitar Technique and Its Evolution as Reflected in 
the Method Books Ca. 1770 - 1850" (PhD, Indiana University, 1978). 
6  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 1. 
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Aguado makes direct reference to the guitar's lack of volume, viewing it as an inherent 

disadvantage of the instrument, albeit one that could be effectively overcome to allow the 

performer to produce acceptable results. 

Its defect - if what I am about to describe can be so called - is that because of the length 
oIthe strings, and the way in which they are plucked, the sound seems less loud than 
those of the piano and the harp, and yet, if one knows how to produce them, they are 
louder than one might think. ... but strong well trained hands may well cause admiration, 
surprise and enthusiasm for the novelty and vigour of the effects.7  

Aguado's qualifying comment referring to the guitar's lack of volume is of particular 

interest: Its defect - if what I am about to describe can be called so', suggests that the 

lack of volume, while being acknowledged, was not necessarily a defect when seen 

within a broader interpretive context. Aguado stated clearly that what he saw as the 

greatest strength of the guitar lay in a different area altogether. 

The main wealth of the guitar to my way of thinking lies in the different quality of sound 
produced by each string played at different poi nts.K 

This suggests that Aguado would have made significant expressive use of the variety of 

tone colours offered by the guitar, with volume being a secondary pursuit. This is a fact 

that should be borne in mind when playing the music of early nineteenth century 

guitarist/composers as it suggests that the expressive use of tone colour was a favoured 

interpretive practice of performers of the period. 

The tone colours that these performers had access to would have shaped their 

compositional thoughts and expressive intent. Without access to these instruments these 

resources can never be comprehensively explored or understood. The unique 

Ibid., 3. 
Ibid., 56. 
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characteristics, including significant volume of late twentieth century guitars, do not 

include the same palette of timbral resources. Whenever a piece of early nineteenth 

century guitar music is performed on a modern instrument, the piece is in effect being 

transcribed to another instrumental medium. But in this case it is often a 'blind 

transcription' with the timbral context of the original composition not being fully 

understood. 

The Tripod or Aguado Device 

Aguado's design and use of a tripod to support the guitar was related directly to 

improving the sound quality of the guitar, not only through increased volume but also 

improved resonance. 
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Figure 11-1 - Dionisio Aguado's tripod as illustrated in his Method of 1843 

Ibid., Plate I. 
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By the use of his tripod Aguado maximised the natural volume and resonance of the 

guitar in concord with, but not altering, other important resonant and timbral 

characteristics of the instrument.10  

In order for the guitar to produce brilliant sounds, it is essential not only for the strings to 
vibrate but the guitar itself to vibrate. " 

Aguado is concerned with two issues, both of which give a useful insight into his concept 

of the desirable tonal qualities that should be produced from the guitar. The first 

reference to 'brilliant sounds' is made in such a manner as to imply that this is a desirable 

tonal characteristic of the guitar, but not implying that this sound is the one suited to all 

circumstances. Aguado's reference to the guitar's 'full, rounded, pure and agreeable 

sounds' can now include 'brilliant sounds'. Aguado refers to the use of a tripod to support 

the guitar as having technical benefits for the player by freeing their hands and so 

enabling them to focus more fully on the expressive aspects of the music. 

.1 have decided that I should concentrate principally on the best method of producing 
full, rounded and agreeable sounds. The study which I had to make of this was of little 
use until I had the felicitous idea of fastening the guitar on the tripod. It was then that I 
became aware that I could use the strength of both hands in producing the sound that I 
had previously employed in holding the guitar. The result was that I was able to dominate 
all my faculties and could apply them unrestrictedly to playing music.12  

10  The guitar design of Australian luihier Greg Smallman also address these issues but from a somewhat 
different perspective. Thick, laminated back and sides neutralize the damping effect of the player's body 
while creating a hard reflective surface, effectively isolated from the player's body. The major resonating 
surface, the guitar's top, is isolated from the damping effect of the player's arm by the use of an arm rest 
extending from the rib of the lower bout isolated from the top of the guitar. Perhaps there is greater 
similarity in aesthetic conception between the early nineteenth century guitar and the Smaliman design than 
there is with the fan strutted Tones design. 

Aguado, New Guitar Method, 3. 
12  Ibid., 1. 
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And later adds: 

• .as soon as it is seen that it [the guitar] can be played with greater perfection with the 
help of this device, since the will is obeyed exactly, and the inner selL in direct contact 
with the body of the instrument, is in a position to express the most refined sentiments.' 3  

The concept of being able to directly express refined sentiments is significant in creating 

an image of the guitar that links it strongly to the performance aesthetics of the time. 

Varied, subtle and personal modes of expression are continually seen as a dominant 

aesthetic in writings from the early nineteenth century. Aguado refers to the wide range 

of tone colours the guitar is capable of producing as being a most valuable expressive 

tool. The wide range of articulation used by the leading players of the period, as explored 

in the chapter on expressive emphasis, compliments this aesthetic image. When this is 

added to the varied expressive use of tempo flexibility, a picture emerges of a colourful 

and varied expressive aesthetic to which the guitar was eminently suited, and which 

allowed its expressive strengths to come to the fore. Areas such as volume and sustain 

were less important; these were attributes that became more significant in instruments of 

later periods in response to changing interpretive needs. 

Guitar Construction 

In chapter six of his Method Aguado gives a clear outline of what he sees as the tonal 

qualities of a well constructed guitar. 

In addition to being well constructed and precisely fretted, the guitar must be resonant, 
that is, the vibrations of the strings played should last. The guitar must have equal itv of 
lone: I mean that the sounds made by the upper strings played over their whole length 
should correspond in volume to those of the bass strings. I have made many efforts to 

ibid., 5. 
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modify the form and internal construction of the instrument and indeed they have not 
been in vain. I possess a guitar which has all the requisites I think should obtain in a 
good guitar [emphasis added].'4  

It would be a mistake to consider that Aguado's methods of increasing the guitar's 

volume and resonance changed its inherent character. It is clear from Aguado's 

comments above that while he was always interested in increasing the expressive 

capacity of the guitar; he was in no way dissatisfied with his instrument. Therefore one 

could assume that the guitar's ability to effectively communicate within the interpretive 

context of the period was satisfactory. Aguado perceived the guitar as a delicate 

instrument and accepted this as part of the unique expressive world it inhabited. 

The length of the strings, their lack of tension and the way in which they are plucked 
make this a delicate instrument, and the least of its voices must not be lost.'5  

This is a point to bear in mind when using a modern instrument for interpreting the music 

of the early nineteenth century. The additional volume and strength of attack of the 

modern instrument must be used judiciously and care should be taken that the music is 

not distorted as a result. 

Flesh or Nail - An Interpretive Dilemma 

The use of flesh or nails for plucking the strings of the guitar has, since the early 

nineteenth century, caused a great deal of debate and led to widely diverging opinions. 

As late as 1941 Emilio Pujol expressed a preference for the use of fingertips alone: 

" Ibid., 8. 
Aguado is using the word tone to refer to volume, not as in modern usage, where the term in this context 
would also refer to uniformity of timbre. 
' Ibid., 9. 
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The tone of the string struck with the finger-tip possesses an intrinsic beauty, which 
affects the deepest feelings of our sensibility 16 

Pujol's position was contrary to that being adopted by other leading players of the first 

half of the twentieth century such as Miguel Llobet (1878— 1938), Agustin Barrios (1885 

- 1944) and Andres Segovia (1893— 1987), all of whom favoured the use of nails as the 

primary means of sound production. 

After his comprehensive survey of the right hand techniques recommended in early 

nineteenth century guitar methods, Paul Cox draws attention to the fact that, like 

Fernando Sor, the majority of guitarists in the early nineteenth century played with the 

flesh of the fingertip, not with the nails. 

In spite of the relatively few writers who mentioned fingernails, the general attitude of 
the early nineteenth century guitarists on this topic is quite evident - what goes unsaid is 
often more revealing than what is said. Although playing with nail was discussed in lute 
tutors as early as 1623, the technique never seemed to be favoured by many lutenists or 
guitarists in the baroque period. This preference was carried over into the early nineteenth 
century to the six-string guitar. 17 

It should also be considered that Aguado, Sor and Giuliani's first encounter with the 

guitar was probably with a multi-course instrument or a multi-course instrument that had 

been converted to single strings; both would have had the lighter touch of the Baroque 

guitar which did not support the use of nails well. This also highlights the innovative 

technical leap taken by Aguado, and as will be seen by inference, Giuliani, in the use of 

fingernails as part of their primary sound producing medium. This would not have been 

unexpected when one considers that the early nineteenth century guitar was a far more 

l(  Emilio Pujol, The Dilenuna 0/ Timbre on the Guitar, trans. D Gow and E L Giordan (Buenos Aires: 
Rocordi Americana, 1941), 56. 
17 Cox, Classic Guitar Technique and Its Evolution as Re/lected in the Method Books Ca. 1770 - 1850, 141. 
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robust instrument than the Baroque guitar and would lend itself to a stronger maimer of 

playing. 

The use of nails on the right hand fingers was incorporated as a core element in the 

technique recommended by Aguado. He gives a detailed description of the quality and 

range of sounds that could be achieved by adopting this technique. Following the 

heading, Advantages ofplaying with the tips and nails of the fingers of the right hand, 

Aguado explores this issue further: 

I consider it preferable to play with the nails in order to produce from the strings of the 
guitar a sound which is unlike that of any other instrument. To my way of thinking, the 
guitar has its own particular nature: it is sweet, harmonious, melancholy; sometimes it 
can even be majestic, although it does not allow of the grandiosity of the harp or piano. 
But it does offer very delicate effects, however, and its sounds are susceptible to 
modifications which make it mysterious, and very appropriate for melody and 
expression.'8  

He further clarifies the timbral qualities of the instrument and adds an important note 

about the use of the nail alone as the primary sound producing medium. 

In order better to produce these effects, I prefer to play with the nails, because if they are 
properly used, the resulting sound is clean, metallic, and sweet; but it must be understood 
that the strings are not plucked only with the nails [emphasis added] because then the 
sound would certainly not be very agreeable.'9  

It is nail alone that has become the favoured sound producing medium of the 

contemporary guitarist and the medium most commonly used by contemporary guitarists 

in playing early nineteenth century guitars. This approach runs contrary to the 

recommendation of Aguado and needs careful consideration in respect to its aesthetic and 

8  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 10. 
' Ibid. 
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interpretive impact. Aguado provides a clear and useful description of the plucking 

technique he advocated, making clear the balance between flesh and nail required to 

produce the desired timbre. 

The string is first playcd with the fingertip using the part nearest the thumb, the finger 
slightly extended (not bent as for plucking with the fingertip only) and then the string is 
immediately slid along the nail. The nails should not be very hard, and should be cut in 
an oval shape so as to protrude slightly beyond the tip of the finger, since if they are very 
long they hamper nimble movement because the string takes a long time to pass under the 
nail, and there is also the disadvantage that plucking is less sure. If the nails are used, 
runs can be performed very rapidly and clearly.20  

Aguado furthers outlines his ideals of sound production when discussing right hand 

technique, stating that he adopted Fernando Sor's method of plucking the bass strings 

with the flesh of the thumb rather than with the nail. 

• . . but after listening to my friend Sor I decided not to use the nail on the thumb, and I am 
very pleased to have done this because plucking with the flesh of the thumb when not 
parallel to the string, produces pleasing energetic sounds, appropriate for the bass part 
usually played on the lower strings.21  

The sound thus produced in the bass has none of the percussive edge, brilliance and 

projection of the contemporary guitar but, as Aguado suggests, more the timbre of the 

string base. The German guitarist Wulfin Lieske likens the sound to the early nineteenth 

century bassoon with its plump, somewhat restrained, but energetic timbre.22  

20  Ibid., 10,11. 
21  Ibid., 10. 
22  Personal communication, August 2006 
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Figure 11-2 - Aguado's recommended right hand position23  

The position of the right hand in the above illustration highlights the curved angle of the 

thumb, with the tip bent back, thus exposing the fleshy tip to the string. Also of interest is 

the position of the right hand near the bridge where the strings are at their firmest, 

allowing for a stronger attack. To conclude his initial discussion of the right hand 

Aguado states, 'The plucking fingers should be vigorous so that with practice they will 

acquire simultaneous energy and smoothness.' 24  

In chapter five of his Method Aguado further stresses the importance of tone production 

by drawing the subject into a discussion of left hand technique. 

In this lesson he will learn how to use the fingers of the left hand on the strings, so that 
this hand will in turn contribute to producing full and rounded sounds.25  

Following this with, 

The ultimate objective the pupil should aim at in his practice is to produce much volume 
and good tone from the guitar;26  

23  Aguado, New Guitar Method, Plate 2. 
24  Ibid., 11. 
25 1bid., 18. 
26  Ibid. 
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and, 

It is by the simultaneity of these two movements - the pressure of the finger or fingers in 
front and the pushing movement from behind - that it is possible to make the sounds/li// 
and rolinde(±7  

Clearly, quality of tone production was considered by Aguado to be one of the primary 

goals of a good technique for both hands. The table below summarises the descriptors 

relating to tone and tone production Aguado used in his New Guitar Method of 1843. 

New Guitar Method— Dionisio Aguado 28  

References to tone production and timbre 
Page Comment Key Words 
5 'An instrument suited for improvisation is one which variety of 

offers the imagination many means of expressing ideas of quality and 
different kinds. The guitar is one such, owing to the volume 
variety of quality and volume in the sound of its strings, 
and the combinations which can be made with them...' 

Aguado is focusing on the significance from an interpretive perspective of the guitar's 
wide range of tone colours and how these timbres can be a source of inspiration for the 
performer. He interestingly draws attention to improvisation and from examples in his 
method saw this as an important aspect of interpretation, varying the score in a personal 
and creative fashion. The examples provided from Sor's Fantasia op. 729 are informative 
not only in demonstrating the degree of variation that was considered acceptable 
(expected) but also in respect to the filigree nature of the passage work. From Aguado's 
own description of the guitar's unique timbre, these passages would have potentially been 
executed with a high degree of finesse and delicacy. 

Sor Aguado 

3 Variation 1 Variation 2 
Andante 

;;% 70 ~ 

27  Ibid. 
28  Ibid. 
8 lbid., 144.45 
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Aguado 

Variation 3 Variation 4 Variation 5 

5 'The variety is greater if the nails are used. By plucking Variety ... quality 
the same string with the thumb and then with one of the of sounds 
fingers, a notable difference can be observed in the 
quality of the sounds.'  

Aguado highlights the important role of timbral variety, noting the importance of nails in 
tone production and the changing timbre of a note if it is played with the thumb (with the 
flesh) and if it is played with a finger (combining the flesh and nail). See also the 
comment below from page 37 of Aguado's method.  

19 'He should put into practice all the comments made rounded tone 
already with regard to the correct placing of the fingers 
and rounded_tone.'  _the _production_of 

37 'The crotchets (quarter notes) in bar 4 are plucked with different effects 
the right thumb and forefinger; if they are played with the 
forefinger and middle finger a different effect will be 
heard_in_  the the sound.'  _quality _of 

55 'The difference in the thickness of the strings of the guitar Combine its 
makes it possible to combine its sounds so as to produce a sounds; effect 
similar effect to that produced by a combination of the ... violin, viola 
violin, viola and bass or violoncello.' and bass or 

violoncello 
Here Aguado draws a parallel between the guitar and instruments of the string section of 
the orchestra. This comparison was often drawn, highlighting the guitar's wide timbral 
resources. See also Aguado's comment below from pages 59 and 167 of his method. 
56 'The main wealth of the guitar to my way of thinking lies different quality 

in the different quality of sound produced by each string of sound; 
played at different points.' played at 

different points 
57 'A special effect can sometimes be given by plucking one special effect 

or two open strings whose sounds form part of a chord 
played fairly far from the nut, even though these sounds 
could have been played on stopped strings. Some people 
have called these sounds campanelas ("bell sounds").'  

59 'The guitar is suitable to a greater or lesser degree for Imitating 
imitating the sound of certain instruments.'  

59 'The drum effect consists in striking the strings of a chord Effect 
near the bridge with the middle finger of the right hand 
held_flat,_or_better_still_  with  _the _thumb...'  

59 'Trumpet - if instead of stopping the front edge of the fret clean sound 



as we have taught, the pressure is placed on the middle of 
the space between the frets, and the string plucked, the 
vibrations cease and instead of producing a clean sound 
the string makes a harsh sound, and even if the finger is 
withdrawn, the string continues to vibrate producing a 
noise like a trumpet.'  

59 'Harp if the right hand plucks the string over the last sounds are 
frets of the neck, rounding the hand and consequently the similar to those 
wrist, the resulting sounds are similar to those of the harp, of the harp 
because the strings are plucked at about one-third of their 
length. In this case, the closer the left hand is to the 
sound-hole in forming the chords the more the sounds will 
be_like_  those the harp...'  _of 

167 'In order for the guitar to manifest its beauty and grace, beauty and 
most of which in my opinion consist in the infinite grace; infinite 
modifications which can be made in its sound, it must be modifications 
made_to_give_all_  the  _faculties...'  

167 'On examining the nature of the guitar, it would seem that imitates the 
the kind of music typical of it is that which imitates fairly effects of the 
closely, although in miniature, the effects of the orchestra 
orchestra...' 

174 'The vigorous sounds produced by the right hand near the vigorous 
beginning of the lower part of the sound-hole are more sounds; 
rounded and pleasing that those produced with the same rounded and 
force two fingers nearer the bridge.' pleasing 

174 '...produce sounds of considerable volume and good considerable 
quality...' volume; good 

quality 
174 'The distinctive nature of the sounds produced in this way Solidity 

is their solidity, nevertheless the result given by section 4 
above is preferable.' see comment above]  

Summary of key words: 
The descriptors fall naturally into two groups - those referring to the variation of tone of 
which the guitar is capable, and those relating to quality of sound. 
Group 1 
variety; different; combine; imitating; infinite modifications; 
Group 2 
quality; rounded; special effect; clean; beauty; grace; vigorous; pleasing; solidity 
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Aguado valued the variety of sounds that the guitar was capable of producing, including 

its capacity to imitate effectively the sounds of other instruments.30  Throughout his 

Method Aguado encouraged the student to exploit the full expressive possibility of the 

instrument's natural timbral variety while also stressing the need to produce a clean, full 

and rounded tone. The delicacy of the guitar was also a key feature of Aguado's 

perception of the guitar: so the fullness of tone does not necessarily relate directly to 

volume but rather to a timbral characteristic. 

Aguado has provided the contemporary guitarist with a useful window into the sound 

world and aesthetic of the early nineteenth century guitar and how the timbral resources 

available were prized and employed as a means of expression. Once this sound world is 

understood performances on the contemporary guitar can be further enhanced. When 

transcribing a piano composition by Albeniz, or a Sonata by Scarlatti for guitar, 

contemporary guitarists familiarise themselves with the original instrumental context so 

as to capture as closely as possible the compositional intent of the work. Transcriptions of 

guitar works from the early nineteenth century for performance on the contemporary 

guitar can be interpretively enhanced once the original timbral medium is understood. 

By engaging in a 'Lesson with Aguado' it is possible to gain a deeper contextual 

understanding of the technical and timbral world of the early nineteenth century guitar. 

For the contemporary guitarist, a key outcome of this process is the ability to construct 

° Drawing parallels between the guitar and orchestral instrument was not only found in the work of 
Aguado and Sor but also in association with the performances of the twentieth century guitarist, Andres 
Segovia. In both cases I suggest that the similarities were drawn to give much needed status to the guitar 
by association with established musical instruments. While the variety of sounds the guitar is capable of 
producing is one of its significant strengths, whether it truly imitates such instruments as the horn, trumpet, 
flute and harp is doubtful. The instrument whose sound it could truly imitate, the harpsichord, another 
plucked string instrument, was not a comparison sought. When these comparisons were made, the 
harpsichord had fallen from use and no added credibility could be gained by any such comparison. 
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hybrid techniques that create the possibility of moving fluently between two instrumental 

mediums and to be able to exploit effectively the timbral and interpretive resources of 

both. 
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Part 5: 
Mauro Giuliani and Fernando Sor 

Musicians of their Times 
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Chapter 12 - Giuliani the Performer and Composer 

In his work Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (MG), Thomas Heck 

provides an enticing selection of contemporary reviews that contribute significantly to 

our capacity to build a picture of Giuliani, the performer. To these reviews may also be 

added the reports found in the Giulianiad, a journal dedicated to the guitar published in 

London from 1833- 1835. This journal, although published after Giuliani's death, 

contains useful additional descriptions of Giuliani's playing, including an interesting 

comparison to that of other leading virtuosi of the period such as Fernando Sor.' The 

following table summarises the descriptions of Giuliani the performer found both in 

reviews quoted by Heck and in the Giulianiad. The key words will later be used to 

construct an image of Giuliani the performer and composer as he might have been viewed 

by his contemporaries. 

Heck gives little credence to the material found in the Giulianiad, seeing it as part of an exaggerated 
process of canonisation and part of a marketing ploy by the holders of the Giuliani tradition of playing. 
While an element of exaggeration may be noted, the descriptions of Giuliani's playing are too close in spirit 
to those found in the numerous press reviews of Giuliani's concerts to be rejected out of hand and I believe 
add valuable information in the process of building an image of Giuliani the performer. 
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Source Description Key Words 
Heck  

S. Molitor and R. Klinger, '... an accomplished correct performance, 
Method. Vienna c.1811/12 virtuoso, combined with perfection, taste 
Heck, MG, 32 the most correct 

performance the greatest 
perfection of technique 
and of taste.'  

AmZ (4 Nov 1807) 'He truly handles the grace, skill, power 
Heck, MG, 38 guitar with unusual grace, 

skill and power.'  
AmZ X (May 1808) '...his unusual skill and unusual skill, precise, 
Heck, MG, 39 his precise, tasteful tasteful 

execution.'  
AmZ Xli 1 (19 June 1811) '...marvellous and expressive handling 

expressive handling of the 
instrument.'  

AmZ XV / 3 (3 Jan 1813) 'The fully voiced and, fully voiced, fully gripped 
Heck, MG, 53 what's more fully gripped 

way... [Giuliani] handles 
the guitar...'  

AmZXVl1 (18 Jan 1815) '...consummate masters of consummate master 
Heck, MG, 64 their instruments [Spohr & 

Giuliani]'  
AmZ XVl 1, 25 (2 June . ..and through his fully- fully voiced 
1815) voiced way of playing...  

KPZ No.242 (29 Aug ...also contributed to the Brilliant 
1816) believed to be Carl joy of the evening by (while this term refers to 
Maria von Weber's performing a brilliant the potpourri it is assumed 
review, but second hand potpourri of his own...' that Giuliani would have 
Heck, MG, 73 also have performed the 

work in a brilliant manner) 
KPZNo. 242 (29 Aug '...his playing [Giuliani's] agility, control, delicacy, 
1816) was marked by such an real cantabile 
Review by Weber of agility, a control, and a 
concerto [Op.30?] in delicacy that he often 
which Weber also achieved a real 
conducted cantabile...' 
Heck, MG, 74  
AmZX1X (June 1817) 'played impeccably' impeccably 
Heck, MG, 81  
Vaterländdische Blätter 'Herr Giuliani, whose highest perfection 
(31 May 1808) tireless study of this 
Survey of the present state instrument has brought it 
of music in Vienna I to the highest perfection.' I 

--- 
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Heck, MG, 88  
AinZXX (May 1818) '... the musical perfection musical perfection 
Heck, MG, 91 of the performance, 

[Op.70?]'  
WMZ(9 May 1818) 'His [Giuliani's] excellent unusual skill 
Heck, MG, 92 playing and the unusual 

skill with which he 
handles the guitar.'  

WMZ, No. 104 (29 Aug 'The musician [Giuliani] grace, delicacy 
1 8 1 8) displayed here all the 
Heck, MG, 94 grace and delicacy with 

which he usually handles 
the guitar...'  

Diana c/e Roina no. 21 (25 'It is impossible to harmony, precision, 
May 1 820) describe with what agility, sweetness, loud, 
Heck, MG, 107 harmony, precision, delicate, robust, tender, 

agility, and sweetness he modern caprice, ancient 
[Giuliani] is able to draw rules of harmony, 
forth any sound, loud or refinement 
delicate, or robust or 
tender, from an 
instrument.., combining 
modern caprice with the 
ancient rules of harmony, 
travels the path of true 
refinement.' 

Diana de Roma, no. 28 (9 '...transforrn the lowly many instruments, express 
Apr 1823) guitar... into as many the various affections 
Heck, MG, 112 instruments as he 

[Giuliani] wished, to 
express the various 
affections.' 

Gionnale c/el Regno del/c 'His [Giuliani's] style of sweetens, moving 
Due Sic/lie, No.277 (30 playing truly sweetens and 
Nov 1 826) changes the character of 
Heck, MG, 122 such an instrument ... he 

succeeds not only in 
pleasing but also in 
moving.'  

Gionnafe..., No.277 (30 '... he [Giuliani] knows suavity, arouse ... emotions 
Nov 1 826) how to draw from it 
Heck, MG, 123 sounds of such suavity as 

to arouse in the listener the 
most agreeable emotions.' 
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Giulianiad  

Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 4 '...tones as pure, as pure, thrilling, sustained 
thrilling, and almost as 
sustained as the violin 
itself.'  

Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 7 '...a power of expression pure, thrilling, exquisite 
at once pure, thrilling and 
exquisite.'  

Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 7 'vocalised his adagios' vocalised 
Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 7 'sustained and penetrating' sustained, penetrating 
Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 7 'In a word, he made the sing 

instrument sing'  
Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 7 'singular faculty of giving expression, melody 

expression to melody'  
Vol. 1 part 2, pg. 8 new method of playing' new method of playing 

Figure 12-1 - Period descriptors of Mauro Giuliani the performer 

Giulianiad 

From the Giulianiad the following extracts provide further perceptions of Giuliani, the 

composer and performer. From the article 'On the capabilities of the Guitar' (EM)3  

but in comparison to the piano-forte or harp in this respect [as an instrument of 
melody], the advantage must, most assuredly, be given to the guitar. Those who have 
ever heard Giuliani touch this instrument will not hesitate one moment in confirming this. 
That unrivalled performer brought tones as pure, as thrilling, and almost as sustained as 
the violin itself - but, of course, we do not insist, that because this wonderful man 
produced these sostenuto sounds, that it is a characteristic of the instrument itself- this 
only proves the triumph of true genius over a great difficultly.4  

2  The edition of the Giulianiad that I have referred to is a copy belonging to Carlo Barone, and is part of the 
collection held at the Academy of Nineteenth Century Music (AGIF), Vigevano, Italy. The title page of this 
publication refers to it as Vol.1 and contains most of text of the copies held at the British Library (two extra 
pages are found in the BL copy - one with reviews of the Giulianiad and one with an advert for Giulianis 
third concerto Op.70) but with a reduced amount of music. This copy contains an index, reproduced in the 
appendix, which is not found in the copy at the BL. The AGIF copy has its musical content, 76 pages in all, 
at the beginning of the volume followed by 58 pages of text, numbered 1-58. The pagination of the AGIF 
edition is used in the quotations in this thesis. I refer to the text section as Part 2. 

Giulianiad, vol. I (London: Sherwood & Co, 1835), Vol.1 Pt.2 pgs.3-6. 
Ibid., Pt.2 /4. 
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And, 

There are however, masters enough in this great metropolis, who, having had the good 
fortune to study under Giuliani, or had the advantage of hearing him, will easily convince 
the hearer, that, as a sostenuto instrument, the guitar surpasses both the harp and the 
piano-forte - and those who are sceptical on this point, have only to hear the perfection of 
its glide - so perfect as even to rival the violin - to become fully convinced of its 
superiority. S  

These quotes contain, as Heck has pointed out, some potential exaggerations but the core 

observations of Giuliani's style are reflected in the descriptions found in the reviews of 

his concerts. The comments in the Giulianiad are preceded and moderated by the 

acknowledgement that the guitar exceeds all instruments 'the piano-forte alone excepted' 

in its capacity as an harmonic instrument. Later, that 'as an instrument of melody [the 

guitar] is surpassed by all sustained instruments.'6  

The compositions of Sor are also referred to in the Gui/ian/ad as exemplary in respect to 

the guitar's capacity to express harmony: 

Were other instances wanted, we could cite Sor, who has given many examples of its 
capacity in this respect.7  

The author clearly understood the limitations of the guitar so his claims on behalf of 
Giuliani and the guitar, when corroborated by other contemporary sources, can be 
assumed to have elements of truth, even if exaggerated by degree. In the article Giu/iani8 , 
the unidentified author, in a similar florid style, sums up Giuliani's style with the 
comment 'In a word, he made the guitar sing. 'This seemingly rare ability to make the 
guitar sing is corroborated in a concert review attributed to Carl Maria von Weber. 

Ibid., 4,5. 
Ibid., 4. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., 7,8 
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Weber was not only the reviewer of this concert but also the conductor, in a performance 
by Giuliani of one of his guitar concerti;9  

..his playing [Giuliani's] was marked by such an agility, a control, and a delicacy that he 
often achieved a real cantabile.10  

This review, if it is indeed by Weber, is of significant value considering the unique 

insight Weber would have had as one of the leading practitioners of the period; active as 

a composer, performer and reviewer. Weber was also familiar with the capacity of the 

guitar, both playing the instrument himself and composing for it. 

In reference to the Giulianiad correspondent's statement referring to the superiority of the 

guitar to the piano: 'as a sostenuto instrument, the guitar surpasses both the harp and the 

piano-forte', I would suggest that he is not referring to the length of time a note lasted but 

rather other related factors - the cantabile quality of the tone of the nineteenth century 

guitar, its capacity to unite notes in a 'sustained' melodic line, and the unique quality of 

Giuliani's playing. This seems to be supported by the continuation of the above quote, 

• . . and those who are sceptical on this point, have only to hear the perfection of its glide, 
so perfect as even to rival the violin. 

He seems to be clearly referring to the capacity of the guitar to create a legato line rather 

than to the length of sustain involved. The 'glide' being referred to is likely to be the 

Thomas Heck suggests that this was probably the concerto Op.30, but notes that the third concerto Op. 70 
may also have been composed by the date of the concert. (See Heck, Mauro Giuliani Guitarist and 
Composer pg. 74 & 75) 

Thomas F Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus: Editions Orphee, 1995), 
74. 

I am surprised, if as suggested in the Giulianiad, Humniel was responsible for the orchestration of the 
concerto, and that Weber did not comment on this interesting fact in his review, particularly as he also 
conducted the work himself. 
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capacity of the guitar to link two notes on the same string with a glissando like effect 

which is achieved by allowing the pressure of the left hand finger to remain on the string 

and sound the intervening notes to a lesser or greater degree as required by the performer. 

This same technique is also available to other members of the string family but not to the 

pianist or harpist. This attribute of the guitar played a significant role in the left hand 

technique outlined by Dionisio Aguado in his New Guitar Method' 2. Aguado developed 

fingering systems to allow for the easy connection (slurring) of consecutive notes by the 

use of a 'glide' for both single notes and double notes. It is a technique that Aguado also 

used to perform the ornamental figure he referred to as the arras1re13  

From the Article Giuliani' 4  

The tone of Giuliani was brought to the greatest possible perfection; in his hands the 
guitar became gilled with a power of expression at once pure, thrilling and exquisite. He 
vocalised his adagios to a degree impossible to be imagined by those who never heard 
him— his melody in slow movements was no longer the short unavoidable staccato of the 
piano-forte ... but he invested it with a character, not only sustained and penetrating, yet 
of so earnest and pathetic a description, as to make it appear in reality a natural 
characteristic of the instrument. In a word, he made the instrument sing. [emphasis 
present in original source material] 

It is clear that Giuliani's ability to vocalise melodic lines was quite a new development in 

relation to the guitar's expressive capacity, and at that period of the guitar's development 

clearly not a commonly heard expressive attribute. This new approach to the guitar both 

surprised and thrilled audiences. The Gui/ian/ad correspondent's comment 'no longer 

the short unavoidable staccato of the piano-fbrte' can be explained in relation to the 

12 Dionisio Aguado, New (Jijitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981). 
' Ibid. 42, 43. 
14  Giulianiad, Vol. I p1.2 / 7,8. 
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amount of energy required to generate a sound from the instrument. The fortepiano 

required a greater energy input than the guitar to set in train the mechanical process that 

finally resulted in the key striking the string. The guitar with its lighter construction, 

smaller size and more direct method of sound production was able to produce a sound 

with a far smaller input of energy. This difference affected directly the transient of the 

note; the resulting transient on the piano was abrupt and crisply defined; the guitar's 

transient gentler and less assertive. Even though the fortepiano's sound would have had a 

greater level of sustain, the smoother less abrupt transient of the guitar gave the 

impression of a greater degree of legato. Further reinforcing this point the correspondent 

continues: 

It may be easily supposed that with this singular faculty of giving expression to melody, 
Giuliani gave to the guitar a character, which it was thought before, was totally alien to 
its nature. 

The remaining section of the article draws attention to the important point that as 

'thrilling' as Giuliani's tone and instrumental facility were, it was his power of 

expression, to which end he used all his technical skill, that was the most outstanding 

attribute of his playing. 

I would suggest that it is the bel canto lyricism and the dramatic world of Italian opera 

that Giuliani had brought to the guitar which prompted the following observation from a 

Mr. Horetsky: 
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Among the professors of the Spanish guitar, it is well known that the justly celebrated 
Mauro Giuliani is not only the first and most distinguished performer thereon, but he 
must be considered as the inventor of a new method of playing. [emphasis added]'5  

Giuliani the Composer 

The impact of Giuliani's compositions can also be assessed by comments in 

contemporary reviews. Apart from a few passing comments referring to minor slips in 

harmony such as found in a review of Giuliani's Serenade op. 19, Giuliani's harmonic 

craftsmanship was regularly and positively noted. 

The amateurs for whom such works are intended [Serenade Op. 19] will not hold a few 
incorrect voice leadings against the composer, especially since they are not frequent, and 
with the exception of a scant two, slip by fairly unnoticed. '' 

In their guitar method published in Vienna c 181 1/12 Simon Molitor and Wilhelm 
Klingenbrunner noted' : 

Then (late in 1806) Herr Mauro Giuliani, a Neapolitan, came to us - a man who had been 
led early in the right direction through a correct sense of harmony . . . 

An interesting comment appears in the Diario de Ronia in 1 820 as quoted by Heck: 

It is impossible to describe with what harmony, precision, agility, and sweetness he is 
able to draw forth any sound, loud or delicate, or robust or tender, from an instrument 
We recognise in his performance [proof ofl an excellent professor; in the composition of 
the various pieces written by him we admire an accomplished master who, combining 
modern caprice with the ancient rules of harmony, travels the paths of true refinement.19  

15  Ibid.. Vol.1 pt.2 p.8. 
16  Heck. Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and ('oniposer, 53. 
17  An extensive passage from this method is quoted in Heck's Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and 
Composer pgs. 31, 32 
18 Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and (oinposc'r, 32. 
' ibid., 107. 
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Giuliani, while still cognisant of the rules of harmony, was also well aware of the 

expectations of his public and their desire to sample the latest musical fashion. In the 

case of their desire to experience the popular and seductive world of the Italian opera 

there was no better performer to fulfil their desires than the charismatic guitarist, Mauro 

Giuliani. 

Giuliani the Performer - An Early Nineteenth Century Perspective 

Bringing together the key descriptors of Giuliani the guitarist and composer, it is possible 

to build an enticing personal profile of the performer as he might have appeared in the 

press in early nineteenth century Vienna. 

The Neapolitan Mauro Giuliani brings to the guitar a new way of playing that until this 

point in time has been for us unimaginable. We are now familiar with the correctly 

composed and expressive works of Fernando Sor but in Giuliani we hear a performer 

capable of bringing the guitar into the fashionable salons of Europe with unbridled 

virtuosity and taste. He is now considered the equal of such luminaries of the musical 

world as Hummel, Moscheles and Paganini. 

This consummate master brings forth from his instrument, with his fully gripped style of 

playing, a strength of sound and fullness of tone that is quite unique to this artist. The 

impeccable control he has over his brilliant technique also allows him to produce the 
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sweetest, most pure and expressive of sounds. His capacity to make the guitar sing and 

sustain in a manner no other artist has yet achieved, his power of expression at once pure, 

thrilling and exquisite, brings to us the exotic, seductive world of the Italian opera and 

the true art of the be! canto. 
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Chapter 13 - Giuliani, Italian Opera and the Be! Canto 

When Mauro Giuliani arrived in Vienna in 1806, it was at a time when public interest in 

both the new six-string guitar and Italian Opera was at a peak. He was welcomed into the 

salons of the aristocracy and soon was in demand as a performer and composer by the 

city's culturally elite. Giuliani's name was to become associated with other leading 

figures of the Viennese musical establishment including those of Beethoven and 

Hummel. Giuliani brought to the guitar the ideal combination of instrumental virtuosity 

and a lyrical style of playing that had its roots deeply in the Italian hel canto operatic 

tradition. To further refine the image of Giuliani the composer and performer, and to 

more fully understand the style of playing that solicited so many glowing reviews from 

the Viennese press of the day, the following aspects are explored as key drivers of his 

style: 

Instrumental virtuosity 

The Italian Opera and the hel canto and its interpretive characteristics: 

tempo ruhato, (tempo flexibility) 

articulation 

timbre 
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Giuliani and the Tempo Rubato 

As discussed in chapters six through nine, the use of tempo modification was a 

significant interpretive practice during the lifetime of Mauro Giuliani. This is also 

supported by an article by Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826) in which he gave 

metronome markings for Euryanthe while informatively noting that 'the beat, the tempo, 

must not be a controlling tyrant nor a mechanical, driving hammer; it should be to a piece 

of music what the pulse beat is to the life of man." 

The opportunity to make expressive use of tempo flexibility in the music of Giuliani is 

frequent. Sometimes this is clearly indicated in the score and sometimes stylistically 

implied. Various notational indications of tempo rubato can be identified in the music of 

Giuliani: 

The fermata often associated with an extemporare cadenza 

Use of indicative terms 

Vocal/Operatic figuration 

Quoted from: William S. Newman, Beethoven on Beethoven (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1988), 112. 
Newman sees this comment as exceptional for the period and equates it with the emerging new Romantic 
spirit'. This conforms to the accepted view that rubato in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 
was aurally almost 'imperceptible' gradually becoming a more noticeable interpretive characteristic as the 
nineteenth century progressed. As seen in the exploration of tempo flexibility and tempo rubato in 
Chapters 6 - 9, there was nothing about Weber's comments that took him outside the accepted mainstream 
practices of his time and that his interpretive views were clearly within the context of the performance 
practices of the early nineteenth century. 
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a piacere [MG] 

L.. 

1. The Ferniata/Exteniporare cadenza 

The extracts below from Giuliani's concerti Op. 30, i / 149 and Op. 70, i / 142 are not 

exceptional occurrences. They illustrate the inclusion by Giuliani of quite extensive 

passages with a high degree of rhythmic freedom in his compositions. Both of these 

passages grow out of /errnalas, which suggest that to include similar passages where 

other Jèrinalas occur, would be stylistically appropriate; in fact not to include such 

cadenzas could be viewed as stylistically inappropriate. In the Concerto Op.30 the 

cadenza is accompanied by the term a piacere (at your leisure) (fig. 13 - I). 

....poCO a..po................0 Tutti. 

Figure 13-1 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; i /148 Cadenza on the Fermata2  

Recording 13-I (Track 32) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; i /148 - Cadenza on the 
Fermata 

2  Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Coniplete Works in Facsimiles 0/the Original Editio,is, ed. Brian 
Jeffery. vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.26. 
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Figure 13-2 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto op. 70; i /142 - Cadenza on the Fermata3  

An interesting stylistic 'experiment' is to remove Giuliani's cadenzas from the above 

extracts and note the resulting aural effect. After becoming accustomed to the cadenzas, 

the movement to, in both cases, the second subject, without the cadenzas seems 

breathless and somewhat rushed. Based on the above, an argument for the inclusion of a 

cadenza at bar 64 of the second movement of Op. 30 can be made. This bar precedes the 

change to the tonic major. The effect of the cadenza is to create a smoother transition to 

this key and enhance its musical effect. The Italian musicologist Carlo Barone4  also 

advocates an increase of tempo at this point to further highlight the key change. The 

pianist and composer Carl Czerny, in his Piano Forte School of 1839, noted a similar 

effect in reference to the use of the accelerando when there is a "transition from a state of 

tranquillity to one of excitement" or a passage that exhibits "sudden cheerfulness".5  (See 

also Chapter 7 'A Lesson with Czerny') 

Ibid., Vol. 31. 
Personal communication 
Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 

31, 32. 
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2. Indicative notation 

a. a piacere (op. 30 / I / 148) - see Figure 13 - 2 above 

See the discussion of Jrrnatas and exiempore passages early in the chapter. 

h. on occasions do/ce 6 (Op. 30 / I / 246) 

L:II (LrUITARRL. I LI1 
SotO Jj - .-.L 

= - - si I .. E  

[crescendo] 

r Isr=F -1' 
r 

= Assertive forte passages 

fj = Lyrical do/ce passages (suggesting use of tempo rubato) 

Figure 13-3 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerlo op. 30; i / 242-257—Use of term do/ce (d607  

In the extract above the passages that are to be played do/ce (do!) are of a gentle lyrical 

nature and occur between more assertive passages markedf 

A slower tempo helps highlight the expressive character of the do/ce passages and 

emphasises the contrast between the more lyrical sections and the more assertive and 

The term do/ce, which occurs frequently in Giulianis music, may be understood on many occasions to 
imply a vocal, he/ canto style of performance, with its associated use of tempo riehato. In Diabelli's Sonata 
op. 29 # 2, the Allegro risoluto tempo is interrupted by a do/ce at bar 28, this is followed 8 bars later by an 
a tempo, indicating clearly that Diabelli associated the do/ce passage with a tempo change. In this case the 
new tempo is slower, and is ushered in by a nt. which follows a/'nmnaIa on a crotchet rest. 

Giuliani, Mauro Giu/iani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles o/ the Original Editions, Vol.26. 



rhythmic sections that surround them. This is an interpretive feature often lost in 

contemporary performances where do/ce is interpreted as purely a timbral contrast 

achieved through the use of a sweeter tone and lighter attack. This interpretive approach 

is clearly suggested by both TUrk and Czemy. 'Compositions in which two characters of 

opposite types are represented, especially provide a suitable opportunity for a gradual 

slowing of tempo.'8  The new idea is therefore introduced at a slower tempo. When there 

is a transition from a state of excitement to a more tranquil one, Czerny also suggests a 

slower tempo would be appropriate.9  

Recording 13-2 (Track 33) - Mauro Giuliani: Op. 30; i / 242 - 257 

The introduction of the second subjects in the concerti Op. 30 (1/157) and Op. 36 (1/149) 

is also accompanied by the word do/ce (do!), suggesting that these sections may also be 

taken at a slower tempo, and performed in a more expressive and lyrical style (fig. 13 - 

4). 

Solo 
_ 

Figure 13-4 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; i / 159 - 165— Use of term do/ce (do!.) in 
second subject1°  

Daniel Gottlob TUrk, School of Clavier Playing, or, Instructions in Playing the Gavier for Teachers and 
Students, trans. Raymond H. Haggh (Lincoln & London: University of Nebraska Press, 1789), 361. 

Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500, chap. 3 pg. 36. 
° Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.26. 
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r5lim, 

Q 
olc 

Figure 13-5 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto 0/). 36; i / 149- 152 Use of term do/ce for the 
second subject U 

c .s largandosi a poco a poco 

I4 
4t 

- 

- 

Figure 13-6 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36, iii / 298 - 30212  

Recording 13-3 (Track 34)- Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36; iii / 298-302 

Ibid., Vol.28. 
12  Ibid. 
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410— ijj! 
• - 7 

= slargandosi a poco a poco 

Figure 13-7 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30, ii / 76 - 8013  

Recording 13-4 (Track 35) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 76 - 80 

The extract from Op. 36 (fig. 13 - 6) is an example of an extended slargandoso that leads 

to the final statement of the rondo theme. The length of the slargandoso would indicate a 

change of tempo, in this case to a rather free one. In contemporary practice slargandoso 

is often interpreted as a progressive slowing down. This clearly cannot be the case in the 

above example as to progressively slow down through such an extended passage would 

result in the tempo becoming excessively slow.'4  A similar situation is found in 

Giuliani's concerto Op. 30 (fig.13 - 7), where at the conclusion of the second movement, 

a protracted slargandosi allows the tempo to broaden with the music settling into a 

slower more relaxed mood, reminiscent of an improvised cadenza. 

13  Ibid., Vol.26. 
14  Grove Music Online also notes that as in allargando, slargandosi can indicate a change to a fuller and 
more majestic style of perfomance. 
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The Be! Canto 

Giuliani was born into a musical world dominated by opera and the he! canto. 

Raymond Grew notes in his contribution to the Short Oxford History of Italy: 'Opera 

remained the cultural experience in which the nation most broadly shared."5  Servadio in 

his biography of Rossini notes, 'Stendhal and Byron alleged that opera had become the 

opium of Italian inventiveness."6  

Barletta, the town in which Giuliani grew up, had a theatre that presented operas and 

instrumental 'academies' and supported an orchestra of 16 It would be 

reasonable to expect the young Giuliani to have taken an interest in the performances at 

the local theatre and to have become familiar with the operatic repertoire presented. The 

hel canto style of singing was to have a significant effect on the musical aesthetic of the 

young musician.'8  To understand the music of Giuliani one must understand the aesthetic 

of the be! canto. Rodolfo Celletti in his history of the hel canto helps distil the essence of 

the style: '...for a style of singing that called for agility, flexibility, nuance, and a pellucid 

and languorous tone."9  

° Raymond Grew, 'Culture and Society 1796- 1896, in Italy in the Nineteenth Century, ed. John A Davis, 
Short Oxfbra' History u/Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). 222. 
° Gaia Servadio, Rossini (London: Constable and Robinson Lid, 2003), 65. 
17  Thomas F Fleck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus: Editions Orphee, 1995), 
17. 
1K  Giuliani was inculcated with an aesthetic far removed from that experienced by his contemporary 
Fernando Sor. Sors initial training was in the thorough Germanic tradition. Both composers however were 
to become familiar with, and indeed composed in, the other's style but with both composers the 'native 
tongue of their youth always dominated. 
° Rodolfo Celletti, A His/on ,  o/BeI Canto, trans. Frederick Fuller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1983), 8. 
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How aptly the above description of the bel canto style compares to the description of 

Giuliani's playing presented in the previous chapter. It is informative at this point to 

revisit a review that appeared in the Diario de Roma in 1820: 

It is impossible to describe with what harmony, precision, agility, and sweetness he 
[Giuliani] is able to draw forth any sound, loud or delicate, or robust or tender, from an 
instrument.., combining modem caprice with the ancient rules of harmony, travels the 
path of true refinement.20  

This is close in character to the sentiment of Carl Maria von Weber in his review of 

Giuliani's performance of his Concerto op. 30. 

...his playing [Giuliani's] was marked by such an agility, a control, and a delicacy that he 
often achieved a real cantabile... 

Weber and Giuliani would have made a formidable team. Weber himself, as noted earlier 

in the chapter, expressed a preference for a freer approach to tempo.2 ' This flexible 

approach to tempo was so essential to expressing the vocal character of the bel canto, the 

quality that Weber admired so much in Giuliani's playing. 

Celletti summarises the key characteristics of the bel canto when he itemises its 

component parts, and thus creates a more complete picture of its aesthetic world. 

By now the goals and the components of the bel canto are all known to us and can be 
itemized. The aim [of the bel canto] is to evoke a sense of wonder through unusual 
quality of timbre, variety of colour and delicacy, virtuosic complexity of vocal display, 
and ecstatic lyrical abandon.22  

In his discussion of the rebirth of the bel canto in the mid-twentieth century, Celletti 

provides a further trenchant insight into the characteristics that underpin the bel canto 

style of singing. 

20  Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer, 107. 
21  See page 343. 
22  Celletti, A History of Be! Canto, 9. 
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the re-establishmeiit of varied, analytical phrasing calculated, through gradations of 
stress and colour, not only to interpret the composer's expression signs but to give the 
meaning of the words a great psychological boost through an extremely subtle interplay 
of chiaroscuro contrast and subtle nuance23  - whether the subject matter was a recitative, 
an aria, or a duet ...  24 

the return of' true virtuosity, which consists of giving expression to coloratura and 
revealing in it what Rossini defined as 'the hidden accents... 

the revival of cantabile singing, whether Romantic or pre-Rornantic, executed with a 
soft-edged tone, purity of legato, continuity of sound, outpouring of pathos or elegiac 
expression intensity of lyrical cffusion."2 ' 

It is informative to look at these characteristics of the hel canto and see how the music of 

Giuliani mirrored them. 

Lyrical Virtuosity 

'Lyrical virtuosity' is a term I have used to describe an aspect of Giuliani's style of 

composition, and by inference his playing, which is deeply embedded in the hel canto 

aesthetic. In this aesthetic context melody reigns supreme and is supported by a simple, 

judiciously chosen accompaniment that allows the melody to sing unfettered. With 

reference to Celletti's point (c), Weber's comment that Giuliani 'often achieved a real 

cantabile 27  is of note as it further reinforces the perception that Giuliani was bringing 

new lyrical and expressive possibilities to the guitar. 

23  This focus on contrast and subtle nuance reflects the detailed phrasing structures discussed by Manuel 
Garcia in his vocal method and referred to in Chapter 4, pg.118. The recordings of Carlo Barone 
demonstrate a coniparable approach on the guitar. An analysis of Barones approach is found in Chapter 3 
when reviewing his recording of Giulianis Grand Overture Op.6 I. 
24  Celletti, A history o/ Bel Canto, 205. 
25  Ibid. 
26  Ibid. 
27  I-leek, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer, 74 
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Examples of the bel canto style with its train of embedded attributes abound in the guitar 

works of Giuliani. The Siciliana from the Concerto op. 30, from the point of entry of the 

solo guitar, provides one of many possible examples. The accompaniment from this 

point supports the soloist harmonically but allows the necessary freedom needed for a 

dramatic, operatic style entry (fig. 13 - 8). 

Chit 

Vni 

IT 

VIe 

Vc. 

Gb. 
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C tilt. 

Viii 

II 

Vie 

Vc 

Cb. 

Chit. 

Viii 

ii 

Vie 

Cb. 

Figure 13-8 - Mauro Giuliani: Entry of soloist in the Siciliana Op. 30; ii / 9— 19; Lyrical 
freedom for soloist accommodated by light accompaniment28  

The main structural pulses in the solo line at bar 12 are reinforced by sjhrzandi (sJ,) 

allowing the soloist to give emphasis to these pivotal points and at the same time 

allowing the necessary freedom for a lyrical and vocal style of phrasing with changes of 

inflection. The first sf(ii / 12 / I / dotted quaver)29  consists of an e minor chord over a 

28  Mauro Giuliani, Primo Concerto in La Maggiore Per Chitarra E Orchestra 01).30, ed. Ruggero Chiesa 
(Milano: Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, 1977), 80, 81. 
29  Refer to the Introductory Notes' for the bar numbering system employed throughout this thesis. 
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tonic pedal, but the second sf while retaining the tonic pedal, relates to the chord 11 7c (ii 

/ 12 / 2 / dotted quaver). This chord is the dominant seventh of the relative major of G 

major, that is D7 (in guitaristic terms a simple yet effective device). This chord then 

resolves back to the tonic of e minor in ii / 13 / 1 & 2 / pulses 1 - 4, descending down an e 

minor arpeggio. 

So the greatest moment of musical tension is the 117c chord over the tonic pedal. The sf 

associated with this beat is thus clarified30. How one deals with this is another issue. A 

heavy accent would be inappropriate at this point as the sf falls on the weaker second 

dotted crotchet beat of the bar. An emphasis of a different kind that draws on vocal 

practices would seem more effective. 

There are a number of ways this can be achieved:3 ' 

A slight hesitation before the chord is plucked, in the manner of a singer taking a 

breath; 

Arpeggiate the chord, thereby delaying the melody note, in this case highlighting 

both the chord and the upper melody note; 

An effect similar to point b. is achieved by 'breaking' the chord with the bass note 

preceding the upper notes of the chord. 

30  Curiously Ruggero Chiesa in his edition of the Giuliani concerto op. 30 (Suvini Zerboni S. 7838 Z.) 
changes the second of these 'sf to an 'f seemingly reducing the significance of this moment. 
31  Chapter 4 'Contemporary Approaches to Early 19th C Performance Practice' gives a number of practical 
examples of the various ways sforzandi can be applied. 
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LI1 

4g 7T5i  H 
Ex.3 _ 

1 i 7 

= breath 

jjj = arpeggiation 

= bass note preceeds upper voices 

Figure 1 3-9 - Notated examples of various interpretations of the sforzando in Mauro 
Giuliani: Concerto op. 30; ii Siciliana; bar 12 

Whichever expressive technique is applied, the important structural points (ii / 12 / 1 & 3) 

of the bar remain rhythmically steady in the accompaniment, thus giving the soloist a 

steady framework within which to apply expressive tempo flexibility. A standard practice 

of Giuliani throughout this movement is to reduce the accompaniment's level of 

complexity when the soloist needs a greater degree of melodic freedom. Such 

accompaniments can also be indicators of where tempo ruhato can be applied. Two 

further examples help to reinforce this point. At bar 29 in the second movement of 

Giuliani's Concerto op. 30 where the soloist is moving in even semiquavers, no 

accompaniment is included, giving the soloist the opportunity to interpret the phrase with 

Celletti's 'intensity of lyrical effusion'32, 'analytical phrasing'33  and 'an extremely subtle 

interplay of chiaroscuro contrast and subtle nuance.'34  

32 Celletli, A I-/is/on of Bel Canto, 205. 
33 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
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Chit. 

I 

Vni 

II 

Vie 

Vc. 

Gb. 

Figure 13-10 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 29 31 

To play these notes as even semiquavers with the requisite accentuation of compound 

duple time would run contrary to the aesthetic of the be! canto. 

A sublime moment is found in the same movement in bars 67 and 68 when the key has 

moved to E major. On this occasion Giuliani requires the soloist to perform do! (do/ce) 

supported by a simple pizzicato accompaniment in quavers in the celli. The use of the 

word do/ce again implies not just a sweet tone colour but also a highly legato vocal style 

of playing and, by inference, the possibility of an expressive use of tempo rubato. The 

simple nature of the accompaniment also supports this interpretive approach. This is an 

example of Celletti's 'soft-edged tone, purity of legato, continuity of sound, outpouring 

of pathos or elegiac expression.'36  

35  Giuliani, Primo Concerto in La Maggiore per Chitarra E Orchestra Op.  30, 83. 
36  Celletti, A History of Be! Canto, 205. 
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[1 I 

Chit 

Vet 

II 

Vie 

V. 

Cb. 

= Lyrical freedom in solo line 

= Steady accompaniment, freedom in solo line only (LMozart) 

Figure 13-11 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 65-68 37  

Recording 13-5 (Track 36)- Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 65 - 68 

In bars 67 and 68 the soloist may apply expressive tempo flexibility to the passage work 

while the cdli maintain a steady pulse, in this case not following the soloist but providing 

a structurally underpinning framework. The soloist however would still clearly state the 

main dotted crotchet beats on quaver pulses one and four. This recalls the ruhato referred 

to by Leopold Mozart when he discussed the need for the accompaniment to remain 

steady so as to allow the soloist the steady base on which to be freely expressive.38  

Other passages in the same movement attest to the music's hel canto roots. Bar 22 

includes some carefully notated rests it is possible that these were specifically requested 

by the composer as they would have taken the typesetter some additional effort to 

include. It is unlikely that the printer would have undertaken this additional work 

37  Giuliani, Primo Concerto in La Maggiore per C'Iiiiarra E Orchestra Op. 30, 88. 
38  Quoted in Chapter 7 page 222 
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unsolicited. A reasonable conclusion is that there was some specific interpretive outcome 

desired (fig. 13 - 12). 

Principal melody notes delayed 
.4' •1 

Tutti 

sl I 
1 

Figure 13-12 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30, ii / 22 & 23  39 

The notes following the semiquaver rests are the principal melody notes delayed by a 

semiquaver, giving the effect of a 'breath' like delay. 

Q '7': 
breath like delay of principal melody note 

This appears to be no more than a stylised, notated version of tempo rubato. When played 

in a vocal fashion with the slightest of breaths before each of the melody notes, a series of 

delicate sighs results which resolve onto the tonic chord of e minor at the beginning of 

bar 23. The exact placement of the delayed principal melody notes, one semiquaver into 

the pulse, is not necessarily the intended realisation but rather a hesitant, expressive 

delay. The principal structural pulses on quavers 4, 5 and 6 of this bar are placed in a 

precise fashion, laying a supporting bed for the rubato above. 

31  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.26. 
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In bars 70 and 71 of the Sic//lana, Giuliani uses some florid passagework to join the 

principal melody notes (fig. 13 - 13). These passages are reminiscent of the florid notated 

passage in Rossini's vocal lines and suggest the characteristic he! canto 'flexibility' and 

'agility' described by Celletti in relation to the execution of such passages in Rossini's 

compositions (fig. 13 - 14). The accompaniment supports a degree of freedom in the solo 

line, with the soloist and accompaniment only needing to align at the pivotal metrical 

points of dotted crotchet beats one and two. 

flnrid nqq-,qnp wrrk 

Chit. 

I 

Vni 

II 

Vie 

Vc. 

Cb. 

Figure 13-13 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto op. 30, Sic//lana; ii / 70 & 740 

Giuliani's writing is reminiscent of Rossini's florid vocal lines as illustrated by Celletti: 

° Giuliani, Primo Conc'eiIo in La Maggiore per Chitarra E Orchestra Op. 30, 88. 
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[piü] scel - Ic - ra - to cor! 

Ex. 69 
3 

m'of - fra chi mi vuol 

>-.' 

's  F, 
vi 1Errrrr 

spo - sa 

Figure 13-14 - Rossini's figuration (Celletti)41  

The chart below summarises the key descriptors of the bel canto as outlined by Celletti, 

and can be used as a resource for developing interpretive approaches to the music of 

Giuliani and the music of many other early nineteenth century composers and guitarists. 

BEL CANTO DESCRIPTORS 42  

• agility 
• subtle nuance 
• flexibility 
• pellucid and languorous tone 
• unusual quality of timbre 
• variety of colour 
• varied, analytical phrasing 
• delicacy 
• virtuosic complexity 
• vocal display 
• ecstatic lyrical abandon 
• subtle interplay of chiaroscuro 

contrast 

41 Celletti, A History of Be! Canto, 153. 
42  Drawn from Celletti's descriptions of the be! canto 
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Throughout this chapter a range of techniques used by Giuliani to emulate the vocal 

characteristics of the hel canto style have been explored. The situations for applying these 

expressive techniques in the works of Giuliani and other composers of the early 

nineteenth century are many and varied. An understanding of the characteristics of the hel 

canto style assists significantly in identifying such interpretive opportunities. Not to 

include these stylistic influences can reduce many passages in the music of Giuliani to 

little more than gratuitous technical display. A lack of understanding of these stylistic 

influences may well have been a contributing factor to the marginalisation of the music of 

Giuliani throughout much of the twentieth century, resulting in only a few of his 

compositions being incorporated into the mainstream repertoire. To resurrect the 

embedded hel canto style is to allow the resurrection of one of the most substantial 

repertoires that was composed for the early nineteenth century guitar. 
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Chapter 14 - Giuliani's Sound - A Timbral Mystery 

Giuliani did not leave any direct information as to his preference in respect to the use of 

flesh, nail, or a combination of both, as his preferred method of plucking the strings with 

the right hand. There is indirect evidence to suggest what Giuliani's preference may have 

been, including: 

Similarities in the compositional style of Giuliani, Sor and Aguado and their 

idiomatic use of the guitar; 

The relationship of Giuliani's compositions and style of playing to the Italian 

bet canto style of singing; 

The performance environments in which Giuliani was heard; 

Giuliani's significant activity as a chamber musician and concerto soloist; 

Contemporary accounts of Giuliani's playing. 

Each of these areas will now be explored to build the evidence necessary to be able to 

suggest whether Giuliani would have used flesh or nail to pluck the guitar strings. 

1. Similarities in the idiomatic instrumental style of composition of Aguado and 

Giuliani  

An effective way of determining if Giuliani used flesh or nail to pluck the strings is to 

look at interpretive aspects of his music and to see which technique might express these 
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most effectively. Both Sor and Aguado left very clear descriptions as to their preference 

for plucking with flesh or nail. By looking for stylistic similarities between the music of 

Giuliani and that of Sor and Aguado more evidence can be gathered as to which plucking 

method may have been favoured by Giuliani. The contrapuntal style of writing used by 

Sor is not a dominant characteristic of Giuliani's music, however, many similarities can 

be found between the music of Giuliani and the idiomatic compositional style of Aguado. 

The following extract from Aguado's Op. 2 # 3 can be used to draw attention to these 

similarities. 

IJL1 
MMM 

9-11-n  4~~ 

L1LI1 1 

Figure 14-1 - Dionisio Aguado: Op. 2 #3; Rondo, 54— 65' 

Dionisio Aguado, Selected Concert Works for Guitar (Heidelberg: Chanterelle Verlag, 1981; reprint, 
1990), 17. 
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Idiomatic compositional features of this music include: 

The rapid movement over an extended compass of the fingerboard (bars 56-

58 and bars 60 - 62 in the above example); 

The need for rapid articulation; 

The implied need to use the 'A' finger of the right hand in bars 2 / 6 / 9-12 if 

any degree of fluency is to be achieved; 

The often harmonically static and rapidly arpeggiated passages creating a 

homophonic texture; 

Un-harmonised, single note runs / flourishes. 

The following passage from Giuliani's Le Rossiniane op. 120 #2 (Andantino Sostenuto 

bar 19 pill mosso) contains a similar range of idiomatic techniques including rapidly 

articulated right hand arpeggios, combined with rapid left hand position shifts. The use of 

the 'A' finger on the right hand would have been essential if any degree of fluency was to 

be achieved. 

The extract below is annotated using the alphabetic key used above for Aguado's Rondo 

op. 2 # 3.so as to allow a direct comparison. 
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IIbi 

E1L1 

Y r L1 

r r 

PEI 

Figure 14-2 - Mauro Giuliani: Le Rossiniane Op. 120 #2; Andantino Sostenuto /19 Piu 
2 mosso 

Sor's recommendation to his readers supports the suitability of Aguado's right hand 

technique in facilitating such passages: 

Should the reader wish to learn to detach notes with rapidity in a difficult passage, I 
cannot do better than to refer him to the Method of Mr. Aguado, who, excelling in this 
kind of execution, is prepared to establish the best rules respecting it.3  

The first, third and fifth of Sor's twelve maxims outlined in his Method would however 

have put him in conflict with the aesthetic of the above passage. 

First - To regard the effect of the music more than the praise of the performer 
Third To be sparing of the operations called barring and shifting 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986). 

Ferdinand Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 22. 
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Fifih Never to make any ostentation of difficulty in my playing, for by doing so, I 
should render difficult what is the least so.4  

The passage from Aguado's op. 2 # 3 is virtuosic and specifically composed to 

demonstrate the skill and agility of the player, running foul of Sor's maxims numbers one 

and five. The ostentatious position shifts are contrary to Sor's maxim three. 

2. The relationship of Giuliani's compositions and style of playing to the Italian bel 

canto style of singing 

The nature of Giuliani's music and its close relationship to the Italian hel canto style of 

singing is one of the defining elements of Giuliani's technique, with tone production 

being a key element. Chapter thirteen gave an overview of the significant characteristic of 

the bet canto and it was noted that the hel canto required: 

a style of singing that called for agility, flexibility, nuance, and a pellucid and 
languorous tone5. 

With Celletti noting: 

By now the goals and the components of the bel canto are all known to us and can be 
itemized. The aim is to evoke a sense of wonder through unusual quality of timbre, 
variety of colour and delicacy, virtuosic complexity of vocal display, and ecstatic lyrical 
abandon.' 

I would suggest that the virtuosic abandon required by the hel canto could be admirably 

captured through the 'Aguado' technique. The purest bet canto can be observed in the 

entry of the guitar in Giuliani's second Concerto Op. 36 where we see Giuliani at his 

ibid., 48. 
Rodolfo Ceiletti, A History u/Be! Ca,ito, trans. Frederick Fuller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 

8. 
'ibid., 9. 
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most operatic. Thomas Heck notes that this concerto is 'clearly the most lyrical of the 

three concertos'7, flaunting its bel canto origins. 

Thomas F Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus: Editions Orphée, 1995), 
172. 
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Figure 14-3 - Operatic like entry of the soloist -Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36; I / 96 
- 124 

Recording 14-1 (Track 37) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36; 1 / 96 - 124 

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Eacsi,niles qi the Original Editions, Vol.28. 
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The soloist makes a grand and dramatic entry, and as Robert Levin notes in relation to the 

entry of the soloist in Mozart's Violin Concerto No. 5K 219, completely ignoring the 

thematic material that the orchestra has so carefully laid out. 

In instrumental terms is rather remarkable, in vocal terms, in operatic terms, it's 
absolutely standard. The moment of personal privilege of the diva is shown by saying "I 
bow to no one not even this orchestra. If I feel like being grand, or being melancholy, the 
fact you have done this splendid thing is of no importance to me." 9  

In the opening twenty-eight bars of the guitar solo Giuliani weaves a solo line of 

'virtuosic complexity, ecstatic lyrical abandon requiring a varied and languorous tone.' 

[Emphasis added] 

3. The performance environments in which Giuliani was heard 

From the accounts given by Thomas Heck it is clear that Giuliani performed in a diverse 

range of venues ranging from the intimate and favoured venue of Giuliani's, Vienna's 

small Redoutensaal, to outdoor venues with all their associated acoustical problems. 

Giuliani presented an equally diverse range of compositions, including solo works and 

chamber works, with some of the leading instrumentalists of the period, and concerti with 

full orchestral accompaniment. 

4. Giuliani's significant activity as a chamber musician and concerto soloist 

To continually present himself in such diverse venues, performing equally diverse 

repertoire, Giuliani would have needed to be able to be heard, to project his sound so as 

Robert Levin, Mozart (London: BBC / NVC Arts, 1997). 
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to effectively ba1ance' with other musicians in the ensembles in which he performed. It 

would not be unreasonable to assume that if the results had been musically ineffective, 

that musicians of the standing of 1-lummel, Moscheles and Mayseder would not have 

continued to perform with him. 

5. Contemporary accounts of Giuliani's playing. 

References to the guitar's lack of volume and inferiority as a musical instrument were 

not infrequent in the press of the period, but surprisingly few of these in respect to 

volume and projection are found in relation to Giuliani. Press reports attest to the strength 

of Giuliani's sound: 

He truly handles the guitar with unusual grace, skill and power.'°  

It is impossible to describe with what harmony, precision, agility, and sweetness he 
[Giuliani] is able to draw forth any sound, loud or delicate, or robust or tender, from an 
instrument.., combining modern caprice with the ancient rules of harmony, travels the 
path of true refinement. 

Aguado's earlier recommendation in his Escuela de Guitarra of 1825 to use the nails 

again suggests a technique that would well suit the virtuoso performer needing to project 

his/her sound in often unfavourable venues. 

The Guitarists do not agree about whether it should be played with fingernails or not. I 
myself am of the opinion that in order to achieve more [emphasis added] and better 
quality of tone, that is to say more and better sound, it is convenient to play with the 
fingernails 12 

10  Heck, Mauro Giuliani: Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer. 38 
Ibid., 107. 

2  Quoted from Paul Wathen Cox, Classic Guitar Technique and its Evolution as Reflected in the Method 
Bookv Ca. 1770- 1850, (PhD, Indiana University, 1978), 138. 
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Conclusion 

Aguado's right hand technique with its capacity to produce 'clean, metallic, and sweet"3  

sounds, appears ready made for the expressive demands of the be! canto. It is therefore 

reasonable to infer that to effectively perform the music of Giuliani a similar technical approach 

to that recommended by Aguado would be interpretively appropriate. By inference it can 

therefore be assumed that Giuliani would have also performed with a combination of flesh and 

nail as recommended by Aguado. 

13  Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981), 10. 
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Chapter 15 - Fernando Sor: Guitarist, Composer and 
Singer 

'When he was at school, he performed such prodigious things on the guitar that all his co-

pupils and everyone who heard it were amazed." This quote from Ledhuy and Bertini's 

biography of Sor demonstrates how from his early years of training at the monastery of 

Montserrat, his skill as a guitarist was already at the forefront of his artistic personae.2  

The guitar would continue to play a significant role throughout Sor's career but as a 

mature artist his public personae would also be shared, and sometimes dominated, by his 

role as a singer and composer. 

What effect did Sor the virtuoso performer and composer have on his contemporaries as 

he made the guitar 'speak so sweetly and well'3; with each of his new compositions 

sounding as 'vigorous as it might be if it were written for orchestra'4, compositions he 

performed with the 'greatest precision, and with the deepest expression'? By exploring 

the life of Sor, examining the musical influences to which he was exposed and by 

recourse to his compositions and Method, an enticing picture of Sor the performer can be 

created. To build a contextual picture of Sor will enable his compositional oeuvre to be 

more thoroughly understood and new interpretive possibilities suggested. 

Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, second ed. (Penderyn: TECLA, 1994), 5 
Brian Jeffery provides the complete article 'Sor' from the Encyclopedic Pittoresque de Ia Musique of A 

Ledhuy and Berlini (Paris, 1835) on pages 11 8-13 I of his book Fernando Sor Composer and Guitarist. 
Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 63. 

4 Ibid.,91. 
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Fernando Sor was born in Barcelona in 1778 and died in Paris in 1839. His formative 

years were spent in Spain, where he received a thorough training in both the theoretical 

and practical aspects of music. According to Ledhuy's biography of Sor  5, by the age of 

five Sor was, singing arias from Italian opera, playing his father's guitar and having 

violin lessons. During his formative years Sor was exposed to Italian opera, a dominant 

musical force in this period of his life. Brian Jeffery draws particular attention to this 

fact: 

It is no exaggeration to say that musical life in Barcelona at this time, in late eighteenth 
century, was dominated by Italian opera. Throughout Europe, indeed, its influence was 
enormous, to an extent which is still not fully recognised today. Sor had heard Italian 
operas . . .as a child in the 1780s, and now, back in Barcelona in the 1790s, this influence 
continued.6  

As a result of the highly charged creative atmosphere, driven by the popular Italian 

Opera, the young Sor composed his opera Telemaco of which Jeffery observed that 'The 

style is completely Italian.'7  The Italian influence can be observed in the works of Sor 

throughout his creative life, an influence that was seamlessly integrated within the style 

into which he was inculcated during his training in the Germanic harmonic tradition 

which he received at the monastery of Montserrat. The Italian influence will be explored 

in greater depth later in the chapter. 

The eclectic nature of Sor's education was to continue in his training at the Monastery of 

Montserrat from when he arrived there in 1789 or 1790 until he commenced his military 

A. Ledhuy and H.Bertini's Ençvclopedie Pittoresque de Ia Musique was published in Paris in 1835. This 
work contains a detailed biography of Sor. Brian Jeffery concludes that this entry in Ledhuy was most 
probably written by Sor himself. Jeffery also includes a facsimile of the article in his seminal work 
Fernando Sor Composer and Guitarist, Jeffery quotes liberally, and informatively from Ledhuy. 
6  Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 6. 

Ibid., 6 & 7. 
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service some six or seven years later. The precise dates aside, the musical skills he was 

to learn at the monastery were to influence every aspect of his life as a musician, both in 

terms of a composer and performer. Of particular note was his thorough training in the 

craft of harmony. Ledhuy informs us that Sor had been taught well the '...construction 

and part writing of classical-vocal music... ' this would logically lead to a natural 

transference of these compositional skills to his works for the guitar. 

Sor's technical and musical legacy is distilled in his Méthode pour/a Guitarre which was 

published in Paris in 1830. This method is one of the most significant and comprehensive 

guitar methods to appear during a period when many such works were published. Cox 

notes in his survey of tutor methods for the six string classical guitar of this period 1770 - 

1 850 that 'The bibliography which results from such a project is enormous - 

approximately 450 items.'9  The Méthode has been used extensively since this time both 

in its original form and in a range of edited versions including that of Sor's student, 

Napoleon Coste. In 1969 Frederic V. Grunfield in his The Art and Times of the Guitar 

stated that Sor's Méthode was 'easily the most remarkable book on guitar technique ever 

written."0  A French and German translation had appeared by 1831 and an English 

translation was published in 1832. 

Jeffery notes that: 

Enthusiastic reviews of the Méthode appeared in the Revue Musicale, Xl (1 83 1 - 2) and 
in the Ailgemeine nzusikalische Zeitung, 1832, both of them praising its seriousness and 
value.' 

8  Ibid., 6. 
Paul Wathen Cox, Classic Guitar Technique and Its Evolution as Re/lected in the Method Books Ca. 1770 

- 1850 (PhD, Indiana University, 1978), 2. 
' °Cited from: Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 96. 
"Ibid. 
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Sor the Harmonist 

The principles that underlaid Sor's approach to the guitar had as their foundation, a 

thorough training in, and understanding of, harmonic processes. In the first paragraph of 

his Méthode Sor asserts: 

I establish nothing by authority nor by caprice; and I merely indicate the route which I 
have followed in order to produce results from the guitar which have obtained for me the 
approbation of harmonists, people the most difficult to satisf' and to dazzle in regard to 
music. I do not believe that my compositions for this instrument can be executed on 
different principles. 12  

Having thoroughly studied the principles of harmony and counterpoint, Sor comments: 

The study of harmony and counterpoint having familiarized me with the progression and 
nature of chords and their inversions, with the manner of throwing the melody or air into 
the base [sic] or into one of the intermediate parts, of increasing the number of notes of 
one or two parts, whilst the others continue their slower progression, I have required 
things of this kind from the instrument, and I have found that it yields them better than a 
continual jumble of semi and demi -semi -quavers, in diatonic and chromatic scales.'3  

Sor is clearly referring to the virtuosic, crowd-pleasing style of such performers as Mauro 

Giuliani. His Méthode contains a number of such references, usually with an underlying 

critical sub-text, which culminates in his rewriting of a variation, composed by Giuliani, 

as part of J.N. HummePs La Sentinelle. Sor suggests that it was not his lack of facility 

that led to rewriting the variation, but rather a deeper aesthetic reason; 'I could perform it; 

but it would be at the expense of principles from which I could never willingly depart."4  

At the age of sixteen Sor was dismayed to hear the art of accompanying, which he 

perceived as inextricably linked to the correct harmonic movement of parts, dismissed as 

2  Ferdinand Sor, Method/or the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 5. 
13  Ibid. 
14  Ibid., 47 (in footnote). 
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inconsequential.' 5  Hearing a performance of an accompaniment composed by Frederic 

Moretti, Sor was impressed by the composer's harmonic skill.'6  This was to further 

strengthen his belief that in composing for the guitar it was not only possible, but 

essential, to apply sound harmonic principles. Ledhuy and Bertini note that 'Moretti's 

music gave Sor a new direction, and with a little work and by applying his knowledge of 

harmony, he soon came to compose music in several real parts.'' 7  

Sor's view on harmony was to have a direct effect on the manner he treated other musical 

and technical aspects of his composition. This is an issue he addresses with some vigour 

in his Méthude noting that: 

In accompanying airs of Italian operas, I frequently met with little melodious passages in 
some instrumental part, and by endeavouring to execute them on the guitar, I found the 
fingering I employed for the harmony was the basis of that which I found necessary for 
the melody, and that the latter should be almost entirely dependent on the former.'5  

Sor was clearly committed to sound harmonic practices and this is something that should 

not be overlooked in the performance of his compositions. This presents a number of 

difficulties in dealing with his compositions on the larger modern guitar where the 

fingering that gives the best voicing often requires significant left hand stretches. These 

passages are more natural, and sound more fluent, in their original setting on the smaller 

nineteenth century guitar. His Etude Op.6 # 12 provides a good example.19  The score of 

this Étude gives detailed voicing for the bass and melody. This style of notation for the 

guitar was still the exception in the early nineteenth century. Most guitar music was 

15  Ibid., 5. 
16  Ibid., 6. 
17  Jeffery, teuiiando Soy, Composer and Guitarist, 5. 
" Sor, Method fi.r the Spanish Guitar, 6. 
' This Etude is part of a set Sor published himself in London between 1815 and 1817. 
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published in a more simplistic and easily read style ideally suited to the amateur market. 

This style did not indicate voicing and is often referred to as the 'violin' style. The 

underpirming harmonic integrity of Sor's music would not allow him to use a notational 

system that did not clearly indicate the correct movement of the parts. This Étude, while 

using this more sophisticated notational system does not however include any fingering. 

Figure 15-1 - Fernando Sor: Étude op. 6 #12 / 33 - 3720 

A favoured modern fingering using a string of half bars would be21: 

4 3 qv 
4J 1 

r 1 

3 

Figure 15-2 - Fernando Sor: Étude op .6 #12 / 33 - 37 

This fingering is pragmatic and gives particular emphasis to the melody, but it results in 

the loss of the continuity of the bass voice in bar 34. In this bar the bass voice, a d1  

minim, is cut short and restricted in length to that of a crotchet as the third finger is 

20  Fernando Sor, Fernando Sor Op.]-20, ed. Frederick M. Noad (New York: Golden Music Press, 1976), 
41. 
2!  A sharp has been added to the bass dl in bar 35, missing from the original edition. 



placed on the fourth string to finger the Rb' quaver. The problem is resolved in bars 35 

and 36 where the left hand fingering allows the bass to be sustained for its full notated 

value. This however has the negative effect of drawing attention to the incorrect voicing 

in bar 34 where the bass voice is cut short. The fingering suggested by Andres Segovia in 

his edition of twenty selected studies confirms the modern approach to the fingering of 

this passage (fig. 15 - 3). 

• mr — 
• -. a. 1 
,••_J _-I - 

C; V cv' cv 

— ---- —  
I.. 

Figure 15-3 - Fernando Sor: Lizide op. 6 #12 / 33-37 - Fingering by Andres Segovia 72  

By fingering it in the following manner with a string of full bars, the correct voicing can 

be maintained, and the chromatic movement of the bass line realised. 

CV CVI CV CIV  

A J 23 4 44  

- T . if 
® ® 0 [spadded]® 2® 

Figure 15-4 - Fernando Sor: Étude Op. 6 #12 / 33-37 - Use of a 'string of full bars' 

22 Fernando Sor, St ,iJiest ,  the Guitar hi' Peinainlo Sue, ed. Andres Segovia (Sydney: J. Albert & Son, 
1945), 19. 



On the modern guitar this fingering would be at the expense of technical ease and 

fluidity, and would require a performer capable of managing a significant stretch with the 

left hand.23  This fingering however, would have been quite natural and technically 

comfortable on an early nineteenth century guitar with a string length of 63cms., 

compared to a typical modem guitar with a string length of 65cm. The spacing of the 

strings was also narrower; at the nut the width of the fingerboard was commonly 42 - 47 

mm on the nineteenth century guitar and 52.5 mm on the twentieth century guitar. Not 

only the shorter string length and narrower fingerboard but also the lower pitch and 

resulting lower string tension of the early nineteenth century guitar would have added to 

the ease of playing this passage and thus its musical fluidity. So it is not just an issue of 

being able to manage the stretch on a modern guitar but also the issue of giving the music 

the sense of fluidity and ease that it would have had on an early nineteenth century guitar. 

The fingering in Figure 15 - 4 provides a fingering that allows the correct duration of the 

voices and this therefore satisfies Sor's position on the matter as stated in the introduction 

to his tutor method: 

I found that the fingering which I employed for harmony was the basis of that which I 
found necessary for the melody, and that the latter should be almost entirely dependant 
on the former.24  

The Viennese Influence 

23  These fingerings were suggested to be by the Italian guitarist Antonio Scarenzi who has extensively 
explored this aspect of Sor's music. Many such examples can be found in Sor's compositions. 
24  Sor, Met hod for the Spanish Guitar. 
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The influence of the Viennese classical style on the music of Sor is often noted with 

stylistic parallels being drawn with the music of Haydn. William Newman in his book 

'The Sonata in the Classic Era' notes: 

The crcative worth of Sor's guitar sonatas is high. The ideas, which grow out of the 
instrument, yet stand up well enough apart from it, are fresh and distinctive. The harmony 
is skilful and surprisingly varied, with bold key changes and with rich modulation in the 
development sections. ...the  style goes back to that of Haydn and Boccherini, especially 
in Op. 22/1, which has all the neatness of syntax and accompaniment to be found in a 
classical symphony, and Op. 22 / iii and iv, which could nicely pass as a minuet and 
rondo by Haydn.25  

In his own period this characteristic of Sor's compositions was also noted in a review of 

his Morceau de Concert Op.54: 

An introduction, broad and if we may so, as vigorous as it might be if it were written for 
orchestra, serves to introduce a theme of rare elegance written with as much purity as one 
could achieve in piano music. Then comes variations, sometimes graceful, sometimes 
brilliant, and always filled with that taste for harmony which one finds in all M. Sor's 
compositions and only there.26  

Sor's skilful use of harmony was recognized by Newman in 1963 as a desirable aspect of 

his compositions, just as it had been in the early nineteenth century. The following extract 

is an example of the 'bold key changes' as noted by Newman27  a temporally transferable 

characteristic (fig. 15 - 5). 

25  William S Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era, 2nd ed., The Norton Library (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company inc.. 1972), 664. 
26  Jeffery, Fernando Sor, C'ompos'er and Guitarist, 91. 
27  The key change from C major to Eb major may not now appear 'bold' when compared to the modulations 
employed by leading composers of the period such as Haydn and Beethoven. However in terms of the 
guitar repertoire of the period, which rarely moved away from a tonic - dominant axis, it may well be 
viewed in that light. 
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Figure 15-5 - Fernando Sor: Sonata Op. 22; i / 91 - 1362  

The Italian Influence 

Compositions in the Italian operatic style appear throughout Sor's life, a pattern as noted 

by Brian Jeffery, which started with his youthful Italian operas. During his stay in 

28  Fernando Sor, The Complete Works for Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
Vol.3 Pg.44. 



London (18 1 5 - 1 823) his vocal output was of particular significance in highlighting this 

stylistic influence. During this period, 'He produced eleven sets of three arietts each, in 

the purest tradition of bel canto.'29  'to rediscover them is to be reminded of Rossini's 

early operas, or Donizetti or even early Verdi .'3°  The attention of the press was attracted 

to these finely crafted works: 

Mr. Sor's vocal compositions have gaincd such favour among the higher ordcr of musical 
dilettanti, that a new set of arietts from his pen causes almost as much sensation as the 
publication of a new novel by the author of Waver/ev.3 ' [Walter Scott] 

Sor's depth of understanding of the Italian operatic style and the bel canto found its 

fullest expression in his role as a singer and composer of vocal compositions. His skilful 

imitation of the leading Italian singer Girolamo Crescentini (1 762 - 1 846) was praised by 

all who heard it. Sor's imitation of Crescentini was more than just a 'party trick'; more 

importantly it reflected his deep understanding of the Italian operatic style and his ability 

to convincingly portray the popular expressive world of the be! canto. Crescentini was 

the last of the great castrati, renowned for his patetico style of singing. Stendhal noted 

Crescentini's ability to introduce infinitely small nuances into his performances and 

compositions.3  Jeffery provides an informative quote concerning Sor's association with 

this artist. Drawing on Ludhuy and Bertini's Encyclopedic Jeffery relates Sor's meeting 

with the Duke of Sussex in late July 1816: 

He [Sor] was invited to a soirée, where the Duke of Sussex, brother of the Prince Regent, 
spoke to him about his stay in Italy and the popularity there of Crescentini, whom Sor 
had known in Madrid when he was giving lessons to Mile. Colbran (Mme Rossini).33  

29  Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Coinjioser and Guitarist, 39. 
30  Ibid., 48. 
' Ibid., 39. 

Nicola Lucarelli, Crescent/ni, Giro/amo (OUP, 2006 [cited 2006]); available from 
www.grovemuslc.com. 
33  Jeffery, Fernando Sor, (omposer and Guitarist, 46. 
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Sor probably met Crescentini during his years in Spain when the singer would visit 

Madrid from his home base in Lisbon. These meetings gave Sor the opportunity to 

become familiar with this influential artist's style of singing, to a degree which enabled 

him to later produce the celebrated, and one assumes accurate, imitation of his style. 

Crescentini was significant not just as a performer in the bel canto style but also as a 

teacher, his most notable student being the soprano Isabella Coibran (1785 - 1845). 

According to Ledhuy, Sor had also known Coibran in Madrid while she was studying 

there with Crescentini.35  

Sor, himself a fine singer, had been mixing with the leading Italian exponents of the be! 

canto. It would seem reasonable to suggest that these great singers, and their interpretive 

practices, influenced the development of Sor's own style of singing. This theory is further 

reinforced by his significant compositional output of arietts in the 'purest tradition of be! 

canto'. I would suggest that this bel canto style of composition was not just reserved for 

these sets of songs but flowed through to his pure instrumental music and logically to his 

own style of instrumental performance. Sor's Op.16 variations on Paisiello's Nel corpiu 

non mi sento is an example of such a work. In this composition are blended Sor's deeply 

rooted harmonic sensibilities and the spontaneous creativity associated with the Italian 

be! canto. In chapter fourteen a number of examples from Giuliani's concerti were 

quoted to demonstrate how the use of specific terminology or styles of notation where 

used to indicate the use of tempo rubato. These were: 

Coibran was a leading interpreter of Rossini, to whom she was married for fifteen years, and was a 
leading exponent of the bel canto style of singing. She was the lead soprano at the Teatro San Carlo in 
Naples where she created, to critical acclaim, operatic roles especially written for her by Rossini. 

Jeffery, Fernando Sor, C'oinposer and Guitarist, 8, 46. 
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4Va r 

The Ferinata often associated with an Extemporare cadenza 

Use of indicative terms 

Vocal / Operatic figuration 

Sor uses just such indicative terms as those noted in point two above in his Op. 16. In the 

fourth variation Sor utilises the indicative term Lento a Piacere for the whole variation, 

encouraging the rhythmic freedom of the hel canto and its associated use of tempo rubato 

(fig. 15 - 6). 

0 Jr 

Extended Fermata 

Figure 15-6 - Fernando Sor: Op.  16 var. 4 / 1-8 Lento a Piacere (tempo rubato)36  

Recording 1 5-1 (Track 38) - Fernando Sor: Op.  16 var. 4 / 1-8 Lento a Piacere 

Variation one also contains a passage with an extended !rma!a (see point one above) and 

the term apiacere, suggesting a free Italianate use of tempo ruhato (fig.15 -7). 

16  Sor, Fernando Sor Op. 1-20, 126. 
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free vocal style notation 

Figure 15-7 - Fernando Sor: Op. 16 var. 1 / 18-20— apiacere (tempo rubato)37  

Variation six provides an example of the use of free vocal style figuration that is clearly 

associated with filigree bel canto figuration, and the use of tempo rubato (fig.15 - 8). 

Ar J 

. _E.  

Figure 15-8 - Fernando Sor: Op. 16 var. 6 / 9— 13 - Free vocal style notation (use of 
tempo rubato)38  

Recording 15-2 (Track 39) - Fernando Sor: Op. 16 var. 6 / 9— 13 

Such passages, as also noted by Czerny, lent themselves to expressive tempo 

modification (see Chapter 7 'A Lesson with Czerny', pg.218): 

In embellishment, consisting of very many quick notes, which are unable to force into the 
degree of movement first chosen.39  

ibid., 125. 
38 Ibid., 128. 
39  Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500,3 vols. (London: 1839), 
3/3/33, 34. 



In Sor's Étude op. 6 # 12 an interesting interpretive issue arises in respect to the possible 

Italian influence. This set of Etudes is believed to have been published near the time of 

one of the set of Italian arie11s40. Sor was clearly in a particular compositional and 

creative frame of mind. It is quite possible that some of the stylistic elements of the bel 

canto flowed through to his instrumental works. If this was the case it would need to be 

given due interpretive consideration. 

This Étude requires the guitarist to sustain a cantabile melody above an harmonically 

thorough accompaniment (fig. 15 - 9). If the influence of the hel canto is accepted the 

melody would show some of the distinct characteristics as outlined by Celletti and may 

include:4 ' 

• subtle interplay of chiaroscuro contrast 
• subtle nuance 
• flexibility 
• unusual quality of timbre 
• variety of colour 
• varied, analytical phrasing 
• delicacy 

° Jeffery, Feniando Soc. Composer and Guitarist, 1 5 1. 
41  See Chapter 14 page 375 for a full list of Cellelti's hel canto descriptors. 

Me 
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Figure 15-9 - Fernando Sor: Étude Op. 6 #12 / I - 4242  

Recording 15-3 - Fernando Sor: Étude Op. 6 # 12 (complete) 

42  Sor, Fernando Sor Op.l-20, 41. 
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The Romantic Influence 

It is reasonable to assume that Sor, as a leading member of the musical establishment, 

was familiar with the latest stylistic developments that were occurring and how they were 

shaping the musical aesthetic of the period. 

The arch experimenter and a harbinger of the new hyper-subjectivity of the romantic, 

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), was active in Paris in the later period of Sor's residency in 

the French capital. Sor would have been in the city at the time of the premiere of 

Berlioz's Svinphonie Fanlaslique in 1830. How could a sensitive, inquisitive artist not 

have been affected by such a monumental event'? Hugh McDonald in New Grove Online 

notes that; 

• on 5 December [1830] the Symphonic Janlasliquc received its first performance in a 
concert of Berlioz's works conducted by Habeneck. Liszt, who was present, made 
Berlioz's acquaintance on that occasion....Berlioz's reputation as a composer of startling 
originality was by now confirmed.43  (New Grove Online) 

Sor is known to have performed at concerts featuring both Hector Berlioz and Franz 

Liszt. Jeffery lists a concert which also featured Berlioz in June 1833 and concerts that 

featured Liszt in April 1828 and April 1829  .44  Whether Sor knew these 'mega-stars' of 

the musical firmament is not clear but evidence suggests that he would have been familiar 

with their music and performances. A review by Fétis of a concert on April 20t1i  1828 

draws attention to the musical company in which Sor was mixing. The concert featured 

43  Hugh Macdonald, Berlioz, Hector, 2: /821-3() (2007 [cited 15 January 2008]); available from 
http://www.grovemusic.com. 
44 Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 100. 
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Franz Liszt and also Sor, and it was Sor who concluded the evening with a performance 

of a set of variations which he had composed himself Fétis' review notes: 

M. Sor has talent; the music which he plays, almost always written in four parts, is 
prodigiously difficult, but he gets a poor sound from the instrument.45  

What a challenge to conclude an evening featuring performances by such musical 

luminaries. Sor's composition was well received and not seen wanting; it was the sound 

of the guitar that came under attack. It would not be hard to imagine that after a 

performance by the likes of Liszt that the small voice of the guitar could have been heard 

as lacking in sound. This would have undoubtedly been one of those occasions that led 

Sor to express the view in his Méthode: 

I have always too much regretted that there was no method of giving more sound to the 
instrument, in order that I might occupy myself with the methods of diminishing it.. 46  

Early Nineteenth Century Reviews of Sor the Performer 

Another snapshot of Sor's performing personae can be assembled from contemporary 

reviews. After each review noted in the table below key words that relate to Sor's playing 

are identified and are later assembled to create a picture of Sor the performer and 

composer. 

41  Ibid. 
46  Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, 17. 
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Giulianiad47  
Source Description Key Words 
Vol.]

. 
p.27 '... hc [Sor] then made his first magical and surprising; 

(London 1835) performance at the Argyll Rooms, nobody could credit that 

Anonymous which I attended, was ola nature such effects could be 
correspondent; which will never be erased for my produced on the guitar 

memory; it was once magical and 
surprising; nobody could credit that 
such efficts could be produced on the 
guitar!'  

Fernando Sor composer and Guitarist by Brian Jeffery.45  
Source Description Key Words 
Morning 'His talent on this instrument, enlarged its [the guitar's] 
Chronicle which has been so limited, till he powers; exquisite 
(London, 17 June enlarged its powers, was truly 
1815) exquisite...' 
Jeffery, FSCG, 41  

The Philharmonic 'In a eoncertante for the Spanish astonished the audience; 
Society of London guitar, composed and performed by unrivalled execution 
(London, 1862, M. Sor, a guitarist in great vogue at 

p.17) that time, he astonished the 
Jeffery, FSCG, 47 audience by his unrivalled 

execution.' 
Ac'kermanmm 's '\Ve will not attempt to describe the magic of his play; excited 
Repositor't o/Arts sensations which the magic of his within us; greatest 
(London, Feb. play excited within us, but our precision; deepest 
1 820) readers may form some idea of expression 
Jeffery, FSCG, 62 what we felt, when we state that 
Included in a this gentleman executed, with the 
review of Six greatest precision, and with the 
Divertimnentos/or deepest expression, scores of five or 
the Guitar op. 13 six distinct parts...'  

The 1-larmonicon '... where he charmed all the must have been a complete 
(London, March Parisian amateurs by an instrument orchestra 
1 823) which, says our French 
Jeffery, FSCG, 76 correspondent, might, from its 

appearance been taken for a guitar; 
but judging by its harmony, must 
have been a complete orchestra, 
enclosed in a small compass. He 
ought, continues our friend, to be 
called Le Racine c/c Ia Guitare.' 

Giulianiad, vol. I (London: Sherwood & Co. 1835). 
Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Coniposer and Guitar/vt. 
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The Harmonicon Amongst the once favoured musical exquisite and wonderful 
(London, March instrument, now for some time performances; speak so 
1824) neglected, and coming back into sweetly and so well 
Jeffery, FSCG, 63 practice again, is the guitar. To the 

exquisite and wonderful 
performances of M. Sor this may be 
attributed, he makes the instrument 
"speak so sweetly, and so well," 
that hundreds fly to "strike the 
chorded shell," who never before 
dreamt of what it was capable of 
producing.'  

The Harmonicon 'M. Sor stands at a vast distance excellent musician; a man 
(London, Feb. from all other guitarists, both as a of taste; astonishing 
1831) performer and composer. He is an [command]; always 
Jeffery, FSCG, 64 excellent musician, a man of taste, pleasing 

and his command over an 
instrument which in other hands is 
so limited in its means, is not only 
astonishing, but - what is far more 
important - always pleasing.' I 
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Bringing together the key words and phrases allows a picture of Sor the performer to 

emerge which will conclude this chapter. 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
• unrivalled execution 
• greatest precision 
• astonishing [command] 
• must have been a complete orchestra 
• such effects could be produced on the guitar 

MUSICAL ABILITY 
• exquisite 
• magic of his play 
• exquisite and wonderful performances 
• speak so sweetly, and so well 
• deepest expression 

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES 
• excellent musician 
• a man of taste 
• always pleasing 

EFFECT OF HIS PLAYING 
• astonished the audience 
• excited within us 
• once magical and surprising 

Figure 1 5-10 - Period descriptors of Fernando Sor the performer 

Sor - An Early Nineteenth Century Perspective 

A picture emerges of a performer with astonishing technical facility, capable of coaxing 

from the guitar such a variety of sounds that comparison is drawn to the sound world of 

the orchestra; a performer who demonstrated an ability to sustain complex harmonies in 

nmltiple and correctly moving parts, an accomplishment not previously heard on the 

guitar. Sor continuously demonstrated that he was an educated and cultured musician 
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and a great communicative artist, a performer who was able to draw from his instrument 

the sweetest and most expressive of sounds, the likes of which audiences had never 

before experienced. Sor had an overwhelming effect on his audiences, exciting within 

them the deepest, almost magical feelings. 
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Part 6: 
Performing the Music - Technical and Organilogical 

Issues 
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Chapter 16 - Performance Practice -Applying the 
Technique 

A key question for the contemporary guitarist is to decide if their interpretations of the 

music of the early nineteenth century will be enhanced by the use of an original 

instrument, and if so, how the technical requirements to such an instrument will be 

accommodated within the context of a contemporary guitar technique. There are a 

number of key areas in which the fundamental aesthetics of the contemporary guitar and the 

guitars used by Sor and Giuliani in the early nineteenth century differ. These differences 

diminish the potential of the contemporary guitar to fully capture the interpretive sound world 

of the early nineteenth century. The uniquely expressive characteristics of the early nineteenth 

century guitar are summarised in the following table: 

Expressive Potential of the 191l  Century Guitar 
CHARATERISTIC EXPRESSIVE BENEFIT 

Low energy required to make notes • ability to play very soffly, 
'speak' delicately in a filigree fashion 
Soft edged transients • enables notes to be connected in a 

very legato manner 
• broad range of articulations are 

easy to achieve 
Short string length • ease of execution 

• ease of use of portamenti 
• ease of use of vibrato 
• lyrical treble 

Low string tension and small fingerboard • ease of execution 
• ease of use of vibrato 
• lyrical treble 



Expressive Potential of the 19 Century Guitar contd. 
CHARATERISTIC EXPRESSIVE BENEFIT 
Changing timbres across the range of the • plump, energetic basses allows for 
instrument string bass colour 

• more subdued bass allows for 
ease of balance with treble 

• change of timbre between bass 
and treble allows for expressive 
highlighting 

Cumulative benefits • ease of execution 
• highly responsive 
• ease of access to expressive 

devices 
• expressive timbral range 
• lyrical treble 

The expressive benefits lost by not using a period instrument are considerable so may 

well encourage the contemporary guitarist to use such an instrument. The major technical 

challenge to be faced by a contemporary guitarist in using a period instrument is that of right hand 

technique. As discussed in 'A Lesson with Aguado' there were two different right hand 

techniques predominantly used by guitarists in the early nineteenth century to pluck the strings of 

the guitar. The first of these techniques used the flesh of the fmgertip by itself,  the second used the 

flesh of the fingertip in combination with the nail. For most contemporary guitarists who use 

their nails as the primary sound producing medium the technique combining flesh and nail as 

recommended by Aguado would be the most appropriate to adopt. This is still however a 

specialised technique and quite different from that established as standard contemporary 

technical practice. Contemporary practice still applies the flesh in the plucking process but to act 

as a damping mechanism rather than a sound producing medium. 
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This process is outlined by Scott Tennant in his guitar technique handbook Pumping Nylon where 

he refers to the technique as 'planting'. After the finger is 'planted', the string is then 

plucked by sliding along the ramp formed by the left hand side of the finger nail. 

Planting simply involves preparing, or placing, a fingertip on a string accurately enough to 
execute a stroke. It also helps to briefly stop the vibration of a string between notes - just 
enough to control the tone. Slapping the finger down onto a vibrating string causes a 
slapping sound, and more oflen than not, the nail alone makes careless string contact creating 
a siz21ing effect. 

He also draws attention to an important interpretive aspect of this technique, 'Planting the 

fingers is also the only effective way to control the articulation.'2  

The primary use of the fleshy part of the fingertip is to dampen unwanted extraneous 

sounds and to aid articulation by damping the sound of the previous note. The 

illustration which accompanies the description of this technique clearly shows the string 

being gripped by the nail alone as the finger tip is 'planted' on the string. 

Figure 16-1 - Scott Tennant - Right hand 'planting' of the index finger3  

This technique is alternately referred to as gripping in the Len William's School. 
2  Scott Tennant, Pumping Ni ,/on, the Classical Guitarist v Technique Handbook, ed. Nathaniel Gunod, 
Natio,ia/ Guitar Workshop (Van Nuys: Alfred, 1995), 35. 

Ibid., 36. 



This presents a key technical issue that needs to be considered by the contemporary 

guitarist in performing on an instrument from the early nineteenth century. The technique 

adopted for the right hand impacts directly on the timbre produced. With an 

understanding of the technique used by the leading players in the early nineteenth 

century, it is possible for a contemporary player to create a hybrid technique that 

accommodates a contemporary right hand technique but which also captures some of the 

timbral characteristics of the technique used in the early nineteenth century. The right 

hand position adopted by most contemporary guitarists uses an elevated wrist position 

that allows the maximum amount of nail to be exposed to the string and so be effectively 

employed as the primary sound producing medium (fig. 16 - 2). 

Figure 16-2 - Elevated right hand wrist exposing the maximum amount of nail to the 
string, a position widely adopted by contemporary guitarists. 
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By gradually lowering the right hand wrist the exposure of the nail to the string is 

decreased, while at the same time bringing the finger tip into a position where it is more 

exposed to the string and can be more effectively incorporated into the plucking action. 

(fig. 16-3) 

Figure 16-3 - Lowered right hand wrist position reducing exposure of the nail to the 
string while increasing exposure of the fingertip to the string (nineteenth century 
instrumental technique) 

In this position it is possible to apply Aguado's right hand technique: 
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The string is first played with the fingertip using the part nearest the thumb, the finger 
slightly extended (not bent as for plucking with the fingertip only) and then the string is 
immediately slid along the nail.4  

It is also possible in this position, by bending the thumb at the top joint, to form a 

concave profile and to remove the nail as the primary sound producing medium. 

Bending the thumb exposes the flesh of the thumb to the string and allows the flesh to 

become the primary sound producing medium. In this position, if the thumb nail is not 

too long, it is possible to use the flesh alone, emulating the technique advocated by both 

Sor and Aguado. Figure 16 - 4 illustrates the use of the flesh of the thumb as the primary 

sound producing medium with a concave thumb profile. Figure 16 - 5 illustrates the use 

of the nail as the primary sound producing medium with a straight thumb profile, as 

commonly found in modern guitar technique. This contemporary technique uses the nail 

alone as the primary sound producing medium. 

Figure 16-4 - Use of flesh of the thumb as the primary sound producing medium (L) 

Figure 16-5 - Use of the nail as the primary sound producing medium (R) 

Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981), 10, 11. 
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Instrumental Facility 

The physical ease of playing is a significant issue, not specifically in terms of diminishing player 

fatigue, although this is a factor, but rather the fluidity of movement that it allows the player. 

Giuliani's compositions often include virtuosic flourishes which move rapidly from one 

extreme of the fingerboard to the other; these flourishes must be 'thrown off with aplomb and 

seeming ease. The shorter string length, lower tension, lower action5, and smaller 

fingerboard of the early nineteenth century guitars allow such an 'easy virtuosity'. By 

comparison, the modern guitar requires the player to traverse greater distances on strings of 

a higher tension and a greater distance from the fingerboard. The modern guitarist is 

commonly working with a string length of 650 mm and a total string tension of some thirty 

eight kilograms or higher. This is compared to the player of an early nineteenth century 

guitar who would have worked with a string length of 630 mm or less, a total string tension of 

approximately thirty one kilograms and whose string height was closer to the 

fingerboard. Add to this the narrow fingerboard of the nineteenth century guitar of c 43 mm 

at the nut compared to 50 - 54 mm at the nut on a contemporary guitar, and the benefits 

begin to accumulate into an advantageous situation for ease of playing and expressivity 

on the early nineteenth century guitar. 

Rapid passagework, as is encountered in much of Giuliani's music, sounds more articulate and 

percussive on a contemporary guitar than it would have done on its nineteenth century 

counterpart. This is inherent in the properties of the instrument and is unrelated to the 

Aguado recommends that the student should practice on a guitar 'that offers more resistance to the action 
of plucking' than their favoured performing instrument so as to strengthen their technique. (Aguado, New 
Guitar Method, 10.) 



performer's technical facility. The energy required to produce a sound on a twentieth century 

guitar is determined by the physical properties of the instrument. The percussive transient of 

the modem guitar can give rapid passages a 'machine gun' like articulation. Such a style of 

articulation requires a greater physical effort by the performer and this is reflected in 

interpretive aspects of the music. On the nineteenth century guitar the notes within rapid 

passages are much less articulate and require less physical effort to produce. Due to their soft 

edged transient they also flow together in a smooth and lyrical manner giving a closer simulation 

of the lyrical virtuosity of the be! canto. 

The following extract (fig. 16 - 6) from the first Concerto Op.  30 (bar 65) is recorded as 

example 47a and 47b on both a nineteenth century guitar and a twentieth century guitar. 

In considering these recordings it is worth reflecting on a defining attribute of the bel 

canto as highlighted by Celletti: 

revival of cantabile singing, whether Romantic or pre-Romantic, executed with a soft- 
edged tone, purity of legato, continuity of sound, outpouring of pathos or elegiac 
expression , intensity of lyrical effusion.. 

6  Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto, trans. Frederick Fuller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 
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Figure 16-6 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 65 - 807  

Recording 16-1a (Track 41) & lb (Track 42)- Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 30; ii / 65-
80 

(Recorded Example 16-1a - nineteenth century guitar, Gaetano Guadagnini 1829; 16-1b 

twentieth century guitar, Michael Gee 1997) 

A Timbrel Context 

By adopting this 'modified' Aguado technique a timbral context can be created that 

allows a range of expressive effects to be created. Timbre has always been used as a 

significant interpretive and compositional device. The resources available vary depending on the 

instrumental medium being used with composers and performers utilising these resources th such 

a way that they often become embedded in the compositional processes and interpretive outcomes. 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Gi,,lia,,i - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of/he Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery. vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.26. 



Transferring repertoire from one instrumental medium to another can have varying degrees of 

success, particularly when the interpretive outcomes are looked at in the form of an 'interpretive 

balance sheet' as explored later in this chapter. Some compositions are created with an intended 

degree of flexibility as to the performance medium, a common practice in the Renaissance and 

Baroque periods. J. S. Bach demonstrated this often pragmatic flexibility through the manner in 

which he regularly changed the performance medium, for example from violin to harpsichord, 

and cello to lute. During the nineteenth century we begin to see a greater use of timbre in the 

creative process in a way which locks the composition into a timbral medium. This process 

accelerated during the late nineteenth century when the use of timbre as a discreet compositional 

parameter became more dominant. 

In the music of Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) for example we see the emergence of a timbral 

exploitative style of guitar composition that locks together the instrumental medium and the 

performance outcome. The opening of Villa-Lobos' first prelude relies for a large part of its 

musical effect on a number of hierarchical timbral effects (fig. 16 - 7): 

Andantino expressivo 

Figure 16-7 - Heitor Villa-Lobos: Prelude # 1 / 138 

Heitor Villa Lobos, Villa Lobos Solo Guitar, ed. Frederick M. Noad (New York: Music Sales 
Corporation, 1990), 75. 
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The glissando ascending a perfect fourth on the fifth string, rising from B at the 

second fret to e at the seventh fret; 

• The effect of playing e on the fifth string at the seventh fret rather than the note's 

'home position' at the second fret of the fourth string; 

The joining of the timbral resonances of the resulting e with the open sixth string E, 

both played with an apovando thumb stroke; 

The potential use of vibrato to increase the emotive effect, made possible by 

shortened string length at the seventh fret. 

The dramatic result is lost if the same notes are played on any other instrument without 

the same timbral resources. The effect could be simulated on a nineteenth century guitar but its 

effect would be diluted and the music diminished in its expressive impact. The timbral resources 

of the twentieth century guitar exploited by Villa-Lobos are not strong timbral features of the early 

nineteenth century guitar. 

In the nineteenth century the evocation of the sound world of an orchestra was an expressive goal 

pursued by a number of leading perfbrmers and composers. This expressive possibility was given 

specific consideration by Sor in his Method where he discusses the imitation of various orchestral 

instruments both in respect to their timbral qualities and pitch range. In his discussion of the 

imitation of the sound of the horns he draws attention to the importance of not just imitating the 

timbre but also the idiomatic pitch range and distribution of voices. 



The imitation of some other instruments is never the exclusive effect of the quality of sound. It is 
necessary that the passage should be arranged as it would be in a score for the instruments I 
would imitate.9  

In his discussion of the art of accompanying, Sor draws a parallel between the orchestra, piano 

and the guitar, each being a diminution in terms of size and resources, but not in musical effect.'°  

Giuliani's Grand Overture Op. 61 is full of such orchestral effects. After a dramatic opening, 

calling the audience to attention, in the style of an Italian operatic overture, we hear a 

procession of orchestral textures from trilling cellos; Allegro Maestoso bars 14 & 15, 

- 

Figure 16-8 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  61; Allegro Maestoso / 14 & 15" 

Recording 16-2 (Track 43) - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op.  61; Allegro Maestoso / 
I 4& 15 

Ferdinand Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 16. 
10  Ibid., 36. 

Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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to fanfares of horns, Allegro Maestoso bars 80 & 81 

Figure 16-9 - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso / 80 & 81 12  

Recording 16-3 (Track 44)- Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro Maestoso / 
8() & 81 

The Alberti Bass as a Textual Accompaniment 

A/her/i bass' 3  passages are found in abundance in the guitar music of the early nineteenth 

century, and Giuliani's music was no exception. A passage from the first movement of his 

Concerto Op.36 beginning at bar 279, illustrates the use of the specific timbres where the 

guitar accompaniment is filling in the harmonic texture; the sounds blend to create a 

continuous veil of sound supporting the melody above. Giuliani was taking advantage of the 

unassertive string bass sound of the guitar's lower register to create the appropriate timbral 

12  Ibid. 
13  'Left-hand accompaniment figure in keyboard music consisting of broken triads whose notes are played 
in the order: lowest, highest, middle, highest and taking its name from Domenico Alberti (ci 710-1746). 
Research has suggested that, obvious as this little figure may seem, Alberti was in fact the first to make 
frequent use of it. The term ought to be restricted to figures of the shape described and not extended loosely 
to other types of broken-chord accompaniment.' 
Fuller, David. Alberti Bass, Grove Music Online, 2007 [cited 10 February 2007]. Available from 
littp://www.grovellILISiC.COIII. 
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effect to accompany a freely lyrical melody which may also make expressive use of the tempo 

rubato. 

a tempo 

100 

Figure 16-10 - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto Op. 36; i / 279-286 —Alberti bass' 4  

Recording 16-4 (Track 44) - Mauro Giuliani: Concerto op. 36; i / 279 - 286 

The Lyrical Treble 

A number of factors contributed to creating a treble range on the early nineteenth 

century guitar that was both responsive and intensely lyrical including the: 

. Low energy input required to make the notes speak 

Gentle, soft edged transients 

Increased potential to create a legato, singing, vocal line 

. Short string length, allowing fluent cormected left hand movements and effective 

use of 'vocal like' portamenti 

Low string tension allowing expressive use of vibrato 

14  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.28. 
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Easy, fluid left hand movements resulting from the low tension strings, short 

string length, and small fingerboard 

These physical characteristics created interpretive possibilities that were at the heart of 

the expressive aesthetic of the hel canto and utilised fully by Giuliani on many occasions 

as discussed in Chapter 13, Giuliani, Italian Opera and the he! canto. 

The Expressive Balance Sheet 

Considering the timbre of the bass strings of the early nineteenth century guitar discussed earlier 

this attribute becomes a negative entry on the 'expressive balance sheet' when performing the 

music of Villa Lobos. The music of Villa Lobos was written for an instrument with a particular 

tonal quality in its lower register and written to specifically exploit this characteristic. The 

nineteenth century guitar does not have the relevant timbral characteristic so appears in a negative 

light on the expressive 'balance sheet'. 

Volume and projection on the early nineteenth century guitar favoured the treble with a somewhat 

understated mid range and a plump, and in Aguado's words, "energetic" bass. This sound was not 

seen as a shortcoming of the instrument but rather an innate characteristic that was exploited by the 

major composers of the period in a variety of ways. The regularly occurring pedal points in the 

guitar music of the early nineteenth century can seem repetitive, potentially overbearing and 

lacking in musical interest, when perfbrmed on a contemporary guitar. When Aguado's advice is 
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taken into account, the musical quality and expressive capacity of such a bass line takes on a new 

character and the musical outcome is significantly enhanced. 

because plucking with the flesh of the thumb when not parallel to the string, produces 
pleasing energetic sounds, appropriate for the bass part usually played on the lower 
strings. 15 

The following example (fig. 16 - 11) from Giuliani's Grand Overture Op.  61 is a typical 

example of such a bass line that, when played on the nineteenth century guitar, with the 

flesh of the thumb, produces a plump 'pleasing energetic sound' that complements the 

sound of the upper strings in the same manner as a string bass in a string ensemble. The 

modem guitar creates a bright focused sound with associated sharp transients that draw 

attention to each individual note of the line and highlight its repetitive nature, rather than 

creating an homogenous line that blends into an overall textural effect. Recorded 

example 41a and 41b illustrates these two contrasting effects. 

15  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 10. 
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Figure 16-1I - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61: Allegro Maestoso / 128- 135  16  

Recording 16-5a & Sb (Track 46) - Mauro Giuliani: Grand Overture Op. 61; Allegro 
Maestoso / 128 - 135 

Recorded twice - once on / 9ih C guitar (/6-5a) and once on a con temporary guitar (16-5h). 

Both Sor and Giuliani were directly affected by the sound world of the orchestra and its wide 

palette of sonorities. Sor became familiar with this 'instrument' as a composer of major 

orchestral works including a series of ballets, and Giuliani, less as a composer, but rather as a 

participant from within the orchestra as a cellist. 

Summary 

The nineteenth century guitar developed a range of sounds, techniques and interpretive 

possibilities that were linked intrinsically to the musical context in which it existed. No 

instrument of any period fully satisfies the demands of leading composers and players who are 

16  Giuliani. Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsi,niles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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always pushing the boundaries and testing the limits of their instruments.17  The leading 

guitarists of the early nineteenth century, while cognisant of the shortcomings of their 

instrument, did not express lingering dissatisfaction with them. Often, quite the contrary 

was true; Aguado in the 1843 edition of his Method expressed clear satisfaction with his 

instrument: 

I have made many efforts to modify the form and internal construction of the instrument, and 
indeed they have not been in vain. I possess a guitar which has all the requisites I think should 
obtain in a good guitar.'1  

A contemporary guitarist can learn a lot of the interpretive practices of the early nineteenth 

century by exploring the instruments from that period. The interpretive palette will become 

progressively richer as the sound world is built. Many players of period instruments talk of 

learning from the instrument itself as new sounds and interpretive possibilities are discovered. 

17  The issue of volume is a good example. As noted in the text, Sor regretted the lack of volume of the 
guitar, a quality the modem guitar has to a large extent developed. Ironically this level of volume is still 
unsatisfactory in the larger venues and instrumental combinations in which the guitar is now expected to 
play. The solution has been through technology and amplification. 

Aguado, New Guitar Method, 8. 
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Chapter 17 - Sor, Giuliani and their Guitars: An 
Interpretive Context 

Whereas Sor left clear details in his Method as to the guitar makers he preferred, Giuliani 

left no such information. As a result there has been much speculation as to the 

instruments Giuliani might have played. In 2001 an article appeared in Soundboard 

describing an instrument held in the bank of Coutts and Co. in London which was made 

in 1 812 by the Parisian maker Pons'. Evidence suggests that the instrument in question, 

now unplayable, was a gift to Giuliani from the Empress Maria Louise. It is a highly 

ornate instrument and shows no signs of playing wear; this suggests strongly that the 

instrument was not one which Giuliani valued as a concert instrument on which he would 

have wished to perform. The details of the instrument's structure provided by the British 

guitar maker Gary Southwell, indicate that the instrument was a well made instrument. 

Beyond its purely visual qualities it also exhibited structural characteristics that were 

clearly included to enhance acoustical properties of the instrument. 

Luthier Pons took special care to give the upper notes on the first string their due 
resonance. In addition to stiffening the upper bout of the Soundboard by two customary 
crossbars, he joined them with a member running parallel to the strings as well. This little 
brace is located under the chanterelle and is about half as high as its neighbours.2  (fig. 17 
-I) 

And further: 

Two transverse bars support the guitar's lower bout. One of these is placed in a slanting 
position, giving the treble side of the table greater stiffness than the bass side. This effect 

Paul Pleijsier, 'Found: A Giuliani Guitar, Kept in a London Bank since 1816', Soundboard (2001). 
2  Ibid. 
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is enhanced by the use of an unfinished one-piece spruce top with its grain diverging 
from fairly wide on the bass side to very fine on the treble side.3  

Figure 17-1 - Bracing of the soundboard of the Pons guitar (Coutts Bank)4  

Obvious care was taken in constructing an instrument that was not only visually 

appealing, but was also acoustically an instrument of a high quality. If indeed this 

instrument was in Giuliani's hands for a period of time we can assume that he would 

have indeed played it and for some reason decided that the instrument did not suit his 

needs. Pleijsier suggests that the instrument was possibly a women's guitar, but the 

string length of 63cm was quite standard for the period with shorter string lengths not 

uncommon. The guitars of Johann Georg Staufer in Vienna, for example, had string 

lengths ranging from 58 - 61 cm.5  

A recently released recording by the guitarist Edoardo Catemario of Giuliani's Concerto 

Op. 30 uses another guitar by Pons which is also claimed to be a guitar originally owned 

Ibid. 
' Ibid. 

Ian Watchorn, 'The Guitar in the 19th Century - Technology and Technique' (paper presented at the 
Darwin International Guitar Festival, Darwin, Australia, 1999), 5. 
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by Giuliani.6  This instrument is dated 1825, which means if it was owned by Giuliani he 

would have had very little opportunity to play it publicly as by 1 825 his health was 

declining and his financial situation was becoming difficult as attested to in the letters 

quoted by Heck from Giuliani to his Viennese publisher Artaria. Unless the instrument 

was another gift it is unlikely that Giuliani would have had the resources to purchase 

another guitar, and the performances recorded during the period 1 825 to 1 829 are few. 

Based on the above argument, this then questions the likelihood of the later Pons of 1825 

actually being a guitar that Giuliani himself would have played. The later Pons guitar 

may have been a fine sounding instrument, but it would have been characterised by its 

typical French sound much admired by Sor; but not the stronger sounding instrument that 

it has been argued Giuliani needed for his many chamber music and concerto 

performances. A more likely reason for Giuliani not playing a Pons guitar was that its 

sound was not what he desired as a performer. The fuller bodied sound of the Italian 

style guitars were more suited to his interpretive needs and performance venues. The fact 

that Giuliani produced a full and strong tone, more powerful than that of Sor, has been 

alluded to in contemporary documents. 

I only wish I could have had the pleasure of hearing Giuliani perform, and to be thus 
qualified to draw a proper comparison between him and Sor; but if, as I understand 
Giuliani's tone was more powerful than Sor's, the compositions of the latter, executed by 
the former, must have left little or nothing to be wished for in regard to perfection on that 
instrument.7  

This recording produced by Arts Music accompanied the January 2004 edition of the BBC magazine 
"Music". Recordings of Giuliani's concertos op. 36 and op. 70 are to follow. 

N., 'Sor', Giulianiad 2, no. 3 (1834). 



The comments by the author 'N' in an article in the Giulianiad, alludes to an accepted 

perception of the time that Giuliani produced a powerful tone which suggests that this is 

one of the characteristics he would have been looking for in a guitar. No further 

information is given as to the provenance of the 1825 guitar by Pons that confirms it was 

indeed an instrument used by Giuliani regularly in his performances. 

Further speculation is added to the debate by the emergence of another guitar, which is 

claimed to have been owned and possibly played by Giuliani, an instrument by the 

Neapolitan maker, Geimaro Fabricatore (ci 779 - c 1844)8  made in 18099. This guitar, 

which has the initials MG engraved in the head, is the property of Nicola Giuliani, a 

descendent of Mauro Giuliani °  

The Viennese Connection 

In the period 1 806 to 1819 Giuliani became established as a performer and composer in 

Vienna. During this period the leading Viennese maker was Johann Georg Staufer. It is 

probable that Giuliani would have been familiar with the instruments of the leading 

maker in his adopted city. Staufer's early instruments were based on those of the 

Neapolitan maker Gennaro Fabricatore. It is possible that Giuliani had become familiar 

with the instruments of Fabricatore during his period in Italy. If so, Staufer's instruments 

8  Makoto Tsuruta, Fabricatore Family Tree (Crane Home Page, 2005 [cited April 22 2006]); available 
from http://www.crane.gr.jp/Researchon_Fabricatore_Family/Ejndex.html.  

In the case of the 1825 Pons and the Fabricatore the Italian collector and maker Giaimi Acornero is 
connected with the discovery of the instruments and so it is assumed is confirming their provenance. 
10  This information is found in a series of articles in the Italian music magazine Amadeus. The issue, vol. 
13 no. 3, is entirely dedicated to the Giuliani concertos. The magazine is accompanied by a recording of the 
three Giuliani concertos Up.30,  36 and 70, the Gran Quintetto op. 65 and the Qunitetto Op. 102 performed 
by Paolo Pugliese and Claudio Maccan. 
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would have felt quite familiar and it would not have been a radical step for the player to 

move in that direction. Evidence from leading players of all historical milieus suggests 

that they were greatly interested in the work of the artisans who produced the 'tools of 

their trade'. Players always seek an instrument that most effectively helps them reach 

their interpretive goals, and there is no reason to think that Giuliani was any different in 

this respect. Living in Vienna for a thirteen-year period, it is reasonable to surmise that 

Giuliani, the leading virtuoso of the period, would have frequented the workshops of the 

leading makers discussing his particular requirements and trying out their latest 

in strumen ts. 

Ciuliani's Guitar 

To know definitively what guitar Giuliani played would be of historical interest but I do 

not believe it would lead directly to performances of greater interpretive depth. In fact, 

where an original instrument is used, and seen as the dominant trapping of authenticity, 

more significant interpretive aspects can be overlooked.' If we take a different view and 

see the instrument as an interpretive tool rather than as a historical artefact we can create 

a picture of the guitar Giuliani would have needed to use to effectively work within the 

aesthetic context in which he composed and performed. 

Giuliani's requirements of a guitar would have been dominated by two overriding needs: 

I. To be able to capture instrumentally the aesthetic of the he! canto 

11  Diperl's low level intention - see 'Prelude', pg. 3 



2. To be able to project well in solo performances, chamber music and concerti with 

orchestra 

These requirements suggest that Giuliani would have used an instrument that would have 

allowed a fluent and agile style of playing would have been highly responsive to a 

player's touch and would have been able to offer a wide palette of tone colours. Its 

natural tone would have needed to be rich and 'languorous' and powerful enough to 

project well in often unfavourable venues. At the same time it would have needed to be 

capable of producing a sweet cantabile tone when it was required. These attributes do not 

match well with the sound of French instruments of the time which tended to have a 

bright, light and less robust sound. Italian instruments of the period, however, 

demonstrated the required characteristics, and made them an ideal first choice as a guitar 

for Mauro Giuliani. 

Sor and his guitars 

Part one of Sor's Method begins with a detailed discussion of construction methods and 

tonal attributes of the guitar. He quickly established what he saw as the key attribute of a 

good instrument and how a maker might achieve this. He recommended that the 

sounding-board should be made of 'thin and very light wood' so as to ensure 

'prolongation of the sound'  2  He proceeds to suggest an innovative design feature to 

achieve this end. Sor clearly shows his preference for particular guitar makers 

commenting: 

2  Ferdinand Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 7. 
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The guitars to which I have always given preference are those of Alonzo of Madrid, 
Pages and Beiiediz of Cadiz, Joseph and Manuel Martiniz of Malaga or Rada, successor 
and scholar of the latter, and those of M. Lacote of Paris.' 3  

The music of Fernando Sor, with its uncompromising use of correct part movement, often requires 

significant left hand stretches. The nineteenth century guitar with its shorter string length and 

smaller fingerboard, gives a physical advantage to the player in allowing such passages to be 

managed on the instrument with an ease not necessarily afforded to players of the modem guitar. 

One example was explored in relation to Sor's Elude Op 6 # 12 in Chapter 15 pgs. 377 380. 

Also of note is Sor's frequent use of maj or chord patterns utilising full bars as in the example 

below (fig. 17 -2). On a contemporary guitar, with a string length of 650 mm 4, the stretch along 

the fingerboard between fingers I and 4 [A] is 127mm and diagonally across the fingerboard 

between fingers I and 3 [B] 69mm and between fingers 3 and 4 [C] 66mm. On a 

nineteenth century guitar with a string length of 630 mm, the stretch along the fingerboard 

between fingers I and 4 [A] is a more manageable 123mm and diagonally across the 

fingerboard, between fingers I and 3 [B] 64mm, and between fingers 3 and 4 [C] 63mm. 

The cumulative effect of the reduced distance of the stretches on the nineteenth century 

guitar is significant in increasing the ease of playability of such passages and thus its 

overall fluency. 

13  Ibid., 9. 
14  The guitar used for these measurements is the guitar made by Michael Gee described in appendix 1. 
15  The guitar used for these measurements is an instrument made by Louis Panormo in 183 1 at 40 High St., 
Bloomsbury, London 
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Anaiite !.aro. 
c1-1  

I dol. 

Figure 17-2 - Sor: Fantaisie op. 16, Introduction, 1&216 

A similar passage is found in bars 47 - 50 where a static harmony is held by the left hand 

against a chromatically moving bass line requiring substantial left hand stretches (fig. 17 

-—=--= ==--I- 

------i 

chromatically moving bass line 
requring increasing stretch between 
L/H fingers 

Figure 17-3 - Sor: Fantaisie Op. 16, Introduction, 47 -5117  

16  Fernando Sor, Fernando Sor Op.I-20, ed. Frederick M. Noad (New York: Golden Music Press, 1976), 
122. 
'7 lbid., 123. 
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Early Nineteenth Century Guitar Strings 

Strings, along with the relative pitch to which they are tuned, are also a significant factor 

in contributing to a guitar's ease of playability. They also impact significantly on the 

quality of the timbre, a fact often overlooked. Modern guitar strings are commonly made 

of nylon or carbon fibre and tuned to a pitch where a' = 440 and with a string length of 650 

mm. Under these circumstances a typical set of modern 'normal' tension strings results in the 

following measurements: 18 

String Make D'Addario EJ45 
Tension normal 
Scale Length 648 mm 
Pitch a' =440  

THICKNESS 
M.M. 

TENSION 
KG. 

I String e' 0.711 6.94 
211d  String  b 0.818 5.26 
3rd Stringg 1.024 5.49 
4d1  String  d 0.74 7.08 

ll1 String A 0.89 6.80 
6111 String E 1.09 6.35 
Total Tension 37.92 

Figure 17-4 - Tension of modern 'normal' tension strings 

The measurements for a set of widely available nineteenth century guitar strings made from 

rectified nylon are:'9  

The string tensions are those presented on the string packets by D'Addario. 
The tensions of all the Early Romantic' guitar strings are cited from the La Bella On-Line Store at: 

littp://www.labelIa.coiii/prodLiCtS.])till1. 
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String Make La Bella — Early Romantic Guitar 
(ERG #1) 

Scale Length 630 mm 
Pitch al =440  

THICKNESS 
M.M. 

TENSION 
KG. 

1St String e' .635 54 
2nd String b .812 4.8 
3rd String g .927 4.75 
4th  String  d .736 6.5 
5th StringA .812 4.4 
61h StringE 1.016 4.6 
Total Tension 30.45 

Figure 1 7-5 - Tension of La Bella - Early Romantic Guitar (Rectified Nylon) 

The measurements for polished gut are: 

String La Bella - Early Romantic Guitar 
(ERG #7) 

Scale Length 630 mm 
Pitch at  = 440  

THICKNESS 
M.M. 

TENSION 
KG. 

1St String e' .609 6.2 
2nd String b .711 4.75 
3rcl  String g  .914 4.8 
4th String d .736 6.5 
5th StringA .812 4.4 
6th String E 1.016 4.6 
Total Tension 31.25 

Figure 17-6 - Tension of La Bella - Early Romantic Guitar (Polished Gut) 

The total string tension on the nineteenth century guitar using the above strings is 

significantly lower than a modem instrument even at a pitch of at = 440. Lowering the pitch 
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to a' = 425 will take reduce the total string tension by approximately another 1.5 kg.2°  If 

using commercially available sets of nineteenth century guitar strings, the choice of string 

tension is made on behalf of the player by the manufacturer. 

There is a possibility that string tensions during the early nineteenth century were higher than 

those given in the charts above. Ephraim Segerman concludes from his research and 

experience making period instrument strings that: 

To us, this practical experience is confirmation that 19th century stringing for the 
classical guitar was heavier than ills today.2 ' 

Aguado hints at such an approach when he discusses the thickness of the highest string 

(e') 

Experience has taught me that the thickness of the first string should be slightly greater than 
one might think. So that it does not appear to be too thick, the second string can be slightly 

22 thinner than usual. 

Aguado also notes that the sixth string is the hardest tension of all the strings due to its weight 

and thickness . 3  This is not the case with the measurements of the two La Bella 'Early 

Romanic' guitar strings where the sixth string has the second to lightest tension of each set. 

20  A useful survey and discussion by Len Verret of available 19th guitar strings can be found on the 
Website 'Early Romantic Guitar', at: http://www.earlyromanticguitar.com/ 

21 Ephraim Segerman, (www:nrinstrUlTiellts.denlon.co.uk, 2006 [cited February 10 2006]): 
-- Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981). 9 (footnote) 
23  Ibid., 165. 
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Aguado also notes that the three bass strings are of a higher tension than the three treble 

strings, requiring the strength of the thumb to pluck them.24  Again this suggests a higher 

tension than that found on either set of La Bella 'Early Romantic' guitar strings. In 

discussing the treble strings, Aguado notes that: 

The resistance of each gut string [I st 
- e', 2nd 

- b, 3rd 
- 

g] in terms of its thickness and tension 
corresponds most successfully - depending on how they are positioned - to the strength of the 
forefinger, middle and ring fingers of the right hand, when they are used to pluck.25  

This would suggest a graduated tension of the strings possibly progressively increasing from 

the first to the third strings.26  This differs from the equal tension stringing suggested by 

Segerman in Figure 17 - 7 below.27  Aguado restates his position in the chapter 'Rules for the 

use of both hands' (article 1, §368, rule 5); 

In both cases the force must be in proportion to the respective thickness of each string. The 
third, second and first, although made of the same material, are of unequal thickness. If the 
sounds of these three strings are to be equally clear and produce the same volume, the force 
used to pluck them and stop them must be in proportion to their resistance, depending on their 
thickness. The same should apply to the sixth, fifth, and fourth strings.25  

The fourth string however was of a higher tension than the fifth: 

Following rule 5 of article 129,  the thumb must apply more strength in plucking the sixth string 
than in plucking the fifth, and less for this string than for thefourth.30  

24  Ibid., 166. 
25  Ibid. 
26  Taking into account Aguado's suggested use of a heavier 1st string (e'), see pg.22. 
27  In his article on Shelley's guitar in FoMRHI issue V.67, Segerman notes that the first string may have 
been a slightly higher tension and that for acoustic reasons the sixth string a slightly lighter tension. 
28  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 169. 
29  'In both cases the force must be in proportion to the respective thickness of each string. The third, second 
and first, although made of the same material, are of unequal thickness. If the sounds of these three strings 
are to be equally clear and produce the same volume, the force used to pluck them and stop them must be in 
proportion to their resistance, depending on their thickness. The same should apply to the sixth, fifth and 
fourth strings.' Aguado, New Guitar Method, 169 
30  Aguado, New Guitar Method, 170. 
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In summary, Aguado appears to be recommending a higher string tension than is the common 

practice applied by contemporary guitarists when using instruments from the early nineteenth 

century with a progressive increase in tension, although not necessarily a proportional one, 

from the first to the sixth string. 

This approach to stringing would support the powerful sound that Giuliani needed to produce 

for his chamber music and concerto perfixmances and align with the many reviews of the 

period that attest to the strength of his sound. Using the thicker strings that Segerman 

recommends for the early nineteenth century guitar, the following tensions result: 

String Make Segerman - Gut 
Tension High 
Scale Length 630? (654 see Shelley's Guitar) 
Pitch a' =430  

THICKNESS 
M.M. 

TENSION 
KG. 

1St String e' 0.72 10 
21(3 String b 0.96 10 
3rd String g 1.21 10 
40' String d 1.62 10 
5ih String A 2.16 10 
6 String E 2.72 10 
Total Tension 60 

Figure 1 7-7 - Segerman - Recommended string tensions 

A benefit of higher tension stringing is the resulting increase in dynamic range. There is a 

significant extension in the louder dynamic range with no significant loss in the lower range. 

The thicker bass strings also significantly increase the volume and projection of the bass. 
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Nineteenth century stringing was far less standardised and the quality of the strings was quite 

variable. Whereas tension is often the determining factor in the choice of strings for a 

modern guitar, in the nineteenth century the choice of strings was also related to the sound 

quality that the performers desired from their instruments, or which strings would bring 

out the best qualities from a particular instrument. This was also related to the variation in 

guitar construction from one maker and one region to another. As Sor noted in his Method: 

The guitar-maker, Manuel Martinez, of Malaga, on receiving an order for a guitar, after having 
made a note of the dimensions desired, always asked: "Do you string it with large or small 
strings? Do you like a silvery or soft tone?" And he regulated his proceedings according to 
the answer. Thus, I have seen guitars which did not give satisfaction, but which, as soon as I 
had thmished them with the proper strings, excited surprise by the favourable change.3 ' 

Of note is the question; 'Do you string it with large or small strings?' Large strings were an 

option that was considered. Whether they were as large as Segerman's findings suggest, still 

awaits further evidence. 

' Sor, Methodfor the Spanish Guitar, 15. 
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Conclusion 

The objective of this thesis was to provide an opportunity for contemporary guitarists to 

enhance their interpretations of music from the early nineteenth century through a 

deepened understanding of the interpretive practices and instrumental resources of the 

period. A number of key areas were pivotal in undertaking this evaluation. These 

included: 

I. Building a context from within which all interpretive observations can be 

referenced 

Exploring the impact of available organological resources and instrumental 

technique on interpretive outcomes 

Identifying contextually embedded interpretive practices 

Identifying temporally transferable interpretive practices that retain meaning, 

although potentially a different meaning, when temporally transferred 

Exploring the incorporation of contemporary performance practices and 

instrumental technique, into performances of early nineteenth century guitar 

music 

Developing interpretive and technical 'Hybrid Performance Practices' from the 

blending of early nineteenth century and contemporary performance practices. 
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1. Building a context from within which all interpretive observations can be 

referenced 

This thesis demonstrated that in the process of developing a context from within which 

interpretive observations could be meaningfully referenced, it was equally as important to 

understand contemporary performance practices as it was to understand the performance 

practices of the early nineteenth century. It was from within the former context that all 

observations in relation to performance practices of the early nineteenth century are, by 

default, made. Once the defining characteristics of contemporary performance practice 

were established it was possible to compare findings of research regarding early 

nineteenth century performance practice. A control had been established. 

An example of this process arose in the discussion of tempo flexibility and the 

established contemporary view that tempo flexibility was applied minimally in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. This assumption was based on the observed 

use of key descriptors such as 'imperceptible' by authors of influential early nineteenth 

century instrumental and vocal methods. It was shown, however, that the interpretive 

implication of this word has changed significantly over the intervening two centuries. 

Contemporary performers commonly adopt an interpretive approach to music from the 

early nineteenth century that applies these descriptors with their associated contemporary 

meaning rather than the meaning intended in their original historical context. 
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It was noted in Chapter 7 that Czerny accepted an expressive tempo change of up to a 

third from the core tempo as being within acceptable interpretive boundaries. Czemy's 

observation that; 'there occurs almost in every line some notes or passages where a small 

and often almost imperceptible emphasis added] relaxation or acceleration of the 

movement is necessary" seemed to present a contradiction between the recommended 

frequency, that is high, and the term imperceptible, implying little. By extracting the 

word 'imperceptible' from its original context and then applying a contemporary 

definition to it, a radically different interpretive effect can result. It is possible by 

identifying embedded performance practices to demonstrate the changed meaning of the 

word and its interpretive significance.2  

In this case the term 'imperceptible' was shown to mean 'holistically integrated', that is 

tempo changes that were smoothly introduced so as to be part of a musically integrated 

whole. It was tempo changes that were introduced erratically creating a musical hiatus 

that were to be avoided. This can happen if a tempo change is introduced too rapidly, 

creating the effect ofa musical 'hiccup'. The term 'imperceptible' was not specifically 

limiting the degree of tempo change but rather the manner of its application. 

Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School 01).500. 3 vols. (London: 1839), 
2/2/31. 
2  See Chapter 7 'A Lesson with Czerny pp.  214 & 215. 
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2. Exploring the impact of available organological resources and instrumental 

technique on interpretive outcomes 

This thesis has shown that interpretive outcomes and the instrumental medium and 

techniques used to achieve these outcomes are inextricably linked. Changing the 

instrumental medium and technical means of producing the sound impacts directly on the 

interpretive outcomes. It was suggested that in effect this change of instrumental medium 

was the equivalent of a transcription of the original work. 

A particular issue considered was that of instrumental timbre. Timbre has always been a 

significant compositional parameter; it is the fundamental sound material from which 

composers draw when creating their works. Viewing the compositional resource of 

timbre, the following cyclical connections were established in which all attributes are 

interdependent. If one attribute changes then by default all attributes are changed. 

compositional choice of timbre +-* instrumental medium used to realize the 

composition -* technique used to produce the aural realisation of the 

composition -> interpretive outcomes 

The only way therefore, to fully understand the compositional and interpretive context 

within which a composer was working and, ipso facto, his / her compositional intent, was 

by the use of the same sound producing mechanism that allowed the realisation of the 

composer's concept of the ideal timbre - the compositional raw material. It is only then 
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that a range of other interpretive possibilities can be fully considered, and if so desired, a 

composition transcribed'3  for performance on a contemporary instrument. As Jerrod 

Levinson noted; 

A performance matching the sound of an ideal contemporary (and thus, presumably 
authentic) performance is not authentic unless this match is brought about through the 
offices of the same pertbrinaiice means or instrumental forces as were prescribed in the 
original score (or other composition-fixing vehicle of the composer's determination)4  

It became clear that to fully realize the interpretive possibilities of a composition from the 

early nineteenth century it was essential to experience, as closely as possible, the original 

aural context in which it was created. This provides an interpretive insight that could not 

have been achieved if the only aural experience of the piece was via a transcription 

utilising another instrumental medium.5  

3. Identifying contextually embedded interpretive practices 

This point addressed the interpretive impact of embedded practices that could not be 

meaningfully transferred to a contemporary context when contemporary performance 

practices were applied. A range of interpretive practices were identified that were deeply 

embedded in the expressive language of the early nineteenth century, but which were not 

indicated in a notated form in the scores. These practices were understood by all 

musicians of the period, being an organic part of their expressive vocabulary. These 

Peter Kivy suggests that there is an analogy between performers and arrangers noting: 
'1 am suggesting that the artistic skill of performers, when they are exhibiting personal 
authenticity, is more like the compositional skill of arranging than like any other thing 1 
can think of; ...' Kivy, Peter. Authenticilies: Philosophical Reflections on Musical 
Performance. Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ. Press, 1995. 

Jerrold Levinson, Music, Art, and Metapin'sics (New York: Cornell University Press, 1990), 394. 
As already noted I consider a performance on the contemporary guitar as a transcription. 
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interpretive 'mother tongues' varied from region to region, and county to country, but 

certain expressive devices were widely dispersed beyond their country of origin. 

In this thesis the link between the interpretive practices of the early nineteenth century 

and the Italian bet canto provided such an example. The bet canto style of singing 

dominated this period and was widely understood by composers and performers. Sor, 

who never visited Italy, composed in this style and vocally imitated its great exponents. 

As noted in Chapter 1 compositions that had stylistic properties strongly embedded in 

their original historical periods could diminish in meaning when temporally transposed if 

these original stylistic practices were not understood. Such compositions were shown as 

not offering the opportunity to have their embedded stylistic elements replaced in a 

meaningful way by contemporary practices. 

This added to the imperative to not only use period instruments, but also to understand 

the interpretive context in which the original compositions were created. It was 

demonstrated that once these two parameters are more deeply understood the embedded 

interpretive practices of the early nineteenth century can be more effectively adapted to a 

contemporary context. 

4. Identify temporally transferable interpretive practices that retain meaning, 

although potentially a different meaning, when temporally transferred 
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There are a range of stylistic attributes identifiable in scores from the early nineteenth 

century that can be effectively transferred to a contemporary context. These attributes 

can have an interpretive value within the new context independent of their original 

context. Such an attribute was identified in certain harmonic progressions, as shown in 

Chapter 15 in a discussion of a sonata by Fernando Sor, which was identified by William 

Newman in 1963 as having harmonic merit.6  Newman was assessing the value of Sor's 

sonatas in a period temporally removed from the composition's original interpretive 

context. This sonata composed in the first decade of the nineteenth century was still 

perceived as harmonically skilful and bold in 1963. The harmonic language of this sonata 

could therefore be seen as being a temporally transferable characteristic, retaining 

meaning when moved to a new interpretive context, independent of any other embedded 

interpretive characteristics. 

5. Exploring the incorporation of contemporary performance practices and 

instrumental technique, into performances of early nineteenth century guitar 

music 

As demonstrated, through a deepened contextual understanding of the interpretive 

practices of the early nineteenth century, opportunities are presented to enhance 

contemporary interpretive outcomes of performances of music from this period by 

utilising contemporary performance practices and merging them with practices from the 

early nineteenth century. Critics in the early nineteenth century commonly recognised 

6  \Villiarn S Newman, The Soiiala in the Classic Era, 2nd ed., The Norton Library (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company inc., 1972). 664. 
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the shortcomings of the guitar in terms of its ability to project in less than ideal venues 

and often viewed it as a 'perennially weak voiced instrument'. Sor also recognised this 

deficiency in his Method and 'regretted that there was no method of giving more sound to 

the instrument'7. 

A clear solution to this in a contemporary context is the use of amplification. It is 

possible to amplify an early nineteenth guitar without changing its inherent timbre. 

Using more powerful contemporary instruments allows for increased volume but at the 

same time dramatically changes other parameters including timbre, touch, ease of 

playability, articulation and dynamics. 

Through an understanding of the techniques of the early nineteenth guitar and their 

interpretive significance, the possibility exists to create a hybrid technique that allows a 

contemporary guitarist to perform the guitar repertoire from the early nineteenth century 

in a manner that offers the possibility of new interpretive outcomes. 

6. Developing interpretive and technical 'Hybrid Performance Practices' from the 

blending of early nineteenth century and contemporary performance practices. 

Through a deepened understanding of a composition's original stylistic context it is 

possible to make informed decisions regarding the application and modification of 

contemporary interpretive resources to enhance the interpretive outcomes of music from 

Ferdinand Sor, Method for the Spanish Guitar, trans. A. Merrick (London: R. Cocks, 1832; reprint, Da 
Capo Press), 17. 
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the early nineteenth century. Such an example was given in Chapterl6 when a modified 

contemporary right hand technique was suggested which allowed a contemporary 

guitarist to perform on period instruments while adopting a number of interpretive 

practices not possible to achieve on a contemporary instrument. This approach blended 

the technical recommendations made by Aguado in his Method of 1 843 with the 

dominant contemporary technical approach as recommended by leading players and 

teachers in the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries. 

An Interpretive Compromise 

For the majority of contemporary guitarists, the possibility of specialising exclusively in 

the performance of nineteenth century guitar music is unrealistic. Contemporary 

guitarists are often required to have an eclectic approach to musical styles and are 

unlikely, from the more pragmatic perspective of performance opportunities, to 

exclusively work within specialised areas of activity. It has been shown however, that it 

is possible to enhance performances of the repertoire of the early nineteenth century 

without the necessity of making it an exclusive activity. Hybrid techniques were shown 

to be a viable way for a contemporary guitarist to utilise period instruments and share in 

their interpretive benefits. However, more importantly, a large number of interpretive 

practices commonly used in the early nineteenth century, were shown not to be 

instrument dependent, but rather requiring an understanding of the interpretive practices 

themselves. These performance practices were shown to be temporally transferable. 
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Two of the most significant of these performance practices, and some of the most 

underemployed, are those of tempo flexibility and tempo rubato. These interpretive 

practices, that were a pivotal part of the performance practice context of the early 

nineteenth century, have largely been ignored by contemporary performers. It was 

however shown that it is equally possible to adopt these practices in contemporary 

performances using contemporary instruments as it is on period instruments. 

The possibility for contemporary guitarists to enrich their repertoire and interpretations of 

the music of the early nineteenth century is as real as is their interest in investigating the 

vital interpretive practices of that period. This requires an acceptance that the early 

nineteenth century guitar is not just an ancestor of the contemporary instrument but a 

complete, and interpretively self contained instrument. Anyone who has spent time 

'learning' from these instruments soon discovers they are eminently satisfying and 

complete within themselves, capable of supporting rich and subtle interpretations of the 

music that was composed for them. One only has to recall Aguado's views as expressed 

in his Method: 

The expericnce of 22 years, however, has made me aware that the guitar is an instrument 
of more worth than even I had thought, and one which should be studied with care.8  

and further: 

I have made many efforts to modify the form and internal construction of the instrument 
and indeed they have not been in vain. I possess a guitar which has all the requisites I 
think should obtain in a good guitar.9  

Dionisio Aguado, New Guitar Method, ed. Brian Jeffery, trans. Louise Bigwood (Madrid: Tecla Editions, 
1843; reprint, 1981), 1. 

Ibid., 8. 



Aguado was clearly satisfied with the interpretive capacity of his instrument. As this 

thesis has shown, the early nineteenth century guitar was indeed an instrument of its 

times, capable of expressing the musical aesthetic of the period in a wholly effective and 

satisfying manner. 

This thesis established dual contexts which allow an effective transferral of interpretive 

practices from the early nineteenth to the early twenty first century. It was demonstrated 

that through a deeper understanding of the performance practices of the early nineteenth 

century, interpretive 'gaps' that often occur in contemporary performances of this music 

can be effectively filled to produce aesthetically satisfying performances. The wealth of 

repertoire that was composed in this fertile period of the guitar's history can be explored 

afresh with performances retaining their inherent musical value for both performers and 

audiences in the 2 1st  century. 

Aguado, Dionisio. New Guitar Method. Translated by Louise Bigwood. Edited by Brian 
Jeffery. Madrid: Tecla Editions, 1843. Reprint, 1981. 

Czerny, Carl. Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Jorte School op. 500. 3 vols. 
London, 1839. 

Levinson, Jerrold. Music, Art, and Metaphysics. New York: Cornell University Press, 
1990. 

Newman, William S. The Sonata in the Classic Era. 2nd ed, The Norton Libramy. New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company inc., 1972. 

Sor, Ferdinand. Method/br the Spanish Guitar. Translated by A. Merrick. London: R. 
Cocks, 1832. Reprint, Da Capo Press. 
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Appendix I 

Guitar: Michael Gee (1997) 

Luthier Michael Gee 
Country England, Earls Barton, Northamptonshire. 
Year 1997 

Top Sitka Spruce 
Back and Sides Indian Rosewood 

String Length 
String spacing (nut) 
String spacing (bridge) 
Fingerboard width (nut) 

Top strutting 
Top thickness  

65cm 
45mm 
58mm 
53mm 

Fan (Hcrnandez and Aguado style - see below) 
2.5mm (edges) - 2.8mm (behind bridge)1  

Michael Gee is a leading British guitar maker working in the north of England. He has 

made over 500 guitars since opening his workshop in 1997. Michael Gee's guitars are 

largely hand made with few machines being utilised in the process. Construction 

methods are based on a traditional approach as demonstrated by his use of a Spanish 

strutting method for the underside of the guitar's top as developed by Hemandez y 

Aguado. Gee also makes instruments based on those of the early 20th  century German 

luthier, Herman Hauser. 

Measurements made by author 
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Adrian Copley of the Stafford Spanish guitar centre notes: 

His guitars have been described as having an exceptionally smooth and warm tone with 
great projection and excellent separation.2  

These qualities are just those sought by contemporary guitarists. So even though adopting 

a traditional approach to guitar making Michael Gee also accommodates the 

contemporary performer's desire for a powerful and balanced instrument with a 

crystalline tone.3  To this end he has specifically developed a new 'sandwich' top that 

further enhances these desirable characteristics. 

2  Adrian Copley, [Web page] (Stafford Spanish Guitar Centre, [cited Jan 20 2007]); available from 
http://www.staffordguitar.com/shop/gee.asp.  

A discussion of the tonal characteristics of contemporary instruments is found in Chapter 10 
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Figure A 1 Guitar by Michael Gee 1997 

The strutting pattern used by Michael Gee is based on that developed by Hemandez y 

Aguado as illustrated below.4  

Roy Courtnall, Making Master Guitars (London: Robert Hale, 1993), 78. 
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Figure A 2 - Hernandez and Aguado - Strutting pattern (as used by Michael Gee)5  
Measurements of top thickness in mm. as for 1997 Michael Gee Guitar 

Ibid. 



Appendix 2 

Guitar: Gaetano Guadagnini (1829) 

Luthier Gaetano Guadagnini (1796 - 1 852) 
Country Italy, Torino, Piazza San Carlo 
Year 1829 

Top Local European spruce 
Back and Sides Apple wood 
Fingerboard Fruit wood 

String Length 
String spacing (nut) 
String spacing (bridge) 
Fingerboard width (nut) 
Frets 
Tuning Pegs 
Purfling and sound hole 
decorati on 
Top strutting 
Top thickness  

64.5cm6  
38mm 
61 mm 
45mm 
21 / Bone 
Reproduction with mechanical tighteners 

Whale bone 
Transverse 
2.0 - 2.2 mm 

Gaetano Guadagnini was a member of a well known family of instrument makers from 

Turin which included his father Carlo, and his son Antonio. Turin, along with Naples, 

was one of the major centres of guitar production in early nineteenth century Europe. 

Gaetano Guadagnini's innovative use of a large figure eight shaped body gave his 

instruments a particularly full bodied sound and resonance, qualities that suit the 

performance of chamber music and concerti with orchestra. 

Gianni Acconero notes that these guitars were played by some of the leading players of 

the period including; Maria Teresa de Regatis and Benvenuto Terzi.7  

All measurements made by the author. 
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Figure A 3 - Guitar by Gaetano Guadagnini (1829) 

Johann Kaspar Mertz, Johann Kaspar Mertz, Complete Works, Duo Maccarl - Pugliese (Varese: Trio 
Zecchini, 2002). 



Appendix 3 

Analytical Extracts 

The following extracts were surveyed in the analysis of changing notational styles from 
the early nineteenth century to the late twentieth century in chapter two: 

• Fernando Sor (1778-1839) - Fantaisie Elegiaque Op. 59(1836); Bars 1 - 141 
(inc. anacrusis as a separately numbered bar) 

• Mauro Giuliani (178 l-1829)- Sei Variaziono per Guitarra Op. 62 (1814); Theme 
and Variations I - 39 

• Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856) - Fantaisie Hongroise Op. 65 # 1 (c1856); 
Bars I —45 'U  

• Napoleon Coste (1 805-1 883)- Le Source c/u Lvson, Op. 47 (1878) - ii Andante 
Sostenuto; bars 1 - 3711 

• Pierre Boulez (b.1925) - Le marteau sans maitre (1934); Bars /_9512 

• Leo Brouwer (b. 1939) - Elogia dc/a Danza (/964); Lento bars 1 _53i3 

• Peter Sculthorpe (b. 1929) - From Kakadu (1994), Cantando bars 123— 176' 
• Phillip Houghton (b.1954); Kinkachoo, ILove You (/998)" 

Fernando Sor, The Complete Works/ir Guitar, ed. Brian Jeffery, 9 vols. (London: Tecla Editions, 1982), 
Vol.7 Pgs.42-45. 

Mauro Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles a/the Original Editions, ed. Brian 
Jeffery, vol. 39 (London: Tecla Editions, 1986), Vol.8. 
0  Johann Kaspar Mertz, Guitar Works, ed. Simon Wynberg. 10 vols. (Heidelberg: Chanterelle Verlag, 
1985), Vol.9 Pgs2,3. 

Napoleon Coste, The Guitar Works qt  Napoleon Coste, ed. Simon Wynberg. 9 vols. (Heidelberg: 
Chanterelle Verlag, 1983; reprint, 1986), Vol.5 Pgs.64,65. 
2  Pierre Boulez, Le Mar/eau Sans Maitre (London: Universal Edition, 1957), 1-  6. 

13  Leo Brouwer, Elogio Dt' La Danza, Guitar Archive (Mains: Schoti Musik International, 1972), 2, 3. 
4  Peter Sculthorpe, From Kakadu and into the Dreaming (London: Faber Music, 1994), 8, 9. 

Phillip Houghton, Kinkachoo, I Love You (Moonstone Music Publications, 2001), 1, 2. 
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Fernando Sor (1778-1839) — Fantaisie Elegiaque op. 59 
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Figure A 4- Fernando Sor (1778-1839) - Fantaisie Elegiaque Op. 59(1836); Bars 1 - 
3716 

Sor, The Complete Works for Guitar, Vol.7 Pg.42. 
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Figure A 5 - Fernando Sor (1778-1 839) - Fanlaisie Efegiaque op. 59 (1 836); Bars 38-
67' 

17  Ibid., Vol.7 Pg.43. 
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Figure A 6- Fernando Sor(1778-1839) - FantaisieElegiaque op. 59(1836); Bars 68- 
10618  

18  Ibid., Vol.7 Pg.44. 
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Figure A 7 - Fernando Sor (1 778- 1 839) - Fantaisie Elegiaque op. 59 (1 836) Bars 107 
141 ' 

11) Ibid., Vol.7 Pg.45. 
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Figure A 8 - Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829) - Sei Variaziono per Guitarra Op. 62 (1814); 
Theme and variation 120 

Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829) - Sei Variaziono per Guitarra op. 62 
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20  Giuliani, Mauro Giuliani - the Complete Works in Facsimiles of the Original Editions, Vol.8. 
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Figure A 9- Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829) - Sei Variaziono per Guitarra op. 62(1814); 
Theme and variations 2 & 321 

2!  Ibid. 
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Figure A 10 - Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829) - Sei Variaziono per Guitarra op. 62(1814); 
variation 322 

22  Ibid. 
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Figure A I I - Johann Kaspar Mertz (1 806-1 856) - Fantaisie Liongroise op. 65 # 1 
(ci 856); Bars I 2023 

23 Merlz, Guitar Works, Vol.9 Pg2. 
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Figure A 12 - Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856) - Fantaisie Hongroise Op. 65 #1 
(c1856); Bars 21 _4524 

24  Ibid., Vol.9 Pg.3. 
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Napoleon Coste (1805-1883)- LeSource c/u Lyson, Op.  47 
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Figure A 13 - Napoleon Coste (1805-1883) - Le Source dii Lyson Op.  47 (1878) - ii 
Andante Sostenuto bars I - 2825  

25  Coste, The Guitar Works u/Napoleon Coste, Vol.5 Pg.64. 
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Figure A 14- Napoleon Coste (1805-1883) - Le Source du Lyson op. 47(1878) - 
ii Andante Sostenuto; bars 29 - 3726 

16  Ibid., Vol.5 Pg.65. 
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Figure A 15 - Pierre Boulez (b. 1925) - Le marteau sans maître (1934); Bars 1 1527 

7  Boulez, Le Maitea,, Sans Maitre, 1. 
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Figure A 16 - Pierre Boulez (b.1925) - Le marteau sans maître (1934); Bars 16— 3228 

28  Ibid., 2. 
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29 Ibid., 3 
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31  Ibid., 5. 
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Leo Brouwer 
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Figure A 21 - Leo Brouwer (b. 1939)- Elogia de la Danza (1964); Lento bars I - 21 33 

33  Brouwer, Elogia De La Dan:a, 2. 
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Peter Scuithorpe (b. 1929) - Froni Kakadu (1994) 
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Figure A 23 - Peter Scuithorpe (b. 1929) - From Kakadu (1994); Cantando bars 123 
14931  

Scuithorpe, From Kakadu and into the Dr'amhu,, 8. 
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Appendix 4 

Analysis of the 201h  century guitar methods 

This appendix presents the full analysis of the 20th century guitar methods from which 
conclusions were drawn in chapter 2 - Performance Practice in the 20th and 21st 
Centuries. 

The following tutors were included: 

. The John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor - John Mills39  

• Solo Guitar Playing - Frederick M. Noad 4°  

• Classic Guitar Technique - Aaron Shearer4 ' 

• Pumping Nylon, The Classical Guitarist's Technique Handbook - Scott Tennant42  

• Pumping Nylon (Easy to Early Intermediate) - Scott Tennant43  

• Pumping Nylon (Intermediate to Advanced Repertoire) Scott Tennant44  

• Progressive Classical Guitar - Jason Wa1dron45  

39 John Mills, The John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor (London: Musical New Services, 1992). 
40  Frederick M. Noad, Solo Guitar Playing, New Edition ed. (New York: Schirnier Books, 1968). 

Aaron Shearer, Classic Guitar Technique, vol. I (New York: Beiwin Mills, 1959). 
42  Scott Tennant, Pumping Ni'lon, the Classical Guitarist Technique Handbook, ed. Nathaniel Gunod, 
National Guitar Workshop (Van Nuys: Alfred, 1995). 
° Scott Tennant, Pumping Nylon Easv to Ear/v Intermediate), ed. Nathaniel Gunod (Van Nuys: Alfred, 
1997). 
44  Scott Tennant, Pumping Nylon, Intermediate to Advanced Repertoire. ed. Nathaniel Gunod (Van Nuys: 
Alfred, 1999), 23. 
45  Jason Waldron, Progressive Classical Guitar, ed. Gary Turner and Brenton White (Burnside: Koala 
Publications, 1986). 
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Name The John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor46  

Author John Mills 

Type Performer I Teacher 

Performance Practice Elements Key Words 

Tone Colour 'Aim at producing a full, warm, and clear sound, without -full, warm, 
(Timbre) and cutting or clipping any notes.'47  clear 
Volume 

'Also listen to the balance in these chords to make sure no -balance 
one string drowns out another..'48  

,..and use the rest-stroke for its tonal colour, not for -tonal colour 
accentuation. '  49 

'...playing with a full mellow tone quality.'50  -full mellow 

'The guitar is a marvellous instrument because it is capable 
of such rich textures and tone colour, but changes in tone -rich textures 
colour can easily become vulgar if they are done in a -vulgar 
random fashion. Always consider the type of piece you are 
playing, the period in which it was written, and then if it 
needs tone colour variations, just how much would be 
considered in good taste.'51  -good taste 

Articulation 'Both pieces must be played with great attention to the 
voices or lines and clarity is of the utmost importance. Try -clarity 
and make your performance of this music have a 
smoothness or LEGATO as it is termed, so there is a -smoothness 
feeling of the notes moving onward in a horizontal line, 
rather than vertically.'52  (Sonatos 8 & 9 - E. de 
Valderrabano)  

Tempo and 'The sign over the final note is call(ed) afermata, which 
Tempo means that the note in question is to be held a little longer -held a little 
Modifications than its written value.'53  longer 
(including 
rubato) '"Rit" at the end of this piece is short for Ritardando,and 

means a gradual slowing up, so bringing the music in this -slowing up 

46  Mills, The John Mills Classical Guitar Tutor, 56. 
47 1bid., 19. 
48  Ibid., 22. 
49  Ibid. 
50  Ibid., 29. 
51  Ibid., 44. 
52  Ibid. 
51  Ibid., 20. 
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Tempo & case to a satisfactory conclusion.54  
Tempo 
Modifications Keep the tempo steady and do not rush. 55 -steady 
(including 
rubato) contd. would suggest the student does not take too much notice -does not take 

of the bar lines, but tries to convey the feeling of longer too much 
phrases in the music, the scale passages being pushed on in notice of bar 
tempo slightly, with a free style of interpretation, whilst the lines 
cadences and more vertical harmonic sections be treated -pushed on in 
more strictly, so giving a steadying effect.'56  (Fantasia - tempo 
Francesco da Milano) (See also "Expression") -treated more 

strictly 
".1 would be inclined to slow the tempo, as to maintain -slow the 
strict tempo here sounds if anything rather rushed."57  tempo 
(Study - Napeleon (sic) Coste)  

Rhythm '...because the cardinal sin in music is to interrupt or break 
the flow or rhythm.'51  -flow 

'Guitarists, more so than most other musicians, are guilty 
of taking liberties (usually subconsciously) with rhythm -liberties 
and tempo. 

,...and it will be far easier to command a firm control of -/Irm control 
rhythm in your solo playing. . . 

'Slurs should never be rushed. Always try and play them -strictly and 
very strictly and rhythmically.'61 rhythmically 

Expression / 'The Fantasia was an extremely popular style of 
Interpretation composition, but it should be remembered by the student improvisation 

that a piece of this nature must have a feeling of -appearance 
improvisation in the interpretation, and one must not be of music on 
misled by the appearance of the music on paper. I would paper 
suggest the student does not take too much notice of the -pushed on in 
bar lines, but tries to convey the feeling of longer phrases tempo 
in the music, the scale passages -free style of 
being pushed on in tempo slightly, with a free style of interpretation 
interpretation, whilst the cadences and more vertical -treated more 
harmonic sections be treated more strictly, so giving a strict/v 
steadying effect.'62  (Fantasia Francesco da Milano)  

54 
 Ibid. 

Ibid., 37. 
16  Ibid., 58. 
51  Ibid., 70. 
51  Ibid., 19. 
59  Ibid. 
'° Ibid. 
" Ibid.. 33 
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Expression / 'An artist whose painting look rather like photographs, is 
Interpretation very often more difficult or even impossible to study, than 
contd. somebody who transmits more of his own feelings and -feelings 

technique, and is capable of imitating in his pictures 
anything he sees around him, but it is how to breathe life, -breathe life 
energy, motion, warmth, sadness, into his work which 
separates the great from the not-so-great.'63  

'In most cases the composer cannot perform the piece for 
us, we have to interpret the vague series of dots on a page -vague series 
left to us by the composer. We must have the technique to of notes 
be able to actually play those notes, but then must try to 
understand what the mood, feeling, character, of the piece -mood, 
is - what the composer is trying to say. We then go one feeling, 
step further....., because every performer performs a given character 
piece differently, tempos will vary, and any one performer 
will take a piece at a fractionally different tempo each time. 
We must learn to understand the language of the individual -language 
composer, what period he is from, the life he has led, the 
circumstances in which the piece was written and so on.'64  

'The composers of that time assumed every performer 
understood this language, and so we find very little 
prompting in the original manuscripts.'65  (Minuet - J.S. -understood 
Bach) this language 

Summary Many of the above notes have references to the expressive 
aspect of the interpretive device being used. 

An emphasis on producing a clear and full sound and 
maintaining flow in rhythm. 

This is qualified later in the tutor with some examples of 
possible interpretive reasons for not following exactly the 
printed score. 

The only Tutor to go into any detail as to interpretive practices. 

Still however relies on judgment and good taste of the player. 

62  Ibid., 58. 
63  Ibid., 60. 
64  Ibid. 
65  Ibid., 65. 
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Summary One assumes this is a learnt discriminatory ability. 
(contd.) 

But the above statement is preceded with the following 
qualification, 'There were very subtle rhythmical variations 
and accentuations which cannot be put down on the printed 
music.' 

One would assume that there was no need to add such 
indications, as 'every performer understood this language.' 
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Name Solo Guitar Playing66  

Author Frederick M. Noad 

Type Teacher (performer) 

Performance Practice Elements Key Words 

Tone Colour 'It is also the means of developing a strong clear tone -strong clear 
(Timbre) and with the right hand,..'67  (The Rest Stroke) tone 
Volume 

'Be prepared to experiment at length with this stroke 
until a clear full bodied tone can be produced.'68  (The -clear, full 
Rest Stroke) bodied 

'In addition to the basic stroke, experiment with sliding 
the nail at a slight angle across the string in the direction 
of the bridge for a more delicate sound.' 69  -delicate sound 

'Start slowly and increase speed only when each note is 
clear and even.'70  -clear and even 

'...aiming to produce a clear sound and even timing.'7 ' -clear sound 
even timing 

'Aim for a rich, full sound, and be careful to sustain the -rich, full, 
chords for their full time value.'72  (Robert de Visee - sound 
Sara band) 

'Another great aid to an interesting performance is the 
full use of the tonal variety of the guitar.'73  -full use of tonal 

variety 
'The fingering takes advantage of the new positions for 
smoother changes and greater tonal variety.'74  -tonal variety 

'The use of the 4' string for the A and G gives a -consistent, 
consistent and rich sound to this voice.'75  rich sound 

66  Noad, Solo Guitar Playing. 
67  Ibid., 30. 
68  Ibid., 32. 
69  Ibid. 
70  Ibid., 46. 

Ibid., 55. 
72 Ibid., 108. 
13  Ibid., 140. 
74  Ibid., 148. 
75  Ibid., 150. 



Tone Colour 'One of the most compelling attractions of the guitar is 
(Timbre) and the singularly sweet and sensitive tone that can be -sweet and 
Volume contd. produced from 1t.'76  sensitive 

'Particular attention should be given to producing an 
even, clear sound at a good volume with a consistent -even, clear, 
quality between all the notes.'77  good volume, 

consistent 
'The position change here is to put the hand in place to 
take the A on the fourth string, so that the entry of this 
voice has a consistent sound.'78  -consistent 

Dynamics 'The next step is to consider the dynamic markings. If 
they are those of the composer, they should be carefully 
noted and respected.'79  -noted and 

respected 
'Make the chords ring and, and vary the dynamics to -vary the 
sustain interest. '  80 dynamics 

Articulation 'Smoothness and continuity of playing can be improved -smoothness, 
by use of a technique known as ligado or slur.' 81 continuity 

'In general aim for a positive performance with every 
note clearly defined.'' -clearly defined 

'...it is particularly important to make the melody as 
smooth and  _lyrical_as_possible.'83  

Tempo & 'Aim for an even, flowing tempo, with an eventual -even,flowing 
Tempo metronome speed of about d = 96.  84 ' (Ferdinando -metronome 
Modifications Carulli Etude) 
(including 
rubato)  

Rhythm 'The following exercise should be practiced until they -correct rhythm 
can be played in correct rhythm without pauses.'85  without pauses 

'...it should be accurate rhythmically,... If you have a -accurate 
metronome, set it to 138 and the click will give you the rhythmically 
time for each quarter note.'86  (Malaguena) -metronome 

Rhythm 'Keep a strong rhythmic feel by accentuating slightly strong rhythmic 

7 Ibid., 161. 
77  Ibid., 167. 

Ibid., 180. 
79  Ibid., 140. 
80 Ibid., 154. 

Ibid., 91. 
12  Ibid., 154. 
81 

Ibid., 170. 
114 

Ibid., 104. 
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(contd.) the first beat of each measure, aim for an eventual 
tempo of about d = 92.87 (Henry Purcell - Minuet)  

Vibrato 'The principal technique of the left hand for producing 
tonal variety is known as vibrato.'88  -tonal variety 

'Some players reserve the vibrato for use as a special 
effect to intensify or add emotion to a passage. Others, -intensfy, add 
like most violinists nowadays, use it by habit as a basic emotion 
part of technique. In general this does not sound 
excessive, since the vibrato cannot be used anyway on -excessive 
chords of more than two notes or during fast 
passages.,89  

'Vibrato is effective if not used to excess.'90  -not used to 
excess 

Other Effects 'The portamento, like vibrato, is very rarely indicated in 
guitar music since it is considered an effect best left to 
the good taste of the player. It is most appropriate in -good taste 
sole passages of lyrical style...'9 ' 

'The slide was more popular at the end of the last -more popular, 
century than it is today, and it should be mentioned that end of the last 
many of the slides appearing in music of that period are century 
converted by modern players into portamenti. When 
they appear before a note as a form of grace note they 
are also frequently omitted altogether.'92  -omitted 

Expression 'When the basic problems of technique are overcome, it 
is important to remember that the object of playing a 
musical instrument is not to execute the notes, but to 
make music. Music is a means of expression and -make music 
communication, and for this reason has often been 
called a language. Like spoken language it is divided -language 
into the equivalent of phrases, sentences and -phrases etc. 
paragraphs, and it is important to try to see these, so that 
a musical performance becomes a coherent statement. 
Again following the same parallel, when we speak, we varying pitch 
use our voices in varying pitch and volume, since we and volume, 
know that a monotone is unexpressive and boring.'93  unexpressive, 

85  Ibid., 63. 
86  Ibid., 78. 
17  Ibid., 132. 
88  Ibid., 161. 
89  Ibid., 162. 
° Ibid., 210. 

91  Ibid., 162. 
92  Ibid. 

Ibid., 140. 
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Expression Finally, remember that one of the best ways to increase 
contd. knowledge and understanding of music is by intelligent 

listening.'94  -listening 

'The techniques described above can be used in varying 
degrees and combinations to produce an exceptionally 
wide range of sounds and effects. In this respect the -wide range of 
guitarist has a great advantage over, for instance, the sounds and 
pianist, and it is important to recognise and use this effects 
additional means of expression.'9  

'It is always more interesting to hear effects and -interesting, 
contrasts slightly overdone than to hear a timid or overdone 

,96 unimaginative monotone. 

Summary Specific aspects stressed include: 

• The production of a clear, full bodied tone 
• Even timing / continuity 
• Use of tonal variety for expressive effect - risk 

exaggeration 
• Lyrical playing 

Frederick Noad's book is unique in the fact that it 
includes a whole section on 'Musicianship' where he 
discusses the importance of 'making music'. In the 
discussion that follows he highlights some of the major 
points he sees as useful in making music an expressive 
'language'. Importantly he draws attention to the need 
to listen to the great performers both live and on 
recordings, and to use them as models. 

94  Ibid. 
' Ibid., 164. 
96 Ibid. 



Name Classic Guitar Technique97  

Author Aaron Shearer 

Type Teacher 

Performance Practice Elements Key Words 

Tone Colour '...but will produce a clear tone with maximum volume.'98  -clear tone 
(Timbre) and (On the qualities of a good quality instrument) -maximum 
Volume volume 

'...beautiful and personal of instruments.'99  
-beautiful 

'Without them there exists a lack of brilliance in 
execution and volume; and most important, the tonal -lack of 
resources of the guitar, to a great extent, remain brilliance, 
dormant."°°  - tonal 

resources 
'Experiment until you obtain a beautiful tone; this is a 
prime essential for the concert guitarist.'10 ' - beautiful tone 

Tempo and 'USE A METRONOME (M.M.). Set it as slowly as 
Tempo necessary to play without hesitation from the beginning. -without 
Modifications Work the tempo up slowly, accurately; one count for each hesitation 
(including click."02  -accurately 
rubato) 

'The entire piece should be played with a steady and even -even 
1-2-3 count."03  (Fernando Sor— Andante 1) 

"The entire composition must be played at the same -same tempo 
tempo; the first 16 measures no faster than the last."°4  
(Mauro Giuliani - Andantino) 

"This piece must be played very evenly.."105  (D. Aguado -evenly 
- Estudio)  

97  Shearer, Classic Guitar Technique. 
98 1bid., 5. 
99  Ibid., 29. 
100 Ibid., 38. 
'°' Ibid. 
102 Ibid., 14. 
03  Ibid., 72. 

104 Ibid., 75. 
105 Ibid., 78. 



Rhythm 106 an even rhythm can be maintained.. -even 

•  ...countmg VERY EVENLY; ,107 -very evenly 

'EVENNESS is most important!'108  -evenness 

'Emphasis must be placed upon EVENNESS and the -evenness 
training of to sound the melody note of each chord 
distinctly." 09 -distinctly 

'The entire piece should be played with a steady and even -even 
1-2-3 count.' °_(Fernando_SorAndante_I)  

Summary An emphasis on basic technique particularly relaxation; 
musical instructions minimal but areas given some focus 
include: 

• Production of clear tone and maximum volume 
• Maintain even rhythm and EVENNESS generally 
• Need for nails to take full advantage of tonal 

resources 

106 Ibid., 20. 
07  Ibid., 62. 
'° Ibid., 63. 
09  Ibid., 67. 

Ibid., 72. 



Name Pumping Nylon, The Classical Guitarist's Technique 
Handbook" 

Author Scott Tennant - Performer I Teacher 

Type Technique Handbook 

Performance Practice Elements Key Words 

Tone Colour The reason for playing with our fingernails at all is to -(Enhance) 
(Timbre) and assist us in securing and controlling the string, to volume and 
Volume enhance the volume and tone.112  tone 

'This generally results in a fuller sound" 13 -fuller sound 

'In order to achieve a full, or 'fat' tone we must give -full or "fat" 
special attention to the angle of the fingertips to the tone 
strings.'' 14  

'Anyone who makes a good sound, who can control their -control 
tone and articulation, and has any kind of developed 
awareness of what their fingers are doing, is planting 
their fingers to some extent."'5  

'Always strive to produce a good solid tone.'16  -solid tone 

'The thumbnail shape also allows for greater control of -control 
tone colors, since it makes it easy to switch from an 'all- 
nail' tone to an 'all-flesh' tone, or play with the standard 

17 'flesh/nail' combination." 
'Project (dig in and get a good volume!)." 8  -Project, good 

volume! 
'Always strive for a good tone.'119  -Always, good 

tone 
'Strive for equal volume on all notes"2°  (tremolo) -Equal 
'Listen to perfect balance between the voices as you play volume 
it."21  (Giuliani 120 R/H studies, opening chords) -perfect 

balance 

'Tennant, Pumping Nylon, the Classical Guitarist Technique Handbook. 
2  Ibid., 30. 

' Ibid., 32. 
114 Ibid., 34. 
115 Ibid., 35. 
116 Ibid., 37. 
1 17 Ibid., 40. 

18  Ibid., 54. 



Articulation 'The next step is to play them as legato as possible, -legato 
without a noticeable gap between the notes.'' 22  

'Planting the fingers is the only effective way to control -control 
articulation.' 

'Move quickly between notes, avoiding gaps in the -avoiding 
sound. 1 24  gaps 

'Strive for equal duration on all notes."25  (tremolo) -equal 
Speed and "Strive for consistent accuracy rather than speed."126  -consistent 
Accuracy  

Expression 'Music is the most powerful of all the arts. It instantly 
stirs up emotions, conjures visions, and offers glimpses -emotion - 

of other, higher dimensions. It arouses men to battle; conjures 
kindles amorous passions in lovers; soothes a baby to -arouses 
sleep; comforts us when we grieve. It engages our hearts -comfort - 
and our minds, and can bring out the best that we are. engages 
One can safely presume that not a single emotion, not 
any human or natural event, has been left undocumented 
by music.'' 27  

Summary This chart shows a substantial focus on the production of 
a full 'fat' tone and control - balance and equal are words 
that reappear frequently. 

There is a specific chapter on 'Control and Velocity', 
highlighting the importance of these areas. 
The conclusion contains the player's vision of music in a 
very subjective and evocatively romantic fashion. These 
aspects of interpretation are not specifically dealt with in 
the text - there is an 'unwritten' assumption that these 
aspects of interpretation are well understood and 
therefore do not require specific expansion. A controlled 
and well-structured technique will lead to these 
outcomes. 

11 1) Ibid. 
120 Ibid., 56. 
121 Ibid., 79. 
22  Ibid., 17. 
23  Ibid., 35. 
24  Ibid., 48. 
25  Ibid., 56. 

120 Ibid., 48. 
127 Ibid.. 94. 

In, 



Name Pumping Nylon (Easy to Early tntermediate)'28  

Author Scott Tennant 

Type Performer 

Performance Practice Elements Key Words 

Tone Colour 'Make sure the first three and final two chords of the -well- 
(Timbre) and study are well-balanced, with all notes even in volume balanced 
Volume and tone."29  -even 

'Get a good, warm tone with the a finger."3°  -warm tone 

'Make sure the repeated notes played with an a-rn-i 
exchange sound even in volume and tone.'  3' -even 

'Produce equal tone and volume on all notes.'132  -equal 

'Strive for an even, round tone on both bass and treble -even 
strings"33  round 

on both (bass 
and treble 
strings) 

'Strive for a consistently even volume and tone with p. 34  -consistently 
even 

'Make sure the chords in the first eight bars are well- 
balanced."35  -well- 

balanced 
'The quicker and slower notes should be of equal (or at 
least EXTREMELY SIMILAR) volume and fullness.'136  -equal 

Articulation 'Work towards evenness of the arpeggios."37  -evenness 
and Accent 

'Work towards making thep melody legato and -expressive 
expressive.''38  

28  Tennant, Pumping Nylon (Easy to Early Intermediate). 
29  Ibid., 10. 
° Ibid., 16. 
'' Ibid., 26. 
132 Ibid., 34. 
133 Ibid., 36. 
134 Ibid., 37. 
'° Ibid., 40. 
136 Ibid., 56. 
131 Ibid., 22. 



'Play the triplet figures slightly staccato for clarity and -clarity 
articulation.' 139 

'Don't play the first note of a slur grouping too loudly. 
This will create an accent. We want everything to sound 
as even as possible."4°  -even 

'Normally, we pull into the fingerboard for a crisp -crisp 
attack.''4 ' 

Phrasing 'Phrase ('move' and crescendo) towards the downbeat of -phrase 
the bar, putting a slight accent on that note."42  

Tempo & 'You don't necessarily have to play with the metronome, 
Tempo but at least use it to establish a tempo."43  -tempo 
Modifications 
(inc ludi rig 
rubato)  

Expression 'Work toward making the p melody legato and -legato and 
expressive."44  expressive 

'When you're familiar enough with the piece to play it 
from memory, close your eyes and go deeper into the 
finer points of playing, the most important being 
expression. Expression is communication. Talk through -expression 
your guitar as you would recite a long-loved poem."45  

Summary In the second volume of Pumping Nylon a greater number 
of references to articulation and accent appear, balancing 
the references to tone colour and volume. A few other 
scattered interpretive references are made, with a 
concluding point about the importance of 'expression'. 
As in volume one expression is defined in a very 
subjective, romantic fashion, but its overriding 
importance is stressed. 

Ibid., 36. 
139 Ibid., 40. 

° Ibid., 52. 
141 Ibid., 54. 
42  Ibid., 19. 

143 Ibid., 30. 
144 Ibid., 36. 
145 Ibid., 60. 



Name Pumping Nylon'46  (Intermediate to Advanced Repertoire) 

Author Scott Tennant 

Type Performer I Teacher 

Performance Practice Elements Key 
Words 

Tone Colour 'For the scale passages, I suggest using free stroke a-i 
(Timbre) and alternation, as these fingers are further away from each other 
Volume than are i-rn, creating a better balance in the hand thus 

allowing for greater evenness and fluidity in the 147 -evenness 
(Frog Galliard - John Dowland) 

'Make them sound well balanced with a good, round tone."48  well 
(Napoleon Coste - Etude # 11) balanced 

'Balance all the chords well, making each voice clear - as -voice 
they would sound on a piano."49  (Fantasia Original clear 
Capricho a imitacion del Piano - Jose Vinas)  

Articulation 'For the scale passages, I suggest using free stroke a-i 
alternation, as these fingers are further away from each other 
than are i-rn, creating a better balance in the hand thus 
allowing for greater evenness and fluidity in the 150 -fluidity 
(Frog Galliard - John Dowland) 

'Scales may be played with the right-hand fingering 
indicated or with i-a, p-i, or p-rn." 5' (Luis Milan - Fantasia 
18) 

'Aim for smooth scales."52  -smooth 

'Make the chords in measures 9 and 10 as smooth and -smooth 
connected as possible.' 153 

connected 
(Fantasia Original Capricho a imitacion del Piano - Jose 
Vinas) 

'Keep the overall feeling of the Introduction (Andante 1 ega 0 '(Fantasia Mosso) legato. Original Capricho a imitacion del 
Piano - Jose Vinas)  

146 Tennant, Pumping IVy/on, Intermediate to Advanced Repertoire, 23. 
147 Ibid., 5. 

° Ibid., 32. 
149 Ibid., 34. 

° Ibid., 5. 
151 Ibid., 8. 
152 Ibid., 16. 



Phrasing 'Shape the lines. A good way to start is to go up (louder) -shape 
when the line goes up, and down (softer) when the line goes 
down. This is general advice and as the piece becomes more 
familiar, your own phrasing and idea of shaping will 
surface.' 4  (Luys N avarez - Vein tidos diJLrenciasde Conde 
Claros)  

Tempo and 'In general, the classic performance practice for a theme and 
Tempo variations is to play the variations in more or less the same -same 
Modifications tempo as the theme, until indicated. However, I like to vary tempo 
(including each one in tempo slightly to further 'vary' each 
rubato) variation.' 5  (Giuliani - Variations sur les 'Folies -vary 

d'Espagne, op. 45)  

Rhythm 'Although there's some room for expression, the eighth notes 
should remain fairly smooth and constant.'156  (Giuliani - -smooth 
Variations sur les Folies d 'Espagne, Op. 45) and 

constant 
Rubato 'Although there's some room for expression, the eighth notes expression 

should remain fairly smooth and constant."157  (Giuliani 
- (= rubato?) 

Variations sur les Folies d 'Espagne,_Op._45)  

Expression 'Although there's some room for expression, the eighth notes expression 
should remain fairly smooth and constant.' 158 

Summary More information is given in respect to interpretive practices 
but this information tends to be based around the premise of 
'accepted practice' and one assumes listening to great 
interpreters. Some tantalising hints that there is more 
expected from the interpreter than is contained in the 
notation. 

151 Ibid., 34. 
114 Ibid., 16. 
'
55  Ibid., 23. 
156 Ibid. 
57  Ibid 

1 51 Ibid 



Name Progressive Classical Guitar159  

Author Jason Waidron 

Type Performer I Teacher 

Performance Practice Elements Key 
Words 

Articulation 'In order to achieve speed and evenness, both vital for evenness 
later development, you must practice alternating right 
hand finger combinations in scale and single line 
melodies.' 160 

Speed and 'In order to achieve speed and evenness, both vital for -achieve 
Accuracy later development, you must practice alternating right speed 

hand finger combinations in scale and single line 
melodies.' 161 

Rhythm '...so as to establish a steady rhythm and flow between -steady 
each exercise.'162  rhythm, 

Summary A tutor method that focuses on the physical aspects of 
guitar technique and the rudiments of music theory. 
Recommendations as to interpretive practices are avoided. 

The aim of the method stated in the introduction is to give 
students a specific level of musical knowledge. There is a 
specific reference to music theory. 

Personally knowing this teacher's work and his focus on 
tone production and how it can be put to interpretive ends, 
it is a contrast to find the Tutor lacking in such advice. 

Perhaps this is considered by the publisher to be too 
subjective and inappropriate for a method book.  

159 Waidron, Progressive Classical Guitar. 
160 Ibid., 26. 
161 Ibid. 
162 Ibid., 36. 
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Appendix 5 

Emphasising higher notes 

In chapter 4, Expressive Emphasis: Phrasing, Articulation, Accents and Dynamics', Carl 
Czerny discussed the need to emphasis higher notes of the pianoforte which were 
inherently tonally weaker. The following example was provided, arranged here for the 
guitar. Other examples from the guitar repertoire are presented in the same chapter. 

Czerny noted: 

With the same sort of emphasis every higher note of a melody, as compared with those 

which are deeper as to pitch.' 3  

Allegretto 
J (sJ 

6 
p dol' CV11LT 

I 
I 

F 

Figure A 27 - Czerny: Piano Forte School Emphasis on higher notes in a tonally 
weaker area of the guitar 

Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and I'ractk'a/ Pia,io Forte School Op. 500, 3 vols. (London: 1839), 
10. 
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Appendix 6 

Guitar Arrangement - Czerny: Expressive use of dynamics - Complete 
Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 50 

Allegro inoderato 

pp V r m.v% 
p 

secrecy / mystery loveliness / sofiness tranquil speaking tone Expression: great distance / echo quiet sorrow 

f V 

passion / brilliant 
showy / degree of power 
firm 11 es 

if V V I I 

ft ft 
joy / exaltation / ecstasy 

ft  
grief/ rage 
splendor / bravura 

L1 
if 

joy / exaltation /ecstasy 
grief/ rage 
splendor / bravura 

m.v. 

passion / brilliant tranquil speaking tone 
showy / degree of power 
firnmess 

p pp pp 

loveliness secrecy / mystery great distance / echo 
softness quiet sorrow 

Figure A 28 - Czerny's expressive use of dynamics 
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Appendix 7 

Czerny - On occasional changes in the time or degrees of movement'64  

Version 1 

Andante 
ov CVII CIX 

cresc. r 
II 

(III UI!!!. 1- ' I 

Figure A 29 - Czerny - On occasional changes in the time or degrees of movement 
- Version 1 

Czerny notes: 

"According to the first way, the passage will be played in strict time throughout, and the 

requisite expression will be produced merely be the crescendo and the diminuendo, by 

the Legato and the demi-Legato of the quavers, as also by the Legatissimo of the 

,l65 mmims. 

Ibid., 3/3/32. The annotation of the scores in this appendix follows Czerny's written text 
rather than his diagrammatic representation of the changes of the tempo. See also Chapter 
7 'A Lesson with Czerny'. 
(S  Ibid. 
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Concluding that: 

'The character of the passage is soft, tender and extremely timid. The first way, in strict 

time, will not suffice for this expression,"66  

Version 2 

Andante 
c:pV CVII CIX 

i J 
p do!. - cresc.  

Time 

ii 

smorz: 

Figure A 30 - Czerny - On occasional changes in the time or degrees of movement 
- Version 2 

Czerny notes: 

'According to the 2nd  way, even in the second bar a slight holding back in the time is 

employed, which towards the end of the 3' and throughout all the 4' bar, fades away in 

a continued Smorzando, without however, degenerating into a downright tedious 

lingering in the degree of movement.' 

166 Ibid. 



Concluding that: 

'Of particular merit is the protracted duration of each note in the crescendo, which gives 

more significance to the melody and the chords.' 167 

Version 3 - ('zerny 'sfavoiired interpretation 

Andante 
QV CVII CIX 

') 

n Time 

Ii 

mr aim. 
[retarded to the same degree as accel.[ 

raIL 

Figure A 31 - Czerny - On occasional changes in the time or degrees of movement 
- Version 3 

Czerny notes: 

'According to the 3i  way, the first two bars must be played in a somewhat hurrying or 

accelerated time; and the 2 last bars must again be retarded in the same degree."68  

167 Ibid. 
161 Ibid. 
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Czemy proposes the third version as being the most expressive and consistent with the 

character of the music: 

'It gives to the two first ascending bars more life and warmth, and the rallentando which 

follows makes the last two bars so much more pleasing.'169  

Version 4 

Andante 
pv CVII CIX 

~74 7: , _~ :T_ A M 

p do!. ________cresc. 
imnitn rit2rthndrI 

Oil [reaching almost Adagio] I  

perdende 

Figure A 32 - Czemy - On occasional changes in the time or degrees of movement 
- Version 4 

Czerny notes: 

'Lastly, according to the 4' way, the whole will be executed with much holding back and 

lingering in the movement, so that by degrees and toward the end the time will slacken 

almost into an Adagio."7°  

169 ibid. 
170 Ibid., 3/3/33. 



This version with its holding back of time until an Adagio tempo is reached is seen by 

Czerny as being too languishing. 

It is in reference to the above examples that Czemy notes that the changing of tempo 

must not be excessive and must not vary by more than a QUARTER or a SIXTH. 
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Appendix 8 

Guitar Arrangement - Czerny: Extended application of expressive 
tempo modifications as explored in Chapter 7 'A Lesson with Czerny' 

C 7 rather ritenuto 
Andantino espressis'o 

,
...5 

.-. 

do1.'" 
I LP 

Strict Time I Ritarded (veiy little) 
leads to repeat of 
opening 

accel. relinquished 
almost aced. 
(more fire) 

C4 
6 6 6 

Rit. 

Allow notes to flow tenderly and gracefully onward 

 

perceptible retard. 

strict time I with power & spirit 
almost aced. 

p aim very soft exact - nt. leading to 
somewhat somewhat 'something theme in time 

tranquil retarded slower' 

MM 



tr 

theme in time 

ft1  I inoderateh,  fast somewhat - increase nt. 
tendel titarded (considerably) diminuendo 

marked nit. 

Figure A 33 - Czerny's extended application of expressive tempo modifications171  

1 71 Ibid., 3/3/34. 



Appendix 9 

Contents pages of Czerny's and Hummel's Methods 

Carl Czerny - Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School Op. 500 

Johaim Nepomuk Hummel - A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instruction 
of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte 

500 



__•..,'-/___\ 

i A 

rnt wtuu: - 

//• ///7J// .  ///////(?(/J ///////(/ 

AN 
Jo ---- oc° - as 

< 

C 

/ 

i/of 5rJh,ll. (Cfl dzc1Tul 1JL6 

R'COC KS & C? ,thirr rt .fln1T -fr .S1mnre. 

Figure A 34 - Title Page - Czemy: Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte 
School op. 500172 

172 Ibid. 
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CONTENTS OF THE THIRI) VOLLJNE. 

Ox PLAYLVG WITH EXPRESStOX 

I 

A. 

On the Fiute and Piano ------  ------- -------------------- -------------- ------- ------------ ............... 2 

ChAP . 1 . More uiiiute instructions relative to the application 

of Forte, Piano, &c- ------ -------- --------------------------------------------------------- 5 

On Musical Accent or Emphasis, applied 

toSingle Notes -- ---------------------------- -------- --- -------------- --------------------- -6 

On the application of the Crescendo and Diminuendo ......... --- ............ 15 

CHAP. II. On the employment of the various degrees 

of Legato and Staccato ........ - ............... ------............... ----------- ---- 19 

On the Mezzo Staccato touch, or 4ropped notes ----- --------- ------------------ ----24 

On the Staccato ------------------------------------------------- ----- ------------------------ ---27 

- Marcato or Staccatissimo ------------ -......................... -----..................... - 28 

C. 

CHRPf  III. On occasional changes in the time - - 

or degree of Movement 

More detailed explanations on Do- -------------- --------- -------------------------------32 

Employment of the Ritardasido and Aecelrando --- -......... ----............ ...... 33 

CHAP. IV. On playing- Simple Melody -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

On playing Embellishments ........................ -.................................... 42 

On the Performance of Melody in several parts --------- ----------------------- 50 

CHAP. V. On the Expression suitable to brilliant passages --- --------------------- ------ 51 

On the situations most suitable to Arpeg-gioiior Chords -..... ---------.... ......  - 55 

Figure A 35 - Contents - Czerny: Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte 
School Op. 500173 

173 Ibid. 
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Figure A 36 - Title Page - Johann Nepornuk Hummel: A Complete Theoretical and 
Practical Course of Instruction ofthe Art a/Playing the Piano Forte' 74 

74  Johann Neponiuk Hummel, A Coiiiplete Theoretical and Piactical Course o/ Instruction of the Art of 
P/wing 1/ic Piano Forte (London: J. Boosey and Co., 1827). 
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- (1'OOTI°TXT.. 

prp TTI 

SECTIoN FIRST. 

CM A P. 1 . On Graces, and on the eharciotera used to denote these sp ecies of minor 

embellishments ----------------------------------  _. ------------- ------------------------- II 

_______ . On the Shake and its conclusion --------------------------------------------------- 2 

3 . On imperfect shakes, or notes merely shaken ......................................... a 

4. On the Mordcnte, or transient shake --------  - ...................................... a 

.. On the Turn -- ------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------- - 9 

On Avpogiaturas, afternotea, and other embellishments 11) I 

Practical Examples -------- -------------------------- ------- ------------------------- — ----- M. 

SF.cTIoN SECOND. 

CHAP. 1. On musical performance in general 39 

2. Some leading observations respecting beauty of performance 4() 

.3. On the use of the Pedals 2 

4. On the touch proper to different Piano., fortes of German or English ('onstmurt ion - - 64 

On the utility and application of Maelzefs Mtronome I 63 

On Tuning the Piano_forte -------- ---------------------------  - -------------------- -- 611 

7. On Eatentporaneous performance 73 

We  

Figure A 37 - Contents - Johann Nepomuk Hummel: A Complete Theoretical and 
Practical Course of Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte'75  

175 Ibid. 
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Figure A 38 - Portrait - Johann Nepomuk Hummel: A Complete Theoretical and 
Practical Couise of Instruction of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte' 76  

1 76 Ibid. 
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